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ABSTRACT
In the academic research of branding, the construct of customer-based brand equity
(CBBE) was cultivated to summarize the incremental value provided to a product or
service by the brand knowledge structures or associations that exist in customer
memory. These associations, when positive, generate value by facilitating customer
behaviour that is favourable to the brand.
Keller (1993, 2001) offered a conceptualization of CBBE which has been foundational
to various areas of research in marketing and has made CBBE a fundamental aspect of
brand management in the industry. Therefore, in this dissertation Keller’s (2001) CBBE
model is accepted as a representation of the brand associations which generate CBBE.
However, the comprehensiveness of an academic construct is defined by the program
of theories, the program of methods and context within which it was conceptualised.
This dissertation observes that each of these three aspects has changed considerably in
the years since Keller’s original conceptualisation.
CBBE was conceived in an era when the gestalt of marketing theory was dominated by
an exchange-oriented conceptualisation of value and the customers’ context and agency
in the creation of value was obscured. The conceptualisation of value currently
prevalent in the marketing theory is very different. It is phenomenologically oriented
and considers the customer an active co-creator of value.
The program of methods has also evolved as novel sources of data such as usergenerated content (UGC) and tools of analysis such as text mining offer new avenues
for the exploration of theoretical constructs.
Social reality or context has also undergone major changes since CBBE was
conceptualised. Ease of access to technology has increased, the internet has become
widespread and digital social networks have become a ubiquitous part of life for many
people. This has changed how people experience and interact with brands, and
consequently the psychological associations they form with them.
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Therefore, the central thesis of this dissertation is that the construct of CBBE must be
re-evaluated to address the evolution in the program of theory, methods and context
that has transpired since its conceptualisation. Through this re-evaluation, this
dissertation aims to update and extend the theoretical construct of CBBE to be a better
representation of the associations people link with brands in the current digitally
mediated age. To this end, this dissertation adopts an interpretivist approach and
conducts a text mining assisted, directed content analysis to extract and interpret the
associations people form with brands from UGC. The data used for this analysis
includes 206,677 publicly available user-generated comments posted over the year
2015 on the official Facebook pages of 4 popular brands.
It is observed in the analysis that digital social networks emancipate users’ agency by
allowing people to create and broadcast content addressed to the brand and other users.
Moreover, such websites also facilitate a collapse of context which normalizes public
self-expression of intimate thoughts and opinions. In such a context, customers assume
co-creative agency over their brand experiences and use digital social media to extract
additional phenomenological value from brand use. Consequently, Brand
Performativity is identified as a new dimension of the CBBE model in this dissertation.
It is construed as an illocutionary force or communicative effect through which users
enact their agency over a brand. It does not indicate an additional stage in the
development of CBBE but is a capstone that rests atop the CBBE model and influences
all the stages that precede it. It manifests itself through a number of novel associations
that were also identified in the analysis and linked to the other dimensions of CBBE.
For example, when a brand’s performance does not meet customer expectation, some
customers go beyond the role of a passive evaluator which was ascribed to them in the
original conceptualisation of CBBE. They enact the agency provided to them by digital
social media websites by reaching out to the brand and providing feedback on
improving brand performance, and through this, they engage in co-creative product or
service development. This leads to the association of co-creative development with
brand performance. In other cases, customers integrate disparate elements and extract
use-value that goes beyond the propositions provided by the product or service. For
example, some customers, co-opt the brand into becoming a marker of autobiographical
memory and then use it for an exhibitionistic display of identity that expresses their
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past and indicates future preferences. This leads to the association of autobiographical
memory with brand imagery.
The key academic contribution of this dissertation is that it proposes contemporary and
phenomenologically grounded extensions of Keller’s (2001) CBBE model. It extends
the model to cover the dimension of Brand Performativity, and consequently, extends
the dimensions of Brand Meaning, Brand Response, and Brand Resonance to include
associations of performativity. The dimension of Brand Meaning is extended to include
associations with co-creative product or service development, autobiographical
memory, and voicing* of performance and imagery. The dimension of Brand Response
is extended to include associations with self-reinforcement and voicing of judgement
and emotions. The dimension of Brand Resonance is extended to include associations
with co-creation, extimacy, resource pooling, and voicing of activity and intensity.
These extensions update the CBBE model to be a more comprehensive and current
representation of the brand knowledge structures which facilitate favourable customer
behaviour in a digitally mediated age.
An additional academic contribution of this study is the identification of social media
websites as platforms which facilitate the public performance of intimacy in customerbrand relationships. These websites, by encouraging exhibitionism and context
collapse, facilitate the transition between intimacy and extimacy (or the public display
of intimacy). This allows users to publicly reveal their internal complexity, or the
plurality of their brand associations, as a signal of the authenticity of the relationship
they share with the brand. A brand that recognizes this can utilize these platforms to
respond to user extimacy, by understanding and validating the associations externalized
by users. Thus, reinforcing the relationship it shares with the user.
The managerial contribution of this dissertation is that the additional associations
identified in this dissertation offer fresh avenues of generating or improving CBBE and
provide meaningful extensions to industry-based tools used for digital content
management and brand equity measurement.
*Note that “voicing” was developed as a label to refer to instances of users publicly expressing various brand
associations.
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Section 1: Introduction and overview

Chapter 1: Introduction
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1. Introduction
“A brand is first and foremost a repository of meanings for consumers to use in living
their own lives. ” (Allen, Fournier, & Miller, 2008, p. 782).

2. The curious case of Red Bull
Red Bull, currently one of the world’s bestselling energy drinks with 6.3 billion cans
sold in 2017 is ranked 61st on Forbes list of the World’s Most Valuable Brands 2018.
The story of Red Bull’s origin presents a valuable illustration of how the meaning
consumers ascribe to a brand can propel its market success and redefine its scope.
All pre-launch market research indicated that the product was bound to fail. Everything
from its colour and taste to its pricing was deemed inappropriate. Moreover, its key
ingredient, taurine, faced a long and arduous process of government approvals before
the drink could be launched (Kumar, Linguri, & Tavassoli, 2004). However, the
Austrian businessman Dietrich Mateschitz, who founded Red Bull GmbH in 1984,
persisted with the venture and began the process of attaining the required approvals.
As the wheels of bureaucracy turned ever so slowly, people started speculating about
the reasons behind the careful inspection Red Bull was being subjected to by
government agencies. Rumours whirled and people began to associate them with the
brand. Some considered taurine to be a derivative of bull testicles and a natural
aphrodisiac, others associated performance-enhancing effects such as the increased
speed of reaction and endurance with the consumption of Red Bull. When the product
was finally approved for sale in Austria, in 1987, a thriving black-market demand
emerged for it in other European nations. The brand started earning street names such
as: the Porsche of soft drinks, liquid Viagra, speed-in-a-can and liquid cocaine. It soon
became a staple of rave culture and mixer of choice at Austrian ski resorts, and the
famous/infamous Vodka with Red Bull was born (Kumar, Linguri, & Tavassoli, 2004).
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Marketing executives at Red Bull were quick to realize the advantage consumergenerated associations of meaning lent to the brand. Consumers had, by themselves,
construed the brand to be edgy and dangerous, and marketing executives followed suit.
They focused on sponsoring extreme sports and youth events and pushed distribution at
bars and clubs. Export permissions for Germany, France, and Denmark followed, and
even though the brand continued to face similar approval related hurdles in these and
other markets they all contributed to cultivating an aura of mystique, danger and
edginess around the brand which grew from strength to strength.

3. Hence customer-based brand equity
Marketing theory also recognises that brands exist in the mind of the consumer (Reis &
Patrick, 1996) as a network or knowledge structure of brand-related information which
represents the personal meaning a brand holds for the consumer (Keller, 2003). In the
case of Red Bull, this knowledge structure provided associations of edginess and
danger to the brand. Marketing managers latched on to these associations, positioned
and marketed the brand accordingly, leading to global market success.
In academic research of branding, the theoretical construct of customer-based brand
equity (CBBE) was conceived to summarize the incremental value provided to a brand
by the knowledge structures that exist in customer memory. Keller (1993) defined
CBBE as, “differential effect of brand knowledge on consumer response to the
marketing of the brand” (p. 2), in his paper titled “Conceptualizing, Measuring, and
Managing Customer-Based Brand Equity” which was published in the Journal of
Marketing. This paper won the Harold H. Maynard award in 1993 for making the most
significant contribution to marketing theory and thought, and is still considered one of
the seminal works in the area with over 17,500 citations in 2019 according to Google
Scholar.
Keller (1993) posits customer’s brand knowledge as the very core of the concept of
CBBE. He uses the Associative Network Theory of memory (Anderson & Bower,
1973) to conceptualise brand knowledge as a network of nodes in consumer memory
with various associations (for example: the brand’s attributes and benefits, consumer
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judgments, perceptions, feelings, and personal experiences etc. ) connected to
summarize the meaning the brand holds for the consumer. It is these associations which
lead to the different ways in which the consumer responds to a brand, and when
properly identified can provide various avenues for brand management.
Keller later extended this conceptualisation of brand knowledge into the CBBE model
(2001) which contains a set of dimensions each of which summarize several brand
associations and together contribute to brand equity. These dimensions are:
•

Brand salience (summarizes brand awareness).

•

Brand meaning (summarizes associations of performance and imagery).

•

Brand response (summarizes associations of judgement and feelings).

•

Brand resonance (summarizes associations of attachment and activity).

Keller’s conceptualisation of CBBE and its formulation in the form of the CBBE model
has been foundational to various areas of research. Such as: brand relationships
(Escalas, 2004; 1998; Swaminathan, Page, & Gurhan-Canli, 2007; Swaminathan,
Stilley, & Ahluwalia, 2009), brand personality (J. L. Aaker, 1997; Mathur, Jain, &
Maheswaran, 2012), brand tourism (Bellezza & Keinan, 2014), brand extensions
(Keller & Aaker, 1992; Sood & Keller, 2012). Moreover, CBBE remains a fundamental
aspect of industry-based brand equity measurement tools such as the Young and
Rubicam Brand Asset Valuator® and Research International’s Equity Engine (Keller,
2001).

4. An axiological evolution- a basis for a re-exploring
CBBE
The theoretical framework within which CBBE was conceptualised and described was
dominated by an exchange-oriented approach to value. Value was considered an
inherent essence of goodness or utility which could be embedded into a product or
service and passed on to the consumer. In this approach, the customer’s context and
agency in the creation of value is obscured as it is assumed that embedded utility can be
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passed on to the customer at the time of purchase and remains consistent up to and
beyond the point of consumption.
Therefore, even though CBBE acknowledged the importance of human perception in
the creation of brand value, it did not completely break free of the exchange-oriented
approach to marketing and treated the individual customer as a passive evaluator of a
brand’s operations. Researchers working on CBBE would use instruments such as
questionnaires, at a time and place of their choice, to elicit and describe the various
associations people have with a brand. This approach focused on the elicitation of
brand associations; instead of observing their natural expression, and therefore,
relegated the role of individual agency and context in consumption.
The conceptualisation of value currently prevalent in the marketing and branding
theory has evolved from its exchange-oriented roots and is considerably different
today. The phenomenologically grounded aspects of value-in-use have faced a
renaissance of sorts and are once again placed at the locus of value creation in
contemporary approaches such as Service-Dominant (S-D) Logic (Vargo & Lusch,
2004, 2008). The customer is considered actively involved in the process of value
creation integrating the operant and operand resources at their disposal to extract
desired value from a brand’s offering. Value is no longer a noun that is subjectively
perceived and consumed; value is more of a verb that is enacted and practiced in use
(Ng & Smith, 2012). This represents a fundamental change in the theoretical program
within which CBBE was conceptualised, warranting a re-exploration which updates the
concept to match the current and axiologically holistic theoretical paradigm.

5. A novel research avenue
While reflecting upon future research Keller (2016) identifies the area of online
(digital) developments as one with “greatest opportunity to generate productive
research agendas and make significant managerial impact going forward.” (p. 10). The
emergence and pervasiveness of digital platforms such as social media websites
(Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram, etc. ), and digital tools such as smartphones
has added a digital dimension to customer-brand relationship (Gensler, Völckner, Liu-
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Thompkins, & Wiertz, 2013), and has led to a profound change in the context within
which customers and brands interact. This, in turn, influences the phenomenological
aspects of the various brand associations which lie at the core of the concept of CBBE.
Providentially, this digital transformation has also brought forth user-generated content
or UGC, which can be the ideal form of data for evaluating the various association
people link with brands in the current digital age.
UGC is content created by people without any direct commercial purpose and
published on publicly accessible websites (Wunsch-Vincent & Vickery, 2007), and the
rapid growth of social media websites has led to an exponential increase in its volume
(Gangadharbatla; Schivinski & Dabrowski, 2016). A significant amount of UGC on
social media is also brand related (Arnhold, 2008) as consumers are increasingly using
these platforms to share their opinions about products and services (Tirunillai & Tellis,
2014).
UGC is specifically suitable for research on CBBE because brand knowledge, the
source of CBBE, is the cognitive representation of the brand. However, uncovering and
analyzing this cognitive representation can be a challenge because it is a tacit
knowledge structure (King & Grace, 2009; Richards, Foster, & Morgan, 1998). The
tacit dimension of knowledge is latent or “exists in the background of our
consciousness” (Gertler, 2003, p. 77) allowing us to focus conscious attention to the
task at hand. Therefore, people find such latent mental constructs hard to verbalize or
elucidate when they respond to research instruments such as questionnaires. This tacit
knowledge is best studied when people externalize it while being engrossed in genuine
life experiences in a natural setting (Batra, Ahuvia, & Bagozzi, 2012; Gertler, 2003;
Leonard & Sensiper, 1998).
UGC is not created as a response to a marketing query but is a more natural expression
of the users’ thoughts and feelings, also social media platforms have become a
ubiquitous part of life for many people, and sharing experiences online is considered
normal. Additionally, because of the online disinhibition effect, or the feeling of
anonymity people have online, people feel comfortable revealing their thoughts and
feelings on digital social media (Belk, 2013). Such websites also amplify the contextcollapse that faces post-modern society and encourage the disclosure of intimate
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thoughts. Consequently, UGC is a natural, disinhibited source of the users’ intimate
thoughts and feelings, making it ideal for the extraction and analysis of the tacit
knowledge structures which form the foundation of the construct of CBBE. Moreover,
the rise in the availability of UGC has been accompanied by the emergence of tools of
analysis such as text mining which permit the analysis of large unstructured datasets of
UGC.

Current research
Current research has used the deterministic approach rooted in the post-positivistic
worldview to establish links between UGC and CBBE. So far, researchers have used
the deterministic approach to establish that UGC has an impact on CBBE (Bruhn,
Schoenmueller, & Schäfer, 2012; Kim & Ko, 2012), this impact is positive if users’
evaluation of UGC is positive (Schivinski & Dabrowski, 2015, 2016) and negative if
users’ evaluation of UGC is negative (Bambauer-Sachse & Mangold, 2011) , higher
user involvement with brand-related UGC also has a positive impact on CBBE
(Christodoulides, Jevons, & Bonhomme, 2012) , and that UGC in the form of userratings (e.g.: Tripadvisor.com ratings) can be used as a substitute of survey data to
analyse CBBE in various industries (Callarisa, García, Cardiff, & Roshchina, 2012;
Soler & Gémar, 2017). However, there is a lack of research that uses UGC as a source
of data for a qualitative exploration that offers an axiologically holistic extension of the
construct of CBBE.

6. Theoretical lens- distilling the need for research
This dissertation uses Luhmann’s theory of social systems as a lens to conceptualise the
social reality or context which customers inhabit along with brands and to evaluate the
theoretical and methodological programme within which CBBE was conceived. It
identifies CBBE as a cultivated semantic or an academic construct which uses
specialized language to describe the cognitive associations or coupling between
customers and brands. The comprehensiveness of a cultivated semantic is defined by
the context and the program of theories and methods within which it was constructed.
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However, when Keller’s conceptualisation of CBBE is evaluated from a Luhmannian
perspective it is observed that the program of theories and methods, and the context
within which it was conceived has evolved considerably within the intervening years.
•

Evolution in the program of theory: Axiological shift in the gestalt of marketing
theory construction to a holistic phenomenologically grounded
conceptualisation of value.

•

Evolution in the program of methods: Emergence of UGC as a novel form of
data along with tools of analysis such as text mining.

•

Evolution in context: Increasing access to the internet and widespread
popularity of digital social networks amplifies the hyperreality and context
collapse prevalent in the social reality people share with brands.

7. Purpose of the study
Therefore, this dissertation undertook the task of re-evaluating the construct of CBBE
through an interpretive exploratory analysis that:
•

Addresses the evolution in the program of theory by acknowledging the role of
individual agency and context in the formation of brand associations and
focusing on extracting, from UGC, brand associations rooted in a
phenomenologically grounded approach to customer-brand interactions.

•

Addresses the evolution in the program of methods by using UGC as a novel
source of data and text mining assisted directed content analysis as a
contemporary method of analysis for the investigation of brand associations.

•

Addresses the evolution of context by comparing the dimensions of CBBE
identified in this study with Keller’s original conceptualisation and updating it
to reflect observed differences.

For this study, CBBE is defined as “the differential effect of brand knowledge on
consumer response to the marketing of the brand” (Keller, 1993, p. 2). Customer’s
brand knowledge, or the cognitive representation of a brand (Peter & Olson, 2001),
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comprised of the evaluative and descriptive brand-related information stored in
customer memory (Keller, 2003) is accepted as the core of the concept of CBBE and
Keller’s (2001) CBBE model is accepted as a conceptualization of the dimensions
which represent this brand-related information as stored in customer memory.
The following central and procedural sub-questions are proposed to guide the analysis
undertaken in this dissertation.

8. Research questions
The central research question guiding the analysis undertaken in this dissertation is:
What are the dimensions of CBBE observable in user-generated content on social
media websites?
The following procedural sub-questions are also proposed:
1. Are the theoretical dimensions of CBBE, as defined in Keller’s CBBE model,
observable in user-generated content on social media websites?
2. Are there any additional dimensions of CBBE observable in user-generated
content on social media websites, and if so, what causes their emergence?
The central research question is kept broad to indicate the intent of discovering the tacit
phenomenological aspects associated with dimensions of CBBE. At the same time, it
also provides focus by directing research towards the novel source of data that is UGC.
The first procedural sub-question is used to guide the research towards evaluating the
cultivated semantic of CBBE. The second sub-question focuses on extending the CBBE
model and is kept open and non-directional to facilitate a description of the findings
that is grounded in the data.
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9. Research methodology
Philosophical perspective
Cognizant of CBBE being consequent to the cognitive representation of a brand in the
minds of individual customers, this researcher adopted a relativistic ontological stance.
The relativistic ontological stance acknowledges that reality exists in the mind, it is
subjective and varies from individual to individual (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). Relativist
research happens in natural settings rather than experimental settings (McGregor &
Murnane, 2010), and focusses on eliciting the mental models.
In line with the purpose of analyzing brand associations from a phenomenologically
grounded perspective that acknowledges individual agency, this researcher adopted a
constructionist epistemology. The constructionist position acknowledges that different
individuals may interpret the same phenomenon or object in different ways often
leading to the emergence of a variety of meanings (Creswell, 2013; Crotty, 1998). It
aims to identify and highlight common patterns underlying the various meanings
people associate with the phenomena under evaluation. The credible representations of
these patterns, allow abstractions that are grounded in data, lead to the formation of a
sophisticated understanding of the phenomena under analysis, and contribute to the
extension of knowledge.

Research method
The research was conducted with an interpretivist approach. Text-mining assisted
directed qualitative content analysis was used to extract and analyse the expression of
CBBE in UGC from social media. Where qualitative content analysis is defined as “a
research method for the subjective interpretation of the content of text data through the
systematic classification process of coding and identifying themes or patterns” (Hsieh
& Shannon (2005), p 1278), and text mining is defined as “the application of
algorithms and methods from the fields of machine learning and statistics to texts with
the goal of finding useful patterns. ” (Hotho, Nürnberger, & Paaß, 2005, p. 4). Since the
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goal of this research was to extend our existing understanding of the construct of
CBBE, a directed approach to content analysis was used in this study, because this
approach is specifically suitable for the conceptual extension of existing theory (Hsieh
& Shannon, 2005). The data collected for analyses includes all publicly available usergenerated comments posted over the year 2015 on the official Facebook pages of 4
popular brands. Leading to a dataset of 206,677 user-generated comments. All 4 brands
are active in the New Zealand market. One is a confectionary brand, another is an icecream brand, and two are airlines.

10. Findings and contributions
This analysis identified multiple additional themes which the CBBE model did not
account for, and, on their basis, proposed two extensions to the model. The first is a set
of extensions to cover the novel brands associations that become linked to the
dimensions of the CBBE the current digital age. Table 1 summarizes these extensions.
Table 1:Summary of Extensions to Keller's (2001) CBBE model

Dimension: Brand Meaning
Associations of performance are extended to include:
• Co-creative product, or service, development
• Voicing* performance
Associations of imagery are extended to include:
• Autobiographical memory
• Voicing* imagery
Dimension: Brand Response
Associations of judgement are extended to include:
• Voicing* judgement
Associations of feeling are extended to include:
• Self-reinforcement
• Voicing* emotions
Dimension: Brand Resonance
Associations of activity are extended to include:
• Co-creation
• Voicing* activity
Associations of intensity are extended to include:
Extimacy
• Co-creative resource pooling
• Voicing* intensity
*Note that “voicing” was developed as a label to refer to instances of users publicly expressing various brand
associations.
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The second extension identifies a new dimension, Brand Performativity, which leads to
the emergence of novel associations mentioned in table 1. Brand Performativity is
construed as an illocutionary force or communicative effect through which users enact
their agency over a brand.
The academic contribution of this dissertation is the provision of several contemporary
and phenomenologically grounded extensions of Keller’s (2001) CBBE model. These
extensions update the CBBE model to be a more comprehensive representation of the
brand knowledge structures which drive customer behaviour in the current digitally
mediated age. They highlight that, in a digital context, users assume co-creative agency
over their brand experiences and dynamically construct associations through their
interactions with the brand. The brand itself emerges as a co-created symbol which is a
unique summary of personal meaning and value and not a mere perception of an
offering.
An additional academic contribution of this study is that it identifies social media
websites as platforms that facilitate the public performance of intimacy in customerbrand relationships. They allow users to publicly reveal their individual and intimate
brand associations as a signal of the authenticity of the relationship they share with the
brand. A brand that recognizes this can utilize these platforms to respond by
understanding and validating the associations externalized by users, thus reinforcing the
relationship it shares with the users.
The managerial contribution of this dissertation is that the additional associations
identified in this dissertation can contribute to marketing practice by improving both
brand and content management. The identified associations represent fresh avenues of
generating or improving CBBE and could be used as a source of competitive
advantage. Moreover, these associations can provide meaningful extensions to
industry-based tools used for digital content management and brand equity
measurement.
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11. Structure of the thesis
The thesis is organized into 5 sections. These sections and a description of the chapters
they contain is as follows:
Section 1: Introduction and overview
Chapter 1: Introduction- Provides the introduction to the dissertation, lists the
research questions and potential contributions, and gives a synopsis of the
research methodology.
Section 2: Literature review
Chapter 2: Customer-based brand equity- Presents a literature review that
discusses existing theory on CBBE and adopts Keller’s (1993, 2001)
conceptualisation as the theoretical framework for guiding the subsequent
analysis. It also provides an axiological evaluation of the theoretical framework
within which CBBE was conceptualised and described. It argues that this
framework has evolved significantly, and the hegemony of exchange-value has
given way to a more holistic conceptualisation of value in current marketing
and branding theory. It posits that this shift provides the theoretical justification
for a re-exploration of the construct of CBBE. The chapter concludes by
highlighting the emergence of user-generated content as an ideal source of data
for a phenomenological re-exploration of CBBE in a dynamic digital world.
Chapter 3: User-generated content as a source of consumer insight- Uses extant
literature to elaborate the value of UGC as a source of data for research on the
construct of CBBE. Reviews the state of current research utilizing UGC to
explore the construct of CBBE. Identifies and discusses a lack of research that
adopts an inductive approach, uses UGC as a source of data, and investigates
the expression of CBBE on digital social media.
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Chapter 4: Theoretical Lens - Luhmann's theory of social systems- Introduces
Luhmann’s theory of social systems which is used in this thesis as a theoretical
lens. Evaluates Keller’s conceptualization of CBBE from a Luhmannian
perspective and identifies it as a cultivated semantic which elaborates the
structural coupling between psychic systems (customers) and organizational
systems (brands). It also elaborates the need to re-examine the semantic of
CBBE because the program of theories and methods, and the social reality
within which it was conceived has evolved considerably within the intervening
years.
Chapter 5: Purpose of the study- Presents a diagrammatical summary of the
evaluation of the reviewed literature through the lens of Luhmann’s theory of
social systems and identifies the purpose of the study in the form of three
reasons which justify a re-evaluation of the construct of CBBE. It also discusses
the potential contributions of this dissertation, presents the research questions
which guide the analysis undertaken in this dissertation, and introduces the
selected method of enquiry.
Section 3: Research methodology and procedures
Chapter 6: Research methodology and method - Presents the philosophical
perspective of the researcher, outlines the adopted research method and
describes the setting of the study. It also provides an overview of the procedure
of analysis by: discussing the use of text mining, providing a sample of the
coding framework used for the directed content analysis. The chapter concludes
by summarizing the strategies adopted for reporting the findings and facilitating
validity and reliability.
Section 4: Analysis and findings
Chapter 7: Stages of Analysis - Elaborates the analysis by discussing the
specific procedures adopted at each stage. It describes the stages involved in
topic mining using the SAS Enterprise Miner (SAS EM), and then provides the
coding framework used for the qualitative content analysis.
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Chapter 8: Customer-based brand equity in user-generated content - Presents
the interpretation of the data analysis in two sets. The first set describes the
labelling of the discovered topics. The second set describes the discovered
brand associations, analyses them and identifies multiple themes that were not
covered in Keller’s model.
Section 5: Discussion and conclusion
Chapter 9: Discussion-extending the CBBE model – Presents a discussion of the
novel associations observed in the previous chapter and based on this discussion
proposes extensions of Keller’s (2001) CBBE model be a more comprehensive
and current representation of the associations people form with a brand in the
current digitally mediated age.
Chapter 10: Conclusion- Concludes this dissertation by summarizing its
findings, elaborating its academic and managerial contributions, discussing its
limitations and recommending avenues of future research.
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Section 2: Literature Review

Chapter 2: Customer-based brand equity
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1. Chapter overview
This chapter introduces the theoretical construct of customer-based brand equity and
discusses its root in the brand knowledge structures that exist in customer memory. To
do this it refers to Keller’s (1993) and Aaker’s (1991, 1996a) conceptualisation of
customer-based brand equity. It discusses Keller’s conceptualisation in detail and
highlight how it subsumes Aaker’s conceptualisation.
It then presents an axiological evaluation of the theoretical framework within which
CBBE was conceptualised and described. It argues that this framework has evolved
significantly, and the hegemony of exchange-value has given way to a more holistic
conceptualisation of value in marketing and branding theory. This shift provides the
theoretical justification for a re-exploration of the construct of CBBE, one that can
enrich and supplement the construct by covering the phenomenological and cocreational aspects of the associations people form with a brand.
The chapter concludes by highlighting the emergence of user-generated social media
content as a source of data for a phenomenological re-exploration of CBBE in a
dynamic digital world.

2. Customer-based brand equity
In marketing theory, the construct of brand equity refers to the incremental utility or
value added to a product by its brand name (Farquhar, 1989; Kotler, Keller, Ancarani,
& Costabile, 2014; Yoo & Donthu, 2001). A brand itself is defined as "a name, term,
design, symbol, or any other feature that identifies one seller's good or service as
distinct from those of other sellers" (Kotler et al., 2014, p. 241). There are two general
approaches to studying brand equity: financial (also known as firm based) and
customer-based (Christodoulides & De Chernatony, 2010; Keller, 2009; Lassar, Mittal,
& Sharma, 1995). The financial perspective aims to measure the monetary asset value
of a brand (Lassar et al., 1995), and the customer-based perspective focuses on
understanding customers’ perception and knowledge of brands. This is referred to as
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customer-based brand equity (CBBE), and is the focus of this thesis because it is
considered the driving force behind the financial value of brand equity (Cobb-Walgren,
Ruble, & Donthu, 1995; Lassar et al., 1995).
CBBE approaches brand equity from the perspective of the customer, and its basic
proposition is that the strength of a brand resides in what the customers know about the
brand through their experiences over time (Keller, 1993, 2013; Kotler et al., 2014). The
term customer, in this case, refers to both individuals and organisations, and to both
current and prospective customers.
There are two approaches to studying CBBE: the direct and indirect approach
(Christodoulides & De Chernatony, 2010; Leone et al., 2006). The direct approach
assesses the impact of CBBE by measuring consumer response in the market.
Outcome-based indicators such as revenue premium (Ailawadi, Lehmann, & Neslin,
2003) and price premium (Holbrook, 1992) are used in this approach.
The “indirect” approach is rooted in cognitive psychology and attempts to assess the
latent sources of CBBE by studying brand knowledge structures that exist in customer
memory (Leone et al., 2006). Such approaches of CBBE are considered more
comprehensive as they seek to analyse the roots of CBBE rather than its manifestations
(Christodoulides & De Chernatony, 2010). This is the approach adopted in this thesis.
In particular, Aaker (1991, 1996a) and Keller (1993) offered conceptualisations rooted
in the indirect approach to CBBE which are widely considered as comprehensive and
valid in marketing theory (Yoo & Donthu, 2001). Both Aaker and Keller, consider
brand equity to be a result of brand associations based in the memory of customers.
However, Aaker’s conceptualisation straddles both the customer based and firm-based
approach to brand equity, and hence expounds the theoretical construct of brand equity
in general and not customer-based brand equity in specific. Moreover, the customerbased aspects of Aaker’s conceptualisation overlap with those of Keller. Therefore, this
thesis dwells further on the concept of CBBE beginning with Keller’s
conceptualisation.
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3. Definition of customer-based brand equity
In one of the most influential works on understanding customer memory structures that
give rise to CBBE, Keller (1993) defined customer-based brand equity as, “differential
effect of brand knowledge on consumer response to the marketing of the brand” (p. 2).
There are three key aspects that this definition brings out: (1) differential effect, (2)
brand knowledge and (3) consumer response to marketing.
The first aspect is that CBBE arises from the difference in customer response to
different brands. If there is no difference in customer response, then a brand may well
be considered a generic version of the product. These differences are a consequence of
the customers’ knowledge of the brand, which is the second and most significant,
aspect of the definition. Through their experiences, customers acquire the knowledge
that certain brands are better at satisfying their needs and meeting their expectations.
Knowledge, in turn, has an effect on the way people respond to the marketing mix of a
brand which is the third significant aspect of the definition, and when favourable, can
lead to improved revenues, lower costs and greater profits for the firm (Keller, 1993,
2013).

4. Brand knowledge: the core of CBBE
Keller (1993, 2016) posits customers’ brand knowledge as the very core of the concept
of CBBE. Customer brand knowledge is the cognitive representation of a brand (Peter
& Olson, 1990). It is defined as the personal meaning of a brand and is comprised of
the evaluative and descriptive brand-related information stored in customers’ memory
(Keller, 2003). In order to provide an intuitive way of representing brand knowledge
Keller (Keller, 1993, 2013) refers to the Associative Network Theory of memory
(Anderson & Bower, 1973) which posits that information or knowledge is stored in
memory as networks of associated concepts or nodes. Consequently, Keller (1993,
2013) conceptualises brand knowledge as the network between the nodes of brand
awareness and brand image.
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Brand Awareness
Brand awareness is an indicator of the brand’s presence in the customers’ memory
(Aaker, 1996a). It is linked to the strength of the brand node in memory and reflects the
customer’s ability to identify the brand in different situations (Keller, 2013; Rossiter &
Percy, 1987). Brand awareness consists of brand recognition and recall. Brand
recognition is the ability of the customer to recall prior exposure to the brand, even if
the customer cannot remember the exact context of the past exposure or any other
specific details (Hoyer & Brown, 1990). Recall is the ability of the customer to retrieve
the brand from memory when the product category or some other similar cue is given.

Brand Image
Herzog (1963) defines brand image as the sum total of a brand’s impressions. Newman
(1957) defines it as everything people associate with a brand, and Dobni & Zinkhan
(1990) define it as the perceptual concept of the brand as held by the customer.
Consistent with these definitions Keller (1993) states that brand image is the perception
of the brand resulting from the brand associations held in customer memory. Brand
associations are informational nodes connected to the brand node in customer memory.
These associations summarise what the brand means to the customer, and may be based
on product-related and non-product-related attributes, functional, symbolic or
experiential benefits, and attitudes (Keller, 1993, 2013; Tuominen, 1999).
4.2.1. Types of Brand Associations
I.

Brand attributes: These are the characteristic features of a product, or service,
that can be used to describe it. They can be further classified as product-related
or non-product- related.
a. Product-related attributes are the features that are necessary for the product,
or service, to perform the function that is sought by customers. They are
often dependent on a product’s physical composition or a service’s core
characteristics; for example: the bright fluorescent colours of a high
visibility jacket.
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b. Non-product- related attributes are those that are not essential for the
functionality of the product, or service, but have a direct impact on its
purchase and consumption. Four main types of non-product- related
attributes are price information, packaging or product appearance, user
imagery (i.e. type of people who use the product or service) and usage
imagery (i.e. situations in which the product, or service, is used) (Keller,
1993).
II.

Brand benefits: Brand benefits are expressions of what the customers think the
product, or service, can do for them, and of the personal value that they attach
to them (Keller, 1993; Tuominen, 1999). Brand benefits can be further
differentiated into functional benefits, experiential benefits and symbolic
benefits based on the underlying motivations to which they relate (C. W. Park,
Jaworski, & Maclnnis, 1986).
a. Functional benefits correspond to the product-related attributes and are the
functions that are sought by consumers. These are driven by basic
motivations such as physiological and safety needs, or the desire for
problem removal or avoidance.
b. Experiential benefits satisfy needs such as cognitive stimulation, sensory
pleasure, and variety. They are derived from what is felt when the product,
or service, is used.
c. Symbolic benefits are especially related to socially visible products, and
satisfy the underlying need for social approval, self- expression, and selfesteem

III.

Brand Attitudes: The final and most abstract level of brand associations are
brand attitudes. Defined as the consumers’ overall evaluation of a brand
(Wilkie, 1986). Brand attitudes are often considered the source of consumer
behaviour (Keller, 1993), and thus contributory to CBBE. Keller (1993) refers
to the Fishbein & Ajzen’s (1977) expectancy-value model which views attitudes
as a multiplicative function of (i) the beliefs a consumer has about the attributes
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and benefits of a product, or service, and (ii) the evaluative judgment of how
good or bad it is that the brand has those attributes or benefits. Consistent with
the work of Zeithaml (1988), Keller (1993) states that brand attitudes may be
formed on the basis of beliefs related to product-related-attributes, functional
benefits or experiential benefits. Moreover, Brand attitudes may also result from
beliefs about non-product-related attributes and symbolic beliefs (Rossiter &
Percy, 1987). This is consistent with the functional theory of attitudes (Katz,
1960; Lutz, 1980), which posits that attitudes can serve a “value-expressive”
function by allowing customers’ to express their self-concepts. In some cases,
attitudes may also result from simple heuristics when the customer lacks the
motivation to spend a lot of effort in evaluating the product (Chaiken, 1987).
To generate positive CBBE some of these brand associations must be strong,
favourable, and unique. Strong associations are created through relevant brand
information that is presented consistently over time. Favourable brand associations are
created when customers believe that the brand possesses attributes and benefits that
satisfy their needs and wants. Uniqueness refers to the fact that brand associations may
or may not be shared with other competing brands (Keller, 1993, 2013; Tuominen,
1999). This conceptualisation of brand knowledge is summarised in Figure 1, on the
following page.
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Figure 1: Dimensions of Brand Knowledge (Keller, 1993, p.7)

5. The customer-based brand equity model
Keller (2001, 2013) extended this conceptualisation of brand knowledge into a model
that he has referred to both as the CBBE model (2001) and the brand resonance model
(2013;2016). The basic premise of this model is that the strength of a brand lies in the
meaning the brand has in the minds of customers (Janiszewski & van Osselaer, 2000),
and it represents a set of dimensions that lead to high brand equity. These dimensions
are: brand salience, brand meaning, brand response, and consumer brand resonance.
Each of these 4 dimensions encapsulates several brand associations and represents
basic questions that customers ask, either explicitly or implicitly, of any brand. These
questions are as follows:
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1. Who are you? (Refers to brand awareness or salience.)
2. What are you? (Refers to the meaning of the brand.)
3. What about you? What do I think or feel about you? (Refers to customer
response.)
4. What about you and me? What kind of association and how much of a
connection would I like to have with you? (Refers to customer-brand
relationships.)
Visually, Keller (2001, 2013) conceptualised this model in the shape of a pyramid with
each dimension representing a section of the pyramid and leading to higher brand
equity at the top of the pyramid. The building blocks of each dimension are the
categories of association which characterise each dimension. Each of these categories is
comprised of several brand associations that refer to the basic informational nodes
connected to the brand node in customer memory. Figure 2, on the following page,
presents a visual summarization of this CBBE model, and the following section
elaborates each of its components.
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Figure 2: A summarization of Keller’s CBBE model.
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5.1. Dimensions of CBBE
5.1.1. Brand identity or Brand salience
Brand salience refers to the ease with which customers think of the brand in various purchase
or consumption situations (Keller, 2009). It is the first block of the pyramid in the CBBE
model. In terms of brand knowledge, as conceptualised by Keller (1993), it refers to the
dimension of brand awareness, and in terms of the stages of brand building, it refers to the
stage of creating brand identity. As discussed previously, brand awareness consists of brand
recognition and recall. It involves ensuring that customers recall previous exposure to the
brand, associate it with the product or service category the brand operates in, and associate it
with the needs the brand is meant to satisfy.
Salience is the first step to building brand equity. It is important because it establishes the
brand as a node in consumer memory so the customer can recognise the brand in the first
place (Keller 2001, 2013). It also establishes, in customer memory, brand associations with
the product, or service, category, and usage situations which increases the chances of the
brand being considered at the time of purchase (Aaker, 1992).
5.1.2. Brand meaning
Brand meaning summarises associations that characterise the brand in the minds of the
customer. These associations may be formed based on a customer’s personal experience of
the brand, or indirectly, through advertising or word-of-mouth (Krishnan, 1996). Keller
(2001, 2013) identifies brand meaning in terms of two categories of brand associations:
functional, performance-related associations and abstract, imagery-related associations. With
reference to Keller’s (1993) conceptualisation of brand knowledge, brand meaning
summarises the associations customers have with product and non-product related brand
attributes, and the associations customers have with functional, experiential and symbolic
brand benefits. The two main types of brand meaning, brand performance and brand imagery,
and associations linked with them are as follows.
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I.

Brand performance: The product, or service, that the brand offers is at the heart of the
equity a brand generates. In the CBBE model, the building block of brand
performance summarises the associations customers have with the efficacy of the
brand’s product, or service, in meeting their functional, aesthetic, and economic needs
(Keller, 2009). The specific performance attributes that constitute functionality vary
widely by category. In general, the associations customers have with a brand’s
performance are as follows:
a. Primary characteristics and secondary features: These would cover both productrelated and non-product- related attributes. Primary characteristics would relate to
product-related attributes that are necessary for the product, or service, to perform
the function that is sought by customers; for example: the bright fluorescent
colours of a high visibility jacket. Secondary features would relate to Nonproduct- related attributes or those that are not essential for the functionality of the
product, or service, but have a direct impact on its purchase and consumption. The
main types of non-product- related attributes are price information, packaging or
product appearance (Keller, 1993, 2001, 2013) . Keller (2001, 2013) also lays
special emphasis on the importance of pricing as an association because customers
often use it to categorize products into price tiers (Sethuraman & Srinivasan,
2002).
b. Product reliability, durability, and serviceability: Reliability refers to the
associations customers have with the consistency of performance over time.
Durability refers to associations in customer memory with the longevity or life of
a product, and serviceability refers to associations customers have with the
reparability of a product (Keller, 2001, 2013).
c. Service effectiveness, efficiency, and empathy: Are the customer’s performancerelated associations with service interactions. Service effectiveness refers to how
well the brand meets the customers’ service requirements (Patti, 1987). Service
efficiency refers to the speed and responsiveness of the brand, and service
empathy refers to reassurance, courtesy, and other aspects of personal attention
customers associate with the brand (Zeithaml, Parasuraman, & Malhotra, 2002).
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d. Style and design: These are the associations customers have with both the
functional and aesthetic aspects of the design of the product, and associated brand
elements such as communication materials, logos, slogans, jingles, etc. (Keller,
2005). The functional aspects of design influence performance, and so do
aesthetic aspects such as look and feel (Keller 2001, 2013).
II.

Brand imagery: The building block of brand imagery refers to the more abstract
associations people have with the brands and is often linked with extrinsic intangible
factors. Although there are many kinds of intangibles which can be linked to a brand
Keller (2001, 2013) covers four main types of associations:
a. User Imagery or user profiles: These are associations customers have about the
kind of person or organisation that might use the brand. They may either be
associations of idealised users such as brand ambassadors, or actual users (Keller
2001, 2013).
b. Purchase and Usage Imagery: These are examples of the associations people have
with the purchase and usage of the brand. For example, purchase imagery can
relate to channels of distributions such as retail outlets or ease of purchase, and
usage imagery may refer to the time or place of usage or kind of usage (e.g.
formal or informal).
c. Personality and Values: Sometimes customers may anthropomorphize brands
(Fournier, 1998) and associate personality traits or human values with the brand
(Plummer, 1985). Such ascription of human traits to brands may also result from
the use of anthropomorphic language rather than the actual anthropomorphization
of the brand (Avis, Aitken, & Ferguson, 2012). Aaker (1997) provided five kinds
of personality traits, sincerity, excitement, competence, sophistication and
ruggedness, which customers may associate with a brand.
d. Brand History, Heritage, and Experiences: Sometimes customers may associate
past noteworthy events with a brand in their memory. These associations may be
based on the customer’s personal experiences with the brand or the experiences of
family and friends. In some cases, these associations may be well known and
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publicly shared by many people. For example, brands like Harley Davidson have
iconographies and consumption associations that are well recognised by large
groups of people across the world (Schouten & McAlexander, 1995). Keller
(1993, 2013) treats such associations as factors that contribute to the brand’s
image in the minds of the customer.
Several performance and imagery associations can become linked to a brand, and together
they represent the meaning a brand has to the customer. These meanings influence whether
the customer responds favourably to a brand, and therefore, creating strong, favourable, and
unique associations of brand meaning is vital to building customer-based brand equity.
5.1.3. Brand responses
This level of the CBBE pyramid summarises the customer’s response to the brand, its
marketing activities and other sources of information. It depends upon what customers think
or feel about a brand. In terms of brand knowledge, as conceptualised by Keller (1993), it
relates to the dimension of attitudes (Keller, 2013). Keller (2003) describes two categories of
brand response: brand judgments and brand feelings.
I.

Brand Judgments: The building block of brand judgements are the evaluations people
form of the brand based on different performance and imagery associations. The
associations which constitute brand judgements are as follows.
a. Brand Quality: It is the customer's perception of the overall quality of a product,
or service, with respect to its intended purpose, relative to alternatives (Aaker,
1991; Zeithaml, 1988) and is often the basis of a customer’s choice of a brand.
Unlike customer evaluations of brand performance which are focused on the
evaluation of a single attribute, overall quality depends upon the customer’s
evaluation of a number of attributes and benefits associated with the brand.
Perceived quality is a phenomenon that is held in consumer memory at a higher
level of abstraction than performance evaluation of basic attributes (Zeithaml,
1988), and is a reflection of customer attitude towards the brand (Holbrook &
Corfman, 1985; Keller, 2013; Olshavsky, 1985).
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b. Brand credibility: The associations of expertise, trustworthiness, and likability
people have with the brand. It depends on whether the customers consider a brand
to be good at what it does, whether they think it is customer-oriented or just plain
likable (Upshaw, 2009).
c. Brand Consideration: The customers’ associations with the personal relevance of
a brand, which in turn influences whether the customer considers the brand for
purchase and usage (Keller 2001, 2013).
d. Brand Superiority: Superiority summarises the customer associations of a brand’s
uniqueness compared to its competitors. It depends on the number of unique and
positive associations that constitute a brand’s image in the minds of the customers
(Keller 2001, 2013).
II.

Brand feelings: This building block summarises the customer’s emotional response to
the brand. Brand feelings often play a mediating role in the purchase process
(Schiffman, Kanuk, & Wisenblit, 2010), and are a significant aspect of purchase
intention and attitude (Edell & Burke, 1987; O’cass & Frost, 2002). This building
block includes both the feelings invoked by the brand, and the effect of the brand on
customers’ feelings about themselves and their relationship with others. Keller (2001,
2013) refers to the following as the six important types of feelings associated with a
brand.
a. Warmth: When the brand evokes a feeling of calm or peacefulness. Often
associated with heritage brands which make customers feel nostalgic.
b. Fun: When the brand evokes a feeling of joy or amusement. For example: Disney.
c. Excitement: When the brand evokes the feeling of expectancy or hope or provides
a sense of excitement or elation.
d. Security: When the brand evokes a sense of safety and assurance and is associated
with the elimination of worries. Insurance brands often invoke such feelings.
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e. Social approval: This emotion is felt when the brand influences customers’
confidence in gaining approval from significant others (e.g. friends and family).
This happens when the customer’s usage of a brand results in a positive appraisal
from significant others which leads to a boost in customers’ self-esteem (Franks &
Marolla, 1976).
f. Self-respect: When the brand improves how customers feel about themselves by
evoking a sense of accomplishment or fulfilment.
A brand may evoke a variety of customer responses, some are rational and others emotional.
These judgements and feelings, when positive, have a constructive impact on CBBE by
encouraging favourable consumer behaviour (Keller, 2013).
5.1.4. Brand Resonance
The final block and pinnacle of the CBBE model focuses on the ultimate level of relationship
a customer can have with a brand. It is the highest level of CBBE and is characterized by two
categories of associations: intensity and activity (Keller, 2016; Thomson, MacInnis, & Park,
2005).
I.

Intensity: refers to the customers’ psychological attachment with the brand.
a. Attitudinal attachment: Loyalty alone is not sufficient for resonance because
sometimes customers repurchase the same brand out of necessity (Chaudhuri &
Holbrook, 2001). Hence resonance also requires strong personal attachment with
the brand, where the customer perceives the brand as something special.
Customers, who are deeply attached, to a brand sometimes refer to it as their
favourite possession and may even express their fondness by stating that they
“love” the brand (Keller, 2013).
b. Sense of community: Customers may also experience a sense of kinship with
other people associated with the brand (e.g.: customers, brand employees, etc.).
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The brand, in this case, conveys a sense of community and affiliation and evokes
favourable brand attitudes. (Algesheimer, Dholakia, & Herrmann, 2005; Keller,
2013; McAlexander, Schouten, & Koenig, 2002).
II.

Activity: Refers to behavioural aspects such as purchase intention and purchase, and
engagement with non-purchase activities such as attending events organized by the
brand.
a. Behavioural Loyalty: When consumers are committed to a brand, avoid switching
behaviour and make repeat purchases from the same brand (Oliver, 2014).
b. Active engagement: Engagement refers to the intensity with which an individual
participates in and connects with an organisation’s offerings or related activities
(Vivek, Beatty, & Morgan, 2012). Active engagement refers to the stage when
customers are willing to invest time, effort and money to engage with a brand
beyond the usual purchase and usage situations (Keller, 2013).

The resonance block of the pyramid is the highest level of CBBE a brand can achieve, and
Keller (2001, 2013) posits it as the goal that marketing activity should try to achieve. Keller
(2001, 2013) also expounds that going up the left-hand side of the model is considered the
rational route to brand building because it traverses through aspects such as the brand’s actual
performance and customer judgement of that performance. Going up the right-hand side is
considered the emotional route to brand building because it is based on the more abstract
imagery and emotional associations. Keller (2016) also acknowledges that strong brands
cover both routes to create high levels of CBBE.

6. Aaker’s conceptualisation of brand equity
Kevin L. Keller, while working at UC-Berkley, had a productive research partnership with
David Aaker. Aaker, who at that time, was more interested in providing models suited to
application within industry (Keller, 2016), also presented a conceptualisation of brand equity
which has been popularly acknowledged as comprehensive and valid (Yoo & Donthu, 2001).
However, Aaker’s conceptualisation focuses on the construct of brand equity and not
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customer-based brand equity in specific. He defines brand equity as a set of assets and
liabilities which influence the value provided by a product, or service, to both the firm and its
customers (Aaker, 1991). Aaker (1991, 1996a), operationalises his definition of brand equity
by identifying its constituent dimensions as brand loyalty, brand awareness, perceived
quality, brand associations, and other proprietary brand assets. The first four of these
dimensions are customer-oriented. However, the last dimension, other proprietary brand
assets is firm-based. It refers to assets such as intellectual property (copyrights, patents etc.)
and trade partnerships which can provide a competitive advantage to a brand. Aaker states
that this dimension is “included for completeness” (Aaker, 1996a, p. 8) in his
conceptualisation of brand equity. It is a firm centred dimension which is a result of Aaker’s
efforts to devise a conceptualisation that reflects a brand’s asset value and its competitive
advantage (Aaker, 1996b) so as to be more generally applicable in marketing practice. Figure
4 summarises Aaker’s conceptualisation of brand knowledge.
Figure 3:Aaker’s conceptualisation of CBBE (Aaker, 1996, p. 9)
Brand Loyalty
Brand
Awareness
Customer
Based Brand
Equity

Perceived
Quality
Brand
Associations
Other
proprietary
assets

Four of these dimensions: brand awareness, brand associations, perceived quality, and
loyalty, are customer based and overlap with Keller’s (2001) CBBE model as highlighted in
Table 2 on the following page.
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Table 2:Overlap between Aaker's and Keller's Conceptualisations

Aaker’s Conceptualisation of Brand Equity

Overlaps with Keller’s conceptualisation
(1993, 2001)

Brand awareness

Brand salience, the first dimension of
Keller’s CBBE model, covers brand
awareness, and is considered the first step
to building brand equity.

Brand Associations

In his conceptualisation of brand
knowledge, Keller refers to brand
associations as the informational nodes, in
customer memory, which summarise what
the brand means to the customer. They are
covered in the second level of the CBBE
pyramid, as associations of brand
performance and imagery, both
representing the dimension of Brand
Meaning.

Perceived Quality

Keller considers customer perception of
quality as one of the associations linked to
Brand Judgements, which are a building
block the dimension of Brand Response
which, in turn, forms the third level of
Keller’s CBBE model.

Loyalty

Keller considers brand loyalty an activity
associated with dimension of Brand
Resonance which is at the top level of the
CBBE pyramid and is an exemplifying
factor of the relationship the customer has
with the brand.

(Own Table)
Keller (1993, 2001) focuses more specifically on the construct of CBBE instead of brand
equity in general. Moreover, the customer-oriented dimensions of Aaker’s (1991, 1996)
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conceptualisation are also covered by Keller. Therefore, this thesis adopted Keller’s
conceptualisation to further explore the construct of CBBE.

7. An axiological evolution and the opportunity for further
research
In academic research of branding, the construct of CBBE was conceived to summarize the
incremental value provided to a product, or service, by the brand knowledge structures that
exist in customer memory. Keller’s conceptualisation of CBBE was well received and his
paper titled “Conceptualizing, Measuring, and Managing Customer-Based Brand Equity” was
published in the Journal of Marketing. This paper won the Harold H. Maynard award in 1993
for making the most significant contribution to marketing theory and thought, and is still
considered one of the seminal works in the area with over 17,500 citations in 2019 according
to Google Scholar. It has also been foundational to various areas of research. Such as: brand
relationships (Escalas, 2004; 1998; Swaminathan et al., 2007, 2009), brand personality (J. L.
Aaker, 1997; Mathur et al., 2012), brand tourism (Bellezza & Keinan, 2014), and brand
extensions (Keller & Aaker, 1992; Sood & Keller, 2012). Moreover, CBBE remains a
fundamental aspect of industry-based brand equity measurement tools such as the Young and
Rubicam Brand Asset Valuator® and Research International’s Equity Engine.
However, the theoretical framework within which CBBE was conceptualised and described
has evolved significantly in the intervening years. Axiologically the hegemony of exchangevalue has given way to a more holistic conceptualisation of value in current marketing theory.
One which acknowledges the importance of use-value and the role of the customer as its cocreator and this provides a new focus for re-exploring the construct of CBBE.
The following section trace the evolution in the treatment of value in marketing theory from
its exchange-oriented roots to the current phenomenologically oriented conceptualisation
offered by the Service-Dominant Logic (Vargo & Lusch, 2004). The section also discusses
the dominance of the exchange-oriented logic in branding theory and the subsequent
obfuscation of the phenomenological roots of value in the construct of CBBE. Thus,
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highlighting the need to re-explore the construct of CBBE in order to generate a more holistic
conceptualisation.

The concept of value and marketing theory
A review of the etymological origins of the term ‘value’ reveals three distinct meanings. The
first meaning, and the focus of this section, describes the importance or worth of an offering.
This is also referred to as economic value and may be expressed in monetary terms, for
example, as the price of an object, or in non-monetary terms, as an equivalent quantity of
another object which might be obtained in exchange (Graeber, 2001). The second meaning
refers to a person’s principles, standards or moral codes, which determine what is important
to a person and influence their actions. These moral codes may be individually or culturally
derived and often act as ethical guides of acceptable and unacceptable behaviour (Weber,
Mikkelsen, & Schwartz, 1984). The third meaning describes a magnitude, quantity or
numerical amount denoted by an algebraic term.
Historically, the notion of economic value is associated with the development of the labour
theory of value, which emerged as a basis of economic analysis in the late 18th and early
19th centuries. Adam Smith in his magnum opus The Wealth of Nations observed that value
could have two different facets: use-value and exchange-value. Use-value or value in use is
the utility of an object extracted during consumption, whereas exchange-value is its
capability to purchase other goods in exchange.
Smith’s (1776) intention was to present a scientific explanation of the processes that
contributed to the economic prosperity of England at that time (Ng & Smith, 2012; Vargo &
Morgan, 2005). The primary source of capital, in that era, was the export of surplus
tangible products. Therefore, even though Smith (1776) acknowledged use-value, he
emphasised more on value-in-exchange. This, however, led to the idea that value
could be embedded into tangible goods at the time of manufacturing and then
distributed for exchange. This approach was congruent with the economic scenario
prevalent at the time (Vargo & Lusch, 2008). It was also consistent with the dominant
scientific paradigm of that era, Newtonian Mechanics, which emphasised the study of
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properties embedded within matter (Ng & Smith, 2012). Thus, the exchange-orientation
became foundational to neo-classical economics and the production of goods with exchangevalue became the focus of industry. Exchange-value, itself, is the expression of the worth of
one commodity with reference to another; for example: how much corn can one get in
exchange for a kilogram of iron. In the context of a complex market where many
commodities are offered for exchange; a standard unit to quantify the exchange values of
different commodities is required and money plays the role of such a unit.

The subjugation of the phenomenological roots of value
As markets based on monetary exchange flourished, the notion of exchange became the
central focus of business organisations and thus marketing theory. As a consequence, usevalue which is an important aspect of value was relegated to the background. Axiologically
use-value has phenomenological roots. A phenomenological conception of reality is based on
the principle that reality is composed of objects and events as perceived by the human
consciousness (Husserl, 1939). Phenomenologically, the value of an object is only conceived
when people use or interact with it and is not something that is embedded into an object and
exists independent of human perception. Use-value also acknowledges the importance of
context. An individual’s context influences their experience of an object and the value they
attribute to it. For example, skills formed within a context influence how an object is used
and an Amazonian tribe may only use the pulp of wild cacao fruit as a food item and never
attach any value to the cacao bean simply because they never developed the skills required to
process the beans into chocolate powder.
As economic value and, its derivative, the paradigm of exchange became the dominant
approach to value in marketing. The concept of utility was adopted as a proxy for use-value
in marketing theory construction (Karababa & Kjeldgaard, 2014; Ng & Smith, 2012).
However, this severely decontextualized use-value by facilitating the notion that a product
could have inherent utility or use-value which is reflected in its exchange-value or price, and
this utility can be immediately transferred to the customer at the time of purchase. An object
could be good or useful on its own and therefore products could be manufactured with
embedded utility. The task of marketing then became the identification of segments of
customers who would perceive the product to be useful within their likely contexts.
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Marketing became focused on assisting firms in the creation of exchange-value through sales
(Tzokas & Saren, 1999) and mainstream marketing theory followed suit.
The relegation of use-value from the locus of value creation had a fundamental impact on the
gestalt of marketing theory construction. When value is conceptualised as embedded utility
the role of customer’s context and agency (means and capabilities) in the creation of value is
obscured. It is assumed that embedded utility can be passed on to the customer at the time of
purchase and remains consistent up to and beyond the point of consumption. The customer
assumes a passive role in value creation and is treated as someone who tries to maximise
utility at the point of purchase by efficient use of monetary resources. Consequently, rubrics
such as willingness-to-pay and customer lifetime value (for example: Haenlein, Kaplan, &
Schoder (2006)) were devised to provide a monetary quantification of value-in-use. In other
cases, customer satisfaction (for example: Porter,(1985)) or customer perception of netbenefits (for example: Zeithaml,(1988)) were used as proxies for use-value. In these
approaches, a product or service provider assumes a level of control over the customers’
context and agency and predicts customer expectations. It then embeds into its products,
utility that would match or exceed these expectations thus creating a satisfied customer.
Therefore, a fundamental impact of the dominance of exchange value was that the individual
user’s agency and role in the creation of value were often overlooked. The individual user or
customer became a passive evaluator of value whose role was to merely perceive it and the
phenomenological roots of value were blurred.

A renaissance
Despite the focus on exchange value in mainstream marketing, certain scholars continued to
focus on use-value and contributed to moving marketing theory towards re-acknowledging
the phenomenological roots of value. For instance, Holbrook (1996, 2006) defined value or
customer value as an “interactive relativistic preference experience”. Elaborating further he
stated that value was created in the interaction between an object and a subject. Essentially,
this means that even though value may depend upon the characteristics of a tangible or
intangible object (an offering); it cannot be created until a subject (a customer) becomes
involved and realises that value. Holbrook (1996) acknowledged that value is relativistic, in
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the sense that it depends on individual experiences and therefore tends to be contextdependent and variable. He also conceptualised value to be based on an evaluative judgement
and indicated this by using the term preference in his definition. Finally, he concluded his
definition by referring to value as an experience to indicate that value was generated in the
various interactions a customer had with an offering and not just in the exchange at the point
of purchase. Holbrook’s conceptualisation acknowledged and re-emphasized the
phenomenological roots of value and played an important role in its revival in marketing
theory.

A contemporary logic for marketing theory
Vargo & Lusch (2004, 2008) adopted Holbrook’s conceptualisation of value in their
exposition of the Service-Dominant (S-D) Logic. S-D Logic was the result of an effort to
summarise and converge emerging perspectives in marketing theory into a contemporary
dominant logic for marketing. S-D Logic broke free of the atomistic, exchange oriented
conceptualisations of value that were prevalent in marketing literature, and acknowledged
that value is co-created in the phenomenological experience of the consumers through their
involvement in search, acquisition, usage, and disposal (Ng & Smith, 2012). From an S-D
logic perspective, a company’s offering is merely a proposition of value that is unrealised
until the customer experiences it in their own context (Ng, Nudurupati, & Tasker, 2010).
Therefore, “value is always uniquely and phenomenologically determined by the
beneficiary”, (Vargo & Lusch, 2008, p. 9).
It must be noted at this point that the concept of co-creation as used in S-D logic is distinct
from the concept of co-production, which is a concept often discussed in many streams of
marketing literature. Co-production is when customers are involved in the creation of the
offering e.g. customers helping an ice-cream manufacturer come up with new flavours by
taste testing. So, while customers are always co-creating value by using an offering in their
own contexts, they may not always be co-producers. Of course, those who are involved in coproducing can also be co-creating value when they go on to use the offering themselves.
Consequently, Vargo & Lusch (2008) suggest that co-production may often be subsumed
within co-creation.
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S-D Logic conceptualized value creation as a process of resource integration where the actors
(people or organizations) involved integrate operand and operant resources to create value.
Operand resources are physical, tangible resources such as natural resources, machinery, etc.
Operant resources are intangible resources such as skills, knowledge, cultural and social
values, etc. (Arnould, Price, & Malshe, 2006). These resources might have been obtained
from a purchased offering or maybe a part of the actors’ own individual resources. Moreover,
both the operand and operant resources of the customer influence the value they draw from
the consumption experience. In S-D Logic customers were not considered passive evaluators
of the inherent value of an offering but were treated as being actively involved in the process
of value creation by integrating the operant and operand resources at their disposal to extract
desired value from the offering. So, value was no longer a noun to be subjectively perceived
and consumed; value is more of a verb to be enacted and practiced in use (Ng & Smith,
2012).
S-D Logic was well received by marketing scholars and provided a shift in the gestalt of
marketing theory construction by relocating use-value to the locus of value creation. This
shift from the traditional exchange-oriented logic of marketing provides a new focus for reconsidering and reformulating theoretical models in the various domains of marketing theory
to accommodate a more holistic approach to value.

Exchange-oriented logic and branding theory
Branding theory being a sub-domain of marketing theory was also exchange-oriented. The
concept of branding first made an appearance in marketing literature in the early 1900s, and
brands were considered marks of identity or labels meant to discern similar goods from
different manufacturers (Copeland, 1923; Smith, 1915). They assisted customers in
identifying the producer of a good by merely looking at the label, and hence enhanced the
exchange value of an offering by helping it stand out in the market.
Interest in branding research began to grow in the 1930s (Merz, He, & Vargo, 2009).
Researchers acknowledged the importance of brands as images (for e.g.: Gardner & Levy
(1955)) and focus shifted from treating brands as mere labels. Brands were now considered
images that signalled the functional or symbolic benefits of a product. It was acknowledged
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that “people buy things for not only what they can do but also for what they mean” (Levy,
1959, p. 118). Branding theory recognized that brands were significant by themselves and
could provide competitive advantages, but while the importance of customer perception was
acknowledged in image focussed branding research, the customer remained a passive actor.
The firm was in charge of creating the image of a brand and extracting its value through
exchange. A functional brand image was created when the manufacturer embedded
functional qualities into a product, and similarly, a brand was luxurious when the
manufacturer indicated so through product design, distribution or price.
In the 1990s branding scholars focussed more on the role of the customer in the creation of
brand value. Researchers studied how customers internalized brand information (e.g. :
Kapferer (1992)) and it was acknowledged that a major component of a brand’s value was
customers’ perception of its functional or symbolic use-value (Merz et al., 2009). The role of
customer brand knowledge or the cognitive representation of a brand in creating this
perception of use-value was recognised and there was an effort to identify and describe the
dimensions of brand knowledge which summarise the value of a brand from the customer’s
perspective. The concept of CBBE was a result of such research.

CBBE and the phenomenological roots of value
CBBE acknowledged the phenomenological roots of value. It posited that people form
various psychological associations with a brand, based on their experiences, and these
associations in turn affect how people responded to a brand. If the associations (or CBBE)
were favourable, people reacted positively to the brand and this improved the exchange-value
of the brand.
Even though CBBE acknowledged the importance of human perception in the creation of
brand value. It did not completely break free of the paradigm of exchange. Theoretically, the
concept of brand equity, of which CBBE is a sub-domain, was conceptualised to refer to the
incremental value a brand adds to a product by improving its exchange value. In fact, brand
equity, in general, is evaluated based on its impact on exchange-oriented measures such as
future profits or long-term cash flow (for e.g. : Srivastava & Shocker (1991)). Therefore, the
conceptualisation and measurement of CBBE remained subservient to the goal of creating
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exchange-value, and the experiential and co-creational aspects of value remained relegated.
This is especially noticeable in the methods that have been used to measure and describe the
sub-dimensions or brand associations that form the components of CBBE. Both Keller (2001)
and Aaker (1996) proposed survey-based psychometric tests for evaluating CBBE and
consequently, they became the standard approach to measuring and analysing CBBE (for e.g.
: Yoo & Donthu (2001)). This methodological program is rooted in the information
processing model (Bettman, 1979). This model considers the consumer to be a logical
problem solver. One who engages in consumption with the objective of resolving a specific
need and in that process retrieves memories, searches for information and then makes a
carefully considered choice. This entire event is then stored in the consumer’s memory and
can be re-accessed when required. Researchers working on CBBE could, therefore, use
instruments such as questionnaires to elicit these memories or the cognitive representation of
a brand to identify and describe the various associations consumers have with a brand.
However, this obscured the interactive, relativistic and experiential aspects of use-value.
Consumption is not purely logical in nature and brand experiences have hedonic, symbolic
and aesthetic aspects. Primary process thinking plays a role in how people experience brands.
Such thinking is primary, or basic, in the sense that it refers to how an infant seeks instant
gratification (Hilgard, 1962). Similarly, people seek gratification through amusement,
excitement, joy, arousal, etc. when they experience brands in their individual contexts. These
phenomenological aspects are an integral part of the value people ascribe to a brand and thus
CBBE. However, “the conventional approach to consumer research addresses only a small
fraction of the phenomenological data that compose the entire experience of consumption”,
(Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982, p. 137).
Moreover, the experiential components of the cognitive representation of a brand are tacit
knowledge structures (Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982; King & Grace, 2009). The tacit
dimension of knowledge is latent or “exists in the background of our consciousness” (Gertler,
2003, p. 77) allowing us to focus conscious attention to the task at hand. Therefore, people
find such latent mental constructs hard to verbalize or elucidate when they respond to
research instruments such as questionnaires. This tacit knowledge is best studied when people
externalize it while being engrossed in genuine life experiences in a natural setting (Batra,
Ahuvia, & Bagozzi, 2012; Gertler, 2003; Leonard & Sensiper, 1998).
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Keller’s conceptualisation of CBBE was well received and continues to have an impact on
both marketing theory and practice. However, the theoretical and methodological framework
within which it was conceived was subservient to the goal of creating exchange-value.
Therefore, it ignored the respondent’s agency and did not provide a comprehensive coverage
of the tacit, interactive, relativistic and experiential aspects of use-value. For example, Keller
(2001, 2013) recommended the elicitation of associations linked to the dimension of Brand
Salience through questions such as:
•

Have you ever heard of these brands?

•

How frequently do you think of this brand?

The elicitation of associations linked to the dimension of Brand Meaning was through
questions such as:
•

How well does this brand satisfy the basic needs of the product, or service, category?

•

Compared to other brands in the category in which it competes, are this brand’s prices
generally higher, lower, or about the same?

•

To what extent do people you admire and respect use this brand?

•

Is this a brand that you can use in a lot of different situations?

Associations linked to the dimension of Brand Response where elicited through questions
such as:
•

What is your overall opinion of this brand?

•

What is your assessment of the product quality of this brand?

•

Does this brand give you a feeling of warmth?

•

Does this brand give you a feeling of fun?

Associations linked to the dimension of Brand Resonance where elicited through questions
such as Brand resonance:

•

I am always interested in learning more about this brand.
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•

I really identify with people who use this brand.

•

I feel as if I almost belong to a club with other users of this brand.

•

I really love this brand.

These questions exemplify the treatment of customers as passive actors whose brand
associations can be extracted through research instruments at a time and place of the
researcher’s choosing. The phenomenological and co-creational associations which would be
consequent to customers creating value through their involvement in search, acquisition,
usage, and disposal are lost in this process.

8. Towards a holistic conceptualisation of CBBE
The hegemony of exchange value is no longer unchallenged in mainstream marketing theory.
The phenomenological roots of value have faced a renaissance of sorts and are once again
placed at the locus of value creation in contemporary approaches such as S-D Logic. This
shift provides the theoretical background for a re-exploration of the construct of CBBE. One
that can enrich and supplement the construct by covering the phenomenological and cocreational aspects of the various associations people form with a brand.
One area that offers a great opportunity for extending research on CBBE is that of online
(digital) developments (Gürhan-Canli, Hayran, & Sarial-Abi, 2016; Keller, 2016). The
emergence and pervasiveness of digital platforms such as social media websites (Facebook,
Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram, etc.), and digital tools such as smartphones has added a digital
dimension to customer-brand relationship (Gensler, Völckner, Liu-Thompkins, & Wiertz,
2013), and has led to a profound change in the context within which customers and brands
interact. This, in turn, influences the phenomenological aspects of the various brand
associations which lie at the core of the concept of CBBE. Providentially, this digital
transformation has also brought forth user-generated content or UGC, which can be the ideal
form of data for evaluating the impact of this digitization on CBBE.
UGC is content created by people without any direct commercial purpose and published on
publicly accessible websites (Wunsch-Vincent & Vickery, 2007). A significant amount of
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UGC on social media is brand-related, and is often a genuine and unconstrained expression
user’s thoughts and feelings leading to what Belk (2013) refers to as the “public presentation
of the self”( p. 490). Consequently, UGC is a rich collection of people’s opinions about a
wide range of subjects (Romano, 2011). Additionally, UGC is not generated by the users in
response to a structured marketing research query and is a more natural expression of the
users’ thoughts making it an excellent source of data for the identification of the tacit
associations people have with brands. It is widely available, temporally disaggregate (days,
hours, minutes), and represents a collective opinion, because it is an aggregation of hundreds
of thousands of customer contributions (Schivinski & Dabrowski, 2016; Tirunillai & Tellis,
2014). These factors highlight the value of UGC as a repository of consumer insight for a
phenomenological re-exploration of CBBE in a dynamic digital world. The next chapter
expounds these qualities of UGC in detail.
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Chapter 3: User-generated content as a source of
consumer insight
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1. Chapter overview
The chapter discusses the emergence of social media websites, and the consequent increase in
the volume of user-generated content (UGC). It then elaborates the value of UGC for the
phenomenological exploration of CBBE. To do so it discusses how UGC is often a genuine
and unconstrained expression of user’s thoughts and feelings while being a repository of
collective opinion available at a highly disaggregate temporal level.
It also elaborates how the emergence of digital social media amplify the hyperreality and
context collapse created by the forms of mass-media that preceded it and encourage the
exhibition of intimate thoughts. Thus, reinforcing the value of UGC as a source of data for
the theoretical deconstruction of the tacit knowledge structures which influence CBBE in the
hyperreal postmodern society.
The chapter then reviews the state of current research utilizing UGC to explore the construct
of CBBE. The chapter concludes with identifying and discussing a lack of research that
adopts an interpretive approach, uses UGC as a source of data, and investigates the
expression of CBBE on digital social media.

2. Social Media and UGC
The current media landscape has evolved into a complex accumulation of traditional and
interactive media over the last few decades (Daugherty, Eastin, & Bright, 2008). There has
been a steady decline in magazine circulation and newspaper readership, and at the same time
television continues to struggle with fragmented audiences and program ratings (C.
Anderson, 2006). In this scenario the internet has emerged as a platform where users can
consume and create content at their convenience, and people are increasingly adopting
internet based digital media such as social media websites (Mangold & Faulds, 2009). This is
exemplified by industry reports (Kemp, 2018) stating that 4.021 billion people now use the
internet worldwide, out of which 3.196 billion people or 42% of the world’s population are
active on social media websites. The pervasiveness of these platforms represents a vast
change in the context that people and brands share and Keller (2016) refers to this as “a
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hugely important area not addressed in the original CBBE article” (p. 11). This change in
context has an impact on how people use and interact with brands and consequently the
psychological associations they form with them. However, these digital developments have
also lead to the emergence of a form of data, UGC, that can be used to evaluate impact of
these changes.
The popularity of social media websites has led to an increase in the volume of UGC
(Gangadharbatla, 2008; Schivinski & Dabrowski, 2016) which is content created by people
without any direct commercial purpose, and published on publicly accessible websites
(Wunsch-Vincent & Vickery, 2007). Social media websites focus specifically on the creation
and exchange of UGC, and they emerged as a consequence of the advent of Web 2.0
(Daugherty et al., 2008) which advocated for an approach to application and website
development where developers (individuals or corporations) do not work in isolation but
collaborate continuously with end users (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010) . Some examples of
social media websites are: social networking websites (e.g.: Facebook), discussion boards
(e.g. : Reddit), Microblogging websites (e.g. : Twitter), Photo sharing applications (e.g. :
Snapchat, Instagram), and Video sharing platforms (e.g. : YouTube).

3. UGC as a source of consumer insight
Kaplan and Haenlein (2010) use a set of theories from the field of media research and social
processes in order to create a classification of various forms of social media. From the point
of view of media Kaplan and Haenlein (2010) used the Social Presence Theory (Short,
Williams, & Christie, 1976) and the Media Richness Theory (Daft & Lengel, 1986). The
Social Presence Theory states that media vary in the degree of ‘‘social presence’’–
characterised by the audio, visual, and physical contact that they can facilitate between two
communication partners. Subsequently the influence that the communicating parties have on
each other’s behaviour also increases with the degree of social presence achievable on a
media. The Media Richness Theory assumes that the objective of any communication is to
resolve or reduce uncertainty and inculcate clarity. It goes on to state that media differ in the
degree of richness they have, that is, the amount of information that can be transmitted
through them in a given time period, and consequently some media are more capable than
others in facilitating clear communication.
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With reference to the social aspect Kaplan and Haenlein (2010) used the concept of selfpresentation (Goffman, 1959), which states that in all social exchanges people want to control
the image other people form of them. This is because: (a) people want to influence others to
gain rewards (e.g.: by making positive impressions) and (b) want to create an image that
matches their personal identity. Kaplan and Haenlein (2010) reason that self-presentation in
the context of digital social media is through self-disclosure which is consistent with the
image one wants to build whereby different forms of social media allow varying levels of
self-presentation. This classification is summarised in Figure 4.
Figure 4: Classification of social media by social presence/media richness and self-presentation/ selfdisclosure. (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010, p. 62)

It is noteworthy, that this classification of social media brings out the immense potential of
UGC form websites such as Facebook and Twitter as a source of consumer insight. This is
because as virtual social world such as Second Life have vaned in popularity social
networking websites have increased their user base. Moreover, multimedia support has also
grown on social networking websites with features such as live videos and real time
commenting along with support for images, videos and animations in the Graphics
Interchange Format (GIF) becoming commonplace. This has increased the richness of media
that these platforms can support and the social presence they can facilitate. Allowing users to
express themselves in multiple ways and in more detail through the content they create.
When coupled with the already high level of self-presentation or self-disclosure, UGC from
social media websites such as Facebook becomes a valuable repository of consumer
information useful for research in various areas of marketing (Eusebius, Parackal, & Gnoth,
2014).
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UGC is specifically useful for research on CBBE because a significant amount of it is brandrelated (Arnhold, 2008) as consumers are increasingly using social-media platforms to share
their opinions about products (Tirunillai & Tellis, 2014). Moreover, UGC is not generated by
the users in response to a structured marketing research query but is an example of the user
expressing themselves naturally. Other qualities which make UGC ideal for a
phenomenological re-exploration of CBBE are as follows:
•

It is often a frank expression of the user’s own experience of products and services
because of the online disinhibition effect.

•

Due to the collapse of context users experience on social-media and other such
platforms UGC often contains the expression of users’ intimate thoughts and thus
possess the depth required to extract tacit mental associations.

•

It is a source of collective opinion.

•

It is available at a temporally disaggregate level.

Sections 3.1. to 3.4. elaborate each of these aspects further.

The online disinhibition effect
UGC is often expression of the user’s own experience of products and services, and reveals
feedback which is not easily evident in other forms of data (Tirunillai & Tellis, 2012). While
online, people say and do things that they would not say in a face-to-face context, people
loosen up and self-disclose more frequently and openly. In this context, self-disclosure is the
“act of revealing personal information to others” (Archer, 1980, p. 183). This phenomenon is
known as the online disinhibition effect. Some factors that contribute to the lowering of
psychological barriers and increased self-disclosure online are as follows.
3.1.1. Dissociative anonymity
Users can manage to hide some or all of their identity online by using techniques such as
masking IP addresses or simpler strategies such as: using pseudonyms, not revealing
educational background, age, nationality etc. , this along with the lack of face-to- face
interaction may allow users a sense of anonymity on social media. Anonymity is a primary
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reason behind the disinhibition effect (Belk, 2013; Suler, 2004). A sense of anonymity allows
users to disassociate their online behaviour from their offline existence reducing the feeling
of vulnerability associated with self-disclosing (Santana, 2014).
3.1.2. Invisibility
The lack of face-to-face interaction on social media also allows the users a sense of
invisibility, even more so on platforms that are text driven. Because other people on such
platforms often do not know when a user is online or not, the user does not have to worry
about how they themselves look or sound. Moreover, the lack of physical presence means
that users also cannot see the physical reactions (for e.g. a frown) of the people reading their
content (Suler, 2004). This virtual cloak of invisibility amplifies the disinhibition effect by
increasing the users’ perceived freedom to say or do more than they would if their audience
was physical present (Lapidot-Lefler & Barak, 2012; Santana, 2014).
3.1.3. Asynchronicity
The interaction between people on social media websites is often not in real time. People can
take minutes, hours or days to respond to others on such platforms, more so on text based
platforms. This means that users do not have to worry about the immediate reaction of others,
and this has a disinhibiting effect on people (Santana, 2014). This asynchronous nature of
online communication means that users can post personal, emotional or even hostile
messages and then return to observe the reactions of others later when they feel ready or
ignore them completely (Suler, 2004). This, in a sense, imparts a feeling of being able to
escape which is liberating.
3.1.4. Solipsistic introjection
While engaging in text based communication, a user may read messages from another person
as a voice within their head, as if the other person has been introjected or inserted into their
psyche (Barak, Boniel-Nissim, & Suler, 2008; Turkle, 1995, 2004). The users, consciously or
unconsciously, may even begin assigning a cognitive representation to what this other person
may look or sound like. This can make this introjected person more and more real in the
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user’s imagination, or “intrapsychic world” (Suler, 2004; Udris, 2014). Consequently, textbased communication on social media can turn into a dialogue between the user and an
introjected character. This conversation is akin to the experience of talking to oneself, which
is more uninhibited than talking to others, and hence encourages high levels of disinhibition.
3.1.5. Dissociative imagination
The asynchronous nature of digital social media affords users the feeling that they can escape
or log-out whenever they feel. This, when coupled with solipsistic introjection, may give
people the feeling that the imaginary characters they created along with their own online
persona inhabit a world separate from the real one (Gray, 2012; Suler, 2004). Thus creating a
split between the online and offline existence; allowing users to relinquish responsibilities
and norms from the real world (Santana, 2014) and be more uninhibited in expressing
themselves.
3.1.6. Minimization of status and authority
People are usually hesitant of expressing their thoughts and feelings around someone who
might be an authority figure. However, the lack of face-to-face encounters online mean that
there is an absence of cues such as body language, dress or environmental setting to indicate
status or authority (Suler, 2004). On social media it is hard to know if one is a chief executive
of a major corporation sitting in front of a computer in their office or a teenager lounging at
home with their smartphone. Even when people are aware of authority figures the absence of
physical presence and cues reduces the status of authority figures on such digital platforms
(Gray, 2012). By reducing the appearance of authority, social media provide a somewhat
level field and give all users equal opportunity to communicate. This also emboldens users
and reduces their inhibitions because they do not fear the disapproval of an authority figure
(Fox, Cruz, & Lee, 2015).

The collapse of context - private becomes public
UGC is not only disinhibited it is often the expression of the user’s intimate thoughts. This is
because social media and other digital platforms, like the mass-media which preceded them,
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contributed to the amplification of hyperreality while encouraging exhibitionism and the
public exposure of intimacy. This has an impact on the meaning and use-value people
associate with brands, and also results in the creation of content that has the depth required to
extract and analyse the tacit knowledge structures which lie at the core of CBBE. In the
following paragraphs Jaques Lacan’s conceptualization of the mirror stage is used as a
metaphor to elaborate the mass-media assisted emergence of hyperreality, its impact on the
meaning and use-value of brands, and the value of UGC in deconstructing CBBE in the
present context.
3.2.1. Lacan and the mirror stage
Jaques Lacan (1901 – 1981), was a French psychoanalyst and psychiatrist whose critical
reinterpretation of Freud have provided profound insights for theory development in the
fields of media theory, literature and political science. Lacan (1949) drew from physiology
and animal psychology in his article “The mirror stage as formative of the I” and observed
that an infant between the ages of 6-18 months becomes capable of recognizing their own
reflection in a mirror. This, Lacan believed, was a critical stage in the development of the
child’s psyche and represented “the formation of the I” (Lacan, 1949, p. 1). At this stage the
infant recognizes the image as a visual representation of itself and this image acts as a gestalt
of the infant’s nascent perception of self-hood and initiates the formation of the ego.
“the formation of the ego commences at the point of... fascination with one's own
image. This image is the first organized form in which the individual identifies
himself, so the ego takes its form from, and is formed by, the organizing and
constitutive qualities of this image. ” (Lacan, 1949, p. 55).
The infant starts recognizing the difference between itself, external objects, other living
beings and most importantly begins assuming agency over its own actions. According to
Lacan (1949) this critical experience is the “action upon which all subjectivity is based, the
moment in which the human individual is born” (p. 87), and it has consequences for all future
stages of the individual’s development.
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Apart from influencing the individual’s self-concept the mirror stage also has wider
implications because:
“This is also the moment in which culture is born.... Culture first comes to the infant
by way of an image: its own image, born of a separation. And the child laughs.
Laughter is the quality unique to man”. (Clément, 1983, p. 87).
Therefore, the Lacanian conceptualisation of the mirror stage can be extended,
metaphorically, to evaluate the development of consciousness at the broader level of culture
(Holbrook, 2001a), or to be specific to the domain of this thesis, consumer culture.
3.2.2. Mass-media as a mirror of cultural reflection
Aided by digitization modern mass-media have reached a level where they have seamlessly
integrated into the daily lives of billions of people. Near continuous consumption of content
delivered by various media has been normalized to the extent that the mediated experience of
reality blends seamlessly with the unmediated. Through this, mass-media have emerged as
mirrors within which society continuously observes its culture and these observations in turn
prescribe the course culture takes in future.
However, this was not always the case. Historical figures such as Lord Buddha or Alexander
the Great did not gain widespread repute and influence culture through mass media. Disciples
or scribes would observe the acts of these figures and then spread the news through word-ofmouth or early forms of manuscripts. Most people learned about the great and the mundane
happenings of their world through word-of-mouth while some others did through reading.
Religions were born, empires rose and fell, and their stories became part of the human
narrative without mass-media.
This changed with the emergence of Renaissance portraiture and the printing press, an early
version of mass-media began to emerge.
“Everyone who made a career in public... was being made to realize how both art and
printing could make him more symbolic, more essential, and more powerful.... with
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printing came the possibility of an audience limited only by the ability to buy the
book and read it.... The old contrast between the good fame of the elite... versus the
bad fame of the common report carried by the tongues and ears of the vulgar crowd
was shattered by the possibility of far-flung readers, organized by the easily
reproducible book. ” (Braudy, 1997, pp. 267–268).
The growth in the means of content production and distribution did not just increase the
audience for content producers but also increased the scope of the content to which the
audience or the public was exposed to. The mirror in which people observed their world grew
larger.
Theatre too had a unique impact on how people perceived themselves as social beings.
Groups of people or the audience could collectively observe life staged in direct line-of-sight.
By reducing the distance between the performance and the audience, theatre fostered a new
level of psychic connection between the audience, the performers and the performance. “The
distant monarchs had been replaced by men in whom their audiences saw a simultaneous
reflection and enhancement of themselves. ” (Braudy, 1997, p. 401). As thespians enacted
life on stage, acting became a metaphor for social behaviour. To be in public became
associated with a performance. One self-consciously played oneself and then enjoyed the
show along with others. The 18th century became “an age pre-occupied with the question of
self-definition in public” (Braudy, 1997, p. 371) and the popularity of theatre introduced
masses to the importance of a spectacle.
Theatre also underscored the agency of the audience because it was the audience who with
their patronage selected the performers and performances that gained wide-spread fame. The
audience began “to expect some participation in creating the greatness of their idols as a
mirror of their own” (Braudy, 1997, p. 407).
In the Lacanian sense theatre moved the mirror of self-reflection closer to the audience or the
public. In this mirror both the mundane and the extraordinary were staged as spectacles, and
the audience, to some extent, was made participant in deciding what gained repute and
became part of culture.
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The mirror changed again with the emergence of photography in the late 1800’s and its
subsequent popularity. This had a democratizing effect on mass-media: "one of photography's
most important effects was to take the art of imaging out of the hands of those skilled enough
to paint or engrave as well as those rich enough to buy and place it at the disposal of virtually
everyone" (Braudy, 1997, p. 492). People had already been conditioned to observing life as a
spectacle on the stage of theatre, but now they had the power to create spectacles of their own
life through imagery and share it with those who were near and dear to them, and in some
cases with large audiences for e.g. : photos in newspapers. The mirror of media could now
accommodate exhibitionistic expression in the form of imagery and the walls between private
and public domains began to collapse. Images of intensely private moments could now be
made public and could influence culture en masse. For example: images from the open casket
funeral of black teenager Emmet Till, when published in Jet magazine in 1955, forced the
American public to face the brutality of the regular lynching of African Americans and had a
resounding impact on civil rights in the US (Goldberger, Moakley, & Pollack, 2016).
The shift from pictures to motion pictures or movies made the observation of life in media an
even grander spectacle. As Neal Gabler (1998) observed in Life the Movie: How
Entertainment Conquered Reality:
“No other entertainment could provide the same immediacy, the same vast scale, the
same phenomenological impact as the movies. . .. The movies . . . had interpenetrated
reality in a way no other art or entertainment had, in part because as a photographic
medium they were fashioned from the materials of reality. . .. The movies were . . . a
whole new way of thinking about life. ” (Gabler, 1998, pp. 49–51)
In the movies the audience could experience wars, civil movements, identity dilemmas and
even cowboys fighting aliens all in the comfort of a cushioned seat with their favourite snack.
Whereas travelling cinemas and drive-in-theatres could reach audiences far and wide, it was
the development of the television and associated broadcast technology that further
democratized spectatorship and brought it into the living room. Media that could support both
audio and visual content began to reach the masses and people became accustomed to
consuming neatly packaged pre-programmed content in the comfort of their homes. Mass
media in this form had far reaching impact on many aspects of human existence. Some that
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are of particular interest in the context of this thesis are as follows:
I.

Exhibitionism

Mass-media normalized spectating, and this altered our relationship with reality. At a
collective level it reinforced what Denzin (1995) refers to as cinematic imagination where the
process of watching others observing the world and ourselves contributes to our own sense of
identity. "I have interiorized this gaze of the other, and have allowed that gaze to control my
own subjectivity and social experience" (Denzin, 1995, p. 46). This rise in the importance of
spectating in self-construal bought forth a reciprocal turn to exhibitionism giving rise to an
“exhibitionistic-voyeuristic symbiosis” (Holbrook, 2001b, p. 82). “Put simply, we cannot—
reflexively, as voyeurs— construct ourselves as the objects of another's or others' gaze(s)
without also recognizing the nature of ourselves as exhibitionistic subjects. ” (Holbrook,
2001a, p. 394). A society of spectators cannot exist without something to watch. Thus,
ordinary routines of daily life were turned into spectacles and overt consumption was used to
perform the various social identities people wished to convey (Holbrook, 2001b).
As Gabler (1998), continuing with a dramaturgical allegory, elaborated life became “the
biggest, most entertaining, most realistic movie of all, one that played twenty-four hours a
day, 365 days a year, and featured a cast of billions” (p. 58). As people indulged in “playing
oneself under one’s own direction” (p. 230) anything that assisted a good performance was
utilized and thus products and brands became props that enabled performances.
It must be noted at this point that research and practice in economics and marketing were
cognizant of this phenomenon. Veblen (1934) called it conspicuous consumption, Levy
(1959) referred to it as symbols for sale and consumer researchers referred to it as symbolic
consumer behaviour (Holbrook & Hirschman, 1993). However, the massive spread of
broadcast media had two consequences that some domains of marketing theory specifically
CBBE did not account for. These were the collapse of context and the emergence of
hyperreality.
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II.

Collapse of context

In the living rooms of the audience, broadcast media laid bare the most private moments of
the rich and the famous, the most intrinsic affairs of politics and economics and even the
ghastliest details of war. Through this broadcast media blurred the boundary between public
and private leading to what Meyrowitz (1986) referred to as the collapse of context. The
audience was enmeshed between two diverse grids (Trow, 1997). An intimate grid which
consisted of the individual member of the audience and a public grid which consisted of
millions of other users all involved in experiencing the minutiae of life on screens. The
knowledge of the mundane and the extraordinary happenings of the world, which is
fundamental to the narrative of one’s life, was now delivered in a programmed package and
shared by millions. This meant that many aspects of the script of Life the Movie was shared
with millions and thus the task of carving out a unique public identity or role one wanted to
play became increasingly complex.
III.

Hyperreality

In this postmodern world dominated by broadcast media, information technology provided
spectacles of everyday life and the interplay of these spectacles became a model of daily
existence. A code or set of standards to live by.
“The whole life of those societies in which modern conditions of production prevail
presents itself as an immense accumulation of spectacles. All that once was directly
lived has become mere representation. . .. Images detached from every aspect of life
merge into a common stream, and the former unity of life is lost forever. ” (Debord,
1995, p. 12)
Baudrillard (1993, 1994) referred to such state of affairs as hyperreality. He conceptualised it
as a condition in which simulation and reality are blended together to the extent that there is
no clear indication of where one ends and the other begins. Simulation is the
decontextualized representation of a person, event, object or process through the interplay of
signs and images, and it may not necessarily be accurate but is often more captivating than
the reality it represents.
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The dominance of simulation is such that, in the media-saturated consciousness of the
audience, domains of economics, politics, culture etc. implode into one coalescent mix. This
exponentiates the collapse of context and in this hyperreality the images and codes delivered
by broadcast media become vital to the construction of culture and individual identity which
in turn influence how products and brands are purchased and consumed.
“Imprisoned in a flat universe bounded on all sides by the spectacle’s screen, the
consciousness of the spectator has only figmentary interlocutors which subject it to a
one-way discourse on their commodities and the politics of those commodities. The
sole mirror of this consciousness is the spectacle in all its breadth. . .. The spectacle
erases . . . the dividing line between true and false, repressing all directly lived truth
beneath the real presence of the falsehood maintained by the organization of
appearances.” (Debord, 1995, p. 153).
It must be noted here that in the hyperreality created by mass-media that preceded web-based
platforms the audience or spectator were subjected to what Debord (1995) refers to as “oneway discourse” in the passage above. So, while broadcast simulations took over the
spectator’s consciousnesses, spectators themselves were provided little opportunity to
broadcast their ideas, opinions and content. The exhibitionistic behaviour of the audience or
the spectator remained confined to those near and dear to them.
In the Lacanian context the development of cinema, television and broadcast technology
normalized spectating and encouraged reciprocal exhibitionism. The mirror of cultural selfreflection gained a cinematic imagination, and this further endorsed performance as a
metaphor for behaviour. Products and brands were thus appropriated as props that aided such
performances. However, equal broadcasting capabilities were not provided to the masses and
individual exhibitionistic behaviour was confined to small audiences. Broadcast media also
focused the mirror of cultural self-reflection on simulated signs and images which were
merely decontextualized representations of reality. Furthermore, the popularity of broadcast
media meant that such simulated imagery soon assumed a vital role in the construction of
culture, identity and, consequently, consumption patterns. Another result of the popularity of
broadcast media was that millions of people were consuming the same simulated narrative.
Narratives that straddled multiple domains (economics, politics etc.) and became the common
background against which individuality had to be performed. The context between public and
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private merged even further because the image one observed in the mirror of cultural selfreflection was now set against a background shared by millions of people spread over vast
geographical distances.
IV.

A new role for brands

Such collapse of context where one finds themselves sharing narratives with millions of
others can be an unnerving experience for an individual’s consciousness (Holbrook, 2001a).
In this scenario there is a need for a familiar symbol that bridges the gap between public and
private. It is here that a unique function emerges for marketing and brand management.
Brands which have universal appeal akin to celebrities (for e.g. : Coca Cola, Cadbury) can
perform the function of bridging this gap (Trow, 1997). They become an anchor of
familiarity which is equally at home in the hands of the individual as it is in the advertisement
beamed to millions. Brands become props that assist individuals in negotiating their
hyperreality.
3.2.3. Personal computing, web 2.0 and hyperreality
Personal computing was born into this hyperreal society. Over time ease of access to
technology increased, the PC was miniaturized, and the internet became widespread. The way
people engaged with these machines evolved too. Instead of using computers to solve
complex numerical problems through programming languages computers became viewed as
sources of experiences. The programmer was replaced by the user which lead to what Turkle
(1995) described as "the precedence of surface over depth, of simulation over the 'real' of
play over seriousness" (p. 44). This allowed computing to amplify hyperreality as screens
delivering broadcast content went from desks to palms.
At the same time Web 2.0 based platforms which allowed the creation and distribution of
UGC empowered the exhibitionistic instinct which mass-media had inculcated but not
facilitated up to this point. Anybody with a smartphone and an internet connection could now
broadcast their content to a vast audience. Turkle (1995) argued that “it is computer screens
where we project ourselves into our own dramas, dramas in which we are producer, director,
and star.... We are using life on computer screens to become comfortable with new ways of
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thinking" (p. 26). The internet was more accommodating to the performance of Life the
Movie than any other mass media that preceded it.
However, the affordances of Web 2.0 based digital social media also lead to a further
collapse in context blurring the lines between public and private. Affordances are those
properties of an object which characterize the possible methods in which a user may interact
with it. For example: a handle may look as if it can be turned, pulled or pushed. The design
characteristics which make a handle such that it can be turned, pulled or pushed are its
affordances.
In human-computer interaction (HCI), affordance refers to the action possibilities provided to
the user by the structural elements of software or hardware (Norman, 1986). Just as
architecture shapes human action in physical spaces, the structural or design affordances of
technology influences both the flow of information and the interpersonal interaction it
facilitates
The design of social media websites is such that UGC is either available to the public, i.e.
anyone who can access the website, or to the quasi-public, i.e. a friend list or network of
hundreds and in some cases thousands of people ranging from family members to
acquaintances and others that the user might not even have met in person. By enabling such
broad distribution of UGC, these websites cause an exponential increase in its potential
visibility and make it difficult for the user to tailor their content for specific audiences and
social contexts. Boyd (2010) identifies such collapse of context as a central dynamic of social
media websites, wherein the reduced control over audiences and contexts to which UGC is
exposed is normalised. Therefore, these websites by making “social information more easily
accessible and can rupture people’s sense of public and private by altering the previously
understood social norms” (Boyd, 2008, p. 19). Consequently: “Norms of transparency and
exposure are developed to legitimate and reward practices of self-exposure and peer
exposure. ” (J. E. Cohen, 2012, p. 135). Moreover, such exposure is normalized to the extent
that disclosure of intimate thoughts is no longer considered an invasion of privacy since it is
voluntary, and “invasions of privacy take place whenever we are deprived of control over
such intimacies of our bodies and minds as to offend what are ultimately shared standards of
autonomy” (Gerety, 1977, p. 268).
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Such normalization of exhibitionism meant that social-media platforms soon became spaces
for the public performance of the intimate aspects of interpersonal-relationships (Mizuko Ito
et al., 2010) . Platforms such as Facebook now mediate various stages of both platonic and
romantic relationships ranging from catching up, meeting, flirting, and breaking up (Pascoe,
2010), and relationship practices are often exposed to other users of such platforms. Sibilia
(2012) refers to such a public display of intimacy on social media websites as extimacy. This
term is an English translation of the French word extimite´ which was coined by Lacan
(2013) for the purpose of critically analysing the traditional distinction between exteriority
and intimacy. It primarily refers to, “the presence of exteriority in the intimacy, or deepest
interiority, of a subject. ” (Pavón-Cuéllar, 2014, p. 661). Expounding further, French
psychologist and psychoanalyst Serge Tisseron referred to extimacy as a “tendency” that is
“essential to the human being” and “consists in the desire to communicate the inner world” in
order to “enrich intimacy” (Tisseron, 2001, pp. 52–53). Where the public exhibition of
intimacy signals the authenticity of the relationship being displayed (Bauman, 2017; Illouz,
2008) and reinforces the users’ social identity (Foessel, 2010).
In the Lacanian context the development of personal computing, the internet and the vast
popularity of digital social networks amplified the hyperreality and context collapse in the
mirror of media that faces postmodern society. At the same time these technologies
democratized mass communication by providing broadcast capabilities to the masses.
Individual members of the public could now add content to the Lacanian mirror and this
content could be consumed by others across the world. The individual could now broadcast
the meanings they attached to products and brands, and influence consumer culture at large.
3.2.4. UGC and exploring tacit knowledge structures
It is here that an additional incentive of using UGC as data for a phenomenological reexploration of CBBE is revealed. As the evolution of mass-media from the printing press to
Facebook and Instagram created a hyperreal postmodern society. There was a corresponding
transformation in the interactive, relativistic and experiential aspects of the meaning people
associate with brands as they traversed their hyperreal world. Nonetheless, modern digital
platforms also provide the ideal data for the theoretical deconstruction of these evolving
brand associations. By facilitating exhibitionistic behaviour, they encourage the creation of
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UGC which, as discussed previously, is the disinhibited expression of users’ thoughts and
feelings, but this data is not just disinhibited it is also a window to the deep-seated
associations that rest within the users’ consciousness. This is because the creation of this
content happens on platforms where the collapse of context encourages the disclosure of
intimate thoughts and practices. This imparts a level of depth to such data which makes it
ideal for the extraction and analysis of the tacit knowledge structures which form the
foundation of the construct of CBBE.

A source of collective opinion
UGC also represents a collective opinion, because it is an aggregation of hundreds of
thousands of user contributions (Schivinski & Dabrowski, 2016; Tirunillai & Tellis, 2014).
Such collective intelligence is typically referred to as the knowledge that emerges from the
communication and interaction between people (Schoder, Gloor, & Metaxas, 2013), and is
considered greater than the sum of individual contributions (Nguyen, 2008). Moreover,
because users on Social media platforms come from all walks of life, UGC is a decentralized
source of information which covers a diverse range of opinions. It is an excellent example of
aggregated knowledge or wisdom of the crowds (Surowiecki, 2005) which when harnessed
and analysed can guide research in both marketing theory and practice.

Temporal disaggregation
Another advantage of using UGC as data for research is that it can be observed at a highly
disaggregate temporal level or frequency (days, hours, minutes) (Tirunillai & Tellis, 2014) .
Other indicators for e.g. : sales figures or customer satisfaction measures are often not
available at such disaggregate level, and hence UGC can often provide an indication of how
the brand is doing at a greater frequency (Tirunillai & Tellis, 2012). The fact that UGC is
time stamped also makes it a repository of data which can be tapped over time making it
appropriate for longitudinal or comparative research.
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4. UGC and research on CBBE
Online social media platforms have become a ubiquitous part of life for many people, and
sharing experiences online, as UGC, is normal for many users. This content is usually not
created as a response to a marketing query and is thus a more genuine expression of user
thoughts and feeling on a wide range of topics. Consequently, UGC datasets are a collection
of diverse opinions available at a highly disaggregate temporal level. Moreover, they are rich
in the disinhibited expression of the users’ intimate thoughts. This turns UGC from such
platforms into an “introjected psychological tapestry” (Suler, 2004, p. 323) or a “latent
semantic fabric of taste” (Liu, Maes, & Davenport, 2006, p. 42) which is ideal for extracting
and analysing the interactive, relativistic and experiential aspects of use-value people
associate with brands in the current digital world. Moreover, the rise in the availability of
UGC has been accompanied by the emergence of tools which can facilitate such analysis, for
example: text mining. The next section discusses the state of current research which utilizes
UGC as a source of data to further explore the construct of CBBE.

Current Research:
A review of literature reveals that current research focusses on establishing the link between
UGC and CBBE but has not utilized UGC as a source of data to extend the construct of
CBBE. Table 3 (pg. 67) presents an overview of the state of current research on the interplay
of CBBE and UGC on social media. The reviewed literature was identified using both
Google Scholar and the Catalogue Search function provided by the website of the library of
University of Otago. The search terms used were a combination of social media, brand
equity, customer-based brand equity and user-generated content. This was done to keep the
search results focused, and to avoid ambiguity with other areas of research such as brand
engagement on social media (See: Brodie, Ilic, Juric, & Hollebeek (2013)).
It is observed that in current research a quantitative and deterministic approach is dominant in
examining the relationship between UGC and CBBE. UGC takes the role of the independent
variable whose impact is evaluated on the dependant construct of CBBE. Such research is
rooted in the post-positivistic worldview which emerged from the 19th -century work of
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authors such as Comte, Newton, Durkheim, Locke and Mill (J. K. Smith, 1983). Postpositivists hold a deterministic philosophy which strives to determine the causal relationship
between variables or constructs in order to test theories. A theory, in post-positivist research,
is presented as an interrelated set of constructs (or variables) formed into hypotheses that
postulates the relationship between the variables being studied. Data that provides a
quantitative description of trends, attitudes, or opinions prevalent within a population is then
collected by the use of survey instruments, such as questionnaires. This is often followed by
the use of correlational or other statistics to test the postulated relationship between the
variables (Creswell, 2013).
Schivinski & Dabrowski (2015) is an excellent example of the deterministic approach. The
authors start by elaborating existing theory. They first review literature to identify two
different kinds of brand related social media content, i.e. firm-created and user-generated
social media content, which they posit as the independent variables. Then they introduce the
dependant construct, i.e. CBBE. This is followed by a review of literature on CBBE where
the authors accept the multi-dimensional conceptualisation of CBBE offered by Aaker (1991)
and identify its sub-dimensions as brand awareness, brand associations, perceived quality and
brand loyalty.
The authors then postulate a positive connection between people’s perception of firm-created
content, user-generated content and the sub-dimensions of CBBE. They formulate this
connection through a series of hypotheses.
Then they go on to describe their methodology. Data was collected using an online survey on
Facebook. A link inviting respondents to participate was posted on several brand fan pages
on Facebook, and 302 valid responses were collected. The data collection was carried out in
Poland. The items in the survey were adapted from relevant literature. A four-item scale was
adopted from Yoo et al. (2000) and Villarejo-Ramos and Sánchez-Franco (2005) to measure
brand awareness and associations. A three-item scale from Walsh et al. (2009) was used to
measure brand loyalty. Another three-item scale from Yoo et al. (2000) was used to measure
perceived quality, and finally the respondent’s evaluation of firm-created and user-generated
content was measured using two items created by the authors and three items adopted from
Mägi (2003), Tsiros et al. (2004) and Bruhn et al. (2012). All items were measured using a 7point Likert scale, ranging from “strongly disagree” (1) to “strongly agree”.
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The authors also used Cronbach’s alpha and confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) to ascertain
the reliability and validity of the used measurements. Additionally, they also carried out an
exploratory factor analysis with maximum likelihood method and promax rotation. No
evidence of cross-loadings was observed, and the CFA model yielded a good fit. The
hypotheses were tested using structural equation modelling (SEM) in AMOS 21.0.
The authors then use the results of the SEM to accept or reject their various hypotheses. They
identify that firm-created social media content positively influences brand awareness and
brand associations (b=0.14; t-value=2.30; p-value=0.02) and accept the hypotheses that
postulated such a positive influence. However, their analysis does not show a positive impact
of people’s evaluation of firm-created content on brand loyalty (b= -0.08; t-value=-1.40; pvalue=0.15) and on perceived quality (b= -0.03; t-value=-0.50; p-value=0.61). The
hypotheses postulating a positive impact of people’s evaluation of firm-created content on
brand loyalty along with perceived quality are therefore rejected.
UGC, on the other hand, has a positive impact on brand awareness and brand associations
(b= 0.12; t -value=1.93; p -value=0.05), and also has a positive impact on both brand loyalty
(b= 0.24; t-value =3.94; p-value=0.001) and perceived quality (b= 0.26;
t-value= 4.19; p-value= 0.001). Thus, the hypotheses postulating a positive impact of
people’s perception of UGC on all the sub-dimensions of CBBE, brand awareness, brand
associations, brand loyalty and perceived quality are accepted. However, it must be noted that
it is good practice to accept alternative hypotheses when they are strongly supported. While
the authors have accepted the hypothesis postulating a positive impact of UGC on brand
awareness and associations, the high p-value indicates that these findings should be treated
with caution.
The authors summarize the study by reflecting upon the influence different types of brand
related social media content have on the sub-dimensions of CBBE. They expound that firmgenerated content does not show a direct influence on brand loyalty and perceived quality
because consumers consider it to be less trustworthy, and hence hesitate to internalize firmcreated content. In contrast, UGC is considered more reliable because it generated by people
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without a commercial intent, and is thus observed to have a positive influence on brand
awareness, brand associations, brand loyalty and perceived quality.

5. A missed opportunity
Like Schivinski & Dabrowski (2015), other studies (see: Table 3 on pg. 67) investigating the
overlap of UGC and CBBE also follow the template usually associated with quantitative
deterministic studies. Theory is placed at the beginning of the study, and the researchers then
postulate their predictions about how the theory is going to be affected by certain
independent variables within a context. These predictions are then postulated as hypotheses
and the goal of the study is to test theory by testing these hypotheses. This is followed by the
collection of quantitative data, and the statistical testing focussed on the confirmation or
disconfirmation of the hypotheses. This approach leads to further development of theory
when researchers examine the hypothesis over and over in different contexts, and new
theoretical knowledge emerges from such experimentation (Creswell, 2013; Thomas, 1997).
So far, researchers have used the deterministic approach to establish that UGC has an impact
on CBBE (Bruhn et al., 2012; Kim & Ko, 2012), this impact is positive if consumer’s
evaluation of UGC is positive (Schivinski & Dabrowski, 2015, 2016) and negative if users’
evaluation of UGC is negative (Bambauer-Sachse & Mangold, 2011) , higher user
involvement with brand related UGC also has a positive impact on CBBE (Christodoulides et
al., 2012) , and that UGC in the form of user-ratings (e.g. : Tripadvisor.com ratings) can be
used as a substitute of survey data to investigate construct of CBBE in various industries
(Callarisa et al., 2012; Soler & Gémar, 2017).
There is however a lack of research that adopts an interpretive approach, uses UGC as a
source of data, and offers a qualitative exploration of CBBE in a digital world. Charmaz
(2006) elaborates that proponents of the interpretive approach to research acknowledge the
multiple meanings that can become associated with the phenomena being studied because of
the variance in the contexts within which the phenomena is experienced and that these
meanings are best extracted from datasets that “reveal participants' views, feelings,
intentions, and actions as well as the contexts and structures of their lives” (p. 14).
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The literature review identified only one study which takes such an approach. Andéhn,
Kazeminia, Lucarelli, & Sevin (2014), focus on place brand equity which is the extension of
CBBE into tourism research. They use Tweets from Twitter.com to identify users’ brand
associations with the city of Stockholm. The study used data spread over three months and
identified three categories of associations connected to the city of Stockholm. The authors
conclude that UGC from social media can constitute an important source of data for
understanding the formation of place brand associations. With reference to the broader
construct of CBBE, the authors argue that using UGC from social media to evaluate CBBE
instead of the traditional approach of using survey-based attitude measures can be beneficial
because UGC constitutes an unprovoked or ‘natural’ manifestation of the meaning that the
brand holds for the user.
This research aims to break free from the trend of using UGC as a variable in quantitative
deterministic studies to utilize its potential as a source of data for qualitative research in
marketing. In this endeavour, it uses text based UGC from social media as a source of data
for an interpretive exploratory analysis that provides a phenomenologically grounded
expansion of the construct of CBBE in the current digital context. The next chapter
introduces Luhmann’s Theory of Social Systems which is used in this thesis as a lens to asses
the evolution in the program of theories and methods, and the social reality within which
CBBE was conceived.
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Table 3:Research on CBBE utilizing UGC

Study

Purpose

Approach

Role of UGC

Summary

Bruhn, M., Schoenmueller,

To investigate the

A deterministic study

UGC is treated as an

The authors conduct a

V., & Schäfer, D. B. (2012). influence of brand-

to test a series of

independent variable literature review and accept

Are social media replacing

based social media

hypothesis that

which along with

the existing conceptualization

traditional media in terms

content on brand

propose a connection

Firm created content

of CBBE wherein its sub-

of brand equity creation?

equity compared to

between CBBE and

represents social

dimensions are brand

Management Research

traditional marketing

the consumers’

media content which

awareness and brand image.

Review, 35(9), 770-790.

communications.

positive perception of

is postulated to have

Using data collected from

Also evaluate the

both traditional

an effect on CBBE.

393 respondents they

difference in effect

marketing

establish that while traditional

of UGC and Firm

communication and

media have a significant

created content on

social media content.

impact on brand awareness;

brand equity.

Data was collected

social media content has

using an online

strong influence on brand

survey.

image. Moreover, UGC is
observed as having a stronger
impact on hedonic brand
image; while firm created
content has a greater impact
on functional brand image.
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Kim, A. J., & Ko, E.

The study

A deterministic study

UGC in the form of

The study does not

(2012). Do social media

investigates the

to test a series of

e-word of mouth is

specifically focus on CBBE.

marketing activities

relationship between

hypothesis that

treated as a sub-

It is only one of the response

enhance customer equity?

consumers’

propose a positive

dimension of SMM,

variables on which the effects

An empirical study of

perception of a

influence of SMM on

the independent

of SMM are observed. The

luxury fashion brand.

brand’s social media

and value equity,

variable.

authors accept the existing

Journal of Business

marketing (SMM)

relationship equity,

conceptualization of CBBE

Research, 65(10), 1480-

and value equity,

brand equity,

and establish that SMM has a

1486.

relationship equity,

customer equity, and

significant positive impact on

brand equity,

purchase intention.

CBBE. They also observe a

customer equity, and

Data collected from

significant positive impact of

purchase intention.

362 survey

SMM on value equity and

questionnaires is

relationship equity. Brand

analyzed.

equity and value equity were
also observed to have a
significant positive impact on
purchase intention.

Schivinski, B., &

To observe the

A deterministic study

UGC is treated as an

Dabrowski, D. (2015). The

influence of both

to test a series of

independent variable existing conceptualization of

impact of brand

user-generated and

hypothesis that

that influences brand CBBE as a multidimensional

communication on brand

firm-created social

propose a positive

awareness, brand

connection between

associations,

equity through

The authors accept the

construct consisting of the
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Facebook. Journal of

media content on

the user’s evaluation

perceived quality

sub-dimensions: brand

Research in Interactive

CBBE.

of firm-created and

and brand loyalty

awareness,

user-generated

along with firm

brand associations, perceived

content and brand

created social media

quality and brand loyalty. The

awareness, brand

content.

study identified that UGC

Marketing, 9(1), 31-53.

associations,

positively influences

perceived quality and

brand awareness/associations,

brand loyalty. Data is

brand loyalty and perceived

collected through an

quality. Firm-created content

online survey

positively influences only
brand awareness and brand
associations. The study
evaluated data collected from
302 questionnaires filled by
Facebook users in Poland.

Schivinski, B., &

To observe the

A deterministic study

UGC is treated as an

The authors accept the

Dabrowski, D. (2016). The

influence of both

to test a series of

independent variable existing conceptualization of

effect of social media

user-generated and

hypothesis that

that influences brand brand equity, brand attitude

communication on

firm-created social

propose a connection

equity, brand

and purchase intention and

consumer perceptions of

media content on

between user-

attitude and

use measures adapted from

brands. Journal of

brand equity, brand

generated and firm-

purchase along with

literature to evaluate the
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Marketing

attitude and purchase

created social media

firm created social

influence of user-generated

Communications, 22(2),

intention.

content on brand

media content.

and firm-created social media

189-214.

equity, brand attitude

content on brand equity,

and purchase

brand attitude and purchase

intention. Data was

intention. The study showed a

collected using an

positive influence of user-

online survey.

generated
social media content on both
brand equity and brand
attitude. It was observed that
firm-created social media
content affected only brand
attitude. Both brand equity
and brand attitude were
observed having a positive
effect on purchase intention.
The study evaluated data
collected from 504
questionnaires filled by
Facebook users in Poland.

Bambauer-Sachse, S., &

To investigate the

A deterministic study

UGC in the form of

The authors conduct a

Mangold, S. (2011). Brand

detrimental effects of

to test the hypothesis

negative product

literature review and accept
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equity dilution through

negative online

that negative online

reviews is treated as

the existing conceptualization

negative online word-of-

product reviews on

product reviews have

an independent

of CBBE. They establish that

mouth communication.

CBBE.

a detrimental

variable which is

exposure to negative online

Journal of Retailing and

effects on consumer-

assumed to have a

product reviews have a

Consumer Services, 18(1),

based brand equity.

detrimental effect on

detrimental effect on CBBE

38-45.

Data was collected

CBBE.

which they refer to as brand

through an

equity dilution. They observe

experiment with 216

that such dilution was

participants.

stronger for brands with
higher CBBE before exposure
to negative reviews.

Christodoulides, G., Jevons, The study

A deterministic study

Involvement with

The authors accept the

C., & Bonhomme, J.

to test a series of

UGC is treated as an

existing conceptualization of

(2012). Memo to marketers: how involvement

hypothesis that

independent variable CBBE, and use measures

Quantitative evidence for

with brand-related

propose a connection

which influences

adapted from literature to

change: How user-

user-generated

between involvement

CBBE.

evaluate the influence of

generated content really

content affects

with brand-related

involvement with UGC on

affects brands. Journal of

CBBE.

user-generated

CBBE. They hypothesize that

advertising research, 52(1),

content and CBBE.

if users perceive that a brand

53-64.

Data was collected

is co-created, empowering,

using an online

facilitates community and

survey.

matches the users’ self-

investigates
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concept. They are more
involved with a brand
through UGC, and
consequently this improves
CBBE. The authors evaluate
data from an online survey of
202 users to determine that
user perceptions of cocreation, community, and
self-concept positively impact
UGC involvement, which in
turn, have a positive impact
on CBBE.
Callarisa, L., García, J. S.,

The study analyses

Deterministic study,

A total of 11,917

The authors postulate that

Cardiff, J., & Roshchina, A.

the construct of

using ratings from

User generated

ratings from the website

(2012). Harnessing social

brand equity in the

Tripadvisor.com to

ratings from

TripAdvisor are a better

media platforms to measure

specific context of

evaluate a structural

Tripadvisor.com are

indicator of user opinion

customer-based hotel brand

hotels, by using

model of the

used instead of a

compared to data collected

equity. Tourism

ratings from

construct of brand

data collected from a through a questionnaire. They

Management Perspectives,

Tripadvisor.com

equity in the context

questionnaire to

equate TripAdvisor ratings to

of hotels.

evaluate the

a response on a 5-point Likert

components of hotel

scale with 1 being lowest and

4, 73-79.
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brand equity. These

5 being the highest rating

ratings are the

possible. They accept the

independent

existing conceptualization of

variable.

brand equity, and, based on a
literature review, identify 5
sub-dimensions of a hotel’s
brand equity. The subdimensions and the
TripAdvisor review category
that they are equated to are as
follows: (1) brand quality:
rooms, location, cleanliness
and sleep quality (rating: 1 to
5), (2) brand value: value
(rating:1 to 5), (3) brand
loyalty: recommendation
(rating:1 yes and 0 not
recommended), (4) brand
image: service (rating: 1 to
5), and overall loyalty
(rating:1 to 5). Market share
of a hotel chain is used as an
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indicator of brand awareness.
Their structural modelling
reveals brand awareness as
the central element
connecting the dimensions of
brand equity for hotels. The
sequence of relationships
discovered in this study was:
brand quality → brand image
→ brand awareness → brand
value → brand loyalty.
Soler, I. P., & Gémar, G.

The study

Deterministic study,

A total of 1,514

The study accepts current

(2017). Brand Equity

investigates the

using ratings from

user- generated

conceptualizations of brand

Research Using Online

relationship between

Tripadvisor.com to

ratings from

equity, and the authors chose

Customer Ratings of

brand awareness,

test a series of

Tripadvisor.com are

to operationalize it through

Spanish Hotels.

brand quality, brand

hypothesis that

used instead of a

the variable brand value.

International Journal of

image and brand

propose a positive

data collected from a Brand quality was equated to

Tourism Research, 19(2),

value for Spanish

relationship between

questionnaire to

hotel ratings for cleanliness,

191-202.

hotels with

brand awareness,

evaluate the

rooms,

TripAdvisor data.

brand quality, brand

dimensions of brand

services and sleep.

image and brand

equity for Spanish

Overall score was used as a

value

Hotels. These

proxy for brand awareness.
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ratings are the

Brand value was equated to

independent

the rating of value. Finally,

variable.

TripAdvisor tags were
equated to brand image. The
authors manage to detect a
positive relationship between
brand awareness, brand
quality and brand value in
their dataset. However, they
conclude with a call for a
more thorough investigation
of influence of online reviews
on brand equity.

Andéhn, M., Kazeminia, A., This research

An interpretive study

UGC in the form

They accept the existing

Lucarelli, A., & Sevin, E.

analyses

that extracts place

33,962 tweets

conceptualization of brand

(2014). User-generated

UGC from Twitter to

brand associations

containing the

equity, and its extension into

place brand equity on

extract and analyse

from UGC using

keyword

tourism through the concept

Twitter: The dynamics of

user associations

thematic analysis.

‘Stockholm’ is

of place branding. The

brand associations in social

with place brand

Themes of

treated as data for

researchers identify three

media. Place Branding and

equity. The goal is to

associations were

thematic analysis

separate categories

Public Diplomacy, 10(2),

highlight the role of

identified using

using Leximancer.

of place brand associations

132-144.

social media as

Leximancer based on

connected to the city
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platforms where the

the co-occurrence of

Stockholm. The first was

creation and

terms.

event related associations, the

expression of these

second was culture related

associations can be

associations, and the third

tracked in real time.

were associations with the
phrase ‘Stockholm
Syndrome’. The authors
concluded that UGC from
social media, Twitter in this
case, constitute an important
source of data for
understanding the formation
of brand associations.

(Own Table)
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Chapter 4: Theoretical Lens - Luhmann's theory of
social systems
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1. Introduction
This chapter introduces Luhmann’s theory of social systems which is used in this thesis to
provide a conceptualisation of the social reality or context which customers inhabit along
with brands. This theory is also used as a lens to evaluate the theoretical and methodological
programme within which CBBE was conceived.
This chapter begins with providing an introduction to general systems theory and describes
the relevant aspects of this theory. It then discusses the theoretical construct of CBBE from
the Luhmannian perspective and re-emphasizes the need to explore the construct of CBBE in
the light of recent theoretical and methodological developments.

2. General Systems Theory – An Introduction
General systems theory presents an approach to theory development which lies between the
highly generalized theory construction of pure mathematics and the targeted theory
development of specialised disciplines (Boulding, 1956). Since Descartes, two related
assumptions had underpinned the scientific method (Walonick, 1993).
•

A system can be deconstructed to identify its individual components and each
constituent component can be analysed as an independent entity.

•

The characteristics of the constitutent component can be summarised in a linear
fashion to describe a total system.

Ludwig Von Bertalanffy proposed a contrary approach to theory development in 1928. In this
approach a system is considered consequent to the interactions between its components.
Moreover, these interactions themselves are non-linear. He referred to this approach, in
German, as “Allgemeine Systemlehre” which was translated into English as : general theory
of systems or, more commonly, general system theory (GST). Von Bertalanffy himself
resisted calling his “lehre” a “theory” (Wolfgang, 2005). He considered “Allgemeine
Systemlehre” more of a metatheory, cutting across, and capable of unifying, different
specialties. Thus, providing a new “weltanschauung” or paradigm to guide the philosophy of
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science away from the highly fragmented discipline specific nature of scientific research
prevalent in the first half of the 20th century (Wolfgang, 2005). Boulding (1956) observed
that system theorists aim to develop a spectrum of theories or a system of systems which may
perform the function of a gestalt in theoretical construction by revealing gaps and directing
research. For example, the periodic table of elements in Chemistry led to the discovery of
many unknown elements by exposing unfilled gaps in the table.
The systems approach has been applied to a range of intellectual activities and has led to the
development of hybrid disciplines such as physical chemistry and organisation theory (Laszlo
& Krippner, 1998; Skyttner, 2005). When applied to the study of humans and society,
systems theory can provide a meaningful deconstruction of the human experience by
integrating parallelisms drawn from different disciplines.
One of the most innovative and fascinating adoptions of the systems approach to social
science was presented by Niklas Luhmann (1927-98). Luhmann’s theory of social systems,
also known as systems theory, has been used to develop and advance theory in a range of
academic disciplines such as: sociology, political science, law, media studies, organisation
theory and many others (Seidl & Becker, 2006). In this thesis it is adopted as a conceptual
framework which supplies the instruments for deconstructing and analysing UGC in order to
advance branding theory.

3. Luhmann’s Theory of Social Systems
Any discussion of Luhmann’s theory of social systems needs to start with the concept of
systems. Luhmann described social phenomena as systems and conceptualized the world as
network of these systems. A system itself is created by the demarcation or distinction it
maintains with its environment (Luhmann, 1995, 2006). Luhmann expressed this as the
following formula:
Figure 5: Distinction between system and environment

Systems theory is based on these distinctions and does not assume any form of cosmic unity
as a point of origin. A system draws this distinction and differentiates itself from the
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environment by operationally closing itself and reproducing its internal processes through
autopoiesis (Luhmann, 2006).
Staying true to the interdisciplinary approach of general systems theory, Luhmann derived
the concepts of autopoiesis and operational closure from biological systems theory and the
work of two Chilean cognitive biologists Humberto Maturana and Francisco Varela and both
these concepts became foundational elements of Luhmann’s theory of social systems.
Maturana (1980) coined the term “autopoiesis” to refer to systems that continually reproduce
their internal elements through their own processes. The term translates to “self-production”
and is derived from Greek where “autos” means self and “poiesis” means production. Such
systems are operatively closed i.e. no operation or process enters the systems from the
external environment and vice-versa. Along with Francisco Varela, Maturana used these
concepts to explain the operations of a living cell. As Varela (1997) explains:
“If you, for instance, try to understand what a cell is as the smallest living system
without intending to explain how it is structured, that it reproduces itself, that it
develops, etc. – if you simply want to say what it really is – then you will come to the
following very simple answer: A living system is an organization that preserves itself
as a result of its organization. How does it do this? It produces components that
produce components that produce components. This is no mystery: enzymes produce
enzymes. The boundary of the cell is its membrane. The membrane again is a process
that limits the diffusion and thus preserves the internal network of production that
produces the membrane. Everywhere you see systems exist due to a kind of
Munchhausen-effect: they manage to grab themselves by the hair and pull themselves
out of the swamp.” (Varela, 1997, pp. 148–149)
Like a cell, a Luhmannian system differentiates itself from the environment by closing itself
off operationally and no operation or process enters such a system from the external
environment and vice versa. Moreover, a Luhmannian system reproduces its internal
elements based on its own requirements and through its own processes. Just like an
autopoietic cell reproduces carbohydrates, nucleic acids etc. through its own internal
processes.
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Operational closure does not imply that an autopoietic system exists in isolation. Only
operations cannot enter or leave the system. For example, a cell does take in water, energy etc
from its environment and thus interacts with its environment. This is known as interactional
openness and it is the system that decides what is to be allowed to enter. It is also upon the
system to decide which operations it uses to react to the inputs from the environment.
Luhmann refers to such internal self-determination as self-organization. In terms of
operations an autopoietic system does not receive any inputs from the environment, only
irritations which then trigger internal operations in the system. The external trigger has no
control on the consequent operations that emerge within the system. Luhmann refers to this
“trigger-causality”. Seidl (2004) uses the following example to explain this concept.
“If one puts one’s finger in the flame of a candle, the rapid movement of the atoms in
the flame will trigger an electric impulse in the nervous system, which will lead to the
cognition of ‘heat’. Thus, what can be seen very clearly in this example is the clear
distinction between cognitive system and environment. The events in the environment
do not enter into the cognitive system; the rapid movement of the atoms triggers
qualitatively completely different operations in the system. This triggering is only
possible because the system has produced specific structures, i.e. nervous sensors
which can be stimulated by rapid movement of electrons (in the same way as it would
be stimulated e.g. by acid). From this the nervous system constructs the sensation of
heat – the heat does not exist in the flame, in the flame we only have the rapid
movement of atoms. ” (Seidl, 2004, p. 4)
Systems can also develop specific structures to react to or interpret specific irritations from
the environment. Luhmann referred to this phenomenon as structural-coupling. The nervous
sensors in the example above are structures that emerged as a result of the structural coupling
between human beings and their environments. These sensors permit humans to react to or
interpret specific irritations in the environment such as sudden changes in temperatures.
To summarize, a Luhmannian system is an operationally closed self-reproducing system
which maintains an interactional openness with its environments and develops structural
couplings which allow it to interpret specific events occurring in its environment.
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Types of autopoietic systems
Luhmann (1986) extended the essentially biological concepts of autopoiesis and operational
closure to a trans-disciplinary level. He suggested that the concepts could be used to identify
and observe not just biological or living systems but also non-biological systems, and
consequently identified two additional types of autopoietic systems: social systems and
psychic systems. Just as living systems reproduce themselves based on the continuation of
life, social systems do the same based on the continuation of communication and psychic
systems based on the continuation of consciousness or thoughts. Each of these systems is a
part of the environment for the other systems. “Communication needs the environment of
living and psychic systems just as fish needs water” (Moeller, 2011, p. 9) . Luhmann (1990b)
elaborated these three systems with the following diagram.
Figure 6:Types of autopoietic systems

Communication
Luhmann made a few modifications to the concept of autopoiesis while adapting it for social
theory (Seidl, 2004). The first dealt with the temporal nature of events. Maturana (1980)
originally referred to chemical molecules as the elements of a system. These molecules were
relatively stable and only needed replacement periodically. Luhmann (1995), on the other
hand, conceptualized elements as momentary events without any duration. Through this
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Luhmann radicalized the concept of autopoiesis. Since the elements of a Luhmannian system
have no duration a system must reproduce new elements consistently. Luhmann (1986) also
does not adhere to the traditional approach of selecting either people or actions as the basic
elements of social system. In Luhmann’s social theory communication is not considered
consequent to human actions instead human action is considered a result of communication.
Consequently, communication is identified as the basic element that drives the autopoiesis of
social systems. Communication is not limited to the medium of language but can take other
forms, for example: one can communicate with grades in an educational context or money in
an economic context, and all social systems are systems of communication. In Luhmannian
theory such media are referred to as symbolically generalized communication media.
The Luhmannian approach to communication is functional in nature. For him communication
does not consist of any kind of “transfer” of information and the sender does not hand over
anything to the receiver. Instead, Luhmann conceives communication as a summation or
unity of three components: utterance or announcement (mitteilung), information
(information), and understanding (verstehen). Let us consider the example of a checkout
counter at a supermarket. A customer announces their intention to purchase an item by
placing it at the check-out counter. An announcement or utterance must happen to initiate
communication and this announcement must have informative value. In this example, the
item placed at the counter visibly informs the seller, a retail clerk in this case, about the item
the buyer wants to purchase. The seller understands this announcement and scans the item.
Even if no verbal communication ensues the communication cycle can continue. The buyer
would understand the seller’s announcement that they have to pay a price to purchase the
item by looking at the display on the cash register. Luhmann also considered each of these
components of communication representative of a selection. In the example above, when the
buyer selects, say product A instead of B, they select the information they want to announce
i.e. they want to buy A not B. When making the announcement, the buyer selects a specific
method of communication from several options. In the example above, the buyer selected to
only place the item on the counter and selected to not to say anything along the lines of “I
would like to buy this”. In the case of understanding, the seller selects a specific information
value from the utterance made by the buyer. By scanning the item, the retail clerk indicates
that they understand the buyer’s announcement as an intention to purchase, and not a request
to exchange or return a product.
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Communication only continues and grows when communication patterns are established, and
all communication patterns are aimed at solving the issue of double contingency. Parties
involved in communication are independent systems and one does not always know what the
other thinks or feels. Communication emerges to bridge this gap. It is doubly contingent on
the operational closure that the two (or more) communicating systems have, where neither
can influence the internal operations of the other but still need to synchronize their internal
operations for successful interaction. Communication provides the means for this
synchronization by helping one system understand the other. Those communication patterns
which facilitate better interactions become established, are used recursively and provide the
background for future communications within similar contexts.

4. Society
Luhmann (1995) conceptualised society as an all-encompassing social system that is
comprised of human beings and various other systems such as legal systems, political
systems etc. If a biological metaphor is used these systems can be referred to as the
“organisms” which constitute society. Just as a biological organism is comprised of
biological operations, society and the social systems within it are comprised of
communicative operations.

Function systems
Luhmannian theory conceptualizes modern society as a collection of large communication
systems, where each system performs a specific function. For example, the legal system
provides justice within a society and arguing a case in court is an example of communication
within the legal system. Each of these systems are operationally closed, are a part of each
other’s environment and each creates its own interpretation of reality. The economic system,
for example, would interpret all other systems economically. Similarly, another system, say
the legal system, would interpret the economic system legally.
To do this each system develops a code which allows it to relate to anything within its
environment. These codes are mechanisms of binary distinction and can assume a positive or
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negative value. The legal system, for example, operates on the code or distinctions of
legal/illegal and the economic system on that of payment/non-payment (Roth & Schutz,
2015). To exemplify let us consider an example where a driver receives a ticket for speeding.
The legal system observes this event based on the legal/illegal code and considers aspects
such as: is the speed of the vehicle above the legal speed limit? Does the driver have the legal
right to drive that specific car? Does the driver have a driving license? The economic system,
on the other hand, would observe this event based on the payment/non-payment code and
consider aspects such as: does the driver pay the fine or not? Let us assume that the driver
does pay the fine. When the economic system signals receipt of this payment the law would
consider that the driver has provided the legally required compensation for their infraction
and takes no further action against the driver. Such binary coding allows functional
differentiation and permits functional systems to perform societal functions. This also means
that societal functions are exclusively served by specific systems; only the legal system can
perform the function of providing justice, the economic system cannot.

Humans
Luhmann’s conceptualisation of a “human being” also deserves special attention. In
Luhmann’s theory a human being is not considered a single system but is an amalgam of
organic (bio-chemical) systems and psychic (cognitive) systems (Luhmann, 1995). Both
these systems are operationally closed but structurally coupled with each other. Psychic
systems of human beings are particularly important in Luhmann’s theory because they are
meaning, or sense constituted systems and they provide meaning to communication within
social systems. Autopoiesis within psychic systems is based on the continuous propagation of
thoughts but due to operational closure thoughts cannot become communications within
social systems and vice-versa. However, there exists a robust structural coupling between
psychic and social systems with language and other communication media acting as a bridge
between the two systems.
To elaborate this further we must first delve deeper into the Luhmann’s use of the term
“Sinn” which has been translated to both “meaning” and “sense” in English. Sense is a
universal medium that both psychic and social systems share. Social systems and minds are
always literally making sense. Where sense making is a specific selection within a horizon of
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possibilities. Let us reconsider the example of a speeding driver. When the driver receives a
speeding ticket and thinks “I will pay this” they do not think another thought, say, “I will not
pay this”. Therefore, the psychic system of the driver assesses the situation it is in and selects
the option of paying thus choosing to make sense of the current scenario in its environment in
a specific way. The psychic system now needs a medium to transmit this to the legal system.
Language is this medium. Every word or sentence is a form language takes to communicate a
specific sense. Psychic systems can use language to think and to communicate; this makes
language the bridge which facilitates the extra-social coupling between psychic and social
systems. When the legal system receives the communication that the driver has paid the
speeding ticket it uses its binary code of legal/illegal to interpret or make sense of the
payment as an appropriate and legal action and takes or selects to take no further action.
Note that apart from language other symbolically generalized communication media such as
money can also facilitate communication in certain contexts. In the example above the driver
uses money to communicate with the economic system and pay the fine.

Other systems
Function systems are the “deep-structures” (Luhmann, 1998, p. 60) of modern society and
reflect its basic level of differentiation. However, they are not all that society is composed of
and there are many communications within society that fall outside the domain of any
function system. For example, a brief chat with a new acquaintance at a social event may not
be attributable to any standard function system. Therefore, although systems theory considers
society to be systemic, not all systems are function systems (Moeller, 2011). Metaphorically,
larger functions systems “float on a sea of small-scale systems that are continuously newly
built and dissolved” (Luhmann, 1997, p. 812) and to expound further:
“On the foundations of an already existing society a differentiation
(Ausdifferenzierung) of autopoietic social systems can also happen without any
relation to the social system or its previously established subsystems – simply through
the experience of double contingency and the subsequent initiation of autopoietic
system construction. Frequently very short-lived and trivial system-environment
distinctions emerge in this way without any further constraints of form and without
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any necessity or possibility of legitimizing this distinction by relating it to society.”
(Luhmann 1997, p. 812)
These systems do not fit into established functional systems and are referred to as
“interactions”. In the theory of social systems, interactions are conceptualised to operate in a
face-to-face scenario and physical presence is presupposed (Seidl, 2004). However, not
everyone physically present is automatically included in an interaction. For example, people
on one table in a restaurant may not be considered present by the interactive system on
another table. Similarly, not all behaviour happening in a face-to-face scenario is considered
included in the interaction. For example, wiping one’s hand with napkin may be ignored by
the interactive system on a table and not included in the conversation. Thus, interactive
systems may be considered operatively closed based on a presence/absence code. Elements
perceived present will be included in the interaction while others are ignored. What is
considered present or absent depends on structures of interactions such as topics. For
example, a group of executives sitting at a bar may only talk to their colleagues while
discussing work but may talk to anyone interested when discussing sports.
Another social system which forms a part of society is that of organizations. Organizations as
systems are much larger than interactions while being much smaller than functional systems.
Organizations evolved as a response to the functional differentiation of society (Seidl &
Becker, 2006). For example, the emergence of economy as a functional system led to the
emergence of banks, companies and corporations etc. as organizations. Similarly, the
functional system of education led to the emergence of organizations such as schools and
universities. However, organizations are not limited to communicating within one functional
system. A University does not just communicate within the functional system of education
but also communicates economically while handling receipts and payments of funds.
Organizations include people by offering memberships in one form or the other. For example,
one may become a member of a University by registering as a student or by accepting a job
offer to work at the university.
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5. Complexity in society and problems of identity
The theory of social systems conceptualizes a society where humans, themselves a
conglomerate of psychic and organic systems, are surrounded by large numbers of functional
systems, organizational systems and interaction systems. The complexity of society lies in the
coexistence of all these systems and none of these systems can claim to be the system that is
fundamental to a functioning society. Modern society is not fundamentally economic neither
is it legal nor is it psychological. A Luhmannian description of society is not based on an
underlying unity but an underlying difference. All systems are equally different and form the
environment of each other.
The psychic systems of human beings observe the social systems in their environment and
interact with them through the medium of language or other symbolically generalized
communication media. Since the functionally differentiated society they interact with is
complex psychic systems need to develop a variety of structures and operations to facilitate
successful interactions. Thus, leading to a growth in mental complexity.
A consequence of this complexity is that human beings cannot be identified with reference to
one social system. A lawyer, for example, operates within the legal system while arguing a
case in court. The same lawyer may be taking evening classes in a foreign language where
they would operate within the system of education. Therefore, the individuality of a human
does not have a single base. It emerges out of a process Luhmann (1989) refers to as selfsocialization.
When a psychic system interacts with society, “the autopoietic system of society that operates
on the basis of communication makes its own complexity available for the construction of the
psychic system” Luhmann (1989, p. 162). Each mind then self-develops individual structures
which would allow it to resonate well with the social environment with which it is
structurally coupled. Thus, “systems of the mind are socialized by interpenetrations with
social systems” (Luhmann, 1994, p. 386), and each psychic system has its own specific
systemic history. This history and the resulting mindset are a unique consequence of the
countless interactions the psychic system would have had with the social systems that are a
part of its reality.
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This complexity makes it challenging for social systems to ascribe individuality to humans
and they need to be able to do this so that communication can be correctly addressed, and a
frame of reference can be established for the ongoing correspondence. If we reconsider the
example of the lawyer taking evening language classes; the legal system needs to ensure that
it addresses its communication to the lawyer and not the language student. Therefore, social
systems develop moulds which individuals can fit into while interacting with a system. So,
the individual under consideration can step into the mould of a lawyer to interact with the
legal system and then step into the mould of a student to interact with the educational system.
These moulds or semantics allow social systems to include people by creating frameworks
“in which they can act in conformity with expectations, or to put it more romantically: in
which they can feel at home as individuals. ” (Luhmann 1997, p. 621)

Semantics
Luhmann uses the term “semantics” as a general term to describe the ways in which systems
make sense and produce meaning in communication. He defines the phrase as “socially
available sense that is generalized on a higher level and relatively independent of specific
situations. ” (Luhmann, 1980, p. 19). Apart from labels such as lawyer or student which
frame expectations, semantics include “common semantics” and “cultivated semantics”.
Luhmann uses the phrase common semantics to refer to uses of language such as colloquial
phrases, idioms, labels etc. which have widely understood common meanings. For example,
the common English idiom “a bird in hand is worth two in the bush” or labels such as lawyer,
student etc.
Cultivated semantics, on the other hand, refers to more specialized language developed and
used in specific contexts, say academia or law. For example, the phrase customer-based
brand equity which is used in marketing theory to refer to “the differential effect of brand
knowledge on consumer response to the marketing of the brand” (Keller, 1993, p. 2). Both
common and cultivated semantics reflect the sense or understanding society allocates to the
various events and interactions it deals with.
Semantics and social structures resonate with each other and therefore semantics often
change as social structures evolve. For example, the current negative connotations of the
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word “negro” were not always common and emerged as the practice of using slaves of
African origins declined, especially in the United States and the evil of slavery became
generally condemned across the world.

6. A note on observation
The autopoietic systems described in the theory of social systems are observing or distinction
producing systems. The legal system for example observes the world by applying the
legal/illegal code. In the example of the speeding driver who paid the appropriate fine the
legal system made sense of the payment by using the legal/illegal code to distinguish or
observe the payment as the legal redressal for breaking the speed limit.
Luhmann was influenced by the calculus of distinction and drew from the works of the
British mathematician George Spencer Brown to define the concept of observation as it is
used in the theory of social systems. Each observation is considered to consist of two
components: the act of distinguishing (unterschiede) and indicating (bezeichnen). Let us
consider the example of observing a deer in a forest glen. The observer distinguishes the deer
from the background provided by the glen. This distinction indicates what is being observed
and cannot indicate that which is not observed. The observer can indicate what the deer is
doing but cannot indicate what a squirrel foraging on the edge of the glen may be doing.
Metaphorically, the deer becomes the figure and the glen becomes the ground.
Brown (1969), in his book Laws of Form, used a specific notation to describe such
observation. This notation is referred to as the cross or sometimes as the token, sign or mark
of distinction (Figure 7).

Figure 7: A distinction
Figure 8: A distinction

marked state

unmarked state

Figure 9: A distinction

Figure 10: A distinction

The sign distinguishes between the unmarked state on the right and the marked or observed
state on the left. Another important observation that Brown (1969) made is that there exists
Figure 11: A distinction

an unwritten cross here which defines the space or the context in which the marked
Figure 12: A distinction
Figure 13: A distinction
Figure 14: A distinction
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distinction is drawn. In the symbolic distinction depicted in the figure below this would be
the unwritten cross provided by the edge of the paper. Thus, the complete unit of an
observation is comprised of the context or space defined by an unwritten cross further
divided into a marked and unmarked state (Figure 8).
Figure 8: The complete unit of an observation
Figure 16: The complete unit of an observation
Figure 17: The complete unit of an observation

unwritten cross

marked
state
unmarked
state
Figure 18:
The complete
unit of an
observation
Figure 19: The complete unit of an observation
Figure 20: The complete unit of an observation

Second order observations
Figure 21: The complete unit of an observation
Figure 22: The complete unit of an observation

It must be noted at this point that once the observer has drawn a distinction; they can only
indicate what lies in the marked state. What lies in the unmarked state becomes,
metaphorically speaking, the blind spot (Von Foerster, 1981). The entire distinction with both
the marked and unmarked state can only be observed by an observer external to the original
distinction. Such external observation are second order observations and they fall within the
domain of second order cybernetics.
Second order cybernetics are an important aspect of social systems theory since second order
observations are essential to the autopoiesis of many function systems. For example,
academics within the system of science observe and analyse the world as well as the function
systems within it and cultivate semantics (theories and meta-theories) to describe their
observations and analysis, thus, creating and supplying knowledge to society
Another example of the role of second order cybernetics in modern society is the interaction
between politics and mass media. Mass media observes the system of politics and
consequently creates and disseminates its own observations for mass consumption. The
observations mass media creates may or may not be supportive of the operations of the
political system and could sway the support a political organization such as a party may be
able to gather. Therefore, the political system also observes how its operations are observed
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within mass media so that it can anticipate any change in public opinion and second order
observations become an essential part of the autopoiesis of both systems.
Second order observation are not essentially superior to first order observations. They too are
observations and thus have blind spots, and Luhmann’s adaptation of second order
cybernetics in social systems theory does not take a grandiose stance of removing all blind
spots. Rather it acknowledges them and at the same time offers a unique perspective for
drawing more comprehensive observations of society. This is sometimes referred to as the
“therapeutic” approach to blind spots (Moeller, 2011) and Luhmann (2002) refers to Freudian
theory to elaborate this approach.
“In Freudian theory you find the same pattern in the realm of a theory of
consciousness. The unconscious is an unconscious that marks the blind spot of a
person’s consciousness that can only become conscious to someone who deals with
this person.” (Luhmann & Baecker, 2002, pp. 158–159)
Luhmann, with his conceptualisation of a functionally differentiated society, which humans
share with autopoietic operationally closed communication driven systems, provides a
platform for novel second order observations of society. These can identify blind spots or
research gaps and thus lead to theory development in various academic disciplines. This
thesis takes impetus from this and uses Luhmann’s theory of social systems as a lens to
evaluate the theoretical and methodological framework within which CBBE was
conceptualised. Through this it aims to establish a research avenue which can lead to a
comprehensive and contemporary expansion of the construct of CBBE.

7. The system of science
Modern society consists of a variety of large communication systems identified by the
function they perform. For instance, the legal system performs the function of enforcing
norms and providing justice within a society. To perform their functions, systems develop
binary codes which help them interact with their environment. For example, the legal system
operates based on the legal/illegal code. Apart from a binary code, functional systems also
develop programs which allow them to apply their code to the interpretation of events (Roth
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& Schutz, 2015). Laws and constitutions are examples of the programs of a legal system, and
it is hard to argue the legality of an event in their absence. Thus, the code of a functional
system needs a program to be communicated (Moeller, 2011).
The system of science performs the function of producing knowledge within a society
(Luhmann, 1990a). Researchers within the system of science observe the world and create
descriptions explaining their observations. These descriptions provide to society the
knowledge of its functioning and that of the physical world it inhabits. The system of science
operates based on the code true/false. Its operations and its autopoiesis are based on creating
a true description of what it observes and rejecting false or incorrect descriptions. To do this,
the system of science applies its code through the programs of theories and methods.
Theories and methods allow researchers to frame and present arguments, hypotheses, or
research questions by providing the context within which they can be established as
scientifically true or false.

8. Customer-based brand equity: a cultivated semantic
Academic research in marketing is a sub-domain of the system of science and it often needs
to cultivate semantics to effectively communicate the complex constructs it observes. CBBE
is an example of such a semantic. It is a result of second order observations from academics
within the field of marketing observing and explaining the structural coupling between the
psychic systems of human beings and the various organizations that share society with them.
Human beings in this case are referred to as customers and organizations as brands.
Customers share society with a large number of brands and are thus exposed to many brand
operations. In an effort to reduce complexity, psychic systems of customers develop a
number of structures, which help them make sense of the wide variety of interactions they
have with brands. Keller and other academics developed the semantic of CBBE in an effort to
identify and explain these structures.
Let us consider a zip or zipper as a metaphorical example to elaborate this further (Figure 9).
The teeth on one side of this zipper represent the various structures psychic systems develop
in order to make sense of the various operations and communications that brands generate.
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Figure 9: One side of the metaphorical zip

Structures in psychic systems

Figure 24:One side of the metaphorical zip

Figure 25:One side of the metaphorical zip

Figure 26:One side of the metaphorical zip

Figure 27:One side of the metaphorical zip

Figure 28:One side of the metaphorical zip

When a brand is able to match its operations to these structures, the zipper comes together
Figure
29:One side of
the metaphorical
zip
without any snags or, from
a Luhmannian
perspective,
the psychic
system and brand become

structurally coupled.
Figure 30:One side of the metaphorical zip
Figure 10: Structural coupling between brand operations and psychic
structures (the closed metaphorical zip)

Structures in psychic systems

Brand operations

Figure 32: Structural coupling between brand operations and psychic
structures (the closed metaphorical zip)

Figure 33: Structural coupling between brand operations and psychic
structures (the closed metaphorical zip)

Figure 34: Structural coupling between brand operations and psychic
structures (the closed metaphorical zip)

Figure 35: Structural coupling between brand operations and psychic
structures (the closed metaphorical zip)

Figure 36: Structural coupling between brand operations and psychic
structures (the closed metaphorical zip)

Keller (1993, 2001) identified the structures in the customers’ psychic system as brand
Figurebrand
37: Structural
coupling
associations ranging from
performance
tobetween
activitybrand
and operations
intensity and
andpsychic
referred to them as
structures (the closed metaphorical zip)

brand knowledge or the cognitive representation of a brand. When a brand is able to match
these structures, it can close the metaphorical zipper and create a robust structural coupling
Figure 38: Structural coupling between brand operations and psychic
structures (the closed metaphorical zip)
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with the psychic systems. Keller (1993) defined this structural coupling as CBBE or “the
differential effect of brand knowledge on consumer response to the marketing of the brand.”
(p. 2). When this coupling or CBBE is robust it is easy for customers to make sense of the
brand and thus they respond positively to it.

9. Discussion
Kellers conceptualisation of CBBE was well received within marketing theory. However,
when it is evaluated from a Luhmannian perspective it is observed that there is a need to reexamine it because the program of theories and methods, and the social reality within which
it was conceived has evolved considerably within the intervening years. In the context of
second order observations, the evolution of academic theories and methods represents an
integration of the blind spots of previous observations and thus a move towards a more
granular understanding of reality. Therefore, just as common semantics change along with
social structures, cultivated semantics must evolve with the framework of theories and
methods within which they were conceived.

Evolution in the program of theory
From the point of view of theory, the CBBE model was conceptualised in the relationship
focussed era of branding theory. In this era the role of the customer in creating brand value
was acknowledged. However, the conceptualisation of value remained exchange oriented.
Value was considered an inherent essence of goodness which the customer subjectively
evaluated.
The conceptualisation of value currently prevalent in the marketing and branding theory has
evolved from its exchange-oriented roots and is considerably different today. The customer is
considered actively involved in the process of value creation integrating the operant and
operand resources at their disposal to extract desired value from a brand’s offering. Value is
no longer a noun that is subjectively perceived and consumed; value is more of a verb that is
enacted and practiced in use (Ng & Smith, 2012). This represents a fundamental change in
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theoretical program within which CBBE was conceptualised and warrants a re-exploration
which updates the concept to match current theoretical paradigms.

Evolution in the program of methods
In line with the dominating theoretical approach at the time, the customer has been treated as
a passive participant by the methodological programs used to establish the construct of
CBBE. Their cognitive representations (or psychic structures) have been elicited through
research instruments such as questionnaires. However, these psychic structures are tacit in
nature and are best studied when people externalize it while being engrossed in genuine life
experiences in a natural setting.
UGC from social media websites provides the ideal data for such an analysis and the rise in
the availability of UGC has been accompanied by the emergence of tools of analysis such as
text mining which permit the analysis of large unstructured datasets. The emergence of new
forms of data and techniques of analysis represent an evolution in the program of methods
within which CBBE was conceptualised.

Evolution in context
Social reality or context has also undergone major changes since CBBE was conceptualised.
Over time ease of access to technology has increased, the internet has become widespread
and digital social networks have become a ubiquitous part of life for many people. This has
amplified the hyperreality and context collapse that faces postmodern society and simulated
imagery has assumed a vital role in the construction of culture, identity and, consequently,
consumption patterns. This change in the context that people share with brands was not
anticipated in the original CBBE article (Keller, 2016). From the Luhmannian perspective,
the context, defined by the unwritten cross, within which CBBE was observed and described
has evolved considerably. This has an impact on how people interact with brands and
consequently the psychological associations they form with them. The semantic of CBBE
was developed to identify and explain these psychological associations, and the subsequent
evolution in context warrants a re-exploration which updates the concept to match the current
digitally mediated social reality.
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10. Conclusion
This thesis undertakes the task of re-evaluating the construct of CBBE within the context of
current theoretical paradigms and methods. Through this it aims to assist in the evolution of
the cultivated semantic of CBBE to be a better representation of the structural coupling
between psychic and organizational systems in the current digitally mediated age. In this
endeavour, it uses Luhmann’s theory of social systems to provide a unique conceptualisation
of the social reality customers and brands inhabit. A conceptualisation within which UGC
can be meaningfully deconstructed to highlight the cognitive structures that couple humans
and brands, and this deconstruction, in turn, can contribute to advancing branding theory.
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Chapter 5: Purpose of the study
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1. Chapter overview
This chapter concludes the literature review. It presents a diagrammatical summary of the
evaluation of the reviewed literature through the lens of Luhmann’s theory of social systems
and identifies the purpose of the study in the form of three reasons which justify a reevaluation of the construct of CBBE. It discusses the potential contributions of this
dissertation, presents the research questions which guide the analysis undertaken in this
dissertation, and introduces the selected method of enquiry.

2. Introduction
The literature reviewed in the preceding chapters covers three main aspects: the construct of
CBBE, the emergence of digital social networks and UGC as a source of data. These, when
evaluated through the lens of Luhmann’s theory of social systems, reveal three reasons for reevaluating the construct of CBBE as summarized in figure 11.

Figure 11: Reviewed literature through the lens of Luhmann’s theory

Figure 40: Reviewed literature through the lens of Luhmann’s theory

Figure 41: Reviewed literature through the lens of Luhmann’s theory

Figure 42: Reviewed literature through the lens of Luhmann’s theory

Figure 43: Stages of analysisFigure 44: Reviewed literature through the lens of Luhmann’s theory

Figure 45: Reviewed literature through the lens of Luhmann’s theory

Figure 46: Reviewed literature through the lens of Luhmann’s theory

Figure 47: Reviewed literature through the lens of Luhmann’s theory
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3. Purpose of the study
The purpose of this dissertation is to conduct an interpretive exploratory analysis which:
•

Addresses the evolution in the program of theory by acknowledging the role of
individual agency and context in the formation of brand associations and focusing on
extracting, from UGC, brand associations rooted in a phenomenologically grounded
approach to customer-brand interactions.

•

Addresses the evolution in the program of methods by using UGC as a novel source
of data for the investigation of the associations people form with a brand.

•

Addresses the evolution of context by comparing the dimensions of CBBE identified
in this study with Keller’s original conceptualisation and updating it to reflect
observed differences.

In the Lacanian context, the study would aim to reach out into the mirror of digital massmedia, locate content that individual users have projected into this mirror, and, from it,
extract the meanings people attach to brands in the modern digital world. From the
Luhmannian perspective, utterances created by the user in the form of UGC will be
deconstructed to infer the various associations people form with brands. The theoretical
contribution of this exercise would be to update the cultivated semantic of CBBE to be a
better representation of the structural coupling between psychic and organizational systems in
the current digitally mediated world. Additionally, the managerial contribution would be to
provide insights that can improve both the management of brands in the current digital
context and the management of social media content.
For this study, CBBE is “the differential effect of brand knowledge on consumer response to
the marketing of the brand” (Keller, 1993, p. 2). Customer’s brand knowledge or the
cognitive representation of a brand (Peter & Olson, 2001), comprised of the evaluative and
descriptive brand-related information stored in customer memory (Keller, 2003) is accepted
as the core of the concept of CBBE. Keller’s (2001) CBBE model is accepted as a
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conceptualization of the dimensions which represent this brand-related information as stored
in customer memory.
The following central and procedural sub-questions are proposed to guide the analysis
undertaken in this dissertation.

4. Research questions
The central research question guiding the analysis undertaken in this dissertation is:
What are the dimensions of CBBE observable in user-generated content on social media
websites?
The following procedural sub-questions are also proposed:
1. Are the theoretical dimensions of CBBE, as defined in Keller’s CBBE model,
observable in user-generated content on social media websites?
2. Are there any additional dimensions of CBBE observable in user-generated content
on social media websites, and if so, what causes their emergence?
The central research question is kept broad to indicate the intent of discovering the tacit
phenomenological aspects associated with dimensions of CBBE. At the same time, it also
provides focus by directing research towards the novel source of data that is UGC.
The first procedural sub-question is used to guide the research towards evaluating the
cultivated semantic of CBBE. The second sub-question focuses on extending the CBBE
model and is kept open and non-directional to facilitate a description of the findings that is
grounded in the data.
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5. Method of inquiry
Qualitative content analysis is adopted as the method of inquiry for this study, and is defined
as “a research method for the subjective interpretation of the content of text data through the
systematic classification process of coding and identifying themes or patterns” (Hsieh &
Shannon, 2005, p. 1278).
The next section discusses the design of the study in detail and elaborates the strategies
adopted for data collection and analysis.
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Section 3: Research methodology and
procedures

Chapter 6: Research methodology and method
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1. Chapter overview
This chapter presents the researcher’s philosophical perspective, outlines the adopted
research method and describes the setting of the study. It also provides an overview of the
procedure of analysis by: discussing the use of text mining, and providing a sample of the
coding framework used for the directed content analysis. The chapter concludes by
summarizing the strategies adopted for reporting the findings and facilitating validity and
reliability.

2. Introduction
This research considers brand related UGC a candid and voluntary expression of user’s brand
associations making it an ideal form of data for the exploration of CBBE which results from
the cognitive representation of the brand in customer memory.
To facilitate this exploration this study adopts an interpretive approach where understanding
is allowed to emerge from the detailed analysis of data, and researchers identify patterns and
themes by organizing data into progressively more abstract units of information (Bernard,
2017). This process is particularly suitable for exploratory research because it allows the
researcher to work back and forth between themes until a comprehensive understanding of
emergent theory has been established (Creswell, 2013). It differs from the quantitative
deterministic approach currently dominating the investigation of the overlap of UGC and
CBBE. It does not approach analysis with pre-formulated predictions in the form of
hypotheses, rather it focuses on the emergence of theory from detailed immersion into and
deconstruction of the data under review.
The focus on emergence locates this study in the domain of qualitative research. Qualitative
research involves an interpretive, approach to the world where analysis inductively builds
from specific to general themes, as the researcher interprets the data (Creswell, 2013).
Qualitative researchers analyse data collected from people engrossed in natural settings and
attempt to answer research questions by interpreting the meaning people ascribe to the
construct under evaluation (Denzin, 2005).
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3. Philosophical Perspective
Philosophical perspectives are the "basic set of beliefs that guide action” (Guba, 1990, p. 17)
and represent the researcher’s philosophical orientation towards the world in general and the
nature of research in specific (Creswell, 2013). The assumptions a researcher brings are
important because they lead to the method of research that the researcher ends up selecting
(Crotty, 1998). Such philosophical perspectives have also been referred to as paradigms
(Guba & Lincoln, 1994; Morgan, 2007) and worldviews (Creswell, 2013). They are a
researcher’s personal beliefs and are underpinned by their ontological and epistemological
stance, and consequently influence the way research is conducted (Moon & Blackman, 2014).

Researcher’s ontological stance
Ontology is ‘the study of being' (Crotty, 1998, p. 10), and is a branch of philosophy
concerned with the nature and structure of reality (Guarino, Oberle, & Staab, 2009). A
researcher’s ontological stance describes their position on what it means to be something or
how things really are, and how objects and their properties can be understood or how things
really work (Scotland, 2012; Spirkin, 1983).
The main dichotomy between different ontological positions is the one between realism and
relativism (Moon & Blackman, 2014). Realism is the view that one reality exists,
independent of the knower (L. Cohen, 2007, p. 7). It is not conditional upon human
experience (McGregor & Murnane, 2010), and it can be discovered analysed and understood
with the use of the appropriate research methods.
On the other hand, relativists argue that reality exists in the mind, it is subjective, and varies
from individual to individual (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). It emerges when human consciousness
engages, interacts, and assigns meaning to the world around it (Crotty, 1998). Consequently,
the existence of the world is not independent of our knowledge of it (Grix, 2010) because the
meaning of reality emerges from the interaction between our consciousness and the world.
Relativist research happens in natural settings rather than experimental settings (McGregor &
Murnane, 2010), and focusses on eliciting the mental models that reveal the beliefs and
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values which shape the views of individuals or groups towards the object or phenomena
under study (Kolkman, van der Veen, & Geurts, 2007; Moon & Blackman, 2014). It intends
to provide a better understanding of the object or phenomena under study by identifying
patterns, revealing underlying structures, discovering relationships and providing narratives
(Lather, 2003; Thorn, 2000).
This researcher acknowledges that CBBE is consequent on the cognitive representation or
mental model of a brand in the minds of individual customers, which in turn, is shaped by the
context within which each individual interacts with a brand and is thus subjective. Therefore,
this researcher adopts a relativistic ontological stance.

Researcher’s epistemological stance
Epistemology is concerned with 'the nature of knowledge, its possibility, scope and general
basis' (Hamlyn, 1995, p. 225). The epistemological approach of the researcher elaborates
their assumptions on how knowledge can be created, acquired and communicated (Scotland,
2012), and thus directs how research is conducted and interpreted (Crotty, 1998).
Consequent to the ontological stance of relativism, this researcher adopts a Constructionist
epistemology. Knowledge or meaning is considered consequent to human engagement with
the world, and not something that pre-exists independently of human activity (Brunner, 1986;
Moon & Blackman, 2014) . Constructionist epistemology posits that “knowledge is not
passive—a simple imprinting of sense data on the mind—but active; mind does something
with these impressions, at the very least, form abstractions or concepts” (Schwandt, 1994, p.
125), and thus human beings construct knowledge through engaging with and interpreting the
world (Crotty, 1998). Human community too has a role in this emergence of knowledge. The
cultural, historical, and social perspectives prevalent in a community or group influence the
way it’s members construct meaning thus knowledge is culturally derived, historically
situated and socially constructed (Gnoth & Wang, 2015; Scotland, 2012).
The constructionist position acknowledges that different individuals may interpret the same
phenomenon or object in different ways often leading to the emergence of a variety of
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meanings (Creswell, 2013; Crotty, 1998), but truth is a consensus (or at least a movement
towards consensus) formed by the co-constructors (Crotty, 1998; Pring, 2000).
The aim of constructionist epistemology is to recognise, understand and highlight the patterns
underlying the knowledge people, including the inquirer, initially hold. By facilitating
credible representations of these patterns, constructionists allow abstractions which lead to
the formation of a more informed and sophisticated understanding of the phenomena under
analysis, and thus contribute to the extension of knowledge.

Researcher’s philosophical perspective
Based on the ontological stance of relativism and the adoption of a constructionist
epistemology, this researcher’s philosophical perspective is interpretivist. Interpretivism
acknowledges the relative and plural nature of knowledge (Hudson & Ozanne, 1988), and the
complexity this presents. Consequently, the interpretive researcher enters the field with some
prior knowledge but remains open to the emergence of new understanding through the course
of research. To facilitate such emergence, interpretivists adopt flexible research structures
(Carson, Gilmore, Perry, & Gronhaug, 2001), work in natural settings, and refrain from
experimental manipulation of the environment in order to study things as they are.
Interpretive analyses are typically grounded in the data being analysed (L. Cohen, 2007).
Thus, research questions are kept broad, and new layers of understanding are uncovered
through the detailed (thick) description of phenomena (Scotland, 2012). The data used in
such research is descriptive in nature for e.g. text (primarily the participant’s words) or
pictures, and not quantifiable in the traditional sense of the word (Creswell, 2013; Fraenkel,
Wallen, & Hyun, 1993). Examples of some common methods used by interpretivist
researchers to identify patterns within their data are: case studies, content analysis, grounded
theory, discourse analysis, thematic analysis, and document analysis (McGregor & Murnane,
2010).

Researcher’s background and role in the study
The researcher was in his second year of undergraduate studies when Facebook.com was
opened for public access, and the researcher joined the website soon after. Being a college
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student, the researcher had been an early adopter of social media and was already a member
of social networking websites such as Orkut.com before he joined Facebook. The researcher
remains an active user of Facebook.com, has been an administrator of various student
Facebook groups and is well versed with the user interface of the platform. The researcher is
also active on other social media platforms such Twitter, Snapchat and Instagram.
The researcher developed a keen interest in the construct of CBBE during his post-graduate
studies when he wrote a dissertation on the consumer perception of brand equity in the Indian
retail sector, and he carried this interest forward into his doctoral research.
In line with the interpretivist perspective, the researcher adopts the role of a non-participating
observer for the purpose of data collection. The researcher uses their familiarity with the
platform to navigate and unobtrusively collect data. Non-participation allows the researcher
to collect content that was generated naturally by users and not as result of any experimental
manipulation.

4. Research method
Qualitative content analysis
Content analysis is a method of analyzing written, verbal or visual communication messages
(Cole, 1988), and its use in research can be traced back to the 18th century in Scandinavia
(Rosengren, 1981). In the United States, it was first used in the beginning of the 20th century
(Barcus, 1960), and its use has grown steadily over the last few decades (Neuendorf, 2002). It
has been used for analyzing newspaper and magazine articles, advertisements, political
speeches and even hymns (Harwood & Garry, 2003), and the wide range of its application
can be attributed to its flexibility as a method for analyzing text data (Cavanagh, 1997).
Qualitative content analysis developed as an offshoot of the quantitative version. In one of
the first and leading books on quantitative content analysis, Berelson (1952) defined content
analysis as “a research technique for the objective, systematic, and quantitative description of
the manifest content of communication” (Berelson, 1952, p. 18). This approach deals with the
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visible content of text and describes the obvious and manifest content (Downe-Wamboldt,
1992; Kondracki, Wellman, & Amundson, 2002). This definition was almost immediately
contested by Kracauer (1952) who argued that meaning is often complex and context
dependent. He advocated for a qualitative approach which does not limit itself to manifest
content and frequency counts but attempts to interpret the underlying or latent meaning of the
text.
Since the objective of this study is to extract and analyse the latent cognitive representation of
brands from UGC, the qualitative approach to content analysis is adopted for this research
and is defined as “a research method for the subjective interpretation of the content of text
data through the systematic classification process of coding and identifying themes or
patterns” (Hsieh & Shannon (2005), p 1278). Traditionally, qualitative content analysis
(QCA), is a flexible approach where it is acceptable to use text data that might be in print,
electronic or verbal form and might have been collected through a variety of methods
(Kondracki et al., 2002), which further reinforces its suitability for this study.

Directed content analysis
Since the goal of this research is to extend our existing understanding of the construct of
CBBE, a directed approach to content analysis is used in this study, because this approach is
specifically suitable for the conceptual extension of existing theory (Hsieh & Shannon,
2005). In the directed approach, the research question is derived from existing theory and is
used to focus the analysis. Initial coding categories are drawn based on existing theory
making this approach more structured (Kipping, 1996; Potter & Levine-Donnerstein, 1999).
The approach institutes a reflexive connection between existing theory and data analysis.
Emergent themes are evaluated with reference to existing theory and meaningful differences
are incorporated into proposed theoretical extensions.
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5. Bounding the Study
Setting of the study
This study uses UGC in the text form as a source of data which is collected from
Facebook.com, because it is currently the most popular social media website in the world. In
New Zealand Facebook has 2.9 million active users which account for 61% of the entire
population (Gervai, 2017).

Overview of data
The data collected includes all publicly available user-generated comments posted over the
year 2015 on the Facebook page of 4 popular brands. All 4 brands are active in the New
Zealand market. One is a confectionary brand, another is an ice-cream brand, and two are
airlines. From the point of view of sampling, these 4 brands are purposefully selected to
provide a heterogenous dataset that can facilitate the identification of diverse brand
associations which, in turn, can provide the basis for a meaningful extension of theory. The
confectionary brand and one of the airline brands are selected as the focal brands that provide
the data for the main analysis. Thus, creating a dataset that covers both Fast-Moving
Consumer Goods (FMCG) and services while also providing a spread of high-cost (airlines)
and low-cost (FMCG) purchase scenarios. The ice-cream brand and the second airline brand
were picked to provide datasets for the validation of the analysis because they were similar to
the focal brands. Both confectionary and ice-creams were considered to represent food
products that are used as either as snacks or desserts. In terms of airlines, these two brands
happen to be the only two brands with a major presence in New Zealand. The resultant focal
and validation datasets cover a balanced spread of utilitarian and hedonic characteristics. The
airline brands provide the service of transport and thus lean towards being utilitarian, while
still offering the hedonic aspects of the thrill of travel. On the other hand, the food brands
satisfy the sensory pleasure of taste and thus lean towards being hedonic, while still offering
the utilitarian benefit of satisfying hunger. These four brands also have popular Facebook
pages with active user participation, and have been regularly identified as the most trusted
brands in New Zealand by market surveys (“Trusted Brands New Zealand 2018”, 2018)
indicating that they are well known to New Zealanders. To protect the privacy of users, the
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data is anonymized, no usernames or demographic information is collected, and the brands
are referred to with the pseudonyms or fictitious names. This is discussed further in the
section on data privacy and ethics.
The following table provides an overview of the data.
Table 4:Overview of data

Brands
Food brands
Airlines

Pseudonym Used

Number of Facebook

Total number of

Comments Collected

comments:

Food brand A

35,976

Food brand B

37,156

Airline A

108,869

Airline B

24,676

206,677

6. Data collection and storage
Data was collected using the Netvizz tool, which was built specifically for academic research
at the of University of Amsterdam as a part of the Digital Methods Initiative (Rieder, 2013).
The collected data is stored in .CSV format where the original structure of posts, comments,
replies along with the timestamps are retained, so it is possible to differentiate between a post
and consequent comments or replies, and it is possible to identify the date and time when a
post was made. All user generated comments made on the official Facebook pages of all the 4
brands over the year 2015 were collected and stored in this manner.

7. Data privacy and ethics
Since this research treats UGC as a source of collective opinion or an example of the wisdom
of crowds (Surowiecki, 2005) it does not seek to evaluate CBBE at an individual level.
Therefore, no demographic information of the users is collected, and no user was ever
contacted directly. Usernames are anonymised or encrypted at the time of collection using the
cryptographic hash function SHA-1 (Secure Hash Algorithm 1), SHA-1 was developed by
the United States National Security Agency and typically renders a hexadecimal number, 40
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digits long as the anonymised label. No decryption key was ever generated and so the
anonymized files, usernames and ids thus generated cannot be reverted to their original form.
Moreover, only those comments were collected that were made publicly available by the
users who created them, i.e. the original poster used Facebook’s audience selector tool to
specify that the post was shared as publicly available. This is consistent with the privacy
policies of Facebook which state that publicly available information may be accessed by
everyone on the Internet. To build in an additional layer of security the brand names were
also anonymised using the pseudonyms mentioned above. The Human Ethics Committee of
the University of Otago approved this data collection procedure and the approval letter is
attached as Appendix A.

8. Data analysis procedures
Hsieh & Shannon, (2005) provide an overview of the stages involved in a directed content
analysis. Conventionally, a coding framework based on existing theory is used to classify or
categorize the data. During this stage the researchers immerse themselves into the data and
read through it multiple times refining their coding at each repetition. The data that does not
confirm with the pre-existing coding framework is then described in detail and re-examined
to evaluate if it can provide a meaningful extension to existing theory.

Challenges to analysis
The analysis of UGC datasets can often be overwhelming (Chakraborty, Pagolu, & Garla,
2014) . UGC datasets are often voluminous, and in text form. Text-based UGC ignores the
rules of grammar and is rife with abbreviations and emoticons. Hence, it is considered noisy
and unstructured (Boiy & Moens, 2009; Mostafa, 2013). As such, the manual content
analysis of these datasets is often impossible, for example: a meaningful manual analysis of
the 206,677 user-generated Facebook comments used in this study would have proven to be
quite a monumental if not impossible task. However, advances in the disciplines of digital
text mining, natural language processing and information retrieval has led to the emergence
of software (e.g. : SAS® Enterprise Miner™ 12.3) that can help us accurately analyse
unstructured text, and present insights to guide theory development in marketing. Therefore,
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the steps of data analysis conventionally associated with a directed approach to content
analysis are tweaked to account for the complexity presented by the voluminous and
unstructured nature of data under review and Text Mining is incorporated as the first step of
data analysis.

Text Mining – An Introduction
Text mining, which has its origins in quantitative content analysis, helps researchers extract
patterns, and provide structure to unstructured textual data (Chakraborty, Pagolu, & Garla,
2014). It is defined as “the application of algorithms and methods from the fields of machine
learning and statistics to texts with the goal of finding useful patterns. ” (Hotho et al., 2005,
p. 4). Primarily, text mining generates a quantitative representation of the text dataset. Once
that has been achieved, statistical data mining techniques can be applied to generate insights
about the patterns of meaning present in the corpus. In general, a text mining exercise
consists of the following stages.
8.2.1. Data entry
The Text Mining module of SAS® Enterprise Miner™ 12.3. is used in this study. A SAS
data table is created from the dataset and imported into the Text Mining module of SAS®
Enterprise Miner™ 12.3. Each user-generated comment is treated as a separate entry in this
data table.
8.2.2. Text parsing and transformation
The parsing node of the text miner breaks down sentences into tokens which are either words,
numbers or punctuations. The words are lemmatised into their root form (loved=love), and
the default SAS® settings are used to remove stop words (“a”, “the”, “be” etc.) and parts-ofspeech (auxiliary verbs, conjunctions, determiners, etc.) that have low informational value.
This reduction of terms is recommended for optimising the following stages of text mining
(Chakraborty et al., 2014). The text is then transformed into a numerical representation by the
creation of a term-by-document matrix (TDM) where rows represent terms and columns
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represent documents (comments). The cell values represent the frequency that each term
appears at in a particular document (comment).
8.2.3. Text filtering
Large text datasets have many terms which are irrelevant to the analysis, and can be removed
at this stage. We refrained from excessive manual manipulation of data as we wanted to keep
the mining exercise mostly unsupervised. Details of filtered terms are provided in the section
on analysis.
An important objective of text mining is to differentiate between the documents in the corpus.
For this it is important to identify significant terms that can differentiate between documents
(comments for our dataset). Using simple term frequencies often does not help in document
discrimination because terms with low and high overall frequencies are often not good
discriminators (Chakraborty et al., 2014). Therefore, weighting algorithms are used at this
stage to increase the importance of key terms.
There are two general kinds of weighting techniques that are used at this stage. The first kind
transforms the frequency of the occurrence of a term in a document (or at the local level)
using a weighting function. Terms that occur very often in a document (or comment) are
assigned a higher weight and are considered important because they better describe the
document. This is referred to as frequency or local weighting.
The second kind transforms the frequency of the occurrence of a term in the entire corpus (or
at the global level) using a weighting function. Terms that occur in only a few documents but
many times in those few documents are assigned a higher weight because they are useful for
discriminating between the documents in the corpus. This is referred to as term or global
weighting. The specific frequency and term weighting techniques used in this study are
elaborated in the chapter on data analysis.
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8.2.4. Text mining
The topic mining algorithm of SAS® Enterprise Miner™ 12.3 is used to generate insights
about the patterns of conversation present in the corpus. This algorithm helps in the discovery
of topics within a corpus by using Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA). Originating in digital
information retrieval (Deerwester, Dumais, Furnas, Landauer, & Harshman, 1990), LSA has
been shown to mirror the way the human brain distils meaning from text (Sidorova,
Evangelopoulos, Valacich, & Ramakrishnan, 2008). To do this LSA uses statistical
techniques to extract patterns based on the contextual usage of words. It works with raw text,
does not use pre-defined dictionaries, and is also referred to as Latent Semantic Indexing.
LSA uses a method of matrix decomposition known as the Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) on the Term-By-Document Matrix (TDM). SVD decomposes the original matrix (say
‘A’) into component matrices U, S, VT, such that the original matrix can be re-created using
the formula A=USVT. Here “U” is the matrix of orthogonal eigenvectors of the square
symmetric matrix AAT. “S” is the diagonal matrix of the square roots of eigenvalues of the
square symmetric matrix AAT. “V” is the matrix of orthogonal eigenvectors of the square
symmetric matrix ATA and “VT” is the transpose of the matrix “V”. “USVT” is the
multiplication of the component matrices U, S, VT .
Like Principal Component Analysis, SVD produces principal components or factors along
with factor loadings for both terms and documents. Each principal factor represents a topic
within the corpus. The term loadings (=US) for each topic reveal the relationship between
terms and that topic, and document loadings (=VS) the relationships between documents and
that topic. Like classical factor analysis of high loading terms and documents are assessed to
facilitate topic interpretation.
8.2.5. An example
The following example is adapted from Evangelopoulos (2014) and is provided to elaborate
topic extraction through SVD. Some key abbreviations used in this example have the
following meanings:
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SVD = Singular Value Decomposition
TDM = Term-By-Document Matrix
IDF = Inverse Document Frequency
Let us consider a small dataset of 5 customer comments, provided as feedback on a service
experience. The following table represents this dataset.
Table 5:Sample dataset

ID

Document Text

1

Your products have high prices.

2

You should reduce the prices. You are too expensive.

3

Your products are too expensive.

4

Customer service was very rude to me.

5

You need to offer much better customer service.

The terms that are in bold are identified as key terms and retained while the other terms are
filtered or dropped. A TDM (Table 6) is then created to record the raw frequencies of these
terms.
Table 6: TDM with raw frequencies

Term

Document
D1

D2

D3

D4

D5

customer

0

0

0

1

1

expensive

0

1

1

0

0

prices

1

1

0

0

0

products

1

0

1

0

0

service

0

0

0

1

1

Inverse document frequency (IDF) weighting is then applied on to the TDM to attenuate the
effect of terms that occur too often in the collection to be meaningful for relevance
determination. The IDF for a term “t” is calculated as follows:
IDF(t) = log2 (1 / P(t)) + 1
Where P(t) is the proportion of documents that contain term “t”.
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The weighted TDM is Table 7 or matrix A.
Table 7:Weighted TDM or matrix A

Term

Document
D1

D2

D3

D4

D5

customer

0

0

0

0.71

0.71

expensive

0

0.71

0.71

0

0

prices

0.71

0.71

0

0

0

products

0.71

0

0.71

0

0

service

0

0

0

0.71

0.71

Matrix A is then decomposed into component matrices U, S, VT.
U=
0

0.71

0

0

- 0.71

0.58

0

0.82

0

0

0.58

0

-0.41

0.71

0

0.58

0

-0.41

- 0.71

0

0

0.71

0

0

0.71

1.414

0

0

0

0

0

1.414

0

0

0

0

0

0.71

0

0

0

0

0

0.71

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.58

0

-0.8

0

0

0.58

0

0.41

0.71

0

0.58

0

0.41

-0.7

0

0

0.71

0

0

0.71

0

0.71

0

0

-0.7

S=

VT=
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At this stage it is decided to extract two topics from this LSA. So, the term loadings (=US)
and document loadings (= VS) are calculated using the first two columns of the matrices U, S
and V.
US=
Term

Term
Loadings
Topic 1

Topic 2

customer

0

1

expensive

0.817

0

prices

0.817

0

products

0.817

0

service

0

1

VS=
Document

Document
Loadings
Topic 1

Topic 2

D1

0.817

0

D2

0.817

0

D3

0.817

0

D4

0

1

D5

0

1

Now the set of high loading terms and documents are assessed together to facilitate topic
interpretation.
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Table 8:High loading terms and documents for Topic 1

Topic 1
High Loading

expensive

prices

products

Terms
High Loading

Your products have You should reduce the

Your products are

Documents

high prices. (D1)

too expensive. (D3)

prices. You are too
expensive. (D2)

Consequently, Topic 1 is labelled as ‘High Prices’.
Table 9:High loading terms and documents for Topic 2

Topic 2
High Loading

customer

service

High Loading

Customer service was very

You need to offer much better

Documents

rude to me.

customer service. (D5)

Terms

(D4)

Consequently, Topic 2 is labelled as ‘Customer Service’.
The task of identifying two topics in a collection of five short documents, such as the ones
used in this example, is very simple for any English speaker to perform manually. However,
at the same time this example elaborates how LSA using SVD performs this task reasonably
well using statistical techniques and highlights its potential for unsupervised topic extraction
from large text datasets.
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Use of text mining for this study
LSA based text mining is used to impart the first level of structure to the data being analysed
in this study. Metaphorically, the topics generated through LSA provide us with guide ropes
that we use to dive deeper into the data in the subsequent stages of analysis. The LSA
approach is not naïve to meaning being context dependent, and in fact uses that to identify
themes or topics present within data. This makes topic mining at this stage of the analysis like
the first level of coding and category identification conducted during the traditional inductive
approaches to coding of qualitative data. No preconceived coding framework is deployed,
and data is grouped together based on the similarity of meaning between different parts of
text. Instead of the process of manual coding used in traditional methods, in this case the
similarity of meaning is identified using the statistical approach of LSA deployed through
computer assisted text mining in the SAS® Enterprise Miner™ 12.3.
The traditional approach to directed content analysis is resumed after this and the computergenerated topics are manually analysed further using a coding framework based on our
current theoretical understanding of the construct of CBBE. So, the latent semantic structure
present within the text dataset is first extracted using statistical techniques and is then
analysed further for the presence of specific theoretical aspects that related to the research
question and the theoretical focus of the study.

Further analysis
Operational definitions of the dimensions and sub-dimensions of CBBE are adopted from the
current literature on Keller’s (2001:2013) CBBE model and used as the basis of a coding
framework. Table 10 provides a sample of this coding framework which is presented in detail
in the chapter on data analysis.
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Table 10:Sample of the coding framework

Dimension: Brand Meaning
Category of Associations
Brand Performance

Brand Imagery

Operational definitions of sub-category

Operational definitions of sub-category

associations:

associations:

Primary characteristics: Product related

User imagery: Users (persons,

attributes which are necessary for the

organizations, brand associations)

product, or service, to perform the function

associated with a brand.

that is sought by customers

Each level of the CBBE model is referred to as a dimension in this framework and is
composed of the categories of associations which characterize each dimension in Keller’s
(2001:2013) CBBE model. Each of these categories, in turn, are comprised of several brand
associations which are the basic informational nodes connected the brand in customer
memory. Operational definitions are devised for these associations, and the data investigated
for their presence.
This framework is used to analyse the highly weighted (or high loading) comments
associated with each topic extracted through LSA. All such comments are read carefully and
coded to the brand association expressed most dominantly in each comment. A list of the
major patterns and themes that emerge is maintained to facilitate a further abstraction of the
coding framework into a meaningful extension of our understanding of the construct of
CBBE as it is expressed on social media. The qualitative data analysis software NVivo
(Version 10) was used to conduct this part of the analysis.

9. Validity and reliability
To facilitate external validity this study focuses on providing detailed, rich descriptions of the
data and its analysis. This allows readers to be more realistically engrossed in the data and its
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setting. Moreover, readers interested in transferability are provided a comprehensive and
solid framework for comparison or extension of coding to other scenarios (Merriam, 1998).
With reference to reliability, this study triangulates data drawn from different sources i.e. the
Facebook pages of different brands. The two focal brands are a confectionary brand and an
airline brand, and their Facebook pages provide a wide spread of data from two very different
industries. The primary analysis is carried out on the data collected from these two brands. To
facilitate an additional level of validation, the analysis is repeated on data collected from the
Facebook pages of two additional but similar brands to assess if the findings mirror those
from the main analysis. Moreover, the researcher’s philosophical perspective and role are
made explicit, and the analysis reported in detail to provide a clear overview of the study.

10. Reporting the findings
Miles and Huberman (1984) suggest that narrative description is the most commonly used
form of presenting qualitative data. This study also presents the findings in a narrative and
descriptive format. This is done, as mentioned previously, to help the readers become
engrossed in the data, facilitate a holistic extraction of new themes, and to provide a detailed
record for any future extension or replication of the analysis. Figure 12 provides a visual
representation of the stages of analysis followed in this study.
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Figure 12: Stages of analysis

Figure 48: Stages of analysis

Figure 49: Stages of analysis

Figure 50: Stages of analysis

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 1
Stage

Figure 52: Stages of analysis

Figure 53: Stages of analysis

The first level of categorization is executed on the dataset using text mining. The latent semantic structure present in the dataset is
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Figure 51: Stages of analysis

Figure 54: Stages of analysis
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Section 4: Analysis and findings

Chapter 7: Stages of Analysis
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1. Chapter overview
This chapter elaborates the analysis by discussing the specific procedures adopted at each
stage. It begins with describing the stages involved in topic mining using the SAS
Enterprise Miner (SAS EM), and then provides the coding framework used for the
qualitative content analysis.

2. Stages of topic mining
Data collection and entry
All publicly available user generated comments from the four brands under consideration
were collected into four separate CSV (comma-separated value) files. This format is used
because it stores data tables in plain text format and is widely supported by both consumer
and enterprise grade applications, thus making it easy to move the data between various
data mining software. In order to facilitate accurate frequency counts, specific attention is
paid to minimizing row overflow errors so that each comment is recorded into a separate
row of the data table.
In the SAS EM the File Import Node is used to convert the CSV files into a format that
SAS EM can recognize and use as a data source.

Text parsing
The next stage of text mining is executed using the Text Parsing node of the SAS EM. This
node breaks each sentence down into component parts, and identifies and records their
syntactic roles. The first stage in this process is tokenization where sentences are broken
down into units or tokens, where a unit could be a word, a number, or a punctuation mark,
and each token is recorded.
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The identified tokens are then lemmatised or converted into their root forms (for example:
loved=love. In the English language it is common to use different forms of the same word
for grammatical reasons. Lemmatisation, i.e. treating the variations of a term as the term
itself, performs two functions. First it reduces computational complexity by reducing the
number of terms any text mining algorithm must deal with. Second, it helps identify
relationships between different documents (Chakraborty et al., 2014). For example: if
“grinds”, “grinding”, and “ground” each occur independently in three separate documents,
and if the terms are all lemmatized to “grind”, then the documents can be treated as if they
contain the term “grind” rather than the original variants and are thus related by this
common term.
The parsing node also facilitates the use of Stop Lists. A stop list is a pre-defined list of
terms that are frequently used in the English language but have low informational value or
meaning (for example: (“a”, “the”, “be” etc.). In most text datasets these words account for
almost 50% of the terms extracted, and by increasing the number of terms parsed they
increase the complexity of discriminating or classifying documents (Chakraborty et al.,
2014). Standardised stop lists provided by SAS® are used at this stage to drop these terms
from the analysis. It is noteworthy to mention at this point that the changes made by the
deployment of a pre-defined stop list are not permanent. The analyst has the option of
reversing any of these changes by using the more interactive Text Filter node, which also
happens to be the next node in the process flow.

The Text Filter Node
This node must always be preceded by a Text Parsing node. The parser provides the data
which the filter node uses. The filter node allows the analyst to interactively peruse the list
of parsed terms and to keep or drop terms that they consider relevant to the analysis.
Another important function that this node facilitates is the manual synonymization of
semantically equivalent words. Just like lemmatization this allows the identification of
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relationships between documents. For example, if the words “car” and “automobile” used
in two different documents are synonymised to the same root, say “car”, then these two
documents would be related by this common term. The researcher refrained from excessive
manual manipulation of data since he wanted to preserve the data in its original form.
The text filter node also allows the analyst to choose different weighting techniques for
local or global weighting.

2.3.1. Local Weighting:
Local weighting transforms the frequency of the occurrence of a term in a document (or at
the local level) using a weighting function. Terms that occur very often in a document (or
comment) are assigned a higher weight and are considered important because they better
describe the document. The Log setting was used in this study to calculate local weights
using the following formula:

Local weight= g(fij)=log2(fij+1)

Where fij is the raw frequency of ith term in the jth document, in the un-weighted term-bydocument matrix, and the frequencies of terms are weighted using the function g(.).
By using the log base 2 this function assigns a higher weight to terms that occur very
frequently in a single comment because the value of log2 increases as fij increases (log2(1)
=0, log2(2)=1, log2 (3)=1.58, log2 (4) = 2 and so on).

2.3.2. Global Weighting:
Global weighting transforms the frequency of the occurrence of a term in the entire corpus
using a weighting function. Terms that occur in only a few documents but many times in
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those few documents are assigned a higher weight because they are useful for
discriminating between the documents in the corpus. The Inverse document frequency or
IDF weighting technique was used in this study to calculate the global weight (wi) because
it is better for extracting complex patterns from text (Nicholas Evangelopoulos, Zhang, &
Prybutok, 2012). The IDF technique calculates global weight as follows:

wi= log2 (1/P(ti)) + 1
Note: 1/P(ti) = N/N(ti).
Where P(ti) is the proportion of documents that contain term ti. N is the number of
documents in the collection and N(ti ) is the number of documents that contain the term ti.
A weighted TDM (term-by-document matrix) is then created in the filter node and
becomes the underlying representation of the text dataset used for further mining. The cell
value for each term in the weighted TDM is derived by multiplying the local weight and
the global weight.

The Text Topic Node
The text topic node is used for latent semantic analysis and automated topic discovery.
This node facilitates the discovery of terms and documents that characterize the themes or
ideas a text dataset contains.
The optimum number of topics that should be extracted from any corpus is an area of
research that remains empirically open (Nicholas Evangelopoulos et al., 2012). The
number of topics extracted influences the level of semantic detail each topic summarizes
(Yan, Lau, Song, Li, & Ma, 2011). This level of detail is denoted as semantic granularity
in text mining (Albertoni, Camossi, De Martino, Giannini, & Monti, 2011) . Human
beings, while communicating with spoken or written English language, in its ordinary
form, have been shown to cover approximately 8 topics (Doxas, Dennis, & Oliver, 2010).
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Moreover, an extraction of 6-20 topics is associated with a medium level of semantic
granularity in text mining (Winson-Geideman & Evangelopoulos, 2013). Therefore, it was
decided to extract topics at a medium level of semantic granularity and extracted 10 topics
from the dataset of each brand. The extracted topics were allowed to correlate to match the
unstructured nature UGC where each comment often addresses multiple topics. LSA based
topic discovery is used to impart only the first level of structure to the data in this study, a
more granular understanding of the themes present within the corpus is developed in the
qualitative stages that follow where the discovered topics are manually deconstructed.
Figure 13 represents a complete process flow for topic extraction in the graphical user
interface (GUI) of the SAS® Enterprise Miner™ 12.3
When this process flow is run the following topics are extracted from the datasets of the
focal brands and the validation datasets.
Figure 13: Process flow for topic extraction

Figure 56:Process flow for topic extraction

Figure 57:Process flow for topic extraction

Extracted Topics
Figure 58:Process flow for topic extraction

The Text Miner identifies each topic by listing the 5 highest weighted terms for that topic.
Figure 59: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 1.Figure 60:Process flow for topic extraction

Table 11 lists the 10 topics discovered in the dataset for “Airline A”.
Figure
flow for -topic
extraction
Table61:Process
11: Topics extracted
Airline
A

Topic Number
1
2
3
4

Highest weighted terms

Figure 62:Process flow for topic extraction

point, air, great, nz, visit

surprise, love, always, great, good
Figure 63:Process flow for topic extraction14

love, visit, fly, family, year

flight, domestic, return, visit, love
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5

good, black, luck, airline, look

6

fly, year, time, always, first

7

christmas, merry, air, family, great

8

awesome, black, air, well, mark

9

airpoints, definitely, point, visit, family

10

great, black, family, visit, point

Table 12 lists the 10 topics discovered in the dataset for “Food brand A”.
Table 12: Topics extracted- Food Brand A

Topic Number

Highest weighted terms

1

chocolate, dark, white, milk, flavour

2

love, chocolate, win, share, flavour

3

good, chocolate, luck, sound, taste

4

yes, chocolate, lol, good, love

5

jelly, tip, chocolate, back, bring

6

salt, caramel, sea, brittle, sound

7

yummy, chocolate, sound, wait, love

8

buy, block, today, eat, find

9

look, amaze, sound, forward, wait

10

want, lol, win, sound, haha

The highly weighted documents associated with each topic can also be accessed. A sample
of the 50 highest weighted documents for each topic listed in Table 12 and 11 is attached
along with in Appendix B.
Tables 13 and 14 list the topics that were discovered in the validation datasets from
“Airline B” and “Food brand B” respectively.
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Table 13: Topics extracted - Airline B

Topic Number Highest weighted terms
1

number, definitely, song, royal, night

2

love, year, visit, husband, son

3

delay, lack, hour, cheap, flight

4

flight, cheap, book, return, free

5

great, look, fish, place, visit

6

yes, definitely, hell, air, down

7

fly, air, north, plane, live

8

good, fish, friend, chip, luck

9

forget, root, six60, song, kiwi

10

time, year, nominate, awesome, amaze
Table 14:Topics extracted - Food brand B

Topic Number Highest weighted terms
1

cream, ice, peach, cookie, love

2

tip, jelly, top, ice, cream

3

share, love, good, mum, family

4

chocolate, hot, ice, cream, white

5

boysenberry, ripple, good, cream, passionfruit

6

fruit, passion, ripple, yummy, chocolate

7

hokey, pokey, ice, vanilla, cream

8

back, bring, good, ice, look

9

yes, yummy, peach, top, love

10

chip, choc, orange, mint, chocolate

3. The next stage: Qualitative Content Analysis
The extracted topics represent the first level of categorization executed on the dataset, and
comments that are similar in meaning are identified and grouped together as topics. The
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traditional approach to directed content analysis is resumed after this. Keller’s (2001:2013)
CBBE model is used as a framework to analyse the extracted topics in order to identify the
specific dimensions of CBBE present in the data.
Tables 15-17 present the operational definitions used to manually code the discovered
topics. Each level of the CBBE model is referred to as a dimension in these tables. The
building blocks of each dimension are the categories of association which characterise each
dimension. Each of these categories are comprised of several brand associations which
refer to the basic informational nodes connected to the brand node in customer memory.
Such brand associations are the most basic components of Keller’s (2001, 2013) CBBE
model. Operational definitions are devised for these associations, and the data investigated
for their presence. The researcher devised these operational definitions based on the
Keller’s (2001, 2013) description of the CBBE model.
Brand salience which is the first block of Keller’s (2001:2013) CBBE model is not
discussed here. Salience summarizes brand awareness and it refers to the establishment of
a brand as a node in consumer memory such that the customer can recognise a brand. This
dataset consists of user generated comments created by people who actively accessed the
Facebook pages of the brands under consideration (or the posts on these pages), created
and then posted their own comments. Therefore, salience is considered established and
present for all comments in this dataset. It is assumed that the people creating these
comments can already recognise the brand. The manual coding and subsequent analysis
focus on the dimensions of CBBE that follow from brand awareness; namely, brand
meaning, brand response and brand resonance.
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Table 15: Operational definitions for associations linked to Brand Meaning

Dimension: Brand Meaning
Category of Associations
Brand Performance

Brand Imagery

Operational definitions of sub-category

Operational definitions of sub-category

associations:

associations:

Primary characteristics: Product related

User imagery: Users (persons,

attributes which are necessary for the

organizations, brand ambassadors)

product, or service, to perform the

associated with a brand.

function that is sought by customers
Purchase and usage imagery: Purchase and
Secondary features: Attributes that are not

usage scenarios associated with a brand.

essential for the functionality of the
product, or service, but have a direct

Personality and values:

impact on its purchase and consumption.

Anthropomorphization of a brand and the

(for example: price).

association of human traits or values (for
example: honesty) with the brand

Product reliability: Consistency of
performance over time.

Brand history, heritage, and experiences:
Past events associated with a brand. These

Durability: Longevity or life of a product.

memories may be personal or shared
between groups of various sizes.

Serviceability: Reparability of a product.
Service effectiveness: Matching the
customers’ service requirements.
Service efficiency: Speed and
responsiveness of a brand.
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Service empathy: Aspects of personal
attention customers associate with a brand
(for example: courtesy).
Style and design: Functional and aesthetic
aspects of the design the product, and
associated brand elements such
communication materials, logos, slogans,
jingles etc.
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Table 16: Operational definitions for associations linked to Brand Response

Dimension: Brand Response
Category of Associations
Brand Judgements

Brand Feelings

Operational definitions of sub-category

Operational definitions of sub-category

associations:

associations:

Brand Quality: Perception of the overall

Warmth: When a brand evokes a feeling of

quality of a product, or service, with

calm or peacefulness.

respect to its intended purpose and relative
to alternatives. It is the summary of the

Fun: When a brand evokes a feeling of joy

customer’s evaluation of several attributes

or amusement.

and benefits associated with a brand.
Excitement: When the brand evokes
Brand credibility: Customer perception of

feeling of expectancy or hope; or provides

the expertise, trustworthiness, and

a sense of excitement or elation.

likability of a brand.
Security: When a brand evokes a sense of
Brand consideration: The customer

safety and assurance.

considering a brand for purchase and
usage.

Social approval: When the brand
influences customer’s confidence of

Brand superiority: A brand’s uniqueness

gaining approval from significant others

compared to its competitors. Usually a

(e.g. friends and family).

positive association.
Self-respect: When a brand improves the
way the customer’s feel about themselves
by evoking a sense of accomplishment or
fulfilment.
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Table 17: Operational definitions for associations linked to Brand Resonance

Dimension: Brand Resonance
Category of Associations
Activity

Intensity

Operational definitions of sub-category

Operational definitions of sub-category

associations:

associations:

Behavioral loyalty: Either displaying the

Attitudinal attachment: Intense personal

intention to make or making repeat

attachment to a brand. Often expressed in

purchases and avoiding switching between

the form of favoritism or fondness.

brands
Sense of community: A sense of kinship
Active engagement: Investing time, effort

with other people associated with a brand

and money to engage with a brand beyond

(for example: customers, employees etc.).

the usual purchase and usage situations.
The 100 highest weighted comments for each of the 20 topics (10 topics for each focal
brand) were then manually coded in NVivo using the operational definitions of brand
associations presented in Tables 15-17, leading to the coding of a total of 2000 comments.
The manual coding was also repeated for the validation dataset. For each of the 20 topics
(10 topics for each brand) discovered in the validation dataset, 50 of the highest weighted
user-generated comments were coded in NVivo using the coding framework presented
above, leading to the coding of a total of 1000 comments.
The findings and observations based on the manual coding are presented in the next
chapter.
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Chapter 8: Customer-based brand equity in usergenerated content
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1. Chapter overview
This chapter presents the interpretation of the data analysis in two sets.
The first set deals with the labelling of the discovered topics. Topic labelling is a standard
practice in LSA assisted topic mining (Evangelopoulos, Zhang, & Prybutok, 2012).
Therefore, first the highest weighted comments from each extracted topic are manually
coded. Then the spread of the brand associations identified in each topic is assessed, and
the topic labelled to represent the dimension of CBBE which accounts for the highest
number of associations identified in each topic.
The second set of findings presented in this chapter describe and discuss the identified
brand associations themselves. They also present the researcher’s analysis of the
noteworthy characteristics of the identified associations. It is the narrative description of
these associations, the basic building blocks of CBBE, along with the researcher’s analysis
which form the basis of abstractions that lead to an extension of our understanding of the
construct of CBBE in the current digitally mediated context.

2. Topic Labelling
The topics represent the first level of categorization executed on the data, and a summative
approach is taken towards their labelling. So, for example, if 50 out of the 100 highest
weighted comments in a topic are coded to associations of brand quality, 30 to brand
credibility and 20 to purchase/usage imagery; the topic is labelled as “Brand Response”
which is the dimension that encapsulates 80 (brand quality and brand credibility) out of the
100 identified associations. It is also to be noted here that the quantification of the coding
is only used to label the discovered topics, and even though associations are not discussed
in detail at this stage, their quantification is not meant to misplace the emphasis from
providing a detailed description of the identified brand associations. This description is
presented later in this chapter
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Airline A
2.1.1. Topic 1
The first topic discovered in the data set for Airline Brand A is exemplified by the
keywords: point, air, great, nz and visit. Amongst the 100 highest weighted comments for
this topic, 99 comments expressed the users’ emotional response to the brand. Emotional
responses are coded to the associations belonging to the category of Brand Feelings which,
in turn, reflects the dimension of Brand Response. The one remaining association is coded
to the dimension of Brand Meaning. Figure 14 reflects the number of coding references for
each of the dimensions of CBBE identified amongst the 100 highest weighted comments
for Topic 1.

Figure 14: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 1.

Figure 64: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 1.

Figure 65: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 1.

Figure 66: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 1.

Figure 67: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 2.Figure 68: Coding
references for each dimension in Topic 1.

Figure 69: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 1.

Figure
references
for each
dimensionbecause
in Topic 1.
Therefore, topic 1 is labelled
to70:
theCoding
dimension
of Brand
Response
the majority of

the 100 highest weighted comments are instances of users expressing an emotional
response to the brand.

Figure 71: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 1.
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2.1.2. Topic 2:
The second topic discovered in the data set for Airline Brand A is exemplified by the
keywords: surprise, love, always, great and good. All 100 of the highest weighted
comments for this topic reflect the users’ emotional response to the brand. Therefore, topic
2 is also categorised to the dimension of Brand Response.
Figure 15: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 2.

Figure 72: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 2.

Figure 73: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 2.

Figure 74: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 2.

Figure 75: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 3.Figure 76: Coding
references for each dimension in Topic 2.

Figure 77: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 2.

Figure 78: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 2.

2.1.3. Topic 3:
Figure 79: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 2.

The third discovered topic is exemplified by the keywords: love, visit, fly, family and year.
Amongst the 100 highest weighted comments for this topic, 69 comments expressed the
users’ emotional response to the brand. Emotional responses are coded to the associations
belonging to the category of Brand Feelings which, in turn, reflects the dimension of Brand
Response.
Of the remaining comments, 20 were instances of users expressing performance and
imagery related associations, and hence were incorporated into the dimension of Brand
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Meaning. Eleven comments were examples of users expressing the intensity of their
psychological attachment with the brand and its consequent impact on their purchase
intentions. These were coded to associations linked with the dimension of Brand
Resonance. Figure 16, reflects the number of coding references for each of the dimensions
of CBBE identified amongst the 100 highest weighted comments for Topic 3.
Figure 16: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 3.

Figure 80: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 3.

Figure 81: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 3.

Figure 82: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 3.

Figure 83: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 4.Figure 84: Coding
references for each dimension in Topic 3.

Figure 85: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 3.

Figure 86: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 3.

Therefore, Topic 3 is also categorised to the dimension of Brand Response because the
Figure 87: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 3.
majority of the 100 highest
weighted comments are instances of users expressing an

emotional response to the brand.
2.1.4. Topic 4:
The fourth topic is exemplified by the keywords: flight, domestic, return, visit, and love.
Once more the associations linked to the dimension of Brand Response were a majority
amongst the coding references. Amongst the 100 highest weighted comments for this
topic, 97 comments expressed the users’ emotional response to the brand.
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Of the remaining comments, 2 were instances of users expressing performance and
imagery related associations, and hence were linked to the dimension of Brand Meaning.
Whereas 1 comment was coded to associations linked with dimension of Brand Resonance.
Figure 17 reflects the number of coding references for each of the dimensions of CBBE
identified amongst the 100 highest weighted comments for Topic 4.
Figure 17: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 4.

Figure 88: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 4.

Figure 89: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 4.

Figure 90: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 4.

Figure 91: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 5.Figure 92: Coding
references for each dimension in Topic 4.

Figure 93: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 4.

Figure 94: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 4.

Therefore, Topic 4 is categorized to the dimension of Brand Response.
2.1.5. Topic 5:

Figure 95: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 4.

Topic 5 is exemplified by the keywords: good, black, luck, airline, and look. In this topic,
81 out of 100 comments were instances of users expressing performance and imagery
related associations, and hence were linked to the dimension of Brand Meaning.
Of the remaining comments, 15 were instances of users expressing an emotional or
evaluative response to the brand, and were thus incorporated into the dimension of Brand
Response. Whereas 4 comments were coded to associations linked with the dimension of
Brand Resonance.
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Figure 18 reflects the number of coding references for each of the dimensions of CBBE
identified amongst the 100 highest weighted comments for Topic 5.
Figure 18: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 5.

Figure 96: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 5.

Figure 97: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 5.

Figure 98: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 5.

Figure 99: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 6.Figure 100: Coding
references for each dimension in Topic 5.

Figure 101: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 5.

Figure 102: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 5.

Therefore, Topic 5 is categorized to the dimension of Brand Meaning.
2.1.6. Topic 6:

Figure 103: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 5.

Topic 6 is exemplified by the keywords: fly, year, time, always, and first. Amongst the 100
highest weighted comments for this topic, 82 were instances of users expressing
performance and imagery related associations. These were incorporated into the dimension
of Brand Meaning.
There were also 13 instances of users expressing an emotional or evaluative response to the
brand, and these were incorporated into the dimension of Brand Response. The 5
remaining comments were coded to associations linked with the dimension of Brand
Resonance.
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Figure 19 reflects the number of coding references for each of the dimensions of CBBE
identified amongst the 100 highest weighted comments for Topic 6.

Figure 19: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 6.

Figure 104: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 6.

Figure 105: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 6.

Figure 106: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 6.

Figure 107: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 7.Figure 108: Coding
references for each dimension in Topic 6.

Figure 109: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 6.

Figure 110: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 6.

Therefore, Topic 6 is categorized to the dimension of Brand Meaning because a majority
of the 100 highest weighted comments were coded to associations linked to this dimension
of the CBBE model. Figure 111: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 6.
2.1.7. Topic 7:
Topic 7 is exemplified by the keywords: christmas, merry, air, family, and great. The
majority, 99 out of 100, of the highest weighted comments for this topic were examples of
the users expressing an emotional response to the brand. The one remaining comment was
coded to associations linked with the dimension of Brand Resonance. Therefore, Topic 7 is
categorized to the dimension of Brand Response.
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Figure 20: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 7.

Figure 112: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 7.

Figure 113: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 7.

Figure 114: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 7.

Figure 115: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 8.Figure 116: Coding
references for each dimension in Topic 7.

Figure 117: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 7.

2.1.8. Topic 8:

Figure 118: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 7.

Figure 119: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 7.

Topic 8 is exemplified by the keywords: awesome, black, air, well, and mark. Amongst the
100 highest weighted comments for this topic, 60 were instances of users expressing
performance and imagery related associations. These were incorporated into the dimension
of Brand Meaning.
There were also 36 instances of users expressing an emotional or evaluative response to the
brand, and these were incorporated into the dimension of Brand Response. The 4
remaining comments were coded to associations linked with the dimension of Brand
Resonance.
Figure 21 reflects the number of coding references for each of the dimensions of CBBE
identified amongst the 100 highest weighted comments for Topic 8.
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Figure 21: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 8.

Figure 120: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 8.

Figure 121: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 8.

Figure 122: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 8.

Figure 123: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 9.Figure 124: Coding
references for each dimension in Topic 8.

Figure 125: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 8.

Figure 126: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 8.

Therefore, Topic 8 is categorized to the dimension of Brand Meaning.
2.1.9. Topic 9:

Figure 127: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 8.

Topic 9 is exemplified by the keywords: airpoints, definitely, point, visit, and family. The
majority, 99 out of 100, of the highest weighted comments for this topic were examples of
the users expressing an emotional response to the brand. The one remaining comment was
coded to associations linked with the dimension of Brand Meaning. Therefore, Topic 9 is
categorized to the dimension of Brand Response.
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Figure 22: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 9.

Figure 128: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 9.

Figure 129: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 9.

Figure 130: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 9.

Figure 131: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 10.Figure 132: Coding
references for each dimension in Topic 9.

Figure 133: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 9.

2.1.10.

Figure 134: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 9.

Topic 10:

Figure 135: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 9.

The tenth discovered topic is exemplified by the keywords: great, black, family, visit, and
point. Amongst the 100 highest weighted comments for this topic, 56 were examples of
users expressing performance and imagery related associations. These were incorporated
into the dimension of Brand Meaning.
Of the remaining comments, 41 were instances of users expressing an emotional or
evaluative response to the brand, and these were incorporated into the dimension of Brand
Response. The 3 remaining comments were coded to associations linked with the
dimension of Brand Resonance.
Figure 23 reflects the number of coding references for each of the dimensions of CBBE
identified amongst the 100 highest weighted comments for Topic 10.
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Figure 23: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 10.

Figure 136: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 10.

Figure 137: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 10.

Figure 138: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 10.

Figure 139:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 1.Figure 140: Coding
references for each dimension in Topic 10.

Figure 141: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 10.

Figure 142: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 10.

Topic 10 is categorized to the dimension of Brand Meaning because a majority of the 100
highest weighted comments were coded to associations linked to this dimension of the
CBBE model.

Figure 143: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 10.

Food brand A:
2.2.1. Topic 1
Topic 1 is exemplified by the keywords: chocolate, dark, white, milk, and flavour.
Amongst the 100 highest weighted comments for this topic, 84 were instances of users
expressing performance and imagery related associations. These were incorporated into the
dimension of Brand Meaning.
There were also 8 instances of users expressing an emotional or evaluative response to the
brand, and these were incorporated into the dimension of Brand Response. The 8
remaining comments were coded to associations linked with the dimension of Brand
Resonance
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Figure 24 reflects the number of coding references for each of the dimensions of CBBE
identified amongst the 100 highest weighted comments for Topic 1.

Figure 24: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 1.

Figure 144:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 1.

Figure 145:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 1.

Figure 146:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 1.

Figure 147:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 2.Figure 148:Coding
references for each dimension in Topic 1.

Figure 149:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 1.

Figure 150:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 1.

Topic 1 is categorized to the dimension of Brand Meaning because a majority of the 100
highest weighted comments were coded to associations linked to this dimension of the
CBBE model.

Figure 151:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 1.

2.2.2. Topic 2
This topic is exemplified by the keywords: love, chocolate, win, share, and flavor. In the
100 highest weighted comments for this topic 37 comments were examples of users
expressing the intensity of their psychological attachment with the brand and its
consequent impact on their purchase intentions. These were coded to associations linked
with the dimension of Brand Resonance.
There were also 34 comments which were examples of users expressing their performance
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and imagery related associations. These were incorporated into the dimension of Brand
Meaning. The 28 remaining comments were coded to associations linked with the
dimension of Brand Response.
Even though the dimension of Brand Resonance has the highest number of coding
references linked to it. The dimension of Brand Meaning is a close second with 34
comments. However, it is observed that amongst the performance related associations
incorporated into the dimension of Brand Meaning a majority, 29 out of 34, are instances
of the users expressing their fondness or “love” for a flavour. Thus, in this topic, love, an
of intense form of attitudinal attachment, is expressed either towards the brand in general
and linked to the dimension of Brand Resonance, or expressed towards a specific
characteristic (for example: flavour) of the brand and linked to the dimension of Brand
Meaning. The importance of love is also evidenced by it being the highest weighted term
for topic 2. Since attitudinal attachment characterizes the dimension of Brand Resonance,
which also has the highest number of coding references amongst the 100 highest weighted
comments for this topic; this topic is categorized to the dimension of Brand Resonance.
Figure 25 reflects the number of coding references for each of the dimensions of CBBE
identified amongst the 100 highest weighted comments for Topic 2.
Figure 25: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 2.

Figure 152:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 2.

Figure 153:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 2.

Figure 154:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 2.

Figure 155:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 3.Figure 156:Coding
references for each dimension in Topic 2.

Figure 157:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 2.
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Figure 158:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 2.

2.2.3. Topic 3
The third discovered topic is exemplified by the keywords: good, chocolate, luck, sound,
and taste. Amongst the 100 highest weighted comments for this topic, 50 comments
expressed the users’ evaluative or emotional response to the brand and were incorporated
into the dimension of Brand Response.
Of the remaining comments, 37 were coded to performance and imagery related
associations, and hence incorporated into the dimension of Brand Meaning. The 13
remaining comments were coded to associations linked with the dimension of Brand
Resonance.
Figure 26 reflects the number of coding references for each of the dimensions of CBBE
identified amongst the 100 highest weighted comments for Topic 3.

Figure 26: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 3.

Figure 160:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 3.

Figure 161:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 3.

Figure 162:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 3.

Figure 163:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 4.Figure 164:Coding
references for each dimension in Topic 3.

Figure 165:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 3.

references
forResponse
each dimension
in Topic
3.
Topic 3 is categorizedFigure
to the166:Coding
dimension
of Brand
because
a majority
of the 100

highest weighted comments were coded to associations linked to this dimension of the
CBBE model.

Figure 167:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 3.
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2.2.4. Topic 4
Topic 4 is exemplified by the keywords: yes, chocolate, lol, good, and love. The majority,
58 out of 100, of the highest weighted comments for this topic were examples of the users
expressing an emotional response to the brand. Therefore, Topic 4 is categorized to the
dimension of Brand Response.
Also present, were 32 comments expressing performance and imagery related associations.
These were incorporated into the dimension of Brand Meaning. The 10 remaining
comments were coded to associations linked with the dimension of Brand Resonance
Figure 27 reflects the number of coding references for each of the dimensions of CBBE
identified amongst the 100 highest weighted comments for Topic 4.
Figure 27: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 4.

Figure 168:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 4.

Figure 169:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 4.

Figure 170:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 4.

Figure 171:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 5.Figure 172:Coding
references for each dimension in Topic 4.

Figure 173:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 4.

2.2.5. Topic 5

Figure 174:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 4.

forchocolate,
each dimension
in Topic
4.
Topic 5 is exemplified Figure
by the175:Coding
keywords:references
jelly, tip,
back,
and bring.
Amongst the

100 highest weighted comments for this topic, 91 were instances of users expressing
performance and imagery related associations. These were incorporated into the dimension
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of Brand Meaning.
There were also 6 instances of users expressing an emotional or evaluative response to the
brand, and these were incorporated into the dimension of Brand Response. The 3
remaining comments were coded to associations linked with the dimension of Brand
Resonance
Figure 28, reflects the number of coding references for each of the dimensions of CBBE
identified amongst the 100 highest weighted comments for Topic 5.

Figure 28: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 5.

Figure 176:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 5.

Figure 177:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 5.

Figure 178:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 5.

Figure 179:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 6.Figure 180:Coding
references for each dimension in Topic 5.

Figure 181:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 5.

Topic 5 is categorized toFigure
the dimension
Brand Meaning
becauseinaTopic
majority
of the 100
182:Coding of
references
for each dimension
5.
highest weighted comments were coded to associations linked to this dimension of the
CBBE model.

Figure 183:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 5.

2.2.6. Topic 6
Topic 6 is exemplified by the keywords: salt, caramel, sea, brittle, and sound. The
majority, 70 out of 100, of the highest weighted comments for this topic were examples of
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the users expressing an emotional response to the brand. Therefore, topic 6 is categorized
to the dimension of Brand Response.
Also present, were 29 comments expressing performance and imagery related associations.
These were incorporated into the dimension of Brand Meaning. The 1 remaining comment
was coded to associations linked with the dimension of Brand Resonance
Figure 29 reflects the number of coding references for each of the dimensions of CBBE
identified amongst the 100 highest weighted comments for Topic 6.
Figure 29: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 6.

Figure 184:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 6.

Figure 185:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 6.

Figure 186:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 6.

Figure 187: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 7.Figure 188:Coding
references for each dimension in Topic 6.

Figure 189:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 6.

2.2.7. Topic 7

Figure 190:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 6.

Figure 191:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 6.

The seventh discovered topic is exemplified by the keywords: yummy, chocolate, sound,
wait, and love. Amongst the 100 highest weighted comments for this topic, 58 comments
expressed the users’ emotional or evaluative response to the brand, and were incorporated
into the dimension of Brand Response.
There were also 37 comments which were coded to performance and imagery related
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associations, and hence incorporated into the dimension of Brand Meaning. The remaining
5 comments were coded to associations linked with the dimension of Brand Resonance.
Figure 30, reflects the number of coding references for each of the dimensions of CBBE
identified amongst the 100 highest weighted comments for Topic 7.
Figure 30: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 7.

Figure 192: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 7.

Figure 193: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 7.

Figure 194: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 7.

Figure 195:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 8.Figure 196: Coding
references for each dimension in Topic 7.

Figure 197: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 7.

Figure 198: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 7.

Topic 7 is categorized to the dimension of Brand Response because a majority of the 100
Figure 199: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 7.

highest weighted comments were coded to associations linked to this dimension of the
CBBE model.
2.2.8. Topic 8
The eighth topic is exemplified by the keywords: buy, block, today, eat, and find.
Associations linked to the dimension of Brand Meaning accounted for 78 out of the 100
highest weighted comments for this topic. Therefore, Topic 8 is categorized to the
dimension of Brand Meaning.
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Also present, were 15 comments coded to associations linked with the dimension of Brand
Resonance, and 7 comments coded to the dimension of Brand Response.
Figure 31, reflects the number of coding references for each of the dimensions of CBBE
identified amongst the 100 highest weighted comments for Topic 8.

Figure 31: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 8.

Figure 200:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 8.

Figure 201:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 8.

Figure 202:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 8.

Figure 203:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 9.Figure 204:Coding
references for each dimension in Topic 8.

Figure 205:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 8.

Figure 206:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 8.

2.2.9. Topic 9
Figure 207:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 8.

Topic 9 is exemplified by the keywords: look, amaze, sound, forward, and wait. The
majority, 74 out of 100, of the highest weighted comments for this topic were examples of
the users expressing an emotional or evaluative response to the brand. Therefore, Topic 9
is categorized to the dimension of Brand Response.
Of the remaining comments, 16 were coded to performance and imagery related
associations, and hence incorporated into the dimension of Brand Meaning. The 10
remaining comments were coded to associations linked with the dimension of Brand
Resonance.
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Figure 32: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 9.

Figure 208:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 9.

Figure 209:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 9.

Figure 210:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 9.

Figure 211: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 10.Figure 212:Coding
references for each dimension in Topic 9.

Figure 213:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 9.

Figure 214:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 9.

Figure 32 reflects the number of coding references for each of the dimensions of CBBE
215:Coding references for each dimension in Topic 9.
identified amongst the Figure
100 highest
weighted comments for Topic 9.

2.2.10.

Topic 10

The tenth topic is exemplified by the keywords: want, lol, win, sound, and haha. Once
more the associations linked to the dimension of Brand Response were a majority amongst
the coding references. Amongst the 100 highest weighted comments for this topic, 78
comments expressed the users’ emotional or evaluative response to the brand. Therefore,
Topic 10 too is categorized to the dimension of Brand Response.
Of the remaining comments, 14 were coded to performance and imagery related
associations, and hence incorporated into the dimension of Brand Meaning. The 8
remaining comments were coded to associations linked with the dimension of Brand
Resonance.
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Figure 33: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 10.

Figure 216: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 10.

Figure 217: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 10.

Figure 218: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 10.

Figure 219: Building blocks of Brand MeaningFigure 220: Coding references for each
dimension in Topic 10.

Figure 221: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 10.

Figure 222: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 10.

Figure 33 reflects the number of coding references for each of the dimensions of CBBE
identified amongst the 100 highest weighted comments for Topic 10.

Figure 223: Coding references for each dimension in Topic 10.

A note on the similarity of labels
In the topic labelling presented above each topic is labelled to represent the dimension of
CBBE which accounts for the highest number of associations identified in each topic. This
leads to some topics sharing the same label. This does not imply that the highest weighted
comments identified for each similarly labelled topic are the same.
For example: Both topic 1 and topic 2 for Airline A are labelled to the dimension of brand
response because a majority of their highest weighted comments were instances of users
expressing an emotional response to the brand. However, the highly weighted terms for
each topic are different. For topic 1 they are: point, air, great, nz and visit; and for topic 2
they are: surprise, love, always, great and good. This is because the comments associated
with each topic are instances of the users responding to different brand actions. Comments
associated with topic 1 are instances of users responding to the brand hosting an online
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give-away where air-points are offered as a prize and comments associated with topic 2 are
instances of users responding to the brand hosting a different online give-away where the
prize is a surprise. So, the topic miner identifies the user generated comments around two
different giveaways as two different topics, which are both associated to the same
dimension of CBBE.

Labelling of topics- validation dataset
The procedure of topic labelling described in section 2.1. and 2.2. was repeated for the
topics that were extracted from the validation dataset. This dataset consists of usergenerated comments from the Facebook pages of Airline B and Food Brand B, and 50 of
the highest weighted comments were manually coded for each of the topics extracted from
this dataset.
Tables 18 and 19 present a summary of this topic labelling. The percentage of coding
references for each dimension is calculated as follows: (number of coding references for
each dimension/50) * 100.
Table 18: Summary of topic labelling- Airline B

Topic

Keywords

Number
1

Percentage of coding references

Topic categorized

for each dimension.

to the dimension

number, definitely, song,

Brand Meaning = 96%

royal, night

Brand Response= 4%

Brand Meaning

Brand Resonance=0%
2

love, year, visit, husband, Brand Meaning = 6%
son

Brand Response

Brand Response= 94%
Brand Resonance=0%

3

delay, lack, hour, cheap,

Brand Meaning =54%

flight

Brand Response=38%

Brand Meaning

Brand Resonance=8%
4

flight, cheap, book,

Brand Meaning =64%

Brand Meaning
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return, free

Brand Response=10%
Brand Resonance=26%

5

great, look, fish, place,

Brand Meaning =46%

visit

Brand Response=54%

Brand Response

Brand Resonance=0%
6

yes, definitely, hell, air,

Brand Meaning =62%

down

Brand Response=34%

Brand Meaning

Brand Resonance=4%
7

fly, air, north, plane, live

Brand Meaning =58%

Brand Meaning

Brand Response=34%
Brand Resonance=8%
8

good, fish, friend, chip,

Brand Meaning =58%

luck

Brand Response=30%

Brand Meaning

Brand Resonance=12%
9

forget, root, six60, song,

Brand Meaning =86%

kiwi

Brand Response=12%

Brand Meaning

Brand Resonance=2%
10

time, year, nominate,

Brand Meaning =6%

awesome, amaze

Brand Response=86%

Brand Response

Brand Resonance=8%

Table 19: Summary of topic labelling- Food brand B

Topic

Keywords

Number
1

Percentage of coding references

Topic categorized

for each dimension.

to the dimension

cream, ice, peach,

Brand Meaning = 68%

cookie, love

Brand Response = 30%

Brand Meaning

Brand Resonance =2%
2

tip, jelly, top, ice,

Brand Meaning = 50%

cream

Brand Response= 48%

Brand Meaning

Brand Resonance= 2%
3

share, love, good,

Brand Meaning = 2%

mum, family

Brand Response= 98%

Brand Response
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Brand Resonance= 0%
4

chocolate, hot, ice,

Brand Meaning = 44%

cream, white

Brand Response= 54%

Brand Response

Brand Resonance= 2%
5

6

boysenberry, ripple,

Brand Meaning = 46%

good, cream,

Brand Response= 50%

passionfruit

Brand Resonance=4%

fruit, passion, ripple,

Brand Meaning = 58%

yummy, chocolate

Brand Response= 40%

Brand Response

Brand Meaning

Brand Resonance=2%
7

hokey, pokey, ice,

Brand Meaning = 52%

vanilla, cream

Brand Response= 48%

Brand Meaning

Brand Resonance=0%
8

back, bring, good, ice,

Brand Meaning = 98%

look

Brand Response= 0%

Brand Meaning

Brand Resonance=2%
9

yes, yummy, peach,

Brand Meaning = 22%

top, love

Brand Response= 70%

Brand Response

Brand Resonance=8%
10

chip, choc, orange,

Brand Meaning = 30%

mint, chocolate

Brand Response= 70%

Brand Response

Brand Resonance=0%
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3. Description and analysis of identified brand
associations
This section describes the brand associations identified during the manual coding. It also
presents the analysis of these associations. The listing of the associations follows the order
of levels in Keller’s (2001, 2013) CBBE model. So, the associations linked to the
dimension of Brand Meaning are discussed first, followed by the associations linked to the
dimensions of Brand Response and Brand Resonance.
It is to be noted that the order in which the associations within the sub-categories linked to
each dimension are discussed is not an indication of importance. The associations are
simply listed in the order that they were encountered in each dataset. For example, in the
dataset for Airline A the association of Style and Design was the first association
encountered which is linked to brand performance and hence it is described first.

Dimension-Brand Meaning
The dimension of Brand Meaning is composed of two categories of associations, brand
performance and brand imagery. The sub-category of associations linked to brand
performance are covered first followed by those linked to brand imagery.
Figure 34: Building blocks of Brand Meaning

Figure 224: Building blocks of Brand Meaning

Figure 225: Building blocks of Brand Meaning

3.1.1. Description of the Figure
associations
ofblocks
Brand
Performance:
226: Building
of Brand
Meaning
Those brand associations which
are linked to brand performance and were identified in the
Figure 227: Building blocks of Brand Meaning
manual coding of UGC are described in the following sections.
Figure 228: Building blocks of Brand Meaning

Figure 229: Building blocks of Brand Meaning
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I.

Brand associations Identified for Airlines:

a. Style and Design:
As per the coding framework, instances of users expressing their association with the
functional or aesthetic aspects of the design of aeroplanes, lounges and brand elements
such as communication material, logos, jingles etc.; were coded as associations with Style
and Design. The terms that occur frequently in comments coded to this association are:
awesome, love and great.
Some examples:
Example 1

“Awesome you always do awesome ads. well done. just another reason to fly
Airline A”

Example 2

“Awesome pic bloody awesome art work on the plane”

Example 3

“Have to say that I love the layout of the K-Lounge here in Christchurch. Also
love the huge number of power points for charging devices. Brilliant!”

In example 1 the user expresses their opinion of communication material, namely the
safety video, of Airline A. The user states that they found the video “awesome” or
amazing, congratulates the brand for making it, and also states that they have always found
the brands advertisements to be amazing or “awesome”. They finish by stating that their
preference for the style and design of the brand’s advertisements is an additional reason for
choosing to fly with the brand.
In the second example the user expresses their opinion of the artwork on one of the
aircrafts used by the brand. They use the word “bloody” to emphasize that they believed
the artwork to be “awesome” or amazing.
Example 3 is an instance of the user expressing their appreciation for both the functional
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and aesthetic aspects of the design of the member’s lounge Airline A operate in
Christchurch. They state their perception of the design as “brilliant” or excellent.
Some examples from the validation datasets (Airline B):
Example 1

“I love the ad for north palmerston! I think it's just a hoot. Good on them…”

Example 2

“Love this advertisement”

b. Secondary features:
The core service an Airline provides is transport. Aspects such as online reservation
systems, loyalty programs and pricing are considered factors which facilitate or enhance
the core service (Lovelock & Wirtz, 2015). Instances of users referring to such facilitating
or enhancing attributes are coded as associations linked to the brand’s secondary features.
The terms that occur frequently in comments coded to this association are: great, flight,
customer.
Some examples:
Example

“Wow what a great app. Great for the frequent traveller”

1
Example

“How many airpoints does it take to fly to e.g. the USA?... It is very hard to find out

2

from Airline A how many airpoints it takes to get a flight”

Example

“What a rip off can fly to Hawaii Return from here for $600 or so many other

3

places. Flights to different countries are cheaper than flying within your own
country. Stop ripping people off you've made millions over the years. I looked at
flights to fly home and out of all the airlines Airline A are always the dearest and
Hawaii for the same price as from Wellington to Gizzy... They say see your own
country first who can afford to at your prices”

Example 1 is an instance of the user expressing their opinion on the performance of the
Airline A’s mobile application or app. The user states that the app is “great” or excellent,
and very useful for frequent travellers.
In example 2, the user has a query about the purchase of tickets through air-points (reward
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points, similar to air-miles) gained from the loyalty program of Airline A. The user also
expresses their opinion on the information available about the loyalty program and states
that they find it “very hard” to find relevant information on converting air-points to tickets.
In example 3, the user expresses their negative opinion of Airline A’s ticket pricing, and
states that they find it to be a “rip-off” or swindle. The user also asks the brand to refrain
from such pricing since they find it prohibitive.
Some examples from the validation datasets (Airline B):
Example

“Totally love your app. Awesome and easy to use. ”

1
Example

“I do like flying Airline B …however, for online bookings can you please change the

2

settings that automatically add on like baggage? I accidentally added baggage that I
didn't need and realised this once payment had already been done!... thanks. ”

c. Primary Characteristics:
In line with the coding framework, user-generated posts were coded as associations with
Primary Characteristics if they contained instances of users referring to attributes necessary
for the service to perform its primary function. For services like airlines such attributes are
related to core product aspects such as: aircrafts used to deliver service and routes covered.
The terms that occur frequently in comments coded to this association are: best, plane,
aircraft
Some examples:
Example 1

“747-400 best aircraft ever better than 777 's”

Example 2

“777- 300er is an awesome plane. ”

In both examples the users express a positive opinion of an aircraft used by the brand.
Some examples from the validation datasets (Airline B):
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Example 1

“Would love to fly one of those Q300's around NZ! Amazing aircraft!!!!!!”

Example 2

“Bring back direct flights to Queenstown to chch. Flying from Queenstown to
Auckland then to chch is beyond a joke..”

II.

Brand associations Identified for Food brands:

a. Primary Characteristics:
As per the coding framework, user-generated posts were coded as associations with
Primary Characteristics if they contained instances of users referring to attributes necessary
for the product perform its primary function. In case of goods like confectionary, such
attributes are related to the product’s physical composition, for example: flavour or
ingredients. Instances of users referring to such attributes are coded as associations linked
to the brand’s primary characteristics. The terms that occur frequently in comments coded
to this association are: chocolate, jelly-tip, love, dark, and caramel.
Some examples:
Example 1

“Your Jelly Tip Chocolate is amazing...love...love”

Example 2

““Love this chocolate. Love Habaneros too. Best chilli chocolate I've had. ”

Example 3

“The sea salt and caramel brittle is delicious!”

Example 4

“Come on...bring back Jelly Tip Chocolate. It’s the only chocolate of yours that I
like. ”

Example 5

“So disappointing! It was absolutely my favourite flavour! Bring back dark choc
caramel! Bring back dark choc caramel. ”

Example 6

“Due to me being allergic to dairy all I can eat from your range is the dark
chocolate. I think you should create some new flavours to go with your dark
chocolate. It gets boring just eating it by itself, but I love chocolate”

The first three examples are instances of users expressing their associations with specific
flavours of Food brand A. In all three cases these associations are positive, and users
indicate their fondness for the flavours by using words such as “amazing”, “love”, “best”,
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and “delicious”.
Similarly, in the last three examples users express their associations with flavours of Food
Brand A, but they also call on the brand to take specific actions regarding those flavours.
In example 4 the user interjectionally uses the phrase “come on” to encourage the brand to
relaunch the jelly-tip flavour because it happens to be their favourite. Example 5 is in a
similar vein and users express their “disappointment” or dissatisfaction with their favourite
flavour being discontinued. They imitate sloganeering by repeatedly stating “Bring back
dark choc caramel” in order to urge the brand to do so. In example 6 the user expresses that
the dark chocolate is the only one they can consume because its ingredients are dairy free,
and then goes on to recommend that the brand create some more dark chocolate flavours so
that they can enjoy more variety.
Some examples from the validation datasets (Food Brand B):
Example 1

“My Fav Food Brand B Cream is Hot Chocolate ice cream”

Example 2

“Dessertalicous should come back that was yummy please bring it back…”

b. Secondary Characteristics:
User-generated posts were coded as associations with Secondary Characteristics if they
referred to attributes that are not essential for the functionality of the product or service but
have a direct impact on its purchase and consumption. For example, the price, packaging,
and distribution. Comments coded to these associations are references to retail availability,
pricing and packaging, and contain the following frequently occurring terms: buy, block,
still, get, and love.
Some examples:
Example 1 “The packaging looks really sophisticated and range looks very yum!”
Example 2 “Been to 3x Countdown Supermarkets in Auckland + 1x New World and NONE of
them ever have the Samoa Cacao chocolate in stock Ugh!”
Example 3 “Instead of buying into demand, they should just keep it expensive, people will still
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buy their stuff, same with vehicles”

In example 1 the user expresses their association with the visual aspect of packaging. They
state that they find it to be “sophisticated” or elegant and that it makes the chocolates look
delicious or “yum”.
In example 2 the user expresses their association with the retail availability of a chocolate.
They express their annoyance with the unavailability of the chocolate in multiple stores by
using the exclamation “Ugh!”.
Example 3 is an instance of a user expressing their opinion of Food Brand A’s pricing. The
user states that the brand should not reduce their price to cater to more of the demand but
should keep the price high because people would still purchase their products. The user
believes that this pricing strategy is similar to what is prevalent in the automotive sector
and recommends that the Food Brand A should adopt the same.
Some examples from the validation (Food Brand B):
Example 1

“Hi Food Brand B did you manage to find out why the boxes are not available at
Countdown Supermarkets in Papakura or Takanini?”

Example 2

“with 2L Food brand B ice cream at $6.99 you can have all the experts do their
stuff, but when other competitors are selling there 2L packs for half the price it
really is the cost that matters for family budget”

c. Style and Design:
User-generated posts were coded as associations with Style and design if they referred to
the functional or aesthetic aspects of the design of the product, and associated brand
elements such as communication material, logos, jingles etc. For Food Brand A, comments
coded to these associations are references to the brand’s advertising, and contain the
following frequently occurring terms: clever, great.
Some examples:
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Example 1:

“This ad is brilliant because of the detail - I do like it when companies and brands
try something new, and this is good. Like the milk bottles!”

Example 2:

“Clever ad you guys are great. Chocolate even better.”

In both the examples stated above the user express their opinion about the style and design
of an advertisement produced by the brand. In both instances the users evaluate the
advertisement positively. In example 1, the user states that they found the advertisement to
be “brilliant” or excellent because it was novel and detailed. In the second example the
user states that they found the advertisement to be “clever” and goes on to congratulate the
brand and appreciate their chocolate.
Some examples from the validation datasets (Food Brand B):
Example 1

“Great advertising idea!”

Example 2

“Well done Food brand B money cannot buy that sort of advertising”

3.1.2. Analysis of the associations of Brand Performance:
The preceding section (3.1.1.) describes some of the associations that were identified
during the manual coding of the UGC. Discussed above are the associations with the
brand’s primary characteristics, secondary characteristics and style and design. These
associations are included in the category of associations related to brand performance in
Keller’s (2001, 2013) CBBE model. In the model, brand performance summarizes the
cognitive associations customers have with the efficacy of the brand in meeting their
functional, aesthetic, and economic needs.
It is interesting to observe that, in UGC, these associations are accompanied by disclosures
of the users’ personal evaluative or emotional opinion.
Examples discussed above:
1

“Love this chocolate. Love Habaneros too. Best chilli chocolate I've had.”
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2

“Awesome you always do awesome ads. well done. just another reason to fly Airline A”

Additional examples:
3

“The cranberry and almond dark chocolate is the best!”

4

“e-boarding pass. I think it is great”

From a phenomenological perspective, it is observed that the user seeks additional
interaction with the brand through social media. In the examples above, the user has
already experienced the brand through consumption in example 1, and through exposure to
an advertisement in example 2. However, the user actively engages in additional
interaction with the brand to express their personal evaluative or emotional opinion. Such
emotional self-expressions in a tangible (written) form help users better understand their
own experiences (Pennebaker, 2000), and since they accompany associations of
performance, they can be considered examples of the users comprehending their
experiences with the brand’s performance. Belk (2013) refers to Foucault’s (1988) view
that such evaluative and emotional disclosures to an audience that is invisible (due to
absence of physical or eye contact) allows an individual to re-examine their own
experiences in order to acknowledge and comprehend them in a better way. Foccault
(1998) refers to this as one of the technologies of self, a method or set of techniques human
beings use to better understand themselves.
From a Luhmannian perspective, users’ psychic systems first observe various brand
operations. In the examples discussed above (section 3.1.1), these operations were from the
domain of brand performance. The psychic systems compare them to the various cognitive
structures they have already developed in order to make sense of these operations. In the
theoretical context within which CBBE was conceived, these comparisons become the
basis of positive or negative associations the customer forms with the brand’s performance,
and they may be elicited and analysed by researchers at a later stage in order to assess a
brand’s CBBE. However, the emergence of digital social media allows users to perform an
additional task that goes beyond merely evaluating brand operations. Users’ psychic
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systems asses the brands operations and then select or decide to make an utterance by
creating a post on digital social media. In this post the psychic systems exhibit their
subjective evaluative or emotional opinion of the brand’s performance to a large audience.
This act exemplifies the performance of the technologies of self (Foucault, 1988). The
psychic systems use the operand (for e.g. : personal computing hardware, internet
connectivity etc.) and operant (for e.g. : skill of using social media) resources at their
disposal to re-examine, acknowledge and comprehend their own brand experience in a
better way by writing it down in the form of a post and then disclosing it to an invisible
audience. The collapse of context provided by digital mass media facilitates this act. The
psychic systems may have experienced the brand individually, say in the users’ living
rooms, but the collapse of context allows users to reach out to a large audience and the
brand, and integrate them into one act of self-expression on social media.
Another interesting observation is that in some cases, users disclose a sense of perceived
control over the brand. Perceived control refers to general expectancies about whether
outcomes are controlled by one’s behaviour or by external forces, and is a belief about
one’s actions influencing an outcome (Chipperfield, Perry, & Stewart, 2012; Zimmerman,
2000). To illustrate:
Examples discussed above:
1 “So disappointing! It was absolutely my favourite flavour! Bring back dark choc caramel!
Bring back dark choc caramel.”
2 “What a rip off can fly to Hawaii Return from here for $600 or so many other places. Flights
to different countries are cheaper than flying within your own country. Stop ripping people off
you've made millions over the years. I looked at flights to fly home and out of all the airlines
Air NZ are always the dearest and Hawaii for the same price as from Wellington to Gizzy...
They say see your own country first who can afford to at your prices”
Additional examples:
3 “Desertilicious ice cream needs to be put back on the shelves or should I say back in our
freezers! The best ice cream I’ve ever tasted!”
4 “Airline B... You have terrible feedback on your wall... From a customer perspective this is
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not very welcoming and saying that I should fly with you. You need to get this sorted. Your
customer service is supposed to help us find information... Not tell us they can’t help or do
anything. ”

In all these examples the users display a belief that through the action of making a post on
Facebook, by calling for the brand to act in a certain way, they can influence the brand to
act in a manner that creates an outcome preferable to them.
In these examples, psychic systems of the users observe brand performance and notice that
in some areas the performance does not meet their expectations. The psychic systems
respond to this dissonance by drawing upon their past experiences to provide feedback
which can help the brand match their expectations. The users become active co-creators of
value and use their operand (e.g.: personal computing hardware) and operant (e.g.: past
experiences and personal knowledge) resources in an effort to co-create brand
performances that cause less dissonance in future. It must also be noted that collapsed
context facilitates a sense of empowerment for the individual user. The user can reach the
brand through social media and this perceived reduction in distance emancipates the
agency of the user. Consequently, the users disclose a sense of perceived control over the
brand.
It is also noteworthy, that the associations discussed above are observed in UGC that is
performative. This is because the operations of psychic systems are based on thoughts or
cognitions. So, while the psychic system may associate co-creativity (or self-expression)
with a brand; the association, by itself, cannot perform co-creative (or expressive) action.
Therefore, users' psychic systems utilize the affordances of social media to create content
that enacts these associations. For example, by stating, “You need to make dark chocolate
coconut and peanut slabs and also small blocks of the dark chocolate range.”, the user
asserts their agency and performs the task of attempting to steer brand performance. To
consider another instance, by stating, “Great chocolate just the best dark chocolate
mmmm”, the user performs the act self-expression on social media.
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Keller’s (1993, 2013) conceptualization of CBBE accounted for the association of primary
characteristics, secondary characteristics and style and design with the brand’s
performance, and consequently, CBBE. These were also observed in UGC. However, these
associations were accompanied by some themes that Keller’s model did not account for.
These are:
•

Co-creation: The users assume agency over their brand experience and become
active co-creators of value. They integrate the resources at their disposal to either
develop a better understanding of their brand experiences or to provide feedback
which enables better brand performance in the future. From a Luhmannian
perspective, the psychic systems actively engage in facilitating a robust structural
coupling with the brand. They do so by either publicly reflecting upon their
experiences through self-expression or by delving into their personal knowledge to
provide feedback that reduces the chances of dissonance in the future.

•

Exhibitionism: These co-creative acts are exposed to large audiences on digital
social media.

•

Performativity: Associations of brand performance are voiced in content that is
performative and allows users to assert their co-creative agency and self-express.

3.1.3. Description of the associations of Brand Imagery:
Those brand associations which are linked to brand imagery and were identified in the
manual coding of the UGC are described in the following sections.
I.

Brand associations Identified for Airlines:

a. History, heritage, and experiences:
As per the coding framework, user-generated posts were coded as associations with history
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if they contained instances of users associating past noteworthy events with a brand. They
may be based on the customer’s personal experiences with the brand or the experiences of
family and friends. In some cases, they may be well known and publicly shared by many
people. The terms that occur most frequently in these comments are flight, first and years.
Some examples:
Example 1:

“My first flight was at the age of 10 when I flew from Christchurch to Gisborne by
myself in a DC3, via Wellington and Napier. Very exciting. I have loved flying
ever since & am about to book a flight to UK 62 years after my first flight. Airline
A is, and has always been, the best airline in the world.”

Example 2:

“My first flight - way back in the sixties when I was about three years old. My
mother and brother I took the plane to Wanganui, and my Dad and little brother
drove up in the car to meet us and drive us all home. Plane rides were expensive
back then, but my older brother had leukemia and wanted to fly in a plane so it
was arranged... I remember being so excited, and it is such a lovely memory for
me. I still love the magic of travel...”

Example 3:

“About 45 years ago we flew to Fiji with the family - first time on a plane, my dad
put a tie on to fly and we got a cooked breakfast - I remember the a scrambled
eggs arriving and as children it was a huge thrill - in those days you got dressed
up to fly - so exciting! Also back in 1989 coming home from England after three
years away, the final flight from Australia to Christchurch, the pilot let me sit in
the cockpit as we crossed the alps, brought a tear to my eyes at the wonderful
sight of home - pity now days you can't do that anymore”

All three examples are instances of users recalling, in detail, a distinctly personal
experience that they had with the brand in the past. The first two examples also contain a
description of how that experience affected the users, and both users state that they still
“love” or are extremely fond of travel and flying. The third example also contains a wistful
expression of how a certain part of the memory, namely being able to visit the cockpit, is
no longer possible due to security regulations.
An example from the validation datasets (Airline B):
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Example 1

“I was 12 years old when I went to Palmerston North I'm 40 now and when I was
there I remember a game called laser strike I went to play I'd love to play that
again so if u want me and brother to come along just take a left halfway through
an pick us up in gizzy aka Gisborne”

b. User imagery:
User-generated posts were coded as associations with User Imagery if they referred to
people or organisations that might use the brand. This covered references to both idealized
users such as brand ambassadors and actual users. The terms that occur most frequently in
these comments are: go, all blacks, good, and luck, and are references to the brand’s
ambassadors.
Some examples:
Example 1

“Good luck All Blacks. Good looking out Airline A.”

Example 2

“What an awesome support, Airline A!! Go All Blacks!”

Example 3

“Go ALL BLACKS! Good luck and all the best!”

In the examples above the users associate Airline A with New Zealand’s national rugby
team, the All Blacks. The brand is the airline partner of the All Blacks and multiple players
from the team are its brand ambassadors.
In examples 1 and 2, the users also express their evaluative opinion of Airline A partnering
the team. Both users evaluate this positively. Example 1 uses the phrasal verb “looking
out” to imply taking care of the team and states that it is good that the Airline takes care of
the All Blacks. The user also wishes the team success by using the phrase “good luck”. In
example 2, the user refers to Airline A’s support of the team as being “awesome” or
excellent. The user also uses the slogan “Go All Blacks” which is used by fans to express
their allegiance to the team.
In the third example user’s association with the brand’s ambassadors, the All Blacks, is
accompanied by their expression of support for the team.
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An example from the validation datasets (Airline B):
Example 1

“What a cool thing to do for a deserving group of kids :) good on you Airline B!”
*

*Airline B selected a children’s sports team from rural New Zealand to be its ambassadors and
provided them free transport to participate in the New Zealand Rural Games. In this example the
user expresses their evaluative opinion of Airline B partnering with this team.

c. Personality and values:
Comments were coded to the associations of personality and value if they contained
instances of users linking human traits or values (e.g.: honesty, fairness) with a brand. The
terms that occur most frequently in these comments are: good, sports and great.
Some examples:
Example 1:

“Good for you, you are great sports, good old over the ditch rivalry, and you look
good in black”

Example 2:

“Great sportsmanship great to see”

Both these comments display an association of sportsmanship with brand personality. In
example 1 we observe the phrase “great sports”. In contemporary English, this phrase is
used to refer to someone who has the personality to participate in sporting behaviour with
the spirit of camaraderie and friendship. The user is referring to an instant where Airline A
and an Australian Airline brand had made a friendly wager ahead of the final game of a
Rugby World Cup which was to be played between New Zealand and Australia. As a part
of the wager both brands had committed to wearing the other nation's colours should their
team lose. Since New Zealand won the game, Airline A gifted a set of All Blacks sports
jerseys to a crew of the Australian Airline and crew members of both brands wore the All
Blacks jerseys for a press event. The user expresses approval of the sporting spirit
displayed by both brands, and states that they look good in the colour black.
Example 2 is in a similar vein as example 1, and the user appreciates the sportsmanship
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displayed by both brands.
Some examples from the validation datasets (Airline B):
Example 1

“Thank you Airline B for coming into Napier, sure I will be travelling more on
Airline B as you are fair to us.

Example 2

“Heartless rip-off artists. I won’t be flying with Airline B”

d. Purchase and usage imagery:
Comments were coded to this association if they contained references to brand purchase
and usage scenarios. For Airlines, they are instances of users referring to usage scenarios,
and the terms that occur most frequently in these comments are: great and place.
Some examples:
Example 1

“Love to go to Wellington, love Wellington and love my daughter who lives
there.”

Example 2

“We are planning to go Back to China and Taiwan next year. I can't wait for the
trip, we haven't been back home for so long. We are definitely flying Airline A...”

In both these examples, the users express how they currently use or plan to use the service
provided by the brand.
In example 1, the user states how they “love” or enjoy going to the city of Wellington
because they “love” or are fond of the city, and their daughter who they “love” or feel deep
affection for lives in the city.
In example 2, the user states how they “definitely” or undoubtedly plan to fly with Airline
A when they go on a long-awaited trip back to their home.
An example from the validation datasets (Airline B):
Example 1

“Visit Mapua!! Gorgeous boutique shops and galleries in the township and
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alongside the wharf. There are fantastic restaurants (The Appleshed is amazing
with a view to die for). Great cafes, the best fish and chip shop (the smokehouse)
and the Golden Bear brewery...”

II.

Brand associations Identified for Food Brands:

a. Purchase and usage imagery:
In line with the coding framework, comments were coded to this association if they
contained references to brand purchase and usage scenarios. For Food Brands, they are
comments are instances of users referring to both purchase and usage scenarios, and the
terms that occur most frequently in these comments are: buy, block, and dark.
Some examples:
Example 1

“Just bought a block from Pak n Save in Napier - yummy thanks Food Brand A”

Example 2

“We ate one block as soon as we bought it and went back for 2 more, one each.”

Example 3

“Love it! Bought three blocks when I saw it! Taking two overseas with me”

Example 4

“I put Food brand A’s white chocolate with the raspberry shards into shortbread
and also the L & P into my shortbread, use both the dark and white into choc
brownie.”

In example 1, the user describes where they bought the block of chocolate from. They go
on to thank Food brand A for making “yummy” or delicious chocolate. In example 2 the
user describes how they ate the chocolate immediately after they bought it, and then went
back to purchase more. In the third example, the user states that they liked the chocolate
very much, have purchased three blocks and plan to take two with them on a trip overseas.
In the fourth example, the user describes how they use different chocolates made by Food
Brand A in different recipes for making shortbread and brownies.
Some examples from the validation datasets (Food Brand B):
Example 1

“boysenberry ripple…makes yummy smoothies or great just by itself.”
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Example 2

“omg love these, buy them by the box”

b. History, heritage, and experiences:
User-generated posts were coded to these associations if they were instances of users
associating past events with a brand. These memories may be personal or shared between
groups of various sizes. The terms that occur most frequently in these comments are:
yummy, back and first.
Some examples:
Example 1

“Love your chocolate especially jelly tip so brought me back to my childhood and
that first bite of my jelly tip ice block (yummy)”

Example 2

“I remember buying Food Brand A’s peanut slabs for threepence each a long time
ago. Still buying Food Brand A’s chocolate and a little price increase is ok.”

In both instances the user associates a distinctly personal memory with the brand. In the
first example, the user recounts that Food Brand A’s jelly-tip flavoured chocolate reminds
the user of their childhood, and their first bite of jelly-tip flavoured ice-cream which was,
and still is, a popular ice-cream sold in New Zealand. In the second example, the user
describes their memory of buying Food Brand A’s chocolates for threepence each. The
threepence was a coin that was used in New Zealand before a new decimalization of the
currency was introduced in July 1967. The user goes on to state that they still buy Food
Brand A’s chocolate and mention, possibly in jest, that they do not mind the increase to
modern-day prices.
An example from the validation datasets (Food Brand B):
Example 1

“I remember a red white and blue (think pink and baby blue) ice cream that was
available to commemorate the Royal visit in the 60's. In stripes, as it was in the
old rectangle cardboard wrapping. It was so easy to cut equal portions! Our
family bought a pint (600ml) packet on a Sunday after a roast. No leftovers as no
freezer!”

c. Personality and values:
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For Food Brands, comments coded to the associations of personality and value, are
instances of users linking the human traits of honesty and inspiration with the brand. The
terms that occur most frequently in these comments are: honest, good, and best.
Some examples:
Example 1

“Won't stop me buying! Good on you Food Brand A for being honest”

Example 2

“That’s fine by me and I also appreciate your honesty, hopefully hazelnuts will
be plentiful again soon as the more nuts the merrier. I always eat Food Brand
A”

Example 3

“Thanks for sharing that’s great piece of honesty, you guys rock”

In all three examples above the user’s associate honesty with the brand and express their
appreciation of the same. The users are responding to the brand informing the public that
because of a global shortage of hazelnuts they would be reducing the amount of hazelnuts
in their hazelnut chocolate from 28% to 24%; to keep producing the flavour at its current
price. Apart from appreciating Food Brand A for being honest, in example 1 the user also
mentions that that the change in the amount of hazelnuts would not stop them from buying
the chocolate, and in example 2 the user mentions that they are “fine” with the change or
find it to be reasonable.
An example from the validation datasets (Food Brand B):
Example 1

“My 6 year old was excited to try your Tiger Time ice cream today. She is
passionate about the plight of the tigers and was excited when she got to pick a
flavour that supported the cause. This led to a chat about what else we could do to
help. Now she wants to have a garage sale so we can send some money to WWF.
Good on you Food brand B for inspiring a wee conservationist :)”

3.1.4. Analysis of the associations of Brand Imagery:
The preceding section (3.1.3) discusses the associations with the brands’ history, heritage,
and experiences, user imagery, personality and values, and purchase and usage imagery.
These were identified during the manual coding of the UGC and are included in the
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category of associations related to brand image in Keller’s (1993, 2013) CBBE model.
Brand image itself is one of the building blocks of the dimension of brand meaning. Keller
(2013) considered imagery to be dependent on extrinsic intangible factors and
demonstrative of the ways in which a brand meets the customers’ psychological or social
needs.
It is noted that these associations are often accompanied by disclosures of the users’
personal evaluative or emotional opinion.
For example:
Examples discussed above:
1

“Go ALL BLACKS! Good luck and all the best!”

2

“Thanks for sharing that’s a great piece of honesty, you guys rock”

Additional examples:
3

“Good on you Food Brand A, so love your honesty.”

4

“Love it, but mostly love Dan Carter”
(Note: Dan Carter is a popular rugby player.)

As discussed previously such emotional or evaluative disclosures help users better
understand their own experiences, and in these cases, since they accompany user
associations with the brand’s image they can be considered examples of the users
comprehending the more abstract aspects of what the brand means to them. Once more it is
noted that psychic systems of users do not just observe the abstract image-related aspects
of the brand, but perform the additional act of creating a post expressing its subjective
evaluative or emotional opinion of the brand’s personality, and ambassadors to a large
audience. Through this post the psychic systems perform the technologies of the self and
comprehend their own brand experiences in a better way through self-expression.
Another interesting observation is that, along with associations of purchase and usage, we
can observe disclosures of how users appropriate the brand into their self-concept. The
term self-concept is used to refer to how someone thinks about, evaluates or perceives
themselves as an experiencing, functioning being in interaction with the world (Epstein,
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1973; Solomon, White, Dahl, Zaichkowsky, & Polegato, 2017). William James, who laid
the foundations for modern conceptions of the self- concept, held that:
“A man's Self is the sum total of all that he can call his not only his body and his
psychic powers, but his clothes and his house, his wife and children, his ancestors
and friends his reputation and works, his lands, and yacht and bank-account. All
these things give him the same emotions. If they wax and prosper, he feels
triumphant; if they dwindle and die away, he feels cast down, not necessarily in the
same degree for each thing, but in much the same way for all. ” (James, 1890, pp.
291–292)
Consequently, it is considered that people often regard their possessions, and people who
are dear to them, as parts or extensions of their selves. (Belk, 1988).
Some of the ways through which people learn to regard an object as a part of their self are
through appropriating or controlling an object for their personal use or for extending their
capabilities (Belk, 1988; Sartre, 1956). For instance:
Examples discussed above:
1

“I put Food brand A’s white chocolate with the raspberry shards into shortbread and
also the L & P into my shortbread, use both the dark and white into choc brownie.”

2

“We ate one block as soon as we bought it and went back for 2 more, one each.”

3

“We are planning to go Back to China and Taiwan next year. I can't wait for the trip, we
haven't been back home for so long. We are definitely flying Airline A...”

Additional examples:
3

“Hot chocolate with marshmallows and cream topped with grated chocolate bar!
Yumm”

4

“Get on Airline B plane and fly to the naki (Taranaki)”

Here Food Brand A’s chocolate is incorporated into the self by being consumed, or by
being used in a recipe. Airline A’s services are subsumed as one uses them to extend their
capability of visiting the places they want to. It is also noted that psychic systems of the
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users engage in the additional act of publicly displaying the appropriation of the brand into
their self-concept.
It is also observed that, in cases where past or memories are associated with the brand, the
brand stirs up the users’ recollection and they go on to provide a detailed narrative of a
memory.
For example:
Examples discussed above:
1

“Love your chocolate especially jelly tip so brought me back to my childhood and that
first bite of my jelly tip ice block (yummy)”

2

“My first flight - way back in the sixties when I was about three years old. My mother
and brother I took the plane to Wanganui, and my Dad and little brother drove up in the
car to meet us and drive us all home. Plane rides were expensive back then, but my older
brother had leukemia and wanted to fly in a plane so it was arranged... I remember
being so excited, and it is such a lovely memory for me. I still love the magic of travel...”

Additional examples:
3

“Mmmmm... K-bars... Last so long and are so chewy and tasty... Had them when I was a
kid and I'm over the hill now!!!”
(Note: Over the hill refers to being more than 40 years old.)

4

“I was so excited when I travelled to Dunedin from Palmerston North with my softball
team. It was a first flight for quite a few of us. That was over 40 years ago. I have had
many flights with Airline A around NZ and overseas since and always have great service.
About to fly to Christchurch in March for softball. Now however it's Evergreens and I
don't play anymore. Will always remember my first flight.”

It is noted here that the brands are helping reify the past by acting as repositories for
memories and as stimuli for recollections. Objects that stir one’s memories retrieve a sense
of past which, by providing an image of where one comes from, is instrumental in
managing one’s identity (Belk, 1991), just as possessions can literally extend our
capabilities (Belk, 1988). Our sense of self can be extended temporally when possessions,
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or brands, connect us to the past by storing the memories and feelings that we attach to our
history.
From a Luhmannian perspective, users’ psychic systems develop an association that goes
beyond product/service attributes. The psychic systems co-opt the brand into becoming a
marker or artefact of autobiographical memory. Autobiographical memory is the mental
representation of information, events, and experiences from the past which provides an
individual with the schematic knowledge of themselves (Prebble, Addis, & Tippett, 2013;
Williams, Conway, & Cohen, 2008).
On social media psychic systems use such artefacts, which happen to be well-known
brands, to publicly display a uniquely individual memory in an exhibitionistic act which:
•

Provides a sense of the user’s past, for example: “I remember buying Food Brand A’s
peanut slabs for three pence each a long time ago”

•

Indicates the user’s current preferences, for example: “My first flight - way back in the
sixties when I was about three years old... I remember being so excited, and it is such a
lovely memory for me. I still love the magic of travel...”

A customer-brand interaction that may have been routine from the brand’s perspective is
first used by the psychic system as a vessel for an intensely personal memory and then as a
prop for the exhibitionistic display of identity. The aspect of performativity can also be
observed here. The utterances or social-media posts which display the co-option of the
brand into autobiographical memory also allow the users’ psychic systems to perform the
task of displaying their identity.
Keller’s (1993, 2013) conceptualization of CBBE considered of history, heritage, and
experiences, user imagery, personality and values, and purchase and usage imagery to be
associated with the brand’s image, and consequently, CBBE. These were also observed in
UGC. However, these associations were accompanied by some themes that Keller’s model
did not account for. These are:
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•

Co-creation through co-option: In line with the exchange-oriented logic dominant
at the time, Keller (2013) considered associations with history, heritage, and
experience to be capable of creating “strong points-of-difference” (p. 117) which
could help gain or retain clientele. However, he did not account for the user
generating additional phenomenological value by co-opting associations with past
brand experiences into becoming artefacts of autobiographical memory which, in
turn, provide users the schematic knowledge of themselves and facilitate the
exhibitionistic display of identity.

•

Co-creation through public self-expression: The co-creative activity observed
previously continues as users integrate the resources at their disposal to develop a
better understanding of their brand experiences. Once more it is observed that
psychic systems actively engage in facilitating a robust structural coupling with the
brand by publicly reflecting upon their experiences through self-expression.

•

Exhibitionism: The exhibitionistic intent observed previously also continues as
users publicly display their co-creative acts, the appropriation of the brand into
their self-concept and intimate aspects of their history on digital social media.

•

Performativity: Associations of brand imagery are expressed in content that is
performative and allows users to display their identities, assert their co-creative
agency and self-express.

Dimension-Brand Response
The dimension of Brand Response is composed of two categories of associations, brand
judgements and brand feelings. The sub-category of associations linked to brand
judgements is covered first followed by those linked to brand feelings.
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Figure 35: Building blocks of Brand Response

Figure 231:Building blocks of Brand Response

Figure 232:Building blocks of Brand Response

Figure 233:Building blocks of Brand Response

3.2.1. Description of the associations of Brand Judgement:
Figure 234:Building blocks of Brand Response

Those brand associations which are linked to brand judgements and were identified in the
Figure 235:Building blocks of Brand Response

manual coding of the UGC are described in the following sections.
I.

Figure 236:Building blocks of Brand Response

Brand associations Identified for Airlines:

a. Brand quality:

Figure 237:Building blocks of Brand Response

Comments were coded to this association if they contained references to the overall quality
of a product or service. Unlike user evaluations of brand performance which are based on
the evaluation of a single attribute, associations with overall quality are based on the
evaluation of several attributes and benefits. The terms that occur most frequently in these
comments are: great, best and flight.
Some examples:
Example 1

“Great flight, great food and service from Auckland to Sydney and return.
Awesome!

Example 2

“The best airline, best staff, best service, best food. And it continues to make a
profit - which is a bit rare these days!”

In both these examples, the users express their review of Airline A based on several
attributes such as food, staff, service and even profitability. In example 1 the user ends by
using the adjective “awesome” or excellent to summarize their associations of Airline A’s
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overall quality. In example 2, the user states that they considered Airline A to be the “best”
or finest across multiple attributes.
An example from the validation datasets (Airline B):
Example 1

“I love the customer service friendly staff and the online booking set-up and most
of all the cheapest fare around the nation. Airline B is awesome”.

II.

Brand associations Identified for Food Brands:

a. Brand quality:
Like the approach described in the preceding section, comments are coded herein if they
contain the users’ associations with the overall quality of the product based on the
evaluation of several attributes and benefits. The terms that occur most frequently in these
comments are: best, yummy and ever.
Some examples:
Example 1

“Food Brand A’s Chocolate is the best yum. it’s got the best taste and the best
texture”

Example 2

“Best chocolate in the world. Best selection ever”

In example 1, the user states that they consider Food Brand A’s chocolates to be the “best”
or finest overall product because they have both the best taste and texture. In example 2,
the user states they consider Food Brand A to have both the “best” or finest chocolate and
the best variety or “selection” of flavours.
An example from the validation datasets (Food Brand B):
Example 1

“Love the passionfruit, also love boysenberry ripple and hokey pokey. Food brand
B the best”.
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3.2.2. Analysis of the associations of Brand Judgement:
Section 3.2.1. discusses examples of comments which were identified as users’
associations with the overall quality of the brands. Such associations are included in the
category of associations related to brand judgements in Keller’s (2001, 2013) CBBE
model. Brand judgements themselves represent one of the building blocks of the dimension
of Brand Response.
It is noted that these associations are often expressed as disclosures of the users’ personal
evaluative or emotional opinion.
For example:
Examples discussed above:
1 “The best airline, best staff, best service, best food. And it continues to make a profit - which
is a bit rare these days!”
2 “Food Brand A’s Chocolate is the best yum. it’s got the best taste and the best texture”
Additional examples:
3 “Airline A is awesome. Skilled pilots. Professional, yet friendly cabin crew. Aircraft sleek,
clean and comfortable.”
4 “All Food Brand A chocolate is great”

From a Luhmannian point of view, users’ psychic systems assess the brand’s performance
over several attributes and form associations of quality based on these assessments. The
CBBE model accounted for the association of quality with brand judgements, and
consequently, CBBE. Keller (2013) considered that these associations provided value to
the customer by providing the basis for brand choice. Consequently, the associations of
quality, when positive, increased the chances of the brand being considered for purchase
and decreased the chances of consideration if they were negative. However, in UGC from
social media, it is observed that the users’ psychic systems derive additional value from
these associations by creating posts which express their subjective evaluative or emotional
opinion of the brand’s quality. As discussed previously, such evaluative or emotional
disclosures are performative in nature and help users better understand their own
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experiences with the brand. They are facilitated by context collapse which allows the user
to reach out to a large audience and the brand, through social media and address them both
into one act of self-expression. Therefore, even though Keller accounted for the
associations of brand quality, in UGC, these associations were accompanied by some
themes that Keller’s model did not cover. These are:
•

Co-creation: The co-creative activity observed along with the associations
discussed previously is observed here as well. Users integrate the resources at their
disposal to develop a better understanding of their experience of brand quality and
their psychic systems actively engage in facilitating a robust structural coupling
with the brand by reflecting upon their experiences through public self-expression.

•

Exhibitionism: The exhibitionistic intent observed previously also continues as
users convey their opinion of brand quality to the brand through content that is
exposed to large audiences on digital social media

•

Performativity: Associations of judgement are expressed in content that is
performative and allows users to publicly voice their opinion.

3.2.3. Description of the association of Brand Feelings:
Those brand associations which are linked to brand feelings and were identified in the
manual coding of the UGC are described in the following sections.
I.

Brand associations Identified for Airlines:

a. Excitement and desire:
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Comments are coded to these associations when they contained instances of the brand
evoking a feeling of expectancy, hope and excitement. The terms that occur most
frequently in these comments are: love, surprise, air-points, family and visit.
Some examples:
Example 1

“I would love the air-points, thanks Airline A that would be an amazing Christmas
present! Merry Christmas Airline A”

Example 2

“The surprise present would be great. I love surprises (but never get them).”

Example 3

“Present please would love a surprise and would make a great present for my
daughters 21st…”

Example 4

“I would love to win the domestic flights for my husband to take our son on his
first ever flight. I would love to do this for him.”

Example 5

“Air points would help in upgrades. I would like to win Air points dollars please
as I have three trips booked in for next year”

Example 6

“Totally the air points I'm such a loyal air points collector those 500 would top off
my air points to a holiday”

All the examples above are instances of users responding to different give-aways the brand
hosted on its Facebook page. The give-aways offered different gifts, for example: airpoints, flight tickets, and surprise presents. In all the comments above the users express
their desired gift, thus associating a feeling of expectancy with the brand.
For instance, in example 1 the user states that they would “love” or appreciate winning the
air-points. They go on to express their anticipation of winning the reward by stating that it
would be an “awesome” or wonderful Christmas present.
In example 2 the user expresses their desire to win a surprise because they are fond of
surprises but never get any.
In examples 3-6 the users do not just mention the gift they desire to win, but also go on to
express how they imagine themselves using the gift. In examples 3 and 4 the users mention
their intention of sharing the gift with a family member. In examples 4 and 6 the users
mention how the gift is going to help them travel to desired destinations.
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Some examples from the validation datasets (Airline B) :
Example 1

“We would love to win to visit our family in Auckland and take our daughter to
rainbows end for the very first time.”

Example 2

II.

“Yes please I want to go on a plane some time in my life”

Brand associations Identified for Food Brands:

a. Excitement and desire:
Like the approach described in the preceding section, comments are coded herein if they
contain instances of the users’ associating a feeling of expectancy and excitement with a
brand. The terms that occur most frequently in these comments are: yes, love and want.
Some examples:
Example 1

“Yes please yum so love this choc and love to win and try the other flavours too
entered thanks for the chance.”

Example 2

“Yes, yes, & yes please, we love Food Brand A’s Dark Ghana , now this sounds
really amazingly awesome & yum! I'd love to be in the draw to win, thanks”

Example 3

“I'd love winning some for my dad-in-law who loves dark chocolate.”

Example 4

“I absolutely love salted caramel and would love to try Food Brand A’s sea salt
and caramel brittle. I would share these with my sister.”

All the examples above are instances of users responding to different give-aways the brand
hosted on its Facebook page. Different flavours of Food Brand A’s chocolate are offered as
give-aways. In all the comments above the users express their desire to win one of the
gifts, thus associating a feeling of expectancy with the brand.
In the first example, the user first expresses their intention to participate in the online
giveaway by using the phrase “yes please”. They go on to state that they “love” or are very
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fond of Food Brand’s A chocolate and express their eagerness by stating that they would
“love” or like very much to be in the draw and win other flavours to taste.
The second example is in a similar vein. The user repeats the word “yes” multiple times to
emphasise their excitement at the possibility of a reward. They go on to state that the
chocolate being offered seems “yum” or delicious and express their eagerness by stating
that they would “love” or like very much to be in the draw to win.
In examples 3 and 4 the users do not just express their desire to win, but also go on to
mention their intention of sharing the gift with a family member.
Some examples from the validation datasets (Food Brand B) :
Example 1

“Yes please love to win”

Example 2

“I’d share with my partner and my son coz we love jelly tip so pavlova jelly tip would be
amazing”

3.2.4. Analysis of the associations of Brand Feelings:
The preceding section (3.2.3) discusses the associations of excitement and desire which
were identified during the manual coding of the UGC. Such associations are included in
the category of associations related to brand feelings in Keller’s (2001, 2013) CBBE
model. Brand feelings themselves represent one of the building blocks of the dimension of
Brand Response.
It is observed that the feelings that are associated with a brand contain a disclosure of
desire, usually the desire to gain a gift or reward from the brand. Consumers often entertain
dreams of yet un-acquired products and experiences for purposes of anticipatory
consumption (Fournier & Guiry, 1993). "Longing" or the simple act of contemplating
possible consumption opportunities, is filled so much with enjoyable states of fantasy that
the simple anticipation of consumption sometimes serves as a desired end-state in and of
itself (Campbell, 1987). Such fantasies reflect individual desires (Caughey, 1984) and in
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many cases include the anticipation of probable future possibilities. In the UGC analysed
here, users disclose the desire for experiential, symbolic and functional benefits.
The desire for experiential benefits is the desire for sensory pleasure, variety, and/or
cognitive stimulation. These benefits are derived from what is felt when the product, or
service, is used. They can correspond to both product-related attributes as well as nonproduct-related attributes (Keller, 1993; Pitta & Prevel Katsanis, 1995; Tuominen, 1999).
For example:
Examples discussed above:
1 “Yes please yum so love this choc and love to win and try the other flavours too entered
thanks for the chance.”
2 “The surprise present would be great. I love surprises (but never get them).”
Additional examples:
3 “The present please, Airline A always provides nice surprises, and who doesn't love a
surprise!”
4 “Damn I want to win your yummy yummy chocolate !!!”

In example 1 the user expresses the desire for the sensory pleasure gained from trying a
new flavour of chocolate, and in example 2 the desire to experience the cognitive pleasure
provided by a surprise.
The desire for symbolic benefits is the desire to satisfy needs that are emotional in nature,
and internally generated (Bhat & Reddy, 1998), and can be a longing for products or
services that allow the individual to associate with a desired group, a desired role, or selfimage (Han, Nguyen, & Simkin, 2016; C. W. Park et al., 1986). Thus, allowing the
consumer to either express conformity and affiliation or uniqueness (Banister & Hogg,
2004; Liang & He, 2012). For instance:
Examples discussed above:
1

“I would love to win the domestic flights for my husband to take our son on his first ever
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flight. I would love to do this for him.”
2

“I absolutely love salted caramel and would love to try Food Brand A’s sea salt and
caramel brittle. I would share these with my sister.”

Additional examples:
3

“I will share it with my grandchildren because they love ice cream, they would say try
the newest most delicious Food Brand B peaches and cream yummy yummy…”

4

“I nominate my friend Jane, she definitely deserves a break away. She's an amazing
teacher and mum and has a very busy life and needs a break away! Take me with you
Jane if you win lol!”

In example 1, the user expresses their desire to experience the symbolic benefit to be
gained from confirming to the role of an ideal wife and mother by giving a special gift to
their husband and son.
In example 2, the user expresses the desire to share chocolate of a flavour they love with
their sister once again gaining the symbolic benefit of conforming to the role of a good
sibling.
It must also be noted here that the act of giving a gift or sharing something pleasant with a
loved one allows the gift-giver to express their emotions and strengthen their relationships
with the people they care about (Belk, 1988; Belk & Coon, 1993). Thus, the gift-giver also
gains the symbolic benefit of strengthening their extended-self.
The desire for functional benefits corresponds to the function consumers seek from the
product, or service. It is driven by basic motivations such as solving specific and practical
consumption problems (Bhat & Reddy, 1998; Keller, 1993; C. W. Park et al., 1986). For
example:
Example discussed above:
1

“Air points would help in upgrades. I would like to win Air points dollars please as I
have three trips booked in for next year”

Additional example:
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2

“Definitely AIR POINTS! Would be great as we will be flying 2 trips with Airline A next
year!”

Here the user expresses the desire to gain from the air-points the function of upgrading his
future flight bookings.
From the Luhmannian perspective, psychic systems observe the operations of the brand
and associate feelings of excitement and desire with these operations. It is noted that
psychic systems do not just harbour these feelings in private but select to display these
desires in public by creating content on a social media website. This content is
performative and allows users to publicly display the experiential, functional and symbolic
benefits they eagerly anticipate. Through this display, psychic systems perform the
technologies of the self and at the same time indicate what the brand can do to satisfy
them.
An additional phenomenon is observed along with the expression of symbolic desire. The
psychic system of some users utilizes the brand as a tool of self-extension. It lowers its
inhibitions and creates an utterance or a social media post where it actively selects and
reveals one or few out of their many family members or friends with whom they would
like to share a reward being offered by the brand. This is a performative act since the
social-media post allows the user’s psychic system to publicly exhibit its preference for the
role or self-image it would most like to reinforce. For example: when a user states that they
would like to share a reward with a sibling they also indicate they would not be sharing it
with, say, a friend or a partner and thus indicate their preference of strengthening their
performance of the role of a sibling. The collapse of context and hyperreality provided by
digital mass media facilitates this act. The users’ psychic system uses social media to
integrate two disparate elements, the reward being offered by the brand and a family
member or friend, into one act of public self-expression that exhibits their desire for the
role or self-image they would like to reinforce through brand use and strengthens their
extended-self.
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Keller’s (1993, 2013) conceptualization of CBBE accounted for the association of feelings
such as excitement with the brand, and consequently, CBBE. Such associations are deemed
to play a mediating role in the purchase and consumption of a brand (Keller, 2013;
Schiffman et al., 2010). However, in UGC, these associations were accompanied by some
themes that Keller’s model did not cover. These are:
•

Co-creation through co-option: The brands are associated with a feeling of desire
and Keller expected such associations to play a mediating role on purchase and
consumption. However, he did not account for the user generating additional
phenomenological value by co-opting these associations into acts of public selfexpression that strengthen the users’ extended-self.

•

Co-creation through public self-reflection: The users’ psychic systems actively
engage in facilitating a robust structural coupling with the brand by reflecting upon
the feelings they associate with the brand through public self-expression.

•

Exhibitionism: The exhibitionistic intent observed previously also continues as
users publicly display their desires on digital social media.

•

Performativity: Emotional associations are expressed in content that is performative
and allows users to perform acts of self-reinforcement and self-expression.

Dimension-Brand Resonance
The dimension of Brand Resonance is composed of two categories of associations, activity
and intensity. The sub-category of associations linked to activity are covered first followed
by those linked to intensity.
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Figure 36: Building blocks of Brand Resonance

Figure 238: Building blocks of Brand Resonance

Figure 239: Building blocks of Brand Resonance

3.3.1. Description of the associations of Activity:
Figure 240: Building blocks of Brand Resonance
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situations. The terms that occur most frequently in these comments are: great, happy, and
birthday.
Some examples:
Example 1

“Fantastic news, well deserved. Have flown with Airline A many times this year…
Keep up the great amazing work you all do...”

Example 2

“Happy 75th Birthday Airline A!! To all the great journeys we’ve had and to all
the great journeys to come”

In both the examples above, the users make an effort to engage with the brand beyond the
usual purchase and usage situations. In example 1 the user responds to the news of the
Airline being named the “Airline of the year” by a travel rating website. The user states
that it is “fantastic” or remarkable that Airline A has won the award and they believe it to
be well deserved. They also state that they have flown with the airline in the past and
encourage the brand to continue doing things in a “great” or outstanding and “amazing” or
wonderful way.
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In the second example, the user makes the Facebook post solely for wishing the airline a
happy birthday. To express their good wishes, the user ends with a symbolic toast to all the
“great” or enjoyable journeys they have had with the airline in the past, and the journeys
they hope to have in the future.
An example from the validation datasets (Airline B):
Example 1

“Merry Xmas Airline B crew may u all have an awesome family times and be
spoiled all day long”

b. Loyalty:
Instances of users associating commitment and repeat purchases with the brand are coded
to this association. The terms that occur most frequently in these comments are best, love
and always.
Some examples:
Example 1

“I will always fly Airline A. They are safest, best, most friendly… Good on you
Airline A! Worth paying that little bit extra for I say.”

Example 2

“We only fly Airline A worldwide. They rock.”

In both these examples the users signal their commitment to Airline A by stating that they
“always” and “only” fly with Airline A. Both “always” and “only” are terms that indicate
the absolute loyalty of the user. In example 1 the user also recounts some of the reasons
behind why they always fly with Airline A. They use the phrase “good on you” to
encourage Airline A and finish by stating that they do not mind paying extra to fly with
Airline A. In example 2 a version of the colloquial phrase “you rock” is used to convey the
user’s support of the brand.
An example from the validation datasets (Airline B):
Example 1

“I would always use Airline B. I’ve flown Auckland to Queenstown or Dunedin for
$100. For a 2 hr flight.”
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II.

Brand associations Identified for Food Brands:

a. Active engagement:
Comments are coded to this association when they exemplify instances of users investing
time, effort and money to engage with a brand beyond the usual purchase and usage
situations. The terms that occur most frequently in these comments are: good, love, and
thanks.
Some examples:
Example 1

“Thanks Food Brand A for sending me a block of jelly tip chocolate. Very yummy!
Keep up the good work.”

In this example, the user makes a post to thank the brand for sending them a block of
chocolate the user had won in an online giveaway. Thus, the user makes an effort to
engage with the brand beyond the usual purchase and usage situations even after they had
received their gift. They also share their appreciation of the chocolate they received by
referring to it as “yummy” or delicious.
Some examples from the validation datasets (Food brand B):
Example 1

“Congratulations on your Awards, Food brand B.”

Example 2

“I would like to say a big thank you to your team that were at the Methven A and
P show today handing out free ice blocks to the kids and adults very much
appreciated thanks”

b. Loyalty:
Instances of users associating commitment and repeat purchases with a brand are coded to
this association. The terms that occur most frequently in these comments are: buy, best and
love.
Some examples:
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Example 1

“Only buy Food Brand A choc just love it. No comparison to the opposition.”

Example 2

“Only buy Food Brand A. Best chocolate out.”

In both these examples, the users express their loyalty to the brand by stating that they
“only” buy chocolate from Food Brand A. In the first example the user states that they do
so because they “love” or are fond of it and because it is much better than other chocolate
available in the market. In example 2 the user states that they are loyal to the brand because
they found it to be the “best” chocolate out in the market.
An example from the validation datasets (Food Brand B):
Example 1

“Only Food Brand B n this house xx.”

3.3.2. Analysis of the associations of Activity:
The preceding section (3.3.1.) discusses examples of comments which were identified as
instances of users displaying brand loyalty and engagement. In Keller’s (2001, 2013)
CBBE model, associations of loyalty and engagement are included in the category of
associations related to Activity. Activity itself represents one of the building blocks of the
dimension of Brand Resonance. The resonance block of the pyramid is the highest level of
CBBE a brand can achieve and refers to the relationship between a customer and a brand.
From a Luhmannian perspective, resonance ensues when there is a strong structural
coupling between the psychic systems of the users and the brand. This resonance is
exemplified by the associations of loyalty and active engagement. These associations are
also observed in UGC. In the case of active engagement, it is observed that psychic
systems use digital social media as a platform for engaging with the brand beyond the
usual purchase and usage situations, for example: to congratulate the brand for winning an
award. Keller’s model had anticipated the agency of the customer in seeking out such
additional interactions as a result of brand resonance, and it is also observed in UGC.
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In the case of loyalty, the additional themes of co-creation and exhibitionism that Keller’s
model did not account for are observed again.
•

Co-creation: Users utilize the resources at their disposal to tangibly verbalize their
associations of loyalty as social media posts. These acts of self-disclosure help
them acknowledge and express their loyalty to the brand, and thus facilitate a
robust structural coupling between the brand and the users' psychic systems.

•

Exhibitionism: The exhibitionistic intent observed previously also continues as
users publicly display their brand loyalty on digital social media.

•

Performativity: Associations of activity are expressed in content that is
performative and allows users to exercise their agency and voice their opinions.

3.3.3. Description of the associations of Intensity:
Those brand associations which are linked to intensity and were identified in the manual
coding of the UGC are described in the following sections.
I.

Brand associations Identified for Airlines:

a. Sense of community:
Comments are coded to this association when users display a sense of kinship with other
people associated with a brand (e.g.: customers, employees etc.). The terms that occur most
frequently in these comments are: good and awesome.
For example:
Example

“Ryan! That's awesome. Congratulations on winning such an awesome prize. Good

1

on you Airline A!

This is an instance of one user congratulating another user, Ryan, for winning a giveaway
hosted by Airline A. So, even though the creator of the post has not won anything
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themselves, they take the time to congratulate the winner and use the phrase “good on you”
to express their approval to Airline A. Thus, displaying a spirit of kinship with a fellow
user.
Some examples from the validation datasets (Airline B):
Example 1

“Jane, check this out if you haven't booked your flights yet .”

Example 2

“congrats winners, quietly jealous but well done'

b. Attitudinal attachment:
Instances of users expressing a strong personal attachment with the brand are coded to this
association. This is often expressed in the form of favouritism or fondness and people with
a strong attitudinal attachment to a brand may even state that they “love” the brand (Keller,
1993, 2013). The terms that occur most frequently in these comments are: love, always and
flight.
For example:
Example 1

“We love Airline A and we love flying with them”

In this example, the user expresses their attachment to the brand by stating that they “love”
or are extremely fond of the Airline A and that they “love” or relish flying with them.
An example from the validation datasets (Airline B):
Example 1

II.

“Cool! Love you Airline B :) #1 for sure!

Brand associations Identified for Food Brands:

a. Attitudinal attachment:
Instances of users expressing a strong personal attachment with the brand are coded to this
association. The terms that occur most frequently in these comments are: love, best, ever
and always.
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Some examples:
Example 1

“I love Food Brand A. It’s a better chocolate than any other”

Example 2

“My favourite chocolate. I love Food Brand A.”

In example 1 the user expresses their attachment to the brand by stating that they “love” or
are extremely fond of the brand. They also go on to say that Food Brand A has the best
chocolate. In a similar vein, in example 2 the user expresses both favouritism and fondness
for Food Brand A and its chocolate.
An example from the validation datasets (Food Brand B):
Exampl

“I would share this ice cream with me because I'm married to Food brand B ice

e1

cream, ice cream is my life...”

b. Sense of community:
Comments that display of a sense of kinship with other people associated with a brand are
coded herein. The terms that occur most frequently in these comments are: yes, and
amazing.
Some examples:
Example

“Congratulations to Janet, enjoy someone had to win and everyone wanted to

1

win.”

Example

“Yes!! Try Culinary Vista, Woodville, in stock there Yay!!

2

In example 1, one user congratulates another, Janet, for winning a giveaway hosted by
Food Brand A. So, even though the creator of the post has not won anything themselves,
they take the time to congratulate the winner.
In example 2, a user shares the location of a retail store to help another user find the
chocolate they are looking for. They also express their happiness at being able to help
another user by using the phrase “yay”.
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Thus, both examples exemplify one user displaying a spirit of kinship with another.
Some examples from the validation datasets (Food Brand B):
Example 1

“Yes!!! Come to mine n you can use my cake mixer.”

Example 2

“Yay knew you’d win congrats.”

3.3.4. Analysis of the associations of Intensity:
The preceding section (3.3.3.) discusses examples of comments which were identified as
instances of users associating a sense of community or displaying attitudinal attachment
with the brands. In Keller’s (2001, 2013) CBBE model, such associations are linked to the
category of associations related to intensity. Where intensity reflects the customer’s
psychological attachment with the brand and is one of the building blocks of the dimension
of Brand Resonance.
From a Luhmannian perspective, intensity is exemplified by the users’ psychic systems
associating a sense of community and personal attachment with the brands. In the case of
community, we observe that the psychic systems do not only associate kinship with the
brand and its users, but make the extra effort to use social media to communicate with
other users. In some cases, users even delve into their own experiences to provide solutions
to other users, for example: “Jane, check this out if you haven't booked your flights yet”,
and “Come to mine n you can use my cake mixer.” . These user-generated comments are
performative since through them users utilize their resources to improve the brand
experience of other users. Therefore, the association of kinship or community inspires the
creation of additional phenomenological value as users swap solutions and support each
other’s consumption of the brand.
In the case of attitudinal attachment, users do not only associate fondness with a brand but
also exhibit it publicly on digital social media.
The CBBE model accounted for the association of a sense of community and attitudinal
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attachment with the intensity of brand resonance. These were also observed in UGC.
However, these associations were accompanied by some themes that Keller’s model did
not account for. These are:
•

Co-creation: The users become active co-creators of value. Some users take on the
role of improving the brand experience for other users by helping them solve
problems associated with purchase and usage. From a Luhmannian perspective, the
psychic systems of users actively engage in facilitating a robust structural coupling
between the brand and the psychic system of other users. Additionally, instances of
psychic systems verbalizing associations as social media posts in acts of selfexpression that help them form a better understanding of their own sense of
community and attachment are also observed.

•

Exhibitionism: The exhibitionistic intent observed previously also continues as
users publicly display their attitudinal attachment with the brand on digital social
media.

•

Performativity: Associations of intensity are communicated in content that is
performative and through it users pool their resources and express their opinions
publicly.

4. Conclusion
This chapter presents the findings of the analysis. First, as is standard practice in LSA
assisted topic mining (Nicholas Evangelopoulos et al., 2012), topics are labelled but a
summative approach is taken to their labelling. This is done because the topics represent
the first level of categorization executed on the data and it is not the extracted topics, but
the associations identified within the highest weighted comments of each topic which are
the basic building blocks of CBBE and hence the focus of this study.
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It is noted during the process of topic labelling that associations linked to the dimensions
of Brand Meaning, Brand Response, and Brand Resonance are observed in the UGC.
Additionally, the dimension of Brand Salience or awareness is manifested by the users
navigating to the brands’ Facebook pages to create content in the first place. This provides
evidence for the fact that all the dimensions of Keller’s (2001) CBBE model can be
observed in UGC from social media websites.
However, the narrative description and analysis of the identified brand associations,
presented in the second set of findings, also revealed multiple themes that Keller’s model
did not account for, such as co-creation, exhibitionism, co-option, and performativity. The
next chapter discusses these novel observations and uses them as the basis for extending
Keller’s (2001) CBBE model.
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Section 5: Discussion and conclusion

Chapter 9: Discussion- extending the CBBE model
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1. Chapter Overview
The central thesis of this dissertation is that the cultivated semantics of CBBE must be reevaluated to address the evolution in the program of theory, methods, and context that has
transpired since its conceptualisation. Through this re-evaluation, this dissertation aims to
update and extend the theoretical construct of CBBE to be a better representation of the
structural coupling between psychic and organizational systems in the current digitally
mediated age.
To this end, a text mining assisted, directed content analysis is conducted to extract and
analyse the latent cognitive representation of brands from UGC. This analysis is guided by
two procedural questions:
1. Are the theoretical dimensions of CBBE, as defined in Keller’s CBBE model,
observable in user-generated content on social media websites?
2. Are there any additional dimensions of CBBE observable in user-generated content
on social media websites, and if so, what causes their emergence?
As demonstrated in the previous chapter, associations linked to the dimensions of Brand
Meaning, Brand Response, and Brand Resonance were observed in UGC. Additionally,
brand Salience was exhibited by users creating content specifically targeted at the brand.
Therefore, the first procedural question is answered with evidence for the fact that all
dimensions of Keller’s (2001) CBBE model were observed in UGC from social media
websites.
During the analysis, additional themes which Keller's model did not account for were also
observed. In the following chapter, these observations are summarised and used as the
basis for proposing extensions to Keller’s CBBE model. The second procedural question is
answered in this process, and two extensions are made to the model. The first is a set of
extensions to cover the novel brands associations that become linked to the dimensions of
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the CBBE the current digital age. The second extension identifies a new dimension, Brand
Performativity, which expands the CBBE model to cover the customers' co-creative
agency.

2. Novel brand associations
Brand Meaning
The dimension of brand meaning summarized the associations which characterise a brand
in the minds of the customer. Two categories of associations, those related to brand
performance and imagery, form the building blocks of this dimension.
2.1.1. Brand Performance
Keller’s (2001) conceptualisation of brand associations, the basic building blocks of
CBBE, was rooted in the exchange-oriented logic which was the dominant theoretical
program at the time. Value was treated as embedded utility and the brand, through its
performance, had to pass it on to the customer. Consequently, Keller (2001) considered
“designing and delivering a product that fully satisfies consumer needs and wants” (p. 10)
a prerequisite for successful marketing. Axiologically, the individual user or customer was
treated as a passive evaluator of value whose expectations needed to be matched or
exceeded by the brand’s performance in order to create positive brand associations. This is
also evident in the methodological approach adopted to analyse associations of brand
performance, and Keller (2001, 2013) recommended their elicitation through question such
as:
•

How well does this brand satisfy the basic needs of the product, or service,
category?

•

Compared to other brands in the category in which it competes, are this brand’s
prices generally higher, lower, or about the same?
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These questions ignore the respondent’s agency as well as the relativistic, interactive and
experiential aspects of use-value. Therefore, to update the semantic of CBBE to the current
and axiologically holistic program of theory, this dissertation focused on identifying the
tacit associations of brand performance present in the natural expression of users’ thoughts
and opinions expressed in UGC from social media. It discovered that, on social media,
users assume agency over their brand experiences and become active co-creators of value.
Consequently, several additional associations were observed that Keller (2001) did not
cover in the category of associations linked to brand performance. These are summarised
in Table 20.
Table 20: Novel associations- Brand Performance

Brand Performance
Co-creation:
Product, or service, development to reduce future dissonance. For example:
“I tried the jelly tip chocolate last night and thought the jelly part wasn't really like a
jelly tip ice cream. You need to make it more solid...”
“I do like flying Airline B …however, for online bookings can you please change the
settings that automatically add on like baggage? I accidentally added baggage that I
didn't need and realised this once payment had already been done!... thanks.”
Through public self-expression to develop a better understanding of own experience
of brand’s performance. For example:
“e-boarding pass. I think it is great”
“This ad is brilliant because of the detail - I do like it when companies and brands try
something new, and this is good. Like the milk bottles!”
Exhibitionism: Co-creative acts are exposed to large audiences.
The change in the context that brands share with customers facilitates the emergence of
these associations. The internet and the vast popularity of digital social networks amplified
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the hyperreality and context collapse that faces postmodern society as screens for creating
and consuming content moved from desks to palms. At the same time, these technologies
democratized mass communication by providing broadcast capabilities to the masses. This
facilitates a sense of empowerment for users as they can reach the brand through social
media. This perceived reduction in distance emancipates their agency and users disclose a
sense of perceived co-creative control over the brand. This co-creative intent is observed in
the form of two novel associations with brand performance.
The first, co-creative product or service development, summarizes instances of the users’
psychic system observing brand performance, noting dissonance, and responding to that
dissonance by drawing upon its past experiences to provide feedback which can help the
brand match their expectations in future.
The second, public self-expression, summarizes instances of the users’ psychic system
assessing brand performance, writing it down in the form of a post, and then disclosing it
to an invisible audience on social media. These acts exemplify the performance of the
technologies of the self (Foucault, 1988) where users’ psychic systems integrate the
operand and operant resources at their disposal to acknowledge and comprehend their own
experience of the brand’s performance in an act of self-expression, thus, co-creating value
by actively facilitating a robust structural coupling with the brand. This association is
labelled as voicing performance. The word voicing is used as a present participle of the
verb voice to acknowledge the users’ agency in the performance of such public selfexpression on social media. Conceptual inspiration for the generation of this label is drawn
from Hirschman (1970) who identified voice as a form of response through which
consumers attempt to improve or repair brand relationships through communication.
Therefore, the category of associations linked to brand performance is extended to include
the associations of co-creative product or service development and voicing performance.
Both are considered examples of users generating additional phenomenological value by
actively facilitating a robust structural coupling between their psychic systems and the
brand
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As mentioned in table 20, exhibitionism in the form of the public display of co-creative
activity is also observed in UGC linked to brand performance. However, this exhibitionism
is not interpreted as an additional association linked exclusively with brand performance. It
is considered a consequence of the affordances of Web 2.0 based digital social media
which blur the lines between public and private and encourage such exhibitionistic
behaviour.
2.1.2. Brand Imagery
Keller (2001) considered brand imagery to be represented by associations of “the ways in
which the brand attempts to meet customers’ psychological or social needs” (p. 11). Here
again, it is observed that the onus of value creation is laid on the brand. It is the brand that
must understand the customers’ psychological and social needs and then attempt to satisfy
them. The customers’ agency is ignored, and this is also is evident in the methodological
approach adopted to analyse associations of brand imagery. Keller (2001, 2013)
recommended their elicitation through question such as:
•

To what extent do people you admire and respect use this brand?

•

Is this a brand that you can use in a lot of different situations?

•

Can you buy this brand in a lot of places?

•

To what extent does thinking of this brand bring back pleasant memories?

In the analysis of UGC presented in this dissertation, several additional associations were
observed that Keller (2001, 2013) did not cover in the category of associations linked to
brand performance These are summarised in table 21.
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Table 21: Novel associations- Brand Imagery

Brand Imagery
Co-creation:
Autobiographical memory: The brand is co-opted as an artefact of autobiographical
memory. For example:
“My first flight was at the age of 10 when I flew from Christchurch to Gisborne by
myself in a DC3, via Wellington and Napier. Very exciting. I have loved flying ever
since & am about to book a flight to UK 62 years after my first flight...”
“Love your chocolate especially jelly tip so brought me back to my childhood and
that first bite of my jelly tip ice block (yummy)”
Through public self-expression to develop a better understanding of own experience
of brand’s imagery. For example:
“Go ALL BLACKS! Good luck and all the best!””
“Thanks for sharing that’s a great piece of honesty, you guys rock”
“I put Food brand A’s white chocolate with the raspberry shards into shortbread and
also the L & P into my shortbread, use both the dark and white into choc brownie.”
Exhibitionism: Co-creation and co-option exposed to large audiences.
Once again, the change in the context that brands share with customers facilitates the
emergence of these associations. As digital media amplified the context collapse that faces
postmodern society, brands began to be used as props that assist individuals in negotiating
their hyperreality. This is observed in the form of a novel association that becomes linked
with brand imagery. The users’ psychic systems co-opt the brand into becoming a marker
or artefact of autobiographical memory, thus, generating additional phenomenological
value by using these artefacts to maintain a biographical record of their past, and then
using that record to guide current and future preferences.

Co-creative activity is also observed in the users integrating the resources at their disposal
to develop a better understanding of purchase imagery, user and usage imagery, and brand
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personality through public self-expression. This is labelled as voicing imagery and it is
observed that the users’ psychic systems actively engage in facilitating a robust structural
coupling with the brand by publicly reflecting upon their experiences through selfexpression.

Therefore, the category of associations linked to brand imagery is extended to include the
associations with autobiographical memory and voicing imagery.

Brand Response
The dimension of brand response summarizes associations which reflect how customers
think or feel about the brand. Two categories of associations, those related to brand
judgements and feelings, form the building blocks of this dimension.
2.2.1. Brand Judgements
Keller (2013) considered brand judgements to be the “customers’ personal opinions about
and evaluations of the brand, which consumers form by putting together all the different
brand performance and imagery associations.” (p. 117). These associations provided value
to the customer by supplying the basis for brand choice. Keller (2001, 2013) recommended
their elicitation through question such as:
•

What is your overall opinion of this brand?

•

What is your assessment of the product quality of this brand?

Associations of quality are observed in the analysis of UGC presented in this dissertation.
However, some additional aspects which Keller (2001, 2013) did not cover in the category
of associations linked to brand judgements are also observed. These are summarised in
Table 22.
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Table 22: Novel associations- Brand Judgement

Brand Judgement
Co-creation: Through public self-expression to develop a better understanding of own
experience of brand’s quality. For example:
“Airline A is awesome. Skilled pilots. Professional, yet friendly cabin crew. Aircraft
sleek, clean and comfortable.”
“Food Brand A’s Chocolate is the best yum. it’s got the best taste and the best
texture”
Exhibitionism: Co-creative acts are exposed to large audiences.
In the examples mentioned in the preceding table, it is observed that the users’ psychic
systems assess the brand’s performance over several attributes and form an association of
quality based on this assessment. Consequently, the users’ psychic systems perform an
additional task of using the resources at their disposal to create a post on social media
which expresses their subjective evaluative or emotional opinion of the brand’s quality.
Through this, they develop a better understanding of their judgement of the brand, and
actively facilitate a robust structural coupling with the brand. This is labelled as voicing
judgement and the category of associations linked to brand judgments is extended to
include associations with voicing judgement. It is also observed that the psychic systems of
users continue to publicly expose brand associations because of the affordances of Web 2.0
based digital social media.
2.2.2. Brand Feelings
Keller (2013) considered brand feelings to be the “customers’ emotional responses and
reactions to the brand.” (p. 118). Keller (2001, 2013) recommended their elicitation
through question such as:
•

Does this brand give you a feeling of warmth?

•

Does this brand give you a feeling of fun?
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•

Does this brand give you a feeling of excitement?

•

Does this brand give you a feeling of self-respect?

It can be observed in these questions that the customer is treated as a passive evaluator in
whom the brand evokes some feelings through its actions. In contrast, on social media, it is
observed that users display agency over their emotional responses to the brand. Therefore,
in this dissertation, several additional associations were observed that Keller (2001, 2013)
did not cover in the category of associations linked to brand feelings. These are
summarised in Table 23.
Table 23:Novel associations- Brand Feelings

Brand Feelings
Co-creation:
Self-reinforcement: Feelings associated with the brand are co-opted into acts of public
self-expression that strengthen the users’ extended-self. For example:
“I would love to have the return domestic flights to Auckland, so I could take my
sister to Waiheke Island and the Coromandel for her 20th Birthday.”
“I will share it with my grandchildren because they love ice cream, they would say try
the newest most delicious Food Brand B peaches and cream yummy yummy…”
Through public self-expression to develop a better understanding of emotions evoked
by the brand. For example:
“A surprise present would be the way to go. I love not knowing what you’re getting
it’s the best surprise.”
“Yes please yum so love this choc and love to win and try the other flavours too
entered thanks for the chance.”
Exhibitionism: Users publicly display their desires on digital social media.
The change in the context that brands share with customers facilitates the emergence of
these novel associations. The first of which is observed when brand operations, in the form
of brands hosting online giveaways, evoke a feeling of desire amongst users. The users’
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psychic systems then co-opt this feeling into acts of public self-expression that allow them
to exhibit their preference for the role or self-image they would most like to reinforce in
order to strengthen their extended-self. The collapse of context provided by digital mass
media facilitates this act. The users’ psychic system uses social media to integrate two
disparate elements i.e. the reward being offered by the brand and a family member or
friend into one act of public self-expression.
Co-creative activity in the form of public self-expression on social media is also observed
along with associations of feeling. The users’ psychic systems actively engage in
facilitating a robust structural coupling with the brand by reflecting upon the feelings they
associate with the brand through public self-expression. In this process, they develop a
better understanding of the emotions evoked by the brand and indicate what the brand can
do to satisfy them. This is labelled as voicing feelings.

Therefore, the category of associations linked to brand feelings is extended to include
associations with self-reinforcement and voicing feelings. The theme of exhibitionism
noted along with associations discussed previously is also observed along with associations
of brand feelings.

Brand Resonance
The dimension of brand resonance summarizes the relationship customers have with a
brand. Two categories of associations, those related to loyalty and active engagement, form
the building blocks of this dimension.
2.3.1. Activity
Activity refers to associations of behaviour that are linked to a brand with high resonance.
It is exemplified by associations of active engagement and loyalty.
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Keller (2001) recommended the elicitation of the associations of engagement through
statements such as:
•

I am always interested in learning more about this brand.

•

I like to visit the Web site for this brand.

•

Compared with other people, I follow news about this brand closely.

These statements display that, in case of active engagement, Keller (2001) had anticipated
the agency of the customer in seeking out additional interactions with a brand because of
high resonance. This agency was also observed in the analysis presented in this dissertation
as people used social media platforms to actively engage with the brand in contexts that go
beyond purchase and usage. For example, a user creating a Facebook post solely for
conveying birthday wishes to Airline A: “Happy 75th Birthday Airline A!! To all the great
journeys we’ve had and to all the great journeys to come”. It is to be noted though that this
engagement with the brand happens in a post that is exposed to a large audience on social
media due to the exhibitionistic nature of such platforms.
In the case of associations of loyalty, the additional themes of co-creation and
exhibitionism that Keller’s model did not account for are observed again and are
summarised in Table 24.
Table 24: Novel associations- Activity

Activity
Co-creation: Through public self-expression to develop a better understanding of own
experience of brand loyalty. For example:
“I will always fly Airline A. They are safest, best, most friendly… Good on you Airline
A! Worth paying that little bit extra for I say.”
“Only buy Food Brand A choc just love it. No comparison to the opposition.”
Exhibitionism: Co-creative acts are exposed to large audiences.
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Therefore, the category of associations linked to activity is extended to include
associations with voicing activity. An additional theoretical abstraction is also made at this
stage and co-creation is linked as an additional activity associated with a resonant brand.
The basis of this abstraction is that co-creative activity is observed along with all the
categories of associations linked to each dimension of CBBE. For example:
•

In the case of brand performance, users delve into their knowledge to provide
feedback that can help the brand improve the product, or service, in the future and
also make an extra effort to develop a better understanding of their experience of
brand’s performance through acts of public self-expression.

•

In the case of brand imagery, users generate additional phenomenological value by
co-opting associations with past brand experiences into becoming artefacts of
autobiographical memory which, in turn, provide users the schematic knowledge of
themselves and facilitate the exhibitionistic display of identity. Additionally, users
also make extra effort to develop a better understanding of their experience of
brand image through acts of public self-expression.

•

In the case of brand judgements, instances of users making an extra effort to
comprehend and acknowledge their own experience of a brand are observed along
with associations of brand quality.

•

In the case of brand feelings, users generate additional phenomenological value by
co-opting associations of desire into acts of public self-expression that strengthen
the users’ extended-self. Additionally, users also facilitate a robust structural
coupling with the brand by reflecting upon the feelings they associate with the
brand through public self-expression.

•

In the case of activity, users tangibly verbalize their association of loyalty as social
media posts in acts of self-expression that help them form a better understanding of
their loyalty to a brand.
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•

In the case of intensity, users generate additional phenomenological value by
swapping solutions and supporting each other’s consumption of the brand.
Additionally, instances of users verbalizing and thus acknowledging their
associations of community and attachment through UGC are observed.

The broadcast capabilities provided by the world wide web and digital social media
emancipates the users’ agency and facilitates the emergence of the association of cocreation. Therefore, the category of associations linked to activity is extended further to
include the association of co-creation along with the previously proposed extension of
voicing activity. Co-creation is construed as instances of users utilizing the operand (e.g.:
personal computing hardware) and operant (e.g.: past experiences and personal knowledge)
resources at their disposal to generate additional phenomenological value by improving
current or future brand experiences. For a brand with high resonance, all dimensions of
CBBE would be accompanied by co-creative activity on social media as demonstrated in
the examples listed above.
From a Luhmannian perspective, the context collapse and broadcast capabilities provided
by a dynamic digital world allow the psychic systems of users to assume agency over their
experiences. Consequently, psychic systems integrate the operand and operant resources at
their disposal to improve both current brand experiences (e.g.: through self-reinforcement)
and future brand experiences (e.g.: through feedback on potential product, or service,
development).
2.3.2. Intensity
Intensity reflects “the depth of the psychological bond that customers have with the brand”
(Keller, 2001, p. 15) and is exemplified by associations of a sense of community and
attitudinal attachment. Keller (2001, 2013) recommended the elicitation of these
associations through statements such as:
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•

I really identify with people who use this brand.

•

I feel as if I almost belong to a club with other users of this brand.

•

I really love this brand.

•

I would really miss this brand if it went away.

It can be observed here that the customer is, once again, treated as a passive evaluator and
is not allocated any agency in the formation of the associations of community and
attachment. In UGC several additional associations were observed that Keller (2001, 2013)
did not cover in the category of associations linked to intensity. These are summarised in
Table 25.
Table 25: Novel associations- Intensity

Intensity
Co-creation:
Resource pooling: Using own operant or operand resources to assist in improving the
brand experience for other users by helping them solve problems associated with
purchase and usage. For example:
“Yes!! Try Culinary Vista, Woodville, in stock there Yay!!”
“Yes!!! Come to mine n you can use my cake mixer.”
Through public self-expression to develop a better understanding of own sense of
community and attachment. For example:
“Congratulations to Janet, enjoy someone had to win and everyone wanted to win.”
“We love Airline A and we love flying with them”
Exhibitionism: Co-creative acts are exposed to large audiences.

Digital social networks democratized mass communication by providing broadcast
capabilities to all users. This allows users to communicate with each other over vast
distances and leads to the emergence of a form of co-creation where users pool together
their operand (e.g.: personal computing hardware) and operant (e.g.: past experiences and
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personal knowledge) resources to solve problems associated with the purchase and usage
of the brand. Consequently, users co-create additional phenomenological value by
swapping solutions and supporting each other’s consumption of the brand. It must be noted
that literature on brand communities (e.g.: Muniz & O’Guinn (2001)) acknowledged the
customer’s agency and discussed such co-creative acts. However, Keller’s CBBE model
does not acknowledge this aspect.
Additionally, instances of users’ psychic systems verbalizing their associations as social
media posts in acts of self-expression that help them form a better understanding of their
sense of community and attachment are also observed. Once again, they are interpreted as
co-creative acts in which psychic systems actively engage in facilitating a robust structural
coupling with the brand by publicly reflecting upon their experiences through selfexpression and are labelled as voicing intensity.
Therefore, the category of associations linked to intensity is extended to include
associations with co-creative resource pooling and voicing intensity.
The theme of exhibitionism noted along with associations discussed previously is also
observed along with associations of intensity and is used as the basis for a theoretical
abstraction at this stage. Throughout the analysis, it was observed the psychic systems of
users would experience brand operations and then reveal their reaction to these operations
on social media. From a Luhmannian perspective, users’ psychic systems experience brand
operations and then expose their complexity, or the plurality of their reaction, to the brand
and other users. For example:
•

In the case of brand performance, when performance does not match expectations
some users draw upon past experiences and personal knowledge to provide
feedback which can assist the brand in reducing similar instances in the future.
Others use the affordances of social media to reveal and consequently acknowledge
and comprehend their own experience of brand performance through acts of selfexpression.
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•

In the case of brand imagery, the psychic systems reveal their co-option of the
brand as an artefact of autobiographical memory and their experience of imagery
through acts of self-expression.

•

In the case of brand judgements, the psychic systems reveal their experience of
brand quality through acts of self-expression.

•

In the case of brand feelings, the psychic systems reveal their co-option of feelings
associated with the brand into acts of public self-expression that strengthen the
users’ extended-self. Additionally, they also reveal the emotions evoked by the
brand in acts of public self-expression.

•

In the case of intensity, the psychic systems reveal the co-creative activity of
resource pooling and their associations of sense of community and attachment
through acts of self-expression.

•

In the case of activity, psychic systems reveal their associations of loyalty and
engagement through acts of self-expression.

Luhmann interpreted such exposure of complexity as a signal of intimacy (Luhmann,
1995). Intimacy comes into being when two systems make their complexities available to
each other to facilitate a robust structural coupling. For example, if “A” is to love “B”, “A”
must go beyond themselves and understand the complexities, or traits, of “B’s” psychic
system so that they can form a bond with “B”. If “B” is to reciprocate the feeling, then “B”
must also understand and accommodate “A’s” psychic complexities. Therefore, both “A”
and “B” need to reveal their complexities to each other to initiate intimacy. As outlined in
the examples listed above, the revelation of complexity was observed along with all the
categories of associations linked to each dimension of CBBE. This is interpreted as a sign
of the users’ psychic systems associating intimacy with the brand and consequently
utilizing the affordances of social media to reveal their complexity to the brand.
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Literature on interpersonal relationships also provides the basis for this interpretation.
Brands, like humans, can serve as relationship partners (Turri, Smith, & Kemp, 2013), and
consumers share relationships with brands similar to interpersonal relationships between
people (Fournier, 1994, 1998). Such brand relationships are covered in the final dimension
of the CBBE model, i.e. brand resonance.
In the interpersonal context, one of the characteristics of a relationship is intimacy (R. S.
Miller & Lefcourt, 1982) . Similarly, intimacy is considered an important component of
successful customer-brand relationships (e.g.: Turri et al. (2013), Kai-Uwe Brock (2012),
Akçura & Srinivasan (2005), Fournier (1998)). This is because brand knowledge, or the
cognitive representation of a brand (Keller, 2001, 2013; Peter & Olson, 1990), acts as a
repository of brand-related associations within which the brand plays a central role. When
these associations are positive, they afford a feeling of intimacy which, in turn, supports a
strong brand relationship or high brand resonance (Escalas, 2004; Fournier, 1998; Murray,
Holmes, & Griffin, 1996; Wood, 1982)
I.

Intimacy

Intimacy, itself, results when one person (the speaker) communicates personally relevant
and revealing information to another (the listener) and the listener responds with
understanding, validation, or care (Laurenceau, Barrett, & Pietromonaco, 1998; Reis &
Shaver, 1988).
Drawn from the literature on interpersonal relationships, this conceptualisation of intimacy
emphasizes on two components: self-disclosure and partner responsiveness (Reis &
Patrick, 1996; Reis & Shaver, 1988).
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II.

Self-disclosure

The term self-disclosure refers to the communication of personally relevant information
(Laurenceau et al., 1998) and covers both factual and emotional disclosures. Such
disclosures can lead to experiences of intimacy particularly when the information reveals
the core self (Morton, 1978), and some theorists (e.g.: Perlman & Duck(1987)) propose
that intimacy develops primarily through self-disclosure. Although both types of
disclosures reveal private aspects of the self to others, disclosures involving emotions and
feelings lie at the core of one's self-definition (Greenberg & Safran, 1989; Reis & Patrick,
1996), and are believed to generate greater intimacy than those that are factual. In a
Luhmannian context, such self-disclosure is similar to a psychic system willingly revealing
its internal complexity to another system.
III.

Partner Responsiveness

Partner responsiveness is the other component of intimacy (Berg, 1987; Berg & Archer,
1982; Davis, 1982; Kelley, 1983), and partners are considered responsive when their
behaviours (e.g.: responses, disclosures) match the communication needs of those they are
interacting with (L. C. Miller & Berg, 1984). Consequently, in some cases, irrespective of
the partner’s efforts, speakers may not consider the partner’s behaviour responsive to their
specific needs. Thus, the speaker’s perception of the listener’s response plays a mediating
role in the development of intimacy and speakers are more likely to consider an interaction
intimate if they perceive their partner's response as: understanding (i.e. cognizant of the
speaker's emotions, needs, and context), validating (i.e. affirmative of the speaker being a
valued individual), and caring (i.e. displaying affection and consideration for the speaker)
(Reis & Shaver, 1988).
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Laurenceau et al. (1998) and Manne et al. (2004) tested this conceptualisation in
deterministic studies using data collected from event-contingent diaries (Laurenceau et al.,
1998) and interaction tasks (Manne et al., 2004) and found it to be a valid model (Figure
37) of the components of intimacy.
Figure 37: Conceptualisation of intimacy with perceived partner responsiveness as a partial mediator
(Laurenceau et al. 1998, p.1241)

Figure 245:Conceptualisation of intimacy with perceived partner responsiveness as a partial mediator
(Laurenceau et al. 1998, p.1241)

Figure 246:Conceptualisation of intimacy with perceived partner responsiveness as a partial mediator
(Laurenceau et al. 1998, p.1241)

Figure 247:Conceptualisation of intimacy with perceived partner responsiveness as a partial mediator
(Laurenceau et al. 1998, p.1241)

IV.

Intimacy contextualised

Figure 248: A summary of the findingsFigure 249:Conceptualisation of intimacy with perceived partner
responsiveness as a partial mediator (Laurenceau et al. 1998, p.1241)

When this conceptualisation of intimacy is considered in the context of this study. The
people
Facebook to create
content
the brand
are considered
speakers
and
Figureusing
250:Conceptualisation
of intimacy
withdirected
perceivedatpartner
responsiveness
as a partial
mediator
(Laurenceau et al. 1998, p.1241)

the brands are regarded as the communication partners.

Figure 251:Conceptualisation of intimacy with perceived partner responsiveness as a partial mediator
a. Self-disclosure encountered
in the data
(Laurenceau
et al. 1998, p.1241)

AsFigure
discussed
in Section 4.2, ofself-disclosure
or the revelation
of internalascomplexity
was
252:Conceptualisation
intimacy with perceived
partner responsiveness
a partial mediator
(Laurenceau et al. 1998, p.1241)

observed along with all the categories of associations linked to each dimension of CBBE.
b. Perceived partner responsiveness in the data:

In the context of this study, the brand is considered to be the communication partner. Since
the dataset under consideration contains user-generated content and not brand-generated
content. Identifying examples of partner or brand responsiveness is not possible. However,
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the users’ perceived partner/brand responsiveness, which is a partial mediator in the
process of creating intimacy (Laurenceau et al. 1998), can be identified in UGC.
Some examples:
Example 1 “Exactly one month ago my sweet and very close Granny Dawn passed
away suddenly. Two hours after that dreaded phone-call I was on a plane
from Napier to Invercargill via Wellington. I was clearly upset on the plane
from Napier to Welly so the air hostess was very kind. After getting off the
plane I was in the holding pen for 20mins till I boarded that final plane to
Invers. Moana the kind compassionate air hostess literally sat with me for
those 20mins till I boarded my plane. Because of her she brought me back
to reality and made that next flight bearable. Not only that I received a
portion of my money back from that flight with a very sweet letter passing
on condolences. Yes, prices can be high but think about what we’re paying
for…Just thought I’d share as its very easy to see the negatives in life these
days. Thank you Airline A and thank you Moana, the Napier based air
hostess.”
Example 2 “This is why I love Food Brand A’s chocolate. Not only is it the best locally
made chocolate in NZ, tasting delish, but you guys let us know what’s going
on before you make any changes in advance of making them. It is going to
be sad to see this line go…Thanks for the heads up.”
The users’ perception of a brand displaying understanding, validation, and care for the user
can be observed in these examples.
In example 1, the user shares their experience of taking a flight while being grief-stricken
due to the death of a family member. The user recounts how an employee of the brand was
specifically understanding of the user’s emotional state and took extra care of the user. The
user also recounts how the brand later sent the user a condolence letter and a partial refund
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of the ticket price. The user ends by thanking both the brand and the employee for the
understanding and care displayed by them.
Example 2 is an instance of the user responding to the brand informing the public about the
upcoming discontinuation of the brand’s macadamia nut chocolate. The user appreciates
the fact that the brand treats its customers as valued individuals and informs them of
upcoming product related changes. The user states that they love Food Brand A because
not only does it make delicious chocolate, but it is also upfront with its customers which
validates the importance the brand allocates to its customers.
The presence of both high levels of self- disclosure and perceived partner responsiveness
in brand-related UGC provides additional support to the conclusion that such content
facilitates the development and display of brand intimacy. This is congruent with research
in cultural anthropology which affirms that social media websites are “key spaces for
intimacy performance, providing a variety of ways to signal the intensity of relationships
both through textual and visual representation” (Mizuko Ito et al., 2010, p. 120).
V.

Extimacy and its emergence

Traditionally it is considered that intimacy develops in a private context, and not in public
(Turkle, 2011). However, it is observed, in the analysis, that in the case of customer-brand
relationships the display of intimacy through self-disclosures is available for public view
on Facebook. Therefore, it is labelled as Extimacy.
It is posited that extimacy emerges because disinhibited users share their thoughts and
feelings with little censorship, and hence intimate lives are increasingly articulated on
social media platforms (Martos, 2008). Additionally, the exhibitionistic intent and collapse
of context that is facilitated by modern mass-media ruptures peoples’ sense of public and
private and normalizes public self-exposure (Boyd, 2008; J. E. Cohen, 2012), leading to
the public display of intimacy on social media websites. Consequently, the category of
associations linked to the intensity of brand resonance is extended further to include the
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association of extimacy along with the previously proposed extensions of co-creative
resource pooling and voicing intensity. Extimacy is construed as users’ psychic systems
utilizing the affordances of social media to expose internal complexity, or the plurality of
their brand associations, as a signal of the authenticity of the relationship they share with
the brand. It is linked to the intensity of brand resonance since Keller (2001) considered
intensity to be reflective of “the depth of the psychological bond that customers have with
the brand” (p. 15) and an intimate relationship, even when it is made public, exemplifies a
deep bond.
From a Luhmannian point of view, psychic systems are coupled with their social
environment and develop structures or associations which allow them to resonate with
their environment. The worldwide web and digital social networks amplified the context
collapse that faces post-modern society, encouraged exhibitionism and this changed the
environment or context people share with brands. Leading to the emergence of the
psychological association of extimacy with brand resonance. Extimacy is characterized by
the public revelation of internal complexity observed along with all the categories of
associations linked to each dimension of CBBE. In other words, for a resonant brand, all
dimensions of CBBE are accompanied by extimate behaviour (i.e. instances of users’
psychic systems externalizing internal complexities) on social media.

3. Consequent extensions of the CBBE Model
This dissertation adopted a phenomenologically grounded approach to the identification of
the associations people link with brands in an increasingly digitized world. Consequently,
this dissertation identified several novel brand associations and, on their basis, proposes
certain extensions of Keller’s (2001) CBBE model. Table 26, on the following page,
summarizes these extensions.
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Table 26: Summary of Extensions to Keller's (2001) CBBE model

Dimension: Brand Meaning
Associations of performance are extended to include:
• Co-creative product, or service, development
• Voicing performance
Associations of imagery are extended to include:
• Autobiographical memory
• Voicing imagery
Dimension: Brand Response
Associations of judgement are extended to include:
• Voicing judgement
Associations of feeling are extended to include:
• Self-reinforcement
• Voicing emotions
Dimension: Brand Resonance
Associations of activity are extended to include:
• Co-creation
• Voicing activity
Associations of intensity are extended to include:
• Extimacy
• Co-creative resource pooling
• Voicing intensity

4. A new dimension of the CBBE model
“It is probably no mere historical accident that the word person, in its first meaning, is a
mask. It is rather a recognition of the fact that everyone is always and everywhere, more
or less consciously, playing a role...It is in these roles that we know each other; it is in
these roles that we know ourselves.” - Robert Ezra Park (1950, p. 249)

When users perform the role of a customer in the current digital age, they assume cocreative agency over their brand experiences, and display an exhibitionistic intent that
leads to the emergence of the novel brand associations identified in the analysis and
presented in table 26 on the previous page.
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These associations are observed with utterances or social media posts that are
performative. Performative utterances are speech acts in which the sentences uttered
perform, or enact, a unique version of reality and thus accomplish a task (Austin, 1975;
Wagner, 2010). For example, by uttering the words "I pronounce you man and wife" a
minister or celebrant performs a wedding and creates a reality where a couple is married.

Performativity in UGC
Such performativity is observed along with all the novel associations identified in this
dissertation. For example:
•

Co-creative product or service development: This association is observed in
utterances or UGC where users provide feedback to the brand. These utterances are
performative since, through them, the users assert their agency over a brand and
perform the task of steering a brand’s operations to a direction of their choosing.
Thus, constituting a reality in which they are no longer passive receivers of value
but active co-creators.

•

Voicing: This association is observed when users acknowledge their brand
experiences and associations through acts public of self-expression. These
utterances are performative since, through them, users perform the technologies of
the self (Foucault, 1988) and comprehend their own brand experiences in a better
way by writing them down in the form of a post and then disclosing it to an
invisible audience.

•

Autobiographical memory: This association is observed in UGC that illustrates
the co-option of the brand into becoming a marker of autobiographical memory.
These utterances are performative since, through them, users express their past and
indicate future preferences thus performing an exhibitionistic display of identity.
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•

Self-reinforcement: This association is observed in utterances that illustrate the
co-option of the feelings evoked by the brand into acts of self-reinforcement. These
utterances are performative since, through them, users utilize the collapse of
context provided by digital social media to perform acts that strengthen the users’
extended-self by indicating their preference for the role, or self-image, they would
most like to reinforce.

•

Extimacy: This association is observed when users divulge the internal complexity
of their psychic systems. These utterances are performative since, through them,
users signal the intimacy of the relationship they share with the brand by revealing
the plurality of their brand associations.

•

Co-creative resource pooling: This association is observed in utterances where
users support each other’s consumption of the brand. These utterances are
performative since, through them, users pool together their resources to solve
problems associated with the purchase and usage of the brand.

•

Co-creation: This association is abstracted from the observation of co-creative
activity in utterances linked to all dimensions of Keller’s CBBE model. These
utterances are performative since, through them, users generate additional
phenomenological value for themselves by improving current or future brand
experiences.

It must be noted that these utterances do not happen in isolation. This performative activity
is directed towards brands and a large, albeit invisible, audience of other users. However,
these utterances are a part of communication that is doubly contingent on the operational
closure of the involved systems, i.e., the communicating systems are operationally closed
to each other. The psychic systems of users are not aware of each other's thoughts nor are
they aware of all the internal managerial intricacies of the brand, and similarly, the brand is
not aware of all the intimate thoughts of the users' psychic systems.
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In such a context, the psychic systems of users, observe brand-related operations in their
environment and since they cannot regulate these operations to perfectly match their
requirements, they utilize the affordances of social media to assume performative control
over their brand experiences. Subsequently, to reduce the complexity of consumption and
to maximise the value they derive from brand use, psychic systems create novel utterances
that generate additional phenomenological value for them.
As a consequence of this performativity, the brand emerges as a co-created symbol which
is a unique assemblage of personal meaning and value and not a mere perception of a predefined value proposition offered by a product or service. For example, when the brand’s
performance does not meet customer expectation, some customers go beyond the role of a
passive evaluator which was ascribed to them in the original conceptualisation of CBBE.
They enact the agency provided to them by digital social media websites and perform cocreative product, or service, development, leading to the association of co-creative
development with brand performance. To consider another instance, some customers use
social media to actively voice their positive and negative brand associations, say
associations of brand quality, to re-examine, acknowledge and comprehend them in a
better way. This leads to the association of voicing with brand judgements. In other cases,
users take advantage of hyperreality to integrate two disparate elements and extract usevalue that goes beyond the propositions provided by the product or services. For example,
by integrating the feelings evoked by a brand and a family member or friend into one act of
public self-expression they exhibit their desire for the role, or self-image, they would like
to reinforce through brand use, leading to the association of self-reinforcement with brand
feelings. Therefore, brand knowledge or the cognitive representation of a brand, which lies
at the core of the concept of CBBE evolves beyond Keller's (2003) conceptualisation. It is
no longer a network of merely evaluative and descriptive brand associations but expands to
include associations of customer-brand performativity.
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Brand Performativity
Based on the observation of performativity along with all the novel associations identified
in the analysis, Brand Performativity is identified as a new dimension of CBBE and
Keller’s (2001) model is extended accordingly. Brand Performativity is construed as an
illocutionary force or communicative effect through which users enact their agency over a
brand. It does not indicate an additional stage in the development of CBBE but is a
capstone that rests atop the CBBE model and influences all the stages that precede it. On
digital social media, it is exemplified by the novel associations that were identified in the
analysis and linked to each dimension of the CBBE model as illustrated in Figure 38 (on
the next page). For a brand with high resonance, all dimensions of the CBBE model would
be accompanied by associations that demonstrate brand performativity.
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Figure 38: The extended CBBE model
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Emergence of Brand Performativity
Web 2.0 based digital social media emancipate the users’ agency by equipping them with
broadcast capabilities. This allows users to create content addressed to a brand and leads to
the emergence of performativity in the form of users asserting their agency through discourse
that attempts to steer brand performance.
The affordances of digital social media also amplify hyperreality and facilitate a collapse of
context which normalizes exhibitionism. Moreover, as computers moved from desks to palms
these websites integrated seamlessly into the daily lives of many people, and the mediated
experience of reality fast became a norm. The metaphorical mirror of cultural self-reflection
moved closer to people. This led to the emergence of unique performative practices such as
voicing where users comprehend their own brand experiences in a better way through public
self-expression, and self-reinforcement where users integrate disparate elements into acts of
public self-expression that reinforce their extended-self. The collapse of context also
facilitated the emergence of performative practices such as brands being used as
autobiographical artefacts in exhibitionistic displays of identity, resource pooling to support
another users’ consumption of the brand and extimacy. These performative practices
elaborate the unique actions through which users deploy the affordances of digital social
media to generate additional phenomenological value by improving their current or future
brand experiences.

5. Conclusion
This dissertation conducted an interpretive exploratory analysis that used UGC, a novel
source of data, and text mining assisted directed content analysis, a contemporary method of
analysis, to investigate the tacit cognitive associations people form with brands. It used the
findings of this analysis to extend the CBBE model to include a set of novel brand
associations and the dimension of brand performativity. These extensions of Keller’s CBBE
model update it to be a more comprehensive and current representation of the cognitive
structures which facilitate favourable customer-behaviour in a digitally mediated age. The
next chapter concludes this dissertation by discussing its contributions and limitations.
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Chapter 10: Conclusion
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1. Chapter overview
This chapter concludes this dissertation by summarizing its findings, elaborating its academic
and managerial contributions, discussing its limitations and recommending avenues of future
research.

2. Summary of the dissertation:
The dissertation begins with a literature review and the first chapter of the literature review
discusses existing theory on CBBE: “the differential effect of brand knowledge on consumer
response to the marketing of the brand” (Keller, 1993, p. 2). Based on the literature,
customer’s brand knowledge, i.e. the cognitive representation of a brand (Peter & Olson,
2001) in the form of evaluative and descriptive brand-related information stored in customer
memory (Keller, 2003) was accepted as the core of the concept of CBBE.
The chapter also discussed and compared Keller’s (1993, 2001) and Aaker’s (1991, 1996)
conceptualisations of CBBE. Consequently, adopting Keller’s (1993, 2001) conceptualisation
as the theoretical framework for guiding the subsequent analysis. Since Keller’s (1993, 2001)
conceptualisation focuses more specifically on the construct of CBBE instead of brand equity
in general and subsumes the customer-oriented dimensions of Aaker’s (1991, 1996)
conceptualisation.
This is followed by an axiological evaluation of the theoretical framework within which
CBBE was conceptualised and described. It is argued that this framework has evolved
significantly, and the hegemony of exchange-value has given way to a more holistic
conceptualisation of value in current marketing and branding theory. It is posited that this
shift provides the theoretical justification for a re-exploration of the construct of CBBE. One
that can enrich and supplement the construct by covering the phenomenological and cocreational aspects of the various associations people form with a brand.
The second chapter of the literature review elaborates why UGC from social media websites
provides ideal data for a phenomenological re-exploration of CBBE in a dynamic digital
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world. To do so it discusses how UGC is often a genuine and unconstrained expression of
user’s thoughts and feelings while being a repository of collective opinion available at a
highly disaggregate temporal level. It also discusses how digital social media amplify
hyperreality and context collapse thus encouraging the exhibition of intimate thoughts on
such platforms. Therefore, UGC is not just the disinhibited expression of users’ thoughts it is
also a window to the deep-seated associations that rest within the intimate depth of the users’
consciousness.
The chapter also reviews the state of current research utilizing UGC to explore the construct
of CBBE and concludes with identifying a research gap in the form of a lack of research that
adopts an interpretive approach, uses UGC as a source of data, and investigates the
expression of CBBE on digital social media.
The third chapter of the literature review introduces Luhmann’s theory of social systems
which is used in this thesis as a theoretical lens providing a conceptualisation of the social
reality or context which customers share with brands. The chapter evaluates Keller’s
conceptualization of CBBE from a Luhmannian perspective and identifies it as a cultivated
semantic which elaborates the structural coupling between psychic systems (customers) and
organizational systems (brands). It also posits that the semantic of CBBE needs to be reexamined because the program of theories and methods, and the social reality within which it
was conceived has evolved considerably within the intervening years.
Subsequently, the fourth chapter expounds the purpose of this dissertation which was to
conduct an interpretive exploratory analysis that:
•

Addresses the evolution in the program of theory by acknowledging the role of
individual agency and context in the formation of brand associations and focusing on
extracting, from UGC, brand associations rooted in a phenomenologically grounded
approach to customer-brand interactions.

•

Addresses the evolution in the program of methods by using UGC as a novel source
of data and text mining assisted directed content analysis as a contemporary method
of analysis for the investigation of brand associations.
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•

Addresses the evolution of context by comparing the dimensions of CBBE identified
in this study with Keller’s original conceptualisation and updating it to reflect
observed differences.

It is postulated that the theoretical contribution of this dissertation would be to update the
cultivated semantic of CBBE to be a better representation of the structural coupling between
psychic and organizational systems in the current digitally mediated age. Additionally, the
managerial contribution would be to provide insights that can improve both the management
of brands in the current digital context and the management of social media content.
The following central and procedural sub-questions are proposed to guide the analysis
undertaken in this dissertation.
Central research question:
What are the dimensions of CBBE observable in user-generated content on social media
websites?
Procedural sub-questions:
1. Are the theoretical dimensions of CBBE, as defined in Keller’s CBBE model,
observable in user-generated content on social media websites?
2. Are there any additional dimensions of CBBE observable in user-generated content
on social media websites, and if so, what causes their emergence?
The central research question is kept broad to indicate the intent of discovering the tacit
phenomenological aspects associated with dimensions of CBBE. At the same time, it also
provides focus by directing research towards the novel source of data that is UGC.
The first procedural sub-question is used to guide the research towards evaluating the
cultivated semantic of CBBE. The second sub-question focuses on extending the CBBE
model and is kept open and non-directional to facilitate a description of the findings that is
grounded in the data.
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In order to answer the central and procedural research questions, the researcher adopted an
interpretivist approach and conducted a text-mining assisted directed qualitative content
analysis to extract and analyse the latent cognitive representation of brands from UGC. The
data analysed included all publicly available user-generated comments posted over the year
2015 on the Facebook page of 4 popular brands.

3. Findings
It is noted during the process of topic labelling that associations linked to the dimensions of
Brand Meaning, Brand Response, and Brand Resonance are observed in the UGC. This
provides evidence for the fact that all these dimensions of Keller’s (2001) CBBE model are
present and can be traced in UGC from social media websites. The dimension of Brand
Salience or awareness is manifested by the users navigating to the brands’ Facebook pages to
create content in the first place.
To recapitulate and answer the central research question as well as the first procedural subquestion, all the dimensions of Keller’s (2001) CBBE model were observed in UGC from
social media websites.
With reference to procedural sub-question 2, Brand Performativity was inductively identified
as an additional dimension of CBBE in UGC from social media. Additionally, several novel
brand associations were also identified and added to the category of associations linked to the
dimensions of Brand Meaning, Brand Response, and Brand Resonance. Figure 38, on page
243, illustrates the findings of this study and the proposed extensions.
The discussion on the emergence of Brand Performativity and associated dimensions leads to
the academic and managerial contributions of this dissertation and is covered in the sections
that follow.
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4. Academic contributions and consequent future research
Brand as a co-created symbol
This dissertation extracted and analysed brand associations from UGC which was collected
from Web 2.0 based digital social media. Such websites emancipate the users’ agency by
equipping them with broadcast capabilities. They situate brands in a social setting by
allowing users to create and interact with brand-related content on platforms developed
primarily to support human interactions. The affordances of digital social media also amplify
hyperreality by increasing the focus on simulated signs and images which are
decontextualized from the reality they represent. Moreover, they facilitate a collapse of
context which normalizes public self-expression of intimate thoughts and opinions.
In such a context, users assume co-creative agency over their brand experiences and deploy
the affordances of social media to extract additional phenomenological value from brand use.
This leads to the emergence of several novel brand associations which Keller's CBBE model
did not account for. The key academic contribution of this dissertation is the provision of a
contemporary and phenomenologically grounded extension of the CBBE model to cover the
unique associations people form with a brand in the current digitally mediated age.
CBBE is “the differential effect of brand knowledge on consumer response to the marketing
of the brand” (Keller, 1993, p. 2), and this dissertation reveals that the cognitive network of
brand associations that drive this differential effect is not comprised of merely evaluative and
descriptive brand associations but also includes associations of customer-brand
performativity. These extensions highlight the changing role of the customer in the dyad of
customer-brand relationships. The interactivity, bi-directionality and nearly global reach
facilitated by social media are increasing the agency ascribed to the customer and influencing
the way people receive and react to market information. Current and potential customers are
no longer passive audiences, but are “reactors, (re)makers and (re)distributors, engaging in
shared culture and knowledge through discourse and social exchange” (M. Ito, 2008, p. 3).
They utilize social media websites to communicate with businesses, independent information
providers, actual and/or potential users across the globe (Bhagat, Klein, & Sharma, 2009),
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and, in this process, develop unique brand associations which influence the nature of the
relationship a brand shares with a customer and consequently the equity it accrues.
The novel associations identified in this dissertation represent fresh avenues of generating a
favourable differential effect or CBBE. For example, a brand that facilitates co-creative
product, or service, development can accommodate performativity, offer users a sense of
perceived control and make them stakeholders in the generation of positive associations of
performance. From a Luhmannian perspective, the novel associations identified in this
dissertation represent psychic structures that have emerged as a result of the digitally
mediated context that users share with brands. A brand that recognizes these structures and
responds to them can achieve a strong structural coupling with the psychic systems of users
and thus generate greater CBBE. For example, a brand can generate positive associations of
feeling and strengthen the coupling it shares with the users’ psychic systems by providing
opportunities for users to reinforce their extended-self through brand use.

Social media and the public performance of intimacy
Research in cultural anthropology affirms that social media websites, in the context of
interpersonal relationships, are “key spaces for intimacy performance, providing a variety of
ways to signal the intensity of relationships both through textual and visual representation”
(Mizuko Ito et al., 2010, p. 120). An additional contribution of this study is the ascription of a
similar role to social media websites in the context of customer-brand relationships. Such
websites display the affordances of a Moebius strip. A figure Lacan (1977) used as a
conceptual tool to discuss the binary opposition between psychological concepts such as
interiority and exteriority. The Moebius strip is a three-dimensional figure formed by taking a
strip of paper and twisting it once before connecting its ends (Figure 39).
Figure 39: Diagrammatic representation of a moebius strip

Figure 253: Diagrammatic representation of a moebius
strip

Figure 254:A summarization of Keller’s CBBE
model.Figure 255: Diagrammatic representation of a
moebius strip

Figure 256: Diagrammatic representation of a moebius
strip
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A Moebius strip appears, at any one point, to have two sides but when the complete strip is
traversed it becomes clear that there is only one continuous side. So, if one passes a finger
over the surface of a Moebius strip it is possible to cross over from the inside to the outside
seamlessly. Similarly, Lacan (1977) treated the transition between interiority or intimacy and
exteriority or extimacy to be continuous instead of discreet. Social media websites, by
encouraging exhibitionism and context collapse, facilitate the display of the continuous
transition between intimacy and extimacy, and allow users to publicly reveal their internal
complexity, or the plurality of their brand associations, as a signal of the authenticity of the
relationship they share with the brand. A brand that recognizes this can utilize these platforms
to respond to user extimacy, by understanding and validating the associations externalized by
users. Thus, reinforcing the relationship it shares with the user.

Consequent future research:
This dissertation inductively identified Brand Performativity as a new dimension of CBBE
and extended the dimensions of Brand Meaning, Brand Response, and Brand Resonance to
include associations of performativity. Therefore, a primary avenue of future research would
be the deterministic validation of these extensions using quantitative data collected through
survey instruments and analysed using correlational statistics. This could be followed by
exploratory factor analysis to explore the underlying theoretical structure of the proposed
extensions in the context of CBBE.
The Internet is not a uniform monolith with a homogenous set of users (Baym, 2015), and
different users have different technical competencies or operant resources. Future research
could investigate the role of platform competency or user familiarity with the affordances of
a platform in the emergence of the novel associations identified in this dissertation. For
example, competent users, when compared to others, may be better able to control the
privacy of the content they create. Targeting it to specific audiences thus reducing the
collapse of context they face. This, in turn, could lead to the identification of different levels
of extimacy. Similarly, competent users may be able to utilize multiple platforms to target
content at the brand and thus amplify their agency. This, in turn, could lead to the
identification of multiple levels of co-creative activity associated with a brand.
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Future research could also focus on deconstructing the impact of the associations identified in
this dissertation on related constructs such as brand extensions, brand relationships, and
others.
The association of extimacy observed in this dissertation also raises questions about the role
of trust between transaction partners on social media. Why do users publicly expose the
intimate aspects of their relationship with a brand without the fear of negative consequences?
Could this be driven by a mechanism where trust is assumed? Akin to Luhmann’s conception
of “Vertrauen in Vertrauen” (Luhmann, 1968, p. 85) or “trust in trust”, users indulge in
extimacy while conceding trust in a sympathetic response. This “concession of trust …can
generate the very behaviour which might logically seem to be its precondition” (Gambetta,
1988, p. 234). Future research could investigate this and other mechanisms as potential
sources of trust between communication partners on social media.

5. Managerial contributions
The additional associations identified in this dissertation can contribute to marketing practice
by improving both brand and content management.
As discussed in the section on the academic contributions of this research, associations of
performativity identified in this dissertation represent fresh avenues of generating or
improving CBBE. Facilitating their formation and reinforcement can allow brands to
generate unique positive associations which, in turn, could differentiate the brand from its
competitors and be a source of competitive advantage.
Current industry models used for the measurement of CBBE can be made more
comprehensive and suitable for use on social media by extending them to include the
associations identified in this dissertation. For example, Research International’s Equity
Engine measures two main factors: performance and affinity. The sub-dimensions of
performance are: core and augmented product features, and sub-dimensions of affinity are:
authority (characterized by heritage, trust, and innovativeness), identification (characterized
by bonding, caring, and nostalgia), and approval (characterized by prestige, acceptability, and
endorsement). The inclusion of co-creative and exhibitionistic associations identified in this
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dissertation could extend this model. For example, performance could be extended to include
performative aspects such as co-creative product/service development and affinity could be
extended to include extimacy. Such extensions could potentially improve the suitability of
this tool for use on social media. Leading to better brand management in the current digitally
mediated age.
Automated content tracking and management tools, e.g. : People Pattern© use dictionaries
such as LIWC (Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count) to parse through social media and other
forms of textual content to identify psychologically meaningful dimensions such as emotional
state, social relationships, thinking styles, etc. Currently, such dictionaries and thus the
content tracking and management tools reliant on them do not identify and track
performativity and the consequent co-creative and exhibitionistic associations. The expansion
of such dictionaries and tools to include such associations could improve their scope and
usability for digital content management.
It is must be noted here that such practice and management-oriented applications of the
theoretical extensions proposed in this study would follow from future research on the
deterministic validation and exploratory factor analysis of these extensions. These aspects
have already been highlighted as avenues for future research in the previous section.
The table on the following page summarizes the findings and contributions of this study.
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Table 27: A summary of findings and contributions

Findings
Novel Dimension:
•

Managerial contribution

Main contribution:

Associations of

Brand

A contemporary and

performativity can:

Performativity

phenomenologically grounded

Novel associations:
•

Academic contribution

Co-creative product
or service

•

Provide fresh

extension of the CBBE model

avenues of

that:

generating or

•

Is congruent with the

improving CBBE.
•

development

current holistic

•

Voicing

conceptualisation of

used for measuring

•

Autobiographical

value.

CBBE for use on

Is updated to the current

digital social
media.

memory

•

•

Self-reinforcement

digitally mediated

•

Extimacy

context.

•

Co-creative

•

•

•

Optimize tools

Improve the scope

Highlights a novel

of digital content

resource pooling

aspect of the role of the

management tools.

Co-creation

customer in customerbrand relationships.
Additional contribution:
Identification of social media
websites as platforms for
extimacy customer-brand
relationships.

6. Limitations of the study
The scope of this study is limited by the data it used. All four brands that were considered in
this study are reasonably well established in New Zealand. A similar analysis of brands that
are new to a market or are subject to consumer mistrust may provide an interesting contrast to
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this dissertation. Moreover, the level of recognition these brands have will influence the
transferability of findings. Although, detailed descriptions of the data and its analysis have
been provided to facilitate future extensions to other scenarios, and the emancipation of user
agency and extimate behaviour which lead to the emergence of Performativity are observable
across various digital social media. It is recommended that readers interested in deploying the
findings of this study in other contexts, use exploratory experiments of their own to
determine the appropriate level of transferability.
The study also used user-generated content as a source of data to extract and analyse the
users’ or customers’ brand associations. Brand-generated content was not used in this study.
Future research that evaluates brand-generated content and uses emerging forms of data such
as the content of chats between users and artificially intelligent chat agents or “Bots”
representing brands may reveal interesting insights into the emergence of the associations
identified in this study. Moreover, even though social media websites such as Facebook have
become a ubiquitous part of the life of billions of people. Not all “customers” are “users”.
Therefore, even though the setting of this study is representative of the digitally mediated
reality of many people, its findings cannot be generalized to cover every possible customer
segment.
In this dissertation, the researcher adopted an interpretive approach, conducted a directed
qualitative content analysis, and inductively identified a potential extension of Keller’s
CBBE model. This approach has some inherent limitations. The first is consequent to the
central role of the researcher himself. Every individual has biases, whether they are aware of
them or not, and these biases have an impact on their actions. Therefore, even though an
effort was made in this dissertation to describe the researcher’s philosophical perspective,
draw data from different sources (i.e. the Facebook pages of different brands), and provide a
detailed description of the data and its analysis. The personal biases that the researcher might
not have been aware of would have influenced the inferences drawn by the researcher.
Another limitation is that the directed approach to content analysis uses existing theory,
Keller’s CBBE model in this case, as a framework of analysis. While this approach is useful
for extending theory, its inherent limitation is that the findings may inherit the inaccuracies of
existing theory despite the best efforts of the researcher. The researcher may even be
“blinkered” by the limits of existing theory. Therefore, even though an effort was made to
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report the data and analysis in detail to facilitate unbridled interpretation of data. It is possible
that the use of existing theory as a guiding framework may have introduced a bias to the
analysis.
The limitations listed above can be addressed by future, possibly post-doctoral research,
where this candidate employs or works with a team of other researchers to conduct similar
analysis on other brands and larger datasets. This dissertation can then become one in a
series, where subsequent research focuses on eliminating researcher bias and expanding the
nature of data under consideration. The deterministic quantitative exploration already
highlighted as an avenue of future research, in section 4.3 of this chapter, can also play a role
in addressing the limitations of this study. The use of correlational statistics, exploratory
factor analysis, and causal modelling to explore the structure of the proposed extensions can
help address the theoretical bias that may have been introduced by adopting a directed
approach to content analysis.
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Appendix B- A sample of highly weighted documents
Airline A
Highly weighted Documents Airline A – Topic 1
Topic
Weight
30.088

User Generated Post

27.564

Ailrine A's air points are great so I say the air points!âœˆï¸

24.253

Air points would be great, but the bag is always with you when you are using the air points :)

23.545

23.039

Got to go with the air points...... Or the bag........ No definitely the air points..... Oh yes the air
points..... Sigh
Air points, you can get presents any time but air points are hard to get. Well maybe presents
because there could be air points in one of them.
Air points! Not the $ just the points ðŸ˜€

22.977

Air points please... have a wedding coming up I could use the air points for :)

22.697

The air points please as the bag probably has air points as well

22.403

I'll take the air points thanks Ailrine A! ðŸ˜‰

22.178

Air points, no bag, no points... yes yes Air points so I can take my kids on holiday ....

21.843

Definitely the air points could have a lovely trip away on 800 air points.

21.821

The air points would be great thanks Ailrine A

21.725

A tough one but the air points will help to get to Paris. So Air points please.

21.505

Air points please ... I loves Ailrine A :)

21.456

Ailrine A air points it's fantastic time..I really need air points to help my fare to visit my family ..

21.015

Air points please Air “A” for my family :)

20.955

Would 500 air points get me a return flight Qtown-Auk? ðŸ˜‰ if yes I'd choose air points

20.888

800 air points ! Can never have enough with air “A”

20.703

Hmmmm I heart tells me go go with the bag but my head say go with the air points. Soooo air
points it is
Air points to add to my points to go to the islands, love air “A”

23.536

20.615
20.598

PFF, the air points are just air points, but the bag could be anything! It could even be air points!

20.405

Air points! I'd usually choose the bag easily but the air points would make me do something
adventerous :P
Air points Ailrine A Keep up the good work Ailrine A Merry Christmas to you all

20.313

Air points please! I love air “A” ðŸ˜

20.227

Air points please Ailrine A santa

20.153

Hope it's one of your air points presents from the air points shop.

20.128

The air points please Ailrine A. Would love to do some travelling :)

20.113

Air points would be great to visit family. Thanks air “A”

20

Points are for real..air points !!

19.992

Air points. I would love to build my air points so I can visit my children

19.949

The bag! No, Wait!! The air points!! Yup, definitely the air points please ðŸ˜Ž

19.869

Would love the bag but the air points would be handy so gotta go air points

19.834

Air points please as I love to fly Ailrine A, they are the best

19.748

Would love a present - who knows it could be air points. Thanks Air “A”.
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19.712

Air points please and thanks Ailrine A

19.688

Would love to have the air points please Ailrine A & Santa! Thanks!! âœˆï¸ ðŸ‘ ðŸ˜€

19.662
19.617

Get air points then take the bag for a holiday! That would be nice but can't be too greedy so I
would take the air points :-)
Air points. Never been on a plane before lol so I'd take points..

19.567

Air Points please Air “A” it's the only Airline to Fly!!

19.488

Ailrine A air point dollars please

19.359

Air points ðŸ˜€ presents are lovely but air points are easier to share

19.23

Air points please, I have just joined so do not have many points.

19.213

Ailrine A really is the best in the world. Air points, please.

19.169

Air points Please Ailrine A Santa. Love flying Air “A”

19.126

Air points please ðŸ˜ŽðŸ ¹

19.109

Air points- #Air “A”75. happy 75th birthday Ailrine A :-)

19.097

Air points - would tip me over to have enough air points and treat the kids ðŸ˜€

19.04

I would be happy with air points or present. #MERRY CHRISTMAS # AILRINE A #

18.986
18.97

Air points. I'd be kicking myself if what was in the bag was less than the air points, so better safe
than sorry.
Air points would be great thanks Ailrine A. And Merry Christmas to you

18.941

Air “A” air points please!!! Best airline to fly with. ðŸ›«ðŸ›¬

Highly weighted Documents Airline A – Topic 2
Topic
Weight
19.235

User Generated Post

18.993

Definately the present surprise surprise surprise!!!! ðŸŽ„ðŸŽ

18.698

I love flying air Airline A BUT also love surprises , so surprise it is !

18.688

The surprise! Love good surprises!

18.659

The surprise, everybody loves surprises and I love flying with Air Airline A :)

18.654

The surprise present would be great. I love surprises (but never get them)

18.555

I love surprises so the surprise present please Air "A" .

18.553
18.312

The present please, Air "A" always provides nice surprises, and who doesn't love a surprise!
Great year Air "A" , well done.
I'd choose the surprise present. I love surprises! And #Air"A" .

18.166

i would love surprise gift. i love the surprise

17.883

Surprise presents,I love surprises

17.798
17.732

a surprise present would be the way to go.I love not knowing what your getting its the best
surprise..
Definitely the surprise present..........I love surprises ðŸŽ ðŸŽ ðŸŽ

17.515

I would like the surprise. Never know what you get and I love getting surprises. :)

17.287

A surprise present, I love surprises. Merry ChristmasðŸŽ…ðŸŽ„ðŸŽ

17.198

16.837

I would love the surprise present!! The flights would be awesome but its Christmas and a surprise
present is always exciting :)
Oh the surprise. I would absolutely love the thought I was going away somewhere, but where?
Love surprises
I would choose the surprise present as I love surprises and don't mind where I go. Always fly air
Airline A
Love surprises, and such a awesome airline so would have to choose the surprise

16.825

The surprise please my kids love surprises

17.147
16.944

Would love a surprise present as I love surprises.
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16.781

Surprise present would be Fantastic... I love surprises..

16.774

Always love surprises ðŸŽ ðŸŽ ðŸŽ

16.766

Surprise! I love the surprise of xmas presents!

16.725

16.379

i would love the surprise present. no one knows what santa gives so it would be nice to get a
surprise
I would love the SURPRISE present as I don't mind where I fly to as I love to fly and I love
surprises.
A surprise pressie would be FAB!! I love surprises!!

16.375

Bag. The surprise the surprise!

16.319
16.311

Hmmm I would love both, the domestic flight as then we could fly somewhere in "A" for our
honeymoon but I think I'll choose the surprise because who doesn't love surprises :)
The gift. Love surprises and am sure Air "A" would give a great surprise gift.

16.266

Surprise present, Life's always great with nice surprises! :)

16.209
16.189

Who doesn't love surprise presents:) I know I do. Therefore my choice shall be the surprise
present
I would choose the surprise, not often I get surprises!! ;)

16.188

A surprise present would be a nice surprise ðŸŽ

16.156

I'd take the surprise! Christmas is always about surprises!

16.027

The present please! Because it would be a SURPRISE! My husband & kids ask me what I'd like
for Christmas so it's never a surprise. Surprise me Air "A" !
I would just love a surprise present. Nothing like a surprise at christmas. Thanks for the chance
ðŸ˜
Love the surprise - who doesn`t love surprises !!!

16.658

16.011
15.963
15.895

So a surprise present would be perfect for me â˜ºï¸

Thanks Air "A"

15.829

The surprise present because I LOVE surprises!!!! Nothing like a good surprise present at
Christmas since we usually end up knowing what we are getting under the
tree!ðŸŽ„ðŸŽ ðŸŽ…ðŸ ¼â ¤ï¸ make my Christmas one to remember air "A"
ðŸ˜ ðŸ‘ ðŸ ¼
I'd love the surprise please! Nothing beats surprises :D

15.743

I would surprise little Greg in my family with the present. He just loves surprises!

15.659

15.496

Would love to surprise my husband with two return flights from Wellington to Auckland for a
surprise present.
Would love to have the present. Love surprises. We don't have family around us for Christmas, so
a little surprise would be VERY welcome at this time of the year
I love surprises so I'm going for the present. Wishing that Air "A" would give me Merry
Christmas surprise!
I would love the surprise present. ...never to old for a lovely surprise at Christmas time.

15.474

Surprise me Air Airline A , I love surprises. Airfares for two or a present, would appreciate either.

15.394

Surprise please - love surprises especially being xmas and all!!! ðŸ˜€

15.379

15.263

The gifts! I love surprises & nothing would beat a surprise from Air Airline A
â ¤ï¸ ðŸ™ŒðŸ ½ Chelsey McDonald
Let me at the surprise present.... I love surprises, my hubby Daniel Oxnam would rather the return
flights I think?
Love love love surprises...the bag, please! ðŸ‘œ

15.206

Either sound amazing! Airpoints to see my family, or a nice surprise... I love surprises! :)

15.648
15.589

15.297

Highly weighted Documents Airline A – Topic 3
Topic
Weight
16.474

User Generated Post

15.857

Love it love it love it go the All Blacks/

15.754

Love love love surprises...the bag, please! ðŸ‘œ

LOVE LOVE LOVE!!!
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15.36

How awesome! Love, love, love this.

14.975

Definitely the bag. Love love love it!

14.728

Love it, love it, love it, but mostly love Dan Carter ðŸ˜†

14.656

I love love love love flying air "A" . Big congrats

14.515
14.433

Love all of it! Love paperless, Love the great coffee, love the live updates, love travelling with
AIR "A" .
Love it, love it, love it, so proud to be a "A" er! :)

14.361

Houston we have landed! Love love love to say that

14.211
14.175

Present please would love a surprise and would make a great present for my daughters 21st. Love
love air "A"
I would love to return to Buenos Aires, loved the first time, would love to see it again :)

14.084

We love air N.Z.We love flying with YOU.

14.017

Love love

13.905

love to go to Wellington, love Wellington and love my daughter who lives there

13.82
13.812

I would love the SURPRISE present as I don't mind where I fly to as I love to fly and I love
surprises.
The bag! I love love love that colour!!

13.753

I would love anything . I love air "A"

13.687
13.653

We would love to visit Houston. We have family there we haven't seen for years and we would
love to take our little one to visit NASA.
I would love the surprise present .......love Air "A" and will be flying with them again in 2016.

13.585

Love,love,love Gin singing this

13.355

Love love love it .Top marks Air "A"

13.343

13.316

Houston for sure my daughter has never been to the USA and would love to visit. Rosalie Inkster
would love it so much!!!
I would definitely go for the airpoints as I love flying and I would love to visit my family more in
Auckland :)
We would love the Airpoints please. We love flying air "A" and could use a holiday.

13.299

Would love love love the air points pleaseðŸ˜€

13.229

The bag. Love surprises. Love Air "A" .

13.107

I would love to go to Houston never been and would love a trip away thanks Air "A" ðŸŽ…

13.067

Houston for sure, love the USA. Would love to go back sometime soon ðŸ‡ºðŸ‡¸

13.031

12.982

I would love to fly to Houston on a air new zealnd flight with my husband of 33 years. I would
love to just have some our time for each other .
Buenos Aires. I would love to go to South America as I haven't been there before. And love
flying with Air "A"
Air "A" is the best and they have the best staff on the flights! Love love love

12.973

I would love love love to win the 2 x return domestic flights...that would be awesome!!!!!

12.938

Love you , love you , love you WOW WHAT A GAME.....

12.865

I love flying air "A" BUT also love surprises , so surprise it is !

12.86

Love flying but love surprise presents more so PRESENT.

12.851

The surprise, everybody loves surprises and I love flying with Air "A" :)

12.797

Would love the 2 return flights to Australia as we have friends and family over there that we
would love to visit!
I love Air "A" . Would love to win some time out :)

13.341

13.017

12.783
12.739
12.732
12.708

I would love to win 2 return flights from Rotorua to Queenstown I have always wanted to go there
would also love to surprise my friend ...thanks Air "A" , but I also love presents and a suprize :)
Love it love it love it Now just need to catch a flight with The Men in Black
ðŸ‘ ðŸ‘ ðŸ‘ ðŸ‘ ðŸ‡³ðŸ‡¿ðŸ‡³ðŸ‡¿ðŸ‡³ðŸ‡¿ðŸ‡³ðŸ‡¿
How cool.....love Air "A" , love "A"
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12.591

Love the airpoints - love Air "A"

12.537

Ooohhh I would love to go to Houston but my husband would love it more

12.527

12.391

Houston with my son! Would be amazing, love going on holiday together and love exploring. I
would love an Xmas present
The air points please. I'd love to be able to visit my best friend in Australia who I haven't seen for
5 years. I'd love to surprise her!!
I would love the flight because I have never been on a plane so I would love to go anywhere
ðŸ˜‰
The Airpoints...=) I love travel with my husband...I love Air "A" <3

12.383

This is fantastic! Love it! Love it!

12.377

Would love the present, love a good surprise ðŸŽ ðŸ˜„

12.52
12.486
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16.224

Domestic flights....unless the other present was two international flights. I would love
international flights to visit family in Canada. :-)
I would love the return domestic flights so I can visit my family more!

15.799
15.654
15.582
15.343

Domestic flights, would be awesome!! Return flights from Auckland to Nelson

Would love domestic flights! Me and my partner have not yet been on a flight together yet. Would
love to go and visit our good friends in Christchurch who we have not seen in a while! :-)
I would love the domestic flights for two, return flights from nelson to Wellington

15.132

I would take the domestic return flights to visit my Mum Elizabeth Crayford... Have not seen her
for ages and won't see her till mid next year.... What a way to say I love You.... The flight would
be from Auckland to Nelson return... Thank you...
Flights flights flights

14.913

Would love the 2 x return Domestic flights, Love to go to Christchurch to visit my daughter.

14.845

14.808

Vatulele Island, then Natadola Beach and the Coral Coast on the flight to Nadi from Auckland.
And Omaha Beach on the return flight....
Two return domestic flights so my daughter & I can visit family & friends in Auckand.
âœˆï¸ ðŸŽ„
I would love 2x return domestic flights <3 please and thank you Air "A" x

14.8

Would love return domestic flights ...thanks Air "A"

14.748

Return domestic flights so we can go see family.

14.65

Two domestic return flights to visit my family next year CHC-NPR

14.532

14.449

Why can you not use airmiles for return flights when one of the return flights is another carrier.
Flight over is direct with Air "A" return is Virgin from Bali to Sydney then Air "A" to Akld.
When I tried just booking 2 one way flights so that I could use the airmiles for the direct flight I
discovered that my return flight was now nearly $300 more. Is there a solution to this please??
oh yes 2 x domestic return flights to Auckland, we could visit family. Just awesome.

14.409

Two domestic return flights please for my partner and I to go and visit my family ðŸ’›

14.352

The return domestic flights please :-)

14.333

Thanks Air "A" I would like the return domestic flights please.

14.27

Return domestic flights to see good friends in Christchurch.

14.255

2x return domestic flights. Would be great to see friends and family in Dunedin. Palmy-chchdunners.
We would love the 2 return domestic flights to see all of our family up North

14.825

14.253
14.245
14.221

I would love to win the domestic flights for my husband to take our son on his first ever flight. I
would love to do this for him
Love surprises.. 2 x return domestic flights please
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14.218
14.203

The domestic flights - then my girls could fly to nelson and visit our family who we haven't seen
for two years - would love it to be three domestic flights though then I could go with them if we
won :-)
I would love to win a return Domestic flight thanks Air "A" Fairy

14.173

2x return domestic flights would be awesome!

14.157

Would love to win the 2 return domestic flights please :)

14.154
14.144

Would love the return domestic flights, so I can visit my family down south. I miss them all so
much
I would love love love to win the 2 x return domestic flights...that would be awesome!!!!!

14.106

I would love to have return domestic flights in order to visit again Dunedin ðŸ˜ŠThanks Air "A"

14.092
14.081

Ohhh that's a hard one. The domestic flights I would love to give to my daughter to head down to
Nelson, so while I would love the pressie for me, I would love the flights for her. SO we're going
with flights
Return domestic flights to visit the family down south!

14.062

2 x return domestic flights to Queenstown... we like getting there at least once a year :)

14.008

I choose 2 x return domestic flights Auckland to Queenstown

13.946

Return domestic flights would b great â˜º

13.93

2 x return domestic flights anywhere would be amazing

13.857

The return domestic flights would be great. Love flying with Air "A" on domestic and
International flights. Planning travel for 2016 in progress. Merry Christmas Air "A" .
I would love the return domestic flights to go and visit family over the summer holidays :)

13.793
13.754
13.658

Domestic flights please- i would love to visit my family more often as we are in Wellington and
they are in Dunedin
Definitely return domestic flights from Wellington either to Queenstown or Christchurch.

13.62

Two return domestic flights!!! Be nice to be able to visit family up north ðŸ˜„

13.524
13.462

Domestic flights to Christchurch,as the flights there to connect to Sydney and visit family are so
expensive!!!!!!
Return domestic flights so I can take my son to Te Papa

13.43

2 return domestic flights pledge to go see my sister

13.41
13.402

I would choose the domestic return flights for two. Gives me a chance to see my family in
Auckland.
2 domestic flights!!!!! visiting family or friends is better than anything ;)

13.392

Return domestic flights would be fantastic

13.369

Domestic return flights would be great. I may be able to visit my sister in Dunedin.

13.345

I would love to have the domestic flights, so I can visit my best friend Tessa Milne in Wellington!
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16.053

Go ALL BLACKS! Good luck and all the best!

15.799

Good luck ðŸ € Good luck ðŸ˜Š Good luck Black fern

15.125

GO the ALL BLACKS. All my best wishes. Good luck.

14.931

14.382

Air "A" have had some good safety videos but this is the best by far. Can't wait to fly again. Good
luck men in black
Good luck boys you know you can do it show them what your made of and don't let them
intimidate you, you are the best let's show them.Good luck
They look much better in black - good sports Qantas ðŸ˜„

13.993

Good luck boy's ypu are the best.;-)

14.402

Good luck All Blacks ....Good looking out Air "A"
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13.964
13.86

I have too many good memories of good service and good flights with Air "A" to recount just one.
Always the best choice to fly back to the U.S.!
All Blacks are the best yes the best

13.434

Best wishes - it's not best luck - luck does not come into it.

13.386

Good luck and best wishes

13.35
13.311

How lovely to see the heart of people they love n respect the Mighty All Blacks..Well done
Guys!!! Good Luck n All the best for the RWC!!!!!
not sure was the best analogy Sandra but good try

13.215

Good on you air "A" best airline ever

13.167

13.039

Good for you Qantas you are great sports , good old over the ditch rivalry , and you look good in
black
Absolutely fantastic support...good on you Ground Crew !!! Good luck to the All Blacks from one
of many kiwis in Perth.
Let's do it again, bring it back, You're the BEST. PLAY YOUR BEST, BRING THAT GOLDEN
CUP. BEST OF LUCK BOYS.
Good luck all blacks go all blacks

12.967

Good on the All Blacks. They were definitely the better team on the day.

12.615

Good luck All Blacks

12.605

Good sports Qantas! They do look good on you!

12.543

I love it! I love red and I love good luck so it's all good.

12.511
12.479

Thank you so much. Air "A" my flight from Auckland to Singapore was the best ever. You are
the best.
Good luck and go all the always all black boys

12.476

Awesome ! good luck to all black

12.471

1) Air "A" is the best airline 2) Quantas is the best airline

12.412

Go All Blacks!!!...Good luck boys!!!!!!......

12.396

Good on you Qantas, good sports!

12.393

Great. Good on you being good sports Qantas.

12.337

all the very best of luck know you will do your best for the rest of us

12.216

Good on you guys, Good sports :-)

12.111
12.109

I will ALWAYS fly Air "A" . They are safest, best, most friendly, best food, best service, best
planes - the lot! Good on you Air "A" ! Worth paying that little bit extra for I say.
So cool. Good luck to the All Blacks

12.07

good timing or good planing;)?

12.042

Nothing better than a GOOD surprise

11.973

Yes best airline, and the best team. AB's all the way!ðŸ˜

11.927

wish them all the best they are the best

11.899

Good for you air "A" your the best go the ALL Blacks you good things yay yay yay

11.888

you guys look good in your all blacks jerseys do u get to keep them? good sportsmanship Qantas

11.854

Travelling with the best airline in the world is the best ad.

11.843

Good on ya Qantas they look good on you ðŸ˜‹

11.839

Backing The All Blacks all the way, Good luck boys and safe travels

11.805
11.736

Good on them good to see good sportsmanship is alive and well . And it was the two best sides in
the final
Best airline and best rugby team..

11.709

Good luck All Blacks!! Show what you are made of!!

11.701

Good Luck ALL BLACKS AND PLEASE PLEASE BRING THAT CUP HOME. :-) :-)

11.688

You guys are the best at doing these safety videos and to fly with. Good on you. Love it.

13.105
13.055
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11.615

Haha!Good one!Always a good flight!

11.551

good on ya Air "A" - the best way to fly :-)
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Hi Air "A" Iam a big fan and one day I would love to be a flight attendant and a Pilot for A"A" i
have always wanted to fly. Last year I flew on my first plane it was with my favourite airline Air
"A" I flew with Air "A" on a plane 6 times last year and it might be the same this year I have
always wanted to get something that says Air "A" on it. I always practice been a Flight
Attendant I make a plane cabin and practice been a flight attendant and I have a flight simulator
so I fly 5 times every night and I would love that flight simulator to be real one day this year flew
down south from wellington to Christchurch then Christchurch to Palmerston North Then
Palmerston North To Auckland And Auckland to Brisbane then Brisbane To Auckland Then
Auckland To Palmerston North it was the best service in the world I will always fly with you and
will never change if I could I would have given every one cabin crew and pilots on that plane
1'000 dollar tips but i didn't I hope I win I have always wanted something that say Air "A" your
biggest fan Garth Martin
I've only ever flown with Air "A" twice, the first time was when I was 7-years old on a regional
flight to Invercargill - it was my first ever time on a plane, and although I was flying with my
older cousin it was still a nerve wrecking experience. The flight attendants completely put me at
ease. The second time was some 20-years later on my first international flight to Sydney, and
again it was the flight attendants who made the journey. Now working at Christchurch
International Airport, I have met so many Air "A" staff and laughed with them about some of
their stories. All in all I have to say over the past 75-years, it has to be the people who make the
journey. Happy 75th Anniversary Air "A" !
From my first trip to Australia at 16 I have flown Air "A" for 36 years but the best trip was last
year flying back from LA as I flew Premium Economy - my first time out of economy and boy
do I recommend it!
my first flight was at the age of 10 when I flew (NAC) from Christchurch to Gisborne by myself
in a DC3, via Wellington and Napier. Very exciting. I have loved flying ever since & am about
to book a flight to UK 62 years after my first flight. Air "A" is, and has always been, the best
airline in the world. :)
First time ever flying premium economy from. Auckland to Tokyo on the dreamliner. Did not
want the flight to end. Great service and food and wine. So impressed. Looking forward to
flying back from Shang Hai in premium economy. Air "A" has always treated us well and if our
destination is on air "A" route we will always choose over other airline even though next time
we will be in economy.
I was so excited when I travelled to Dunedin from Palmerston North with my softball team. It
was a first flight for quite a few of us. That was over 40 years ago. I have had many flights with
Air "A" around "A" and overseas since and always have great service. About to fly to
Christchurch in March for softball. Now however it's Evergreens and I don't play anymore. Will
always remember my first flight.. Happy Birthday
I never got to fly as a child very often so never got to Hand out the airplane lollies, however last
year that all changed can now tick that of my bucket list as I got picked to hand out the lollies on
a flight :) we travel frequently and air-hostess have gotten to know us such great service always
given :) would never travel with a dif airline about to fly back to "A" from sydney on air "A"
off course :)
When you arrive at the airport and see that big bird with the Koru, excitement levels soar, soon
we will be flying, to a new exotic place to explore, long ago just Australia for us, a few years
later the pacific and then the US of A, then around the world and always on our national airline.
It's funny when you leave you love seeing that mighty plane with the Koru proudly on display.
Can you imagine when your trip is ending and you long for a little piece of home, and then
perhaps London, perhaps Hawaii, perhaps L.A., Vancouver or wherever your journey takes you,
just a little piece of "A" is waiting there to bring you HOME! Such an awesome feeling. Always
great service and so proud to call you our national airline! Fly long, fly true, we will always fly
away and come back with you!
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11.987

11.645

Flying from whangarei to Auckland in a 8 seater 1 pilot about 18 years ago. A Manuel stagtecley
placed under the co pilots seat on how to fly the plane. Brilliant flight. Always great service with
air "A"
Happy 75th birthday Air "A" . First flight for me in new 747, August, 1981 (or 1982) to Sydney.
My flying phobia flew out the window (literally); due to the wonderful service by all the airline
staff at Akl & Sydney airports and our on-board flight staff. Since that first experience have tried
other airlines twice but now only use you. Thanks Air "A" , hope you have an awesome day, and
best wishes always!
When I flew to the US the plane got delayed in AKL from CHC but they put me up in a hotel.
Then on the way home I had a flight attendant come with instructions on where to go once I was
off the plane and knew my name. Great service. Never get that on any other flight. They just
leave you to it. Would always fly Air "A" . :)
I just love air Air "A" when my daughter was 4 years old a tumor was found between her heart
and lung and we had to fly to Auckland for an MRI and the staff on the plane were amazing they
let her hand out the lollies and she got go and see the pilots in the cockpit and they talked with
her about flying the plane and what the buttons were for it made my daughters day this was quite
a hard time for my daughter and I could not thank Air "A" enough you always get a lovely smile
and really great food.
When I was 7 years old back in the 80s I flew from New Plymouth to Auckland on an Air "A"
flight with my Mum to visit my cuzzies in Auckland and I got to be the air hostess with the
lollies was such a vivid memorie and at the end I got to take a whole handful of lollies for me :)
We recently travelled with my family from Rotorua to Sydney to celebrate my girls Great
Grandmothers 102nd Birthday with Air "A" and my 7 year old eldest Daughter got to help the
Hostess on the way back too :) I am sure of one thing when travelling with Air "A" ALWAYS
AWESOME Service with a SMILE & Standards have ALWAYS been high from personal
experience <3 Flying with Air "A" am a Proud Kiwi :)
My brother had a Make - A - Wish trip to the Gold Coast back in 1998 and the pilots got special
permission to fly between the mountains, then let him sit in the cockpit for landing from
Palmerston North to Auckland. Then on our flight over to the Gold Coast our family was
upgraded to first class and as we got off the plane one of the hostesses gave us a whole bag of
Air"A" lollies. 17 years later and its still an amazing memory of time with my brother.
Flying back to Hong Kong for the first time as an 8 year old

11.592

Love flying with Air "A" always great service, every time we fly we look to book with Air "A"

11.538

A Xmas present flight would be great, love to fly with air "A" always feels like home especially
if you fly with other airlines !
My favourite memory with Air "A" was getting to hand out the lollies when we flew to Aussie
in the early 90s.In 2012 we flew to London with our then 4 year old and she was asked if she
would like to hand out the lollies, was so cute seeing her do what I had done 20 years earlier. She
also got given a huge bag full of air "A" lollies to thank her! Always great flying Air "A" :)
We flew from Invercargill to Christchurch on our way to Wellington on my son's 7th birthday
(20 years ago). He was allowed to visit the cockpit about 5 minutes into the journey and they sat
him up there for the whole flight, including the landing. Such an amazing experience for a 7 year
old on his first ever plane ride. When we were walking into the terminal in Christchurch, several
Air "A" staff greeted us inpassing and made a fuss of him being the birthday boy. Such a shame
that security being what it is worldwide now that other children won't have the opportunity to
experience such things anymore. Air "A" staff have been looking after the kids in our family
travelling as unaccompanied minors many times between Wellington and Invercargill over the
last 22 years and they always do a fantastic job.
My first ever flight was not with Air "A" , unfortunilly and the second time i had to use a plane
was my flight to Wellington, so i got to fo on Air "A" . wow, it was so great. the staff where
fabulous, the food was great (brekkie) and that time i was not scared of flying. i was so happy to
use you that we have tried only to use you now when we fly (which is not often). thanks. :)
Well done Air "A" flying to Texas inaugural flight today, great place as are the many others we
fly!!!! I have not long returned from Honolulu flying up Air "A" and cruising back. Was a great
flight, good time of day and arrival time into Honolulu. Well looked after by the crew! Would
love to win 500 air points, Thank you anyway for the chance!!!!
Five years living in "A" and we travelled the length and breadth of the two islands with Air "A"
and had such wonderful service on EVERY flight. Here are a few Memorable flights Hokitika to
Christchurch and a very big drop flying over the mountains which had everyone with hands in

11.924

11.86

11.804

11.752

11.713

11.506

11.461

11.438

11.385

11.352
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11.341

11.326

11.279
11.272

11.24

11.193

11.183
11.106
11.104

the air like a roller coaster but such a calm pilot, full marks. Landing in Queenstown for the first
time, just beautiful. Thinking the pilot was taking me to the South Island before he turned back to
make his approach to land in Wellington, such skill. The big one was landing just after a very
bad typhoon had hit Hong Kong and we were the first flight in but I never worried for a moment.
From being a very nervous flyer Air "A" gave me such confidence when flying. I would love to
fly back to "A" to meet up with all our friends. I miss "A" soooo much. Thank you for so many
memories A"A" . My eReader was found and returned to me from one flight. You don't get
service like that too often!
My first flight in over 10 years was on air "A" in march 2014 as i making the move abroad to
wellington. Coming out of the gate seeing my partner waiting for me to arrive in after not seeing
each other for 4 months was the most amazingly sad but happy moment ... all of my best
memories i share with air "A" as they fly me to my family in perth often and then fly me back
home to wellington :-) thanks air "A" wouldnt fly with any other airline now.
About 45 years ago we flew to Fiji with the family - first time on a plane, my dad put a tie on to
fly and we got a cooked breakfast - I remember the a scrambled eggs arriving and as children it
was a huge thrill - in those days you got dressed up to fly - so exciting! Also back in 1989
coming home from England after three years away, the final flight from Australia to
Christchurch, the pilot let me sit in the cockpit as we crossed the alps, brought a tear to my eyes
at the wonderful sight of home - pity now days you can't do that anymore
always great service during flight plus my first time flying the hostess and the pilot talked to me
so thankyou to them I had a wonderful flight and will always be a happy flyer with air "A"
What a rip off can fly to Hawaii Return from here for $600 or so many other places.Flights to
different countries are cheaper than flying within your own country.Stop ripping people off
you've made millions over the years.I looked at flights to fly home and out of all the airlines Air
"A" are always the dearest and Hawaii for the same price as from Wellington to Gizzy would
win any day.They say see your own country first who can afford to at your prices
My first plane trip was in a big hurry. I had always avoided flying until we were on holiday and
had a death in the family. We had to fly home. The air line booked us on flight home ,they were
just great and it made us less stressed and more able to cope with our loss. Needless to say the
flight was fantastic and i now jump at the chance to fly any where.
Do older travellers remember the magic of spending some time in the cockpit with the pilots? As
a kid (and even a young adult), I was able to experience this on a couple of Air "A" flights, but
this little story is a bit more recent. In December, 2014, I took my 7 year old niece on her first
flight. I had taken her older brother on the old warbirds' DC3 around Auckland, but my niece
wanted a "proper" flight where we actually went somewhere and back again! We left Auckland
bound for Tauranga on one of those awful early summer days we had last December on a Q300.
She was so excited that the little turbulence we experienced was taken in her stride. Coming
home she was like an experienced traveller, happily scanning her own boarding pass at the gate
in Tauranga. What really made this trip stand out though was a very small request I made when
we arrived at TRG. The cockpit door was open and the pilots were inside. We were the last to
disembark, as we had been right at the back and my niece asked me a how high we flew and how
fast. I asked her to ask the pilots and after the stewardess had checked it was ok for her to do so
she politely said "Excuse me, can I ask you some questions?" The two young pilots were
fantastic and she was able to go in and ask them. I hope I don't get anyone in trouble for posting
this in these days of tight security, but this little incident that only lasted a few minutes, just
brought to mind the magic of flying when I was younger and my little niece was able to
experience something she might not ever again. Thanks to the crew on that flight. There's that
personal touch from "our airline" again; that little bit of priceless momentary magic that makes
flying with Air "A" special.
flying to Niue last year to visit the island i lived on for 3 years as a child while the airport was
under construction. it was a great trip down memory lane and a wonderful flight there and back
with a fantastic flight crew
First flew to Auckland in a DC3 when I was 12 and have now flown around the world with them
many times. Still get a thrill when I see the planes at international airports and when boarding it
is like Yeh almost home ðŸ˜
Congratulations on 75 years. My first memory of flying with then NAC was between Palmerston
North via Wellington to Christchurch in a DC3 when I was young. The appropriate photo was
taken when one arrived in Christchurch when leaving the aircraft in 1961. Why? That's lost in
history....... All grown up now I still fly Air "A" . When boarding an Air "A" flight from San
Fran to Auckland recently its was like stepping back at home. Thank you. Keep on flying
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11.095

11.092

10.912

10.91
10.858
10.816

10.808

10.806

10.761
10.757

10.739

Quite a few years back I was upgraded to business class on a flight from Auckland to
Christchurch. It was my first trip back to "A" after a few years living overseas and this was such
a treat to have to last flight in business. I always love getting onto and air "A" plane when
overseas as it feels like I am home already.
BUENOS AIRES for sure thanks Air "A" â˜º My hard working hubby has it on his bucket list.
Thanks for your great service - I flew to Auckland with my 10 year old son to take him to Ed
Sheeran a few weeks back. Great flights, Fantastic staff and as always awesome and reliable
service âœˆ
Being 8 years old and flying for the first time by myself going from Christchurch to Wellington
and spending a few weeks with two of my Aunties. I think I still have my plane ticket
somewhere at home (from 1988). It's got to be my number one best memory of being a kid.
ðŸ‘ ðŸ’œâœˆ
My first flight with Air New Zealand was 8and a half years ago. I flew from UK to "A" The
flight attendants were amazing, the food was excellent and the flight was smooth. I have always
flown with Air "A" where i can as no other airline compares. One happy customer
Happy Birthday, my first time flying was with you. Only two children on flight to Sydney was
myself and sister when I was 13 and we were allowed up into cockpit to see captain fly the plane.
It made our trip to Aussie extremely happy. Thank you Air "A" .
I arrived into "A" in 1976 with my parents and flew from Auckland to Christchurch to be with
my sister who had been here for 2 years. The flight was one of excitement and fear. The
stewards were extremely nice to this 15 year old, who was very apprehensive about arriving in a
strange but beautiful place, and made me realise that it was great place to be. So thank you Air
"A" for making my first impression so wonderful. I still continue to fly Air "A" because they
are the best and that's not just because they are the only ones to fly to and from my new home
town (2.5 yrs) of Invercargill. Flights to Oz next year will be with Air "A" too.......
My first flight - way back in the sixties when I was about three years old. My mother and brother
I took the plane to Wanganui, and my Dad and little brother droveo up in the car to meet us and
drive us all home. Plane rides were expensive back then, but my older brother had leukemia and
wanted to fly in a plane so it was arranged... I remember being so excited, and it is such a lovely
memory for me. I still love the magic of travel...
Fantastic news, well deserved. Have flown with Air "A" overseas many times this year. Always
wonderful service from the check-in staff, air crew and online staff. Looking forward to taking
my daughter on the Air "A" flight to Belfast via LA on the 14 December. Keep up the great
amazing work you all do . Wishing you a very Happy Christmas. :)
Looking forward to my flight back to Christchurch on the 18th!! It's been almost 15 years since I
was last on the bombairder. Air "A" is always a pleasure to fly with.
I have many enjoyable memories through both flying the national carrier and simply seeing Air
"A" in action, be it a flight flying over my house or via the provision of outstanding service. My
first flight was a round-the-North Island trip on a 747, soon after the first 219B had been
delivered - I would have been twelve at the time. Then my first commercial flight - "A" 2,
Auckland to London via LA, in April 1988, travelling solo too. :-) On the return trip, "A" 1 a
month later, I was so tired after reboarding at LAX that I was asleep even before we took off the only time I havenâ€™t watched the pre-flight safety briefing! :-( One of the best sights you
can see overseas is the koru on the tail of an Air "A" plane. It certainly meant a great deal to me
on one particular occasion, when I put Air "A" â€™s service standards to the test - needless to
say, they passed with flying colours, as can be read here: http://www.ultimate"A"
soccer.com/WorldTournaments/a_travellers_tale.htm I have two regrets where Air "A" is
concerned - never having the chance to fly on either a DC10 or a Fokker F27 Friendship. I loved
the familiar sight and sound of both those planes. Those disappointments have been offset many
times over, however. From taking the chance to buy shares in the airline when it â€œwent
publicâ€ - I still hold those shares, and the large-sized documents which marked their issue - to
my frequent trips round the country and occasionally abroad to cover primarily womenâ€™s
football matches, to the introduction of Grabaseat and being able to book cheap trips online only Wanganui, Timaru and Invercargill to go and Iâ€™ll have visited every Air "A" destination
in the country at least once. :-) All these things, amongst many others, plus your â€˜can doâ€™
approach, modern fleet and the impression made by your front-line staff - the cabin service crew
in particular, make flying Air "A" a real treat, for mine. The competition pales in comparison.
Hereâ€™s to the next 75 years and then some. :-)
The joy on my kids faces as we took the 3 of them on there first flight, it was my daughters
birthday and she gave out the lollies, and now wants to be a pilot, my son wants to fly
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10.735

10.686
10.677

10.676

10.664

10.662

10.61

10.602

everywhere as planes are now cooler than cars and my 4 year old daughter sat back and enjoyed
the ride and the service like she had been doing it all her life, such a fun experience we have
decided to take them to GC and there's no stress about the flight just excitement
Enjoyed the 75 exhibition very much. Would have liked to have seen something on the DC6's
and Lockheed Electras but I guess you can't have everything, not enough room. My father was a
pilot instructor at Mechnics Bay during the flying boat era. I got to fly in the Link Trainers on my
school holidays and the kids Xmas party was held in the hanger. Got to fly to Sydney on a
Lockheed Electra, staff travel, think it was 8 pounds return or $16 now. Flew in a DC8 in 1969
to Sydney staff travel and because of Dad's long service, had to fly 1st class "what a drag". On
way back, because Dad knew the captain, got to go up front for some of the trip, great
experience. Those were the days when flying was fun!
That looks like the thing I flew in to the chatthams for the first time years ago!
1984 my first ever overseas trip Wellington to San Francisco. Sitting in the back of the plane,
that sensation when it lifted off from Wellington - I will never forget it. On every flight the Air
"A" cabin crew made me and my travelling party feel very special even though we were
travelling in the cheapest fares class possible. Since then I have flown 100s of times and have
always appreciated the very high standard of Air "A" service.
A gift of any type would be great. This has been an awesome year with Air "A" getting me to
see my family in the South Island not once but twice this year and also for taking me to Sydney
and Hawaii and next week you are taking myself and two friends to Hawaii then we are off to
LA, San Francisco, Vegas, Disneyland, San Diego and back to LA before the gorgeous Air "A"
will bring us back home to Auckland. You so rock and wouldn't fly on any other airline. Thanks
heaps for making me proud to fly with you guys!!!!
My first trip overseas I flew with Air "A" more than 12 hours to California. I then took 2 more
flights within the US on one of their domestic airlines, made me miss Air "A" for sure. When I
flew back to "A" 5 years later, as soon as the drinks trolley came around I had an L&P, and all
the kiwis leaving from the US were wearing their greenstone necklaces, including me. :D
It was the first time I ever flew.... I was 4 years old and going to the South Island. I was asked to
hand out the lollies and was so proud and excited. Flying to Wellington on Monday there were 2
wee girls doing the same thing nearly 40 years later.... brought a happy tear to my eye at the
memory
I won a prize in a school raffle - "Pilot for a Day". It was donated by Air "A" - and it was one of
the best days of my life. We flew to Wellington and down to Dunedin and back to Auckland. It
was such a beautiful day out and we had such a good time with the Air "A" Staff. Would love to
do it again! Also got teeshirts and a vintage style cabin bag. So many other wonderful memories
over the years - always a lovely experience to get onto an Air "A" aircraft - always the planes
are well maintained and the staff friendly and kind. Very proud to have Air "A" as our National
Airline.
I was travelling home to Auckland with my two primary aged children in 1992, after a year in
Malaysia. As soon as we boarded our Air "A" flight in Singapore it felt like home, so friendly,
welcoming and how I'd missed those kiwi accents! After a great flight (and a bit of a teary eye
from me as we flew over the harbour and I caught sight of Rangitoto...) we couldn't wait to get
off the plane, so excited to see all the family again. Imagine my surprise when a ground crew
member tapped me on the shoulder while we were collecting our luggage and said: "Mrs
McLeod? You left your camera in the seat pocket". I hadn't even had a chance to miss it.
Fantastic above and beyond service! I always fly Air "A" when I can.
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17.19

Houston would be amazing! What a awesome christmas present that would be :) P.s I love Air
"A" Merry Christmas x
The air points please Air "A" as I haven't been out of "A" and this would so give me a
oppurtunitiy to do this with your help Air "A" that would be so Wonderful. Merry Christmas Air
"A" I hope you can make mine a merry Christmas too
It is Christmas, I would choose the surprise present. Merry Christmas Air "A" !

17.158
16.779

I would love the present. After all it is Christmas. Merry Christmas Air "A"
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16.422

15.939

Nothing better than surprise presents at Christmas ðŸ˜ŠðŸ˜†you do it so well AIR "A" . Merry
Christmas ðŸŽ„ðŸŽ…âœˆðŸŽ„ðŸŽ…ðŸŽ„ðŸŽ…ðŸ˜ŠðŸ˜†âœˆ
Will only fly air "A" . Our family all overses so would love either to go see them at Christmas.
Thank yopu air "A" . Merry Christmas
I would choose the present to give to someone who didn't get one for Christmas. Merry Christmas
everyone
I would love the airports, thanks air "A" that would be an amazing Christmas present! Merry
Christmas to an amazing team at air "A" ðŸ›«
Oh the present would be my choice, as I love surprises, and because it's our first christmas in "A"
we don't have many presents to open this year (all our family are overseas!) Thanks Air "A" ,
merry christmas #Air"A" Xmas
Merry Christmas Air "A" !!! Thanks for offering these prizes. We would be very happy with Air
points as a present from Santa so we could visit family for a Christmas surprise!
Presents of course - Christmas is all about surprises. Merry Christmas to all at Air "A" XX

15.931

present please. Love to have surprises on Christmas... Merry christmas...

15.783

Aww. I would love a present ðŸŽ ðŸŽ ðŸŽ

15.774

I think I would very much love a gift for Christmas ðŸ˜Š thank you Air"A" ! Merry Christmas!
Brendan McKee
Merry Christmas Air "A" - I would love the mystery present. Nothing better than a nice surprise
at Christmas
Would love the flights to go and visit family. Merry Christmas Air "A" ðŸŽ ðŸŽ„

16.193
16.015
16.013
15.981
15.973

15.762
15.748
15.444

merry merry Christmas to you all ðŸŽ„ðŸŽ„

15.335

I would love to win the surprise present please would be the best Christmas present ever! ðŸ˜„
Always travel with air "A" such a great airline the staff and the comfort are absolutely amazing
â˜ºï¸ Merry Christmas Air "A" ðŸŽ„ðŸŒ²ðŸŒŸðŸ’«
BUENOS AIRES!!!! I would realllly love to take my boyfriend back home after Christmas to visit
his family! He moved to "A" for me and this would be a very special Christmas suprise for him
and his family too! Air "A" it would be so lovely! Merry Christmas âœˆï¸ ðŸŽ„â ¤ï¸
A present would be great Santa.Merry Christmas Air "A"

15.303

Airpoints would be great, Merry Christmas Air Zealand

15.3

Merry christmas Air "A" any where any prize would make it a great Christmas.

15.293
15.267

Airpoints please :) I can put them towards flights to see family next year. Merry Christmas Air
"A" !! X
Thx Air "A" . Love the gift of giving at Christmas. Merry Christmas to all your staff.

15.179

Present please merry Christmas and a happy new year to all at air "A"

15.174

Surprises are always great Merry Christmas Air "A" Thanks for a good year of flying

15.131

Buenos Aires for sure would love to visit there! Merry Christmas Air "A"

15.056

Air points please Santa Air "A" , could put towards a family trip. Merry Christmas

15.031

Air points pleases so I can go visit my family in Sydney. Merry Christmas to you all.

14.977

Gift please and thank you. Merry Christmas to the family at air "A" . ðŸŽ…

14.955

Buenos Aires would be amazing!! Merry Christmas Air "A" ðŸŽ…ðŸ »

14.951

I would chose Air points and would travel to visit family :-) Merry Christmas .

14.936

I would love a Christmas Surprise right about now, Thanks Air "A" :) Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year to you and ALL you FUNtastic crew <3
Presents please air "A" Santa, merry Christmas

15.363

14.928
14.915
14.896

The present please and Merry Christmas Air "A" . Excited to be flying up from Queenstown to
Whangarei on Christmas Eve for our little boy Felix's 1st flight!
Merry Christmas Air "A" ..I would love Houston.

14.886

Presents please Santa Air "A" . Love surprises. Merry Christmas and Thank you. X

14.881

Air points would be great thanks Air "A" . And Merry Christmas to you

14.874

Buenos Aires please. Merry Christmas Air "A" .

14.842

Present please Santa Air "A" . Surprises are great :-) merry Christmas to all at Air "A" and their
families
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14.815

The present please Santa ... merry Christmas Air "A" !

14.809

either would be great. merry christmas air "A"

14.807

I'd choose the present, nothing better than a surprise at Christmas time : ) , Merry Xmas Air "A"

14.796

Gifts would be great . Merry Christmas Air "A"

14.793

I'd like the presents please merry Christmas Air "A" .

14.792

Air points please santa. Merry Christmas air "A" staff and families

14.785

Airpoints! Air "A" is the best. Merry Christmas to you all.

14.777

Houston please would be an awesome family holiday. Merry Christmas AIR "A"

14.765

Air points please.........Merry Christmas to you all! Especially those working over Christmas!

14.729

Present please Air "A" Santa. Only way to fly Air "A" . Merry Christmas all

14.728

Merry Christmas Air "A" . As Colin & I fly with you often we would love the Airpoints thank you
ðŸŽ„ðŸŽˆðŸŽ„
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14.764

Awesome awesome!!! :)

13.094

Awesome they should start this up now. Awesome Air "A"

12.838

Just flew to Perth and back. Awesome flight.- Awesome plane.

12.834

Awesome add but wheres our awesome Ella Williams from Whangamata :)

11.515

Loved flying on the Dreamliner to sydney. Awesome plane and Awesome service. Thanks Air
"A"
That's awesome! Awesome close up of The Hobbit ZK OKP as well

11.468
11.299

#Awesome #Awesome #Awesome ..

11.214

THAT WAS AWESOME, AWESOME, AWESOME. Paul Pope and Joey Blythe Pope watch
this.
Awesome ALL BLACKS!!

11.207

Awesome you guys always do awesome ads. well done. just another reason to fly air "A"

11

Love "A" , the All Blacks and the awesome HAKA!

10.982
10.852

Ryan! That's awesome. Congratulations on winning such an awesome prize. Good on you air
"A" !
The Bag thanks Air "A" , you're awesome.

10.841

makes jounrney happy n all black air is awesome

10.787

Awesome awesome you Enjoy your glory x

10.728

Awesome...Great to see! Go the All Blacks!!

10.712

Awesome he he Cherie Pierce

10.591

Awesome! Thanks Air air "A"

10.555

Very awesome Air "A" loving this!!!!

10.525

Awesome air "A" crew ðŸ‘ go All Black!!

10.519
10.487

I could watch this over and over again!! Awesome for both Air "A" and our All Blacks. Love
Frank too!! :)
You guys are awesome. Up the All Blacks

10.325

Just love all of it awesome

10.296

Every flight is awesome go Air "A"

10.251

Haha awesome !! Go All Blacks! !

10.236

awesome....great for air "A" .....
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10.191
10.177

A surprise pressie would be awesome for myself as i shop for everyone else apart from myself so
would be an awesome suprise for me..
Air points would be awesome! :)

10.138

Man thats awesome.GO the ALLl BLACKS.

10.105

Awesome video guys! "The Men In Black All Blacks"

10.088

Flying tmr, awesome

10.049

Awesome flight from USA to Aukland

10.048

AWESOME!!!! Best one yet!!!! Go the All Blacks!!!

10.039

Awesome - well done Air "A" !

9.988

Happy birthday what an awesome opportunity for travellers awesome vid

9.977

Awesome pic bloody awesome art work on the plane

9.961

great !!! awesome

9.954

Awesome work Air "A"

9.913

800 points please would be awesome thanks :)

9.908

Awesome air "A"

9.903

i never ever seen like this awesome support, Go the All Blacks !!

9.895

Looks awesome

9.878

Buenos Aires would be awesome. We love flying with you Air "A" . â˜º

9.866

Love it awesome! !!great Air "A" .Here Come the men in black!!You Rock Stan Walker

9.843
9.82

Would love return flight to see my awesome friends up north and see my awesome sister down
south
777 300er is a awesome plane.

9.8

The bag - might be an awesome surprise :)

9.785

Awesome video Air "A" !!

9.732

Awesome video ALL BLACKS GOODLUCK BOYS REGARDS

9.731

Awesome Ashleigh you look like your loving it!! X

Highly weighted Documents Airline A – Topic 9
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15.457
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15.337

Definitely airpoints - have airpoints will travel.

15.009

The airpoints! LOVE my airpoints!

14.666
14.22

Ohhhh, the airpoints! The airpoints! It always depresses me that I only have 30 or so...oh to have
800! *Airpoints Swoon*
Hmm...presents or airpoints, humm airpoints

13.85

Definitely the airpoints... No wait.. Yes the airpoints

13.718

Definately the airpoints! Love airpoints, you can use them to get gifts anyway :)

12.944
12.69

I'd definitely go with the airpoints. Would add them to what airpoints I already have, to give my
husband and I a great holiday.
The airpoints! 800 airpoints could take me on a wonderful adventure.

12.618

The airpoints! That's a great amount of airpoints

12.56

I'd love to go to Melbourne for my sons 40th Birthday, airpoints would definitely go a long way
towards that trip. Love having airpoints.
Present. No, airpoints. No, present. No, airpoints. Scheech, too hard. I'll go with present - given the
time of year 'n all. Thanks :-) Happy Christmas! :-)
The airpoints because that way I can pick from the airpoints store :)

12.332
12.33

Airpoints, airpoints, airpoints!!!
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12.278

11.897

Totally the airpoints I'm Such a loyal airpoints collector those 500 would top off my airpoints to a
holiday :-)
I'd pick the airpoints for sure. Hubby and I are going to be living away from each other for a while
soon so we really would love some airpoints so he can come and visit me and the kids as much as
possible
Definitely the airpoints so they can be used to visit family, best present ever!

11.854

airpoints definitely. The I could visit my step-kids in Oz more often

11.853
11.68

How many airpoints does it take to fly to e.g. the USA? I use everything I have, and get petrol all
the time, but still have only asmassed 58 airpoints. It is very hard to find out from Air "A" how
many airpoints it takes to get a flight.
Definitely the airpoints!!

11.387

airpoints for sure, then I could visit my family :)

11.341

Would have to go with the airpoints. To replace the airpoints of my parents that they have gifted to
me.
*airpoints

12.065

11.338
11.308

11.241

Are there airpoints hidden in the bag? Hehe, I'd go for the airpoints and put them quickly to good
use :)
I'd definitely choose the airpoints but pressies are always good as well but you can turn airpoints
into amazing things
airpoints then I could put them with my other points & perhaps have enough to visit Perth to see
family & friends
800 airpoints will do me, thanks Air "A"

11.228

Definitely the airpoints - I need to get my travel ON in 2016!!

11.211

airpoints so can go and see my family

11.143
11.119

I would definitely go for the airpoints as I love flying and I would love to visit my family more in
Auckland :)
Definitely the airpoints then I could visit my daughter! :)

11.098

I'd have the airpoints.... add them to my existing airpoints dollars and fly to Houston :D

11.035

The airpoints! Always looking for opportunities to clock up the airpoints! :)

10.948

Definitely the airpoints. I love to travel.

10.934
10.882

I would love the airpoints please :) just saw the new flight to Houston that air "A" is doing and I
would love to have the airpoints to kick start my saving ðŸ˜‹
Definitely airpoints ðŸ‘Œwould love a trip somewhere!!

10.863

airpoints to visit friends and family

10.821

Definitely the airpoints, please Santa

10.815

airpoints - I want to go and visit my family :)

10.775

I'd love the airpoints!!! :)

10.768

Would love some airpoints! thanks Air "A" !!

10.705

Ooo airpoints please so I can visit family. Thank you Air "A" Santa

10.683

airpoints to take a trip to see family!

10.64

Just love airpoints so I can go visit friends and family! ðŸ˜ƒ

10.619

Oh the airpoints would be awesome!

10.604

Always a fan of topping up the airpoints balance, so would pick the airpoints.

10.598

I would take the airpoints and use them for a family holiday.

10.574

The airpoints so I could use them towards a flight!!

10.572

The present for me.not sure when to travel n use the airpoints

10.567

The airpoints would be great to see my family

10.564

airpoints please - have a friend in Nelson I need to visit!

11.261
11.258
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9.576

Pick up and go with a great great coffee.Go the All Blacks.

8.75

Two great countries who will always be great friends! Oh, and two great airlines, too! Win/Win! :)

8.617

KAIKOURA -great place and great people

8.541

"A" 418 WLG-AKL Great flight and great staff!

8.495
8.381

Thank you Air "A" for the great opportunity to visit Houston. It would be great to visit my Sister &
her Family that live in Florida as we haven't seen them for several years
That's great! Go All Blacks

8.365

Oh, that would have been a great experience. Great going AIR "A" and the All Blacks!!

8.289

Great work ladies, great to see you are appreciated!

8.278

Great sportsmanship great to see

8.177

Qantas going to look great in BLACK

8.059

The Airpoints would be great to go visit family.

7.928
7.823

All my flights with Air "A" have been great and there has been lots of them. Thanks for the great
service
Awesome...Great to see! Go the All Blacks!!

7.794

Either sounds great but a surprise sounds great this time I think!

7.688

What great sports, and a great game by both teams. Well done Qantas crew!

7.643

go all black great video

7.615

great prize to win great get away for a weekend

7.595

Surprise package would be great anything would be great actually

7.588

Great ad, great song :)

7.57

Airpoints! Great to see the family

7.553

Houston - would be great to visit during the 2016 Presidential Election :)

7.44

Great flight, great food and service from Auckland to Sydney..and return....awesome!

7.415
7.389

ALL BLACKS=MIB ï¼ What a Great idea !
é ¢ç™½ã „ï¼ æ¯Žå¹´ã‚ˆã
è€ƒã ˆã‚‹ã ªã
The points would be great thanks

7.368

Have a great trip enjoy our all blacks

7.362

Great stuff Qantas. Nice to see such great sports and mates.

7.352

Wow!!! Great stuff!! Go All Blacks!!!

7.33

Great countries .. Great friends .. And even better sports! Well done.

7.306

You all look splashingly beautiful in Black Great sports Qantas x

7.286

Wow such great work - great talent

7.274

Airpoints would be great. Would mean another visit to see family.

7.22

Paperless boarding looks great. .my husbands travelling this week ..great chance to try it

7.206

The great Mt Maunganui

7.202

Traveling with my family to visit family in Oz... great fun with a two year old ;-)

7.193

Have a great family holiday. X x x x

7.118

I had a great flight, great service maybe a bit chilli but still good :)

7.115

Apart from the amazing service great flights and awesome staff, I loved it when you guys got the
new uniforms!! they were such a great change. oh and the safety vids of late as they are just great!!
Houston would be great to visit friends and family!! Thanks for the chance.

7.1

Queenstown would be great..but anywhere in "A" is great :) Thanks

ãƒ‹ãƒ¥ãƒ¼ã‚¸ãƒ©ãƒ³ãƒ‰èˆªç©ºã€‚
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7.073

PDX Portland is a great place to visit

7.047

Good on you Qantas! Looking great in black ðŸ˜Š

7.041
7.038

Great Airline with great service around the world!!!!! Congratulation to you guys from here and
Marta Karnuth
The mobile check-in is great and the coffee pre-order is a great bonus.

7.027

Family enviroment and great services

7.022

Have a great trip Mike , go the mighty All Blacks

6.968

Argh yum! Have a great time! X

6.958

6.917

AirPoints dollars would be a great way to help us get back to Canada to visit my family!! Thanks
Air"A" !
Had a great trip with our family of 6 to Vancouver. We had great movies and all managed to sleep.
Best holiday ever :)
National gallery. Great place in a great city

6.915

Would be great if the food was, what it used to be, yummo, great advert tho

6.951

Food Brand A

Highly Weighted Documents Food Brand A- Topic 1
Topic
Weight
12.714

User Generated Post

9.527

Something about chocolate chocolate chocolate, chocolate and chocolate chocolate. Chocolate
when chocolate chocolate................ Chocolate
Are any of these great looking choccies made in dark chocolate? I would love to try them all,
but I don't eat milk chocolate. And also - how about a roasted Almonds in dark chocolate too?
Please? Please?
Boo! can't eat white chocolate grrrr now would be nice in dark chocolate though hmmmnn!!

9.299

Has to be "A" s dark chocolate for me

9.202

Cuz Moore Wilson sure do do em lol They got white chocolate/ dark chocolate and milk
chocolate and thank you very much lol
I put "A" s white chocolate with the raspberry shards into shortbread and also the L & P into
my shortbread, use both the dark and white into choc brownie
love "A" s chocolates especially the dark choco's

10.481

9.186
9.163
9.151
9.018
9.003
8.917
8.864
8.756

8.69
8.609
8.591

There are so many flavours made with milk and dark chocolate that you can choose from,
some of us actually like white chocolate!
"A" s,my favourite,espesially the dark choc.
Will you bring back the coffee chocolate again? Maybe a milk chocolate and a dark chocolate
variety
you.would like this chocolate milkshake then it's made from Whitakers chocolate. do you
have Whitakers chocolate over there
Tried three of the new ones tonight. Was surprised that my favourite was the white choc with
Apple as not a huge white choc fan. Delicious, thanks "A" s! The milk choc looks darker than
normal though - just my imagination?
Oh my gosh! These suggestions are awesome! Peanut butter dark chocolate, dark chocolate
and coconut, vegan coconut milk chocolate, dark chocolate and caramel - they all sound
amazing! ðŸ˜ ðŸ˜ ðŸ˜ hope you guys do add more choices to your already wonderful
range of dairy-free chocolate ðŸ˜Š
They took away the chocolate orange though! And the dark chocolate coffee. I haven't seen
dark chocolate caramel in a while either. Come on, give us more. It's the only decent dairyfree chocolate!
Chocolates.....Chocolates.....and more "A" 's Chocolates....love chocolates:)
My Most Favourite chocolate flavour ever was the "A" s Orange Zest flavour with dark
chocolate. Will you ever bring it back????
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8.59

8.197

Any chocolate is good chocolate eh Rebecca Clode ;) and my doctor did tell me to eat more
dark chocolate...
Hey "A" s_ check out this cake I made for a "A" s obsessive; it_s a chocolate mud_ with milk
chocolate buttercream filling. The icing has 3/4 of a block of dark chocolate_ a whole block
of milk chocolate_ and a whole block of white chocolate! All "A" s_ naturally â˜ºï¸ It smelt
absolutely divine ðŸ˜
Hi "A" _s please keep making your dark chocolates dairy free! I love still being able to eat
chocolate! Will you ever consider making easter eggs? No where makes dark chocolate easter
eggs without milk!!!
due to me being allergic to dairy all i can eat from your range is the dark chocolate... it hink
you should create some new flavours to go with your dark chocolate.. gets boring just eating it
by itself but i love chocolate
Anything dark chocolate...make anything dark chocolate to replace it please !

8.19

Now for dark chocolate back to back chocolate ðŸ˜‚

8.069

#"A" s when are you going to bring the white chocolate milk out!

8.064

7.969

Looking forward to sampling your chocolate. "A" s is the BEST chocolate! I love dark
chocolate and raspberry together - any chance that could be in the "A" s chocolate range?
I purchased some milk chocolate Marlborough Sea Salt and Caramel Brittle chocolate from
your new range and was deeply disappointed to find it was dark chocolate_ not milk
chocolate_ and I couldn_t taste any caramel brittle or salt in the chocolate either. It tasted like
hokey pokey pieces in a thin slice of dark chocolate_ and I_m very disappointed!
So disappointing! It was absolutely my favourite flavour! Bring back dark choc caramel!
Bring back dark choc caramel!
I love your salted caramel chocolate in the artisan range, but I prefer dark chocolate. Could
you make this with your wonderful dark chocolate please!!!! :)
You need to make dark chocolate coconut and peanut slabs and also small blocks of the dark
chocolate range.
Why are you making white chocolate feel so left out lol This would be great with white
chocolate! Don't be scared "A" s! Embrace the white chocolate with flavours!
Interesting chocolate. I like dark chocolate but Kale?

7.944

I would try it if it was made with Dark Chocolate. I neither like nor eat white chocolate.

7.927

Put "A" s jellytip chocolate and peanut butter chocolate together YUM! ! ! Pb&j chocolate!!!

7.909
7.901

Love "A" chocolate however not a fan of white chocolate. Had the new jellytip one yesterday
but really would have preferred the jelly in dark chocolate. Some awesome flavors been put in
some chocolate but spoilt because of sweet white
So called "white chocolate" is not chocolate,

7.888

"A" s make the most morish dark dark chocolate love it no other brands in our house

7.873

7.837

we need this on the shelves for everyone to share, ive been waiting a long time for raspberrys
and dark chocolate, we need more dark choc flavours "A" s.
From a "A" _s vegan chocolate lover_ to the good people at "A" _s: Thank you for ALL of
your dark chocolates_ as these are not only all delicious_ bit also free of animal products such
as dairy_ and as such_ always my chocolate of choice. Please consider making a dairy-free
peanut butter chocolate block_ and a dark chocolate coconut block. The cows_ milk versions
of these two chocolates used to be my favourites_ and I still crave them_ but I haven_t eaten
either of them in the last 7 months since becoming vegan_ and I_m never going back to eating
dairy. So_ if you make vegan (dairy-free_ so generally dark chocolate) varieties of such
chocolates_ I will buy and consume copious amounts of them! Thanks_ Lalita
Maybe it is the white chocolate? "A" 's chocolate certainly is my favourite. There is no better
ðŸ˜Ž
I'm usually a dark chocolate lover so adore your dark Ghana but that block of creamy milk
chocolate is seriously so good, it's dangerous ðŸ˜‰
milk chocolate with dark chocolate sauce in it ;)

7.825

Great choc.just the best dark chocolate mmmm

7.82

The cranberry and almond dark chocolate is the best! But peanut butter dark chocolate would
be great too :)

8.532

8.322
8.25

8.058

8.025
8.002
7.989
7.976

7.856

7.849
7.84
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7.791
7.755
7.706
7.701
7.695
7.692
7.659
7.649

Colestown chocolates has so many dark choc flavours which are dairy free too. You should
check them out
I would have to say a bar of "A" s white chocolate
hey what has happened to my favourite .... the dark chocolate caramel block ...here in
Rangiora we only have the milk chocolate caramel block in the supermarkets....have you
stopped making it and WHY?
Dark cacao and dark ghana are still the best because i like dark choc especially for making
chocolate
Shirley Bareman we need to stock up :D <3 chocolate chocolate chocolate
It's not just that it's our favourite, or the only chocolate we will eat, but for some, having your
dark chocolate be dairy-free is the difference between not eating chocolate ever and eating the
best in the world!
Hey "A" _s chocolate - it would be awesome if you could bring out some baking choc drops
(dark_ milk and white flavours). Preferably fair trade...
Dark chocolate Hot Chocolate next! Please!
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12.076

Ps. LOVE LOVE LOVE your choco ....

12.046
11.627

I love, love love "A" 's chocolate. I don't need to change. I've always loved you. Please send me
more!!!
The best chocolate ever!!!!!!! Love it love it. Love it!!!!

11.462

ðŸ’›ðŸ’™ðŸ’œðŸ’šâ ¤ï¸ love love love .. Yum

11.444

I only eat "A" s chocolate. Love, love, love it.

11.334

I love love love this chocolate its amazing :)

11.215

Love love love Jelly Tip chocolate

11.093

Love love love your white chocolate "A" s ðŸ‘ŒðŸ’–

10.86

Love love love it . Best chocolate ever . When are you bringing it to Canada

10.695

Your Jelly Tip Chocolate is amazing...love...love....love :)

10.683

This is the best flavour ever! love love love :)

10.653

I would love to win, love "A" 's choc.

10.57

i love "A" s choc, i love surpizes

10.531

Love love love it!!!! I can't wait to try it!!!!

10.458

so love to try some,love "A" s chocolates

10.274

I'd love winning some for my dad-in-law who loves dark chocolate :)

9.971

This is the best thing EVER!!! LOVE LOVE LOVE

9.887

Love, love, love Salted Caramel anything and everything.... Can't wait to try this! <3

9.817

she loves me she loves not...gulp

9.655

Love the dark chocolate. :) I'd love to win and share with the family.

9.642

I love "A" s is so good would love to win

9.595

I love that but I love all your chocolate so I'll be ok lol ðŸ˜‰

9.59

Love love love........hope you make more than the jelly tips.

9.582

I love love love jelly tip yes please

9.361

I love love love "A" s chocolates ,specially the Roasted Almonds .

9.243

Would love this for my mum!!! WE both love "A" 's choc!

9.226

Yummo! Would love to share with the one I love ðŸ˜ƒ

Love love love "A" s chocolate
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9.188

Love "A" 's chocolate. What I really mean is I love chocolate ðŸ «ðŸ ¢

9.143

really love "A" s choc love to try this one as well

9.104

Love this chocolate. Love Habaneros too. Best chilli chocolate I've had.

9.033
8.939

Im a mum and yes I would love this, I love Kale, I love chia, but most of all I LOVE dark
ghana chocolate
Thank you...working now...thanks for the opportunity...love, love, love "A" s!!!

8.934

Love you guy's and love the way you think and do!!

8.921

Loved jelly tips, love chocolate ðŸ˜ƒ

8.897

Yes please yum so love this choc and love to win and try the other flavours too entered thanks
for the chance;-)
Thank you. I love love loved the jelly tip chocolate. I look forward to more coming out. Please
Don't stop making it.
Kaitaia Fire is the best ! I love it. "A" s you have done it again...Love this one best.

8.775
8.718
8.71
8.667
8.629

Only buy "A" s choc just love it love it love it .no comparison to the oppersition :) you know
who I mean
The best chocolate ever , love , love it and made local in Porirua !

8.625

I appreciate your candour. I love love love hazelnut chocolate. It is by far my favorite of all
time
Love the wrapping & love "A" s chocolate!!

8.624

Love love love your chocolate no matter what shape it is ...yum

8.582

Love my "A" s chocolate would love the book

8.581

I love it my mum loves it too thanks for making it x

8.578

Entered and shared! Would love to try this one, I LOVE chocolates....especially "A" sðŸ˜†

8.547

If you love dark chocolate and you love chili, yes!!!

8.546

Love love love it! Bought three blocks when I saw it! Taking two overseas with me :)

8.517

Yummmy ðŸ˜Ž will love it ðŸŽ„ðŸŽ„ðŸŽ„ðŸŽ„ðŸŽ„love "A" chocs yumo delish

8.508

love squiggles, love choc... so yes please "A" s make this
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9.37

by the sounds of it this flavour chocolate is the best of the best! we NEED to try <3

9.353

Good good ðŸ˜‰

9.331

Only chocolate for me, best flavour, best texture, best everythingðŸ˜˜

9.267

There is no better chocolate in the world. "A" 's is the best.

8.931

Good luck. All the best!!

8.699
8.641

The best chocolate the best flavours. I would love to win,there is no better chocolate on the market
as far as I am concerned.
Kaitaia Fire is the best ! I love it. "A" s you have done it again...Love this one best.

8.544

Awesome Just gets better and better

8.439

Good old "A" s,the best in NZ..

8.182

Good to see. I think you're the best by far.

8.036

TRY!!!!! YEAH!!! oh that is good, that is just so good

7.988

Best chocolate in the world. Best selection ever.

7.975

Best team best chocolate best country to live and love life

Good luck all best chocolate ever. No1fan
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7.974

it is the best apple flavour and I usually don't like white choc but this is really good in Wairoa.

7.953

Congrats we only buy "A" chocolate taste better than any other ones. Keep up the good work

7.824

Yummy this looks better than Jelly Tip oh and would taste even better ðŸ «

7.715

Good luck everyone. Merry xmas "A" s. Keep up the good work and the great chocolate

7.704

Clever ad you guys are great. Chocolate e en better, the best

7.593
7.509

i have given up cadburys because you are the best i wouldn't eat this one though. "A" 's Chocolate
Lovers is sill the best though
Won't stop me buying the best chocolate! Good on you "A" 's for being honest.

7.499

Best chocolate in the world and good to see made of all local ingredients ...yum! Yum

7.382

â™¡"A" s Chocolate is the bestâ™¡ yum yum yum. ......its got the best taste and the best texture.

7.381
7.378

Artisan chocolate? Wooooowza! "A" s all the way. They'll make good brownies too. They'll make
good everything ;) YUM!!! <3
Love this chocolate!!! The best of the the best!!! Caramel and the other with mint...yummy!!!

7.323

YUM "A" s is the BEST chocolate

7.285

The best of the best flavours I'm hooked on it

7.279

Another winner.Maybe the best. Dont know how you will better this.

7.267

Wasn't 100% on the white chocolate at first so have eaten 3/4 of the block and have decided it's
actually really yummy. Good job "A" s still the best. Better than the other brands... Dark Ghana and
coffee should be your next flavour :)
When can we get "A" 's in the US? Best chocolate ever!

7.236
7.22
7.195

"A" 's Chocolate Lovers, you make the best chocolate, nothing compares anymore! The. Best.
Ever!
Milk chocolate is the best!! Next best is Dark Almond :-) Then Peppermint. Then ........ YUM!

7.19

Hmmm good point. Best we stick to the good old family block!

7.158

Funnily enough me either.. I LOVE "A" s its a better chocolate than any other

7.137

Is the tea one any good? Pear one is good.

7.125

LOVE the jelly tip....really good, I hope they keep it for good

7.087

You better...you better "A" s cos we will remind you...

7.075

CHOCOLATE OF COURSE AND THE BEST TASTING CHOCOLATE EVER, THANKS.

7.058

New World Thorndon is the best New World in NZ and now you are giving away the best
chocolate. Happy to share with you Jordan Andrews and pickup, any excuse to go.
Awesome! Keep up the good work! It is the best chocolate ever! Even better if you had a block
with cranberry, almond, or hazelnut, or macadamia nut, and super dark chocolate!
Yum and very best chocolate ever - would really love one

7.038
6.989
6.987

6.907

Good luck Mitch you deserve some good results. If you were a spaniard you'd have been in F1 after
you won gp3!
I would have one of the best christmas's yet if I could have some "A" s Chocolate to celebrate as it
is the best in taste .I only buy "A" s.
ðŸ ¤Would love to win this. ðŸ’— But even better too buy it. ðŸ ‡ Good luck too my 3 sons
that ill try and win it for. ðŸ °
Really very good chocolate. I'm not usually a milk chocolate fan but it's really good! And there's a
peanut slab?!?! That is now my goal for tomorrow.
Ahhhh "A" s make the best chocolate in the world :)

6.867

It really is the best chocolate I've ever tasted

6.859

Awesome simply the best better than all the rest

6.85

Where have you been all my life.........good dark chocolate & raspberry has to be the best combo
ever! :)
Best ad so far. Way to go "A" 's. Best chocolate in da world.

6.953
6.94
6.916

6.828
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13.904

Yes yes yes yes (and almost gone already - it is just SO good) XXXXX

12.96

Yes yes yes!

12.65

Yes yes and yes and even more yes to Easter eggs

11.843

Yes yes yes me want lol

11.392

Yes yes yes. ... and while we're at it. ... easter eggs!

11.301

Kendal McFetridge YEA YES YES YES

11.295

Ooh yes yes yes!

11.225

Yes yes got mine

11.206

Yes yes yes!!!! I'd love this too. Awesome idea

11.058

Yes yes yes dark salted caramel!! Please make this!!

10.762

Yes yes yes I love jelly tips so much it look so yummy ðŸ˜

10.598
10.525

Yes I DO like the Chili chocolate you guys do for sure!!Yes I very much did like the Jelly Tip
chocolate too.Maybe the best one you have made yet and yes I would like to see it for sale again!!
Yummy! Yes yes please!

9.828

Yes. Yes. Yes. If it tastes like squiggles I'll buy a pallet worth

9.806

Yes I'm down with that! Yes please

9.794

YES....I did, and YES Smelly did.. ;) Excited!!

9.417

Yes yes wanting that for ages!!!

9.404

Yes yes yes to dark caramel!!! One of the 8 wonders of the world. So sad we can't buy it, bring it
back please Barb f
Yes yes yes and a good ol fashioned box of chocolates!! NZ so needs a good box of chocolates!!!

9.217
9.084

Yes yes yes yes

8.651

Yes, yes, & yes please, we love "A" 's dark Ghana , now this sounds really amazingly awesome &
yum! I'd love to be in the draw to win, thanks "A" 's ! x x x
Yes,Yes,Yes! I'd love to have a stock of this beautiful chocolate but I can't save it! keep eating it!
can't stop!
Yes Yes and yes again - hate the branded ugly others.

8.517

got some today OMG YES HELL YES "A" S YOU ARE AMAZING!!!

8.15

HolyMoly yes PLEASE

8.026

Yes yes to all the previous comments.

7.98

Yes ...alllll of the chocolate

7.787

Yes pleeeeease!!! Gonna miss this stuff. Chocolate, oh yes.

7.783

Yes, might have to each one and see which would be the best <3

7.771

â™¡yes please would love the bookâ™¡

7.696

Yes please "A" s your the best

7.684

Yes please love "A" 's chocolate

7.485

Umm yes please lol

7.439

lol yes i like "A" s Dana McLean

7.419

Well yes! Yes I do! Haha I'll let you know, we got the pear one and the oolong tea

7.377

Yes i would buy...:)

7.346

Omg yummy, yes please!

7.321

Yes please! "A" s is the only chocolate I buy now!

7.316

Yes we could look into it.

7.291

OMG!!!! Yes please... Email me haha

7.256

Yes dark please

9.065
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7.235

Yes!!!! Please make more flavours!

7.213

Yes please in dark chocolate

7.179

Yes please sounds delist

7.165

yummy,yes please would love to try

7.157

Yes please would be great

7.156

yes will be doing a reccie to find this

7.153

Yes so let's just eat chocolate!!!ðŸ˜‹

7.143

yes please...would love to try this yummy choc:)

7.141

Yes i am. I have no taste duh
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13.354

Jelly tip block with jelly tip tip top :D

12.928

Slack. No jelly tip chocolate at PakNSave Kaitaia.ðŸ˜© but they do have Griffins jelly tip
biscuits. Yummy
The jelly tip ice cream and the jelly tip chocolate to

12.743
12.643
12.376
12.251

Bring jelly tip back We want jelly tip We want jelly tip

The "A" s jelly tip chocolate and the Griffin jelly tip chocolate biscuits are delicious. Got some
today.yum
Yes you're welcome. Jelly Tip Jelly Tip Jelly Tip Jelly Tip Jelly Tip

12.218

The "A" s new jelly tip chocolate is delicious and yummy and it actually taste like the jelly tip ice
- cream I like it
Come on "A" _s bring back Jelly Tip Chocolate. It_s the only chocolate of yours that I like

11.945

Bring back the jelly tip chocolate please

11.877

You got to try the new jelly tip biscuits. So yummy. I still like my jelly tip ice creams too.

11.738

Please bring back the jelly tip chocolate, "A" s! It is my all-time favourite chocolate!

11.708

Please bring back jelly tip chocolate lol

11.655

Hope it's better than jelly tip, I was disappointed it did not taste like jelly tip

11.647

11.565

I tried the jelly tip chocolate last night and thought the jelly part wasn't really like a jelly tip ice
cream. You need to make it more solid. Its nice though
I agree with other comments, as soon as I had a piece in my mouth I was taken back to the wonder
of the jelly tip - so much so that I considered whether to eat the dark chocolate parts first working
my way to the white and jelly (the only way to eat a jelly tip is to eat the choc first then eat the
jelly and ice cream,,,)
PLESSEEEEEEEEEE bring back the freakin jelly tip blocks..... URGENTLY!

11.446

Please bring back the jelly tip chocolate was a favourite with our familyðŸ˜Š

11.415

But I do love my jelly tips...... Until they changed the jelly!!!

11.409

I love your jelly tip chocolate. It's way better then the Cadbury biscuit of the jelly tip. It's
scrumptious and do delish
Bring back the jelly tip block, so yummy

11.604

11.392
11.378
11.352
11.276
11.265
11.256

Congratulations and well deserved :-) love your chocolate especially jelly tip so brought me back
to my childhood and that first bite of my jelly tip ice block (yummy)
Didn't like it too sweet,don't judge me...I love chocolate but no to the jelly tip...But I do like jelly
tip ice cream!!
'here's a tip' yo jelly tip. Asap please.
Its coming up jelly tip month with "A" s jelly tip chocolate and griffins jelly tip biscuits..we need
to win these as not able to find in the supermarkets yet...told they are very decadent...cant wait
yum:-)
Please bring back the jelly tip chocolate ... Delicious
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11.254

Is the jelly tip chocolate coming back to supermarketsd?

11.209

Bring back Jelly tip

11.096

Congratulations love your chocolate espilly.L&P and hoping.you bring jelly tip back so yummy
please .i only eat "A" s the best ever
I love the jelly tip chocolate I l don't like the biscuits too sickly sweet. ..I brought a block of jelly
tip chocolate for $4 at Pac and save in chch.Im on holiday in Auckland and the dairy they are
selling them for $5.99...
Congratulations! Now bring back Jelly Tip chocolate PLEASE

11.003
10.954
10.948
10.856
10.754

Had that bro sweet as too. Have you had the jelly tip toffee pops Mmmm they taste just like jelly
tip chocolate ice blocks..lol
When are jelly tip chocolate blocks going to be available again?

10.739

Please bring jelly tip chocolate back maybe stop making a block thats not so popular n bring the
jelly back id b a customer for life love the jellytip block
just bring back the jelly tip block permantley, best made so far

10.679

congrats, but please bring back the jelly tip block

10.678

As I keep saying...bring back jelly tip!

10.603

I think jelly tip chocolate is dreadful to ðŸ˜

10.583

is the jelly tip chocolate available yet??

10.546

The best thing about your jelly tip chocolate is my kids don't like it, win for me haha. Also having
issues trying to jelly tip myself.
:-) Yummy!, but Can you make a version with dark choc on the outside, white choc on inside and
then the jelly tip in the centre, Then it would look and taste just like a jelly tip!
Bring it back asap love the jelly tip chocolate

10.524
10.488
10.465

but I love the Jaffa one but that Cadbury ðŸ˜Š

10.444

i agree they are not jelly tip at all! just toffee pops with the jelly tip name attached to try and lure
people into thinking they taste like jelly tip.
I don't like white chocolate, but this new Jelly Tip block is YUM ! AbsolutelyðŸ˜‹

10.322

Loved jelly tips, love chocolate ðŸ˜ƒ

10.301

Jelly tip block chocolate look yummy. ðŸ «ðŸ «ðŸ «ðŸ «ðŸ «

10.262

unable to jelly tip myself on site so I jelly tipped myself here instead lol

10.244

Congratulations !! Now about jelly Tip.........BRING IT BACK NOW!!!!!

10.243

Now theyve got the jelly tip biscuts too. Only tried the chocolate once. But it's yummy.

10.207

Soo need more jelly tip chocolate! Please lol

10.2

We want jelly tip back!
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13.579

12.968

I absolutely love salted caramel and would love love love to try the "A" sea salt and caramel
brittle. I would share these with my sister Neesha Morar
Yum caramel brittle and Marlborough sea salt sound interesting. ..I love salted caramel so this
would be amazingly tasty...I look forward to trying it :-)
Malborough sea salt and caramel brittle!

12.967

Gloria Paterson would love to share the Marlborough sea salt and caramel brittle

12.873

Sea salt caramel brittle!!!!! Omg sounds amazing!

12.862

Marlborough sea salt and caramel brittle to share with Graham John Allen

12.806

I love to try the sea salt and caramel brittle, Winnie Fong want to try too?

12.79

The caramel brittle and sea salt is amazing!!!!

12.714

Tried the apple & vanilla and sea salt caramel today. The sea salt caramel was delicious. Could of
easily eaten the whole block. Can't wait to try the other flavours. Love "A" s chocolate.

13.005

Marlborough sea salt and salted caramel brittle with Maree McCready
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12.702

I really want to try the sea salt and caramel brittle yum

12.694

The sea salt and caramel brittle is yummy!

12.622

Sea salt with caramel brittle sounds delicious. What do you think Terri Witeri and Kat Ng?

12.564
12.526

Marlborough sea salt & caramel brittle. Is give Karen Simpson the Braeburn Apple with Vanilla (a
tastes of it at least!!) :)
The sea salt and caramel brittle is delicious!

12.507

Marlborough sea salt and caramel brittle sounds great don't you think Antonia Brott

12.426

Marlborough sea salt and caramel brittle Dianne Macwilliam would share with u maybe lol

12.412

going to find sea salt and caramel brittle

12.311

Cant get enough of "A" 's sea salt and caramel brittle - love it!

12.204
12.185

The sea salt and caramel brittle sounds like me. Pretty sure Jamie Lee Nelson would like that one
too!
Dejan i missed the sea salt and caramel brittle one!!!!!!!!

12.104

Sea salt and caramel brittle, sounds divine. Frances Fothergill, I'd share with you.

12.102

Sea salt and caramel brittle and I would share it with my friend Adrienne Woodbury

12.099

The Marlborough sea salt and caramel brittle - omg Dave Mines

12.074

Love caramel brittle - love sea salt - but combined? Really?

11.995

It's not coconut. It's sea salt & caramel brittle.

11.958
11.856

Sea salt and caramel brittle. Love "A" s chocolate and now they are even better. Going to try them
all and share with Derek Sinden my Dad
I have just been given a block of Marlborough sea salt and caramel brittle - how exciting!

11.846

Oh, dear...choices!! Sea salt and caramel brittle?

11.783

Amrita Lal marlborough sea salt and caramel brittle sounds so good!

11.774

I reckon Marlborough sea salt & caramel brittle Aylene Brears ðŸ˜‰

11.753

I would love the sea salt and caramel! Shane Sutherland

11.749

Rangiora Brothers , sea salt and caramel brittle.

11.738

Ooh I'd like to try the Marlborough sea salt and caramel brittle! What about you Laura Ager

11.704

Omg I can't wait to try them all but I think sea salt and brittle caramel might be first a Carol Cooper

11.692

Gael Chapman Kaitaia Fire chocolate!? I want to try the sea salt caramel brittle of course.

11.677

Jess Collard, Marlborough sea salt and caramel brittle!

11.64

Sea salt and caramel brittle with Myrtle! Lets be fat ðŸ˜ƒ

11.633

Marlborough sea salt and caramel brittle, It sounds amazing. Summer Spittal

11.617

Sea salt and caramel brittle, sounds nice just hope it not too sweet :)

11.597

John, how good does the sea salt and caramel brittle one sound?!

11.543
11.54

ðŸ˜ ðŸ˜ I'm buying some the day I'm back.. Sea salt and caramel brittle.. It's like they know
me!
John Lee Marlborough sea salt and caramel brittle sounds heavenly!!

11.526

would love to try this. love the caramel and sea salt

11.503

Sea salt and caramel brittle...mmmmmm Trudy Boniface!

11.476
11.454

Oh yum Marlborough sea salt and caramel brittle sounds just like me!! And prob Christine
Crawshay too!
Louise have you seen the sea salt and caramel flavour

11.38

Oliver Stuart Dowthwaite- sea salt and caramel brittle!

11.365

Tried the sea salt and caramel and wouldn't buy again

11.358

which one - I want to try the sea salt and caramel one
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11.994

Yummy yummy yummy

10.66

Yummy yummy chocolates

10.403

Yummy yummy yummy, I got love in my tummy

10.397

Yummy yummy â ¤ï¸

10.324

For those of us around in the 70's. " yummy yummy yummy I want chocolate in my tummy" :-)

9.892

yummy yummy can's wait

9.842

Looks so yummy love Wittakers Cho their Munuka Honey and Pears is yummy

9.621

Yummy, yummy. I want......

9.603

Damm I want to win your yummy yummy chocolate !!!

9.02
8.934

This is a yummy "A" s mixed box of yummy yummy chocolate. Mmmmmm mmmmmmmm yum
yum
Yummy yummy this is my favourite out of the new flavours ðŸ˜ ðŸ˜ ðŸ˜ ðŸ˜

8.712

These are rrreeeeeaaaaallllyyyy yummy xx yummier than the block

8.708

Yummy yummy no other words needed

8.701

Soo yummy i put mine n the freezer even yummier

8.672

yummy yummy good for the tummy

8.573

YUMMY YUMMY YUMMY!!!! Chocolate and a new apron ..... I can feel baking coming on.
Yes please "A" 's Chocolate Lovers, & Merry Christmas!
some yummy "A" s choc, i dont mind which as its all yummy

8.541
8.292

Yummy yummy yummy only choco I like!!

8.282

yummo I have shared and enterecd would love love to try this choc mmm what yummy flavours
:)
mm yummy yummy in my tummy lol have liked and shared :)

8.134

I have tried this when I was down in Timaru, it's fantastic and yummy yummy. Yes please.

8.112

Ooh yummy I love the peanut butter chocolate yumm

7.892

My birthday next month so I will be hoping I get some of these yummy yummy chocs.

7.842
7.83

entered and shared ,this sounds so yummy ,crossing everything i can for a chance at winning this
yummy block :D
Yummy chocolate

7.765

"A" s yummy chocolates

7.636

love "A" s chocolates yummy

7.633

Yummiest chocolate. Love it

7.568

The best chocolate ever yummy

7.56

Yummy.

7.552

Must give it a try, sounds yummy

7.458

yummy love your choclate one of the best.

7.431

Yummy yummy , for my big fat tummy

7.424

How YUMMY it is, white and brown choco with jelly filling. YUMMY!!!

7.405

That sounds so good - yum yum yummy

7.357

Some of the recent new flavors of your absolutely yummy chocolate. So yummy.

7.316

yummo! loved it!

7.305

who won the yummy chocolate

7.268

yes please...would love to try this yummy choc:)

7.258

they all sound and look yumm

7.249

Yummy , the best.
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7.222

You make the best chocolate and I can't wait to try these!!! Yummy!!! <3

7.177

My fingers and legs are also crossed, would be yummy yummy thanks ðŸŽ„ðŸŽ„

7.173

yummy yummy! I may have to get you to add biscuits to the list too xx

7.152

Blocks of yummmmmy "A" s chocolates!!ðŸ˜‹

7.105

Blocks of Artisan chocolate... Yummy

7.073

Too good to eat sounds yummy

7.067

Courtney Thompson more chocolate flavours ðŸ˜±ðŸ˜ ðŸ˜œ yumm

7.043

OMG that sounds like the best chocolate in the world. Yummy

7.034

Love the dark Ghana chocolate. its so yummy

Highly Weighted Documents Food Brand A- Topic 8
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8.032

7.717

I found a loop hole!!! You buy me chocolate, I'll buy you chocolate!! Technically not buying it for
ourselves!! Hehe ðŸ‘ ðŸ »ðŸ‘ ðŸ »
Again. I would still buy it over any others, but thankfully I don't buy big blocks too often
anymore!
Oh wow awesome!! Yes buy buy buy.

7.088

I'll still be buying it, don't care about the price. I'd pay $10 for a block rather than buy crapburys

7.071

I'd buy one. Oh who am I kidding, I'd buy as many as I could get out of the shop with!

7.015
6.977

Omg, I cannot wait to try this, I will be buying blocks and blocks of it ! you have done it again
"A" 's
Just bought a block, ymmy !!

6.947

Bought a block today! Yeow

6.941

If you find a block before me you MUST buy me one

6.893

We ate one block as soon as we bought it and went back for 2 more, one each.

6.867

I only buy "A" 's chocolate. I've bought two bars one for my family in London one for family in
NZ.
Its my favourite chocolate at the moment... i bought a block just to try thinking it would last me
ages... nope lasted an hour. I went and bought 10 more blocks ðŸ˜‚
Omg lol buy like 200 blocks

7.871

6.857
6.855
6.701
6.689
6.687
6.664
6.659
6.655
6.622
6.557
6.549

I liked it, I bought it to try it, I liked it. But I won't buy it again.

Hi there Where can I buy "A" s kiwi fruit chocolate and I lwould like to buy around Auckland or
Manukau?
Sure Kelly Hyman I'll buy one of each and you can taste them all. It's the only chocolate I'll ever
buy....mmmmm "A" s chocolate
May just have to buy a bar of Hawke's Bay Braeburn Apple with Vanilla even though I am not
meant to be buying anymore chockie
Only buy "A" s. Favourites = almond gold, peanut, macadamia, caramel. Prefer dark choc. But
will eat any as long as it "A" . Have been buying slabs before in wrapping, bought them by the
box.
I have a problem with this chocolate - it doesn't last ! I bought soe and it just disappeared. So I
bought some more and the same happened - I just hope the block I sent to the UK last the trip ! lol
i love the macademia block...where can i buy this in canada?
I'm in Perth Australia and love buying "A" s chocolate but lately haven't been able to buy peanut
block only peanut slabs? Do "A" s still make peanut block at all or will I have to perhaps try and
look for it elsewhere? Cheers :)
Duuuuuuuuuuude. "A" s! Damn! And I just bought a block of Creamy milk..
Where can I buy this chocolate (if I still can) in Te Puke? One very stressed out student needing a
choc fix & there is only one I like & buy now since the other brand put Plam Oil in theirs
(YUCK!)
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6.499

Yummy! Are you going to make that for me instead of just buying me a block :P

6.483

6.386

Yum Malcolm Steele would like this spcecial chocolate sadly you cannot buy this in Singapore
we can buy some products
I bought the vanilla one last night at Pak N Save Wanganui - was nice but chocolate is still my
favourite... so I bought one this morning. LOL :D
but i bought two blocks of chocolate yesterday :'(

6.383

May or may not have bought a block last night...

6.307

6.231

Off this subject - I went to buy White Chocolate to-day 500gms for a recipie - firstly I bought 2
cakes with a white cow on front to my dismay when I came to make recipie discovered it was not
white! Went back to supermarket and had to buy the other make I don't usually buy. It kis only
200gm. Why don't you make White Chocolate ?
Didn't realize it was limited edition... So only bought 1 block... Went to buy more because it is
THE YUMMIEST CHOCOLATE EVER and I can't find any!!!!! ðŸ˜ðŸ˜ðŸ˜ if I'd known it
would disappear & not be a priority to make I would've bought boxfulls! Do a run of it once a
month... Every month... Coz it's amazing ðŸ˜¬ðŸ˜¬ðŸ˜¬
Buy me a block if you find one n I'll pay you back ðŸ˜

6.168

Anyone want to buy 6 Whitaker's chocolate blocks? Pm me. 3caramel an 3milk choc

6.121
6.117

The best chocolate in NZ and Australia Love it. I buy a block of "A" s Maccadamia every week.
Love. Love it
Yahoo. I would buy these but am reluctant to buy the Cadbury ones.

6.114

So good..I went out and bought another block today....xx

6.097

just bought 3 blocks and 1pkt biscuits. mmm-mmm

6.071

Fair call. LOL I went to buy another two today, but they didn't have the flavour I wanted. Sold
out! Should've just bought the lot on Monday.
Hannah Skidmore can you pretty please buy me a block!! ðŸ˜ ðŸ˜ ðŸ˜

6.416

6.277

6.068
6.067
6.017

and it's whitaker's will have to try thought it was dairy milk don't buy that one any more only
whitakers will i buy..
if i buy it ill eat the whole block

5.896

Imogene Gibson ~ if wall all buy a block . 6 of us ! We can technically have a whole block

5.894

where in pukekohe can you buy the chocolate?

5.858
5.84

I'd buy this choc from a kid coming to my door... Can't see the point in buying something I would
never eat in a million years!
You should have bought more Char!

5.838

I buy a block a week and would love the cornflake in a big block!

5.827

5.808

I just love brittle, I buy it when ever I can so I'm looking forward to trying yours but I will have to
buy it as I never win anything.
Shared a block of this with family in England last night and it was in no way big enough!!!
Yummy. Need to get back to NZ soon and buy some more.
hehe! Just bought a block of your chocolate today for a treat!

5.781

You buy it I'll eat it

5.778

No we can't buy this in Napier or Greenmeadows anymore. Can get the others but not this one. It
is my favorite one and I usually buy several at a time. They need to get it back in. I am addicted to
it.

5.81
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8.11

I looked and looked but no one had any. Sorry love

7.984

They look yummy looking forward to seeing you x

7.389

Looks amazing can't wait to try it

looks like you molded it to look like a keyboard
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7.363

How amazing does that look! great thoughts there B2 :) x

7.33

ooo looking at this looks interesting and yummy

7.263

Looks amazing

7.102

Wow this looks and sounds amazing !!

7.04

the packaging looks really sophisticated and range looks very yum!

6.97

Looks & tastes amazing.

6.961

They all look amazing... I love the change .

6.915

That looks cool some thing to look into

6.886
6.882

I've tried Kaitaia Fire & Samoan which were good, the others were all sold out when I was
looking! I'm looking forward to trying the Caramel as its usually my favourite!
Sharleen Abraham doesn't this look amazing, as I eat tuna Mmmm Not

6.877

They all sound so good but apple and vanilla looks amazing!!! ðŸ˜ ðŸ˜

6.825

yes these look amazing!

6.813

Looks amazing....ðŸ˜ ...and yummy!

6.799

Elijah Delamere look lij! This is wat they look like .. ;)

6.739

Sounds great, I'm looking forward to that!

6.688

It sure does look good! We're just keen to see if the taste lives up to the look of it ;)

6.682

Oh wow! That looks amazing!!!! X

6.514

Wow Lisa Lyons that looks the goods I'd have to give them a try one day chili spice looks nice

6.473

You are so right. Looks amazing!

6.411

Hawkes Bay Braeburn Apple with Vanilla! They look amazing Miriam Smith hope we win!!!!!!

6.372

Looks amazing - happy birthday Elora!

6.348

Omg this looks amazing your lucky workmates!

6.327

Looks like a deal!!.. would u like to look into it for us plz

6.311
6.306

Couldn't find any in ChCh when I looked. But by the way these comments are looking I won't
waste my money looking any further!
Oh my god that looks amazing

6.302

Oh man that looks amazing will have to find some

6.262

That looks amazing!!! Can't wait for the recipe ðŸ˜Š. And happy birthday

6.236

Man that looks amazing!!!

6.206

OMG these look AMAZING would be yum with the raspberries too.

6.197

Oh my goodness this looks amazing! Can you make it for me?

6.176

Wow they look and sound great :)

6.164

Looks great!

6.156

It looks yum

6.149

This sounds amazing, Miss Clawdy's what sort of cans are you looking for?

6.127
6.126

Oh my goodness...... they look amazing! Can't wait to try them :-) Still waiting for you guys to
bring out a boysenberry one!
Looks amazing! Jordyn hehe ðŸ˜ŠðŸ˜Š

6.109

Holy shiz that looks amazing!

6.105

Brownie looks amazing!!

6.1

Looks great!! Will get some if I can find it! hehehhe

6.071

Damn that looks amazing Naomi #Cakeboss

6.065

Looks amazing aye ðŸ˜‹

6.063

Yum these look awesome. Can't wait to try them!

6.052

What an awesome looking apron and the chocolate looks pretty dam good too, lol ðŸ˜‰
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6.047

What a great idea. Look forward to when you do make them.

6.042

So looking forward to this!

6.025

Louise Boston, Ailsa Margaret Jane, Claire Boston, Laura Michelle Graham :O these look
amazing!!!!
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7.4

I want I want I want haha Coolies, its a MUST have...:0)

7.215

Fenn Orbell-Evans you should enter as well to try win this for Mum, I want to try it lol

6.898

Ohhhhhh I want I want I want !!!!!

6.697

You want one lol

6.397

Yumm. I want to taste all of them lol ðŸ˜

6.311

Me too and I want some of that chocolate now lol

6.286

I saw this yesterday! I want I want I want!

6.268
6.066

Thank you :) Don't want to miss out on the chance to win some of (hopefully) your chocolate! Am
currently eating some now! lol
Want one? You will have to come get it though lol. Last day of week!

5.92

Omg I want this! I have entered to try and win!

5.871
5.771

Been to 3x Countdown Supermarkets in Auckland + 1x New World and NONE of them ever have
the Samoa Cacao chocolate in stock lol Ugh. I give up wanting to taste it now lol
Me to but wanting to save you some $ lol

5.502

I just want to buy a box lol

5.425

I still have almost a block left in the fridge if you want it lol...

5.381

Yum. So want to win this

5.252

Margie Dickson u want me to send you some??? Manuka honey one sounds like u haha

5.249

Yum! I don't want the receipe, I want someone to bring me a slice â˜º

5.242

keep the bag, I just want the chocolates.. lol

5.236

Sounds yum!! So want to try this!

5.211

Haha no I want to share the terribleness of it with you all!!!!

5.184

I want this for my 21st lol

5.151

I want some! Next time I'm there, definitely want a bite of that!

5.148

Want some of this Julie Richards lol ewww

5.124

Want to try it as it sounds not nice

5.119

Do you want him to make this cake for his gf? lol

5.113

This is soo yummy. I want more lol :-)

5.104

Anything else u want lol? Par from dat lolðŸ˜ ðŸ˜ ðŸ˜†ðŸ˜†ðŸ˜†

5.095

Yes yes yes me want lol

5.055
4.993

Peter Downer - mind doing a taste test for me? Or try find some for me please lol - have always
wanted to try it :)
I'm sure I've seen it at Papakura Pak n Save, I want to know when they did the Squiggles block??

4.978

Haha I want to try it!

4.968

Geri and James might want to enter this too :)

4.951

Omg that sounds so good I want to eat it !!!

4.918

Nooooo lol I want a chocolate tart one

I want one and i don't want to share lol ;-) ...... but i will
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4.898
4.876

Hi I was wanting to know if the squiggles chocolate real or a hoax lol if it is a hoax omg new
recipe for you guys lol please
"A" your the best so want to win this

4.865

I know. Want it NOW

4.777

Nice now you can eat all you want for free haha

4.761
4.74

Our school gets these next month... Sold through 3 boxes last year... anyone who wants some
message me lol $2 each I believe. And $60 gets you a whole box!
delicious! Sameeta Lal, you'll want to enter this ðŸ «

4.675

Danyela van der Sande MiÅ¡el Thornton - who wants to bring me some of this??? lol ðŸ˜‹

4.652

Oliver William what flavour u want

4.638

I (sort of) liked this but wanted to devour the chocolate lol!

4.634

Haha yeah that's the one I want

4.596

Win win win,lol

4.573

Go well with brekky lol lol lol

4.553

I'd want to eat them all though!

4.499

Rebekah Foster Hayden Talbot you guys want all of these new flavours? Or just certain ones?

4.491

Now where's a block of "A" 's when you want one! :-)
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